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I.

THE SILENCE OF SCRIPTURE A PROOF OF
ITS DIVINE ORIGIN.

S
ILENCE is sometimes big with testimony. Evidence does not

all get syllabled in speech. “ The heavens declare the glory of

God, and the firmament showeth His handiwork. Day unto day

uttereth speech, and night unto night showeth knowledge. There

is no speech nor language.” The praise does not get spoken

audibly to the ear of men
;
but the swinging worlds are forever tes-

tifying to the “ eternal power and divinity ” of Him who fashioned

them in the past, and holds them still in his resistless and measure-

less leash. All the starry hosts of the sky are “ moving their rounds

in silent rhythm and inaudible song.”

Robert Hall has a sermon on the text : ‘‘It is the glory of God
to conceal a thing,”* in which he says it is difficult to determine

whether the glory of God appears more in what He displays or in

what He conceals. ‘‘Verily thou art a God that hidest thyself.”

Hiding, while yet revealing, He, in the very revelation, has given

proof of the divinity that shaped it by the silences that thunder

along the sacred text.

It would ill befit silence to claim for it everywhere the place of

“ Sir Oracle.” Silence is not always a pearl of great price. It is

not a pearl of any price when enforced by ignorance. It must be
“ cunning in dumbness”— not dumb from mere stupidity. Its worth

lies in its withholding speech with a purpose, and for some high end.

When it is of necessity, because of the utter paucity of its own

* Works of Robert Hall, London, 1845, vol. vi.
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resources, then it is evidential of nothing but its own blankness.

We all, like Gratiano,
“ Do know of these

That therefore only are reputed wise,

For saying nothing.”*

As connected with Scripture, silence, to be of any evidential value,

must be shown to be of intelligent, far-reaching design, and not of

compulsion, or chance, or forgetfulness. To be proof of the genuine-

ness of the claim that the Bible is of divine origin, the silence of the

Bible must be seen to be not only voluntary, but wisely voluntary,

with a clear forecast of the advantages of it : a silence, too, where

man, to a moral certainty, would have put speech.

This silence is not a lion among the Christian evidences. It does

not come with the roar of signs and wonders. It is an unobtrusive

thing. It needs perspective and the light of history for its fullest

force of testimony. Time must prove its wisdom. Herein it is like

prophecy. But this evidential voice without a souad—this testimony

where “ there is no speech nor language,” when once it is brought

into court, makes a mighty case for the divinity of the Scriptures.

We believe that the silence can no more be accounted for than the

speech, save on the background of the supernatural. Let us see

how far this conviction is borne out by an examination of some of

the instances of the silence of the Bible.

I. The first instance inviting attention is the silence of Scripture

as to Christ. He is the one central and supreme person in all the

Bible story, the divine-human, God manifest in the flesh. He is

written of, indeed, only in the Gospels, as to His birth, life, death

and resurrection
;

but the prophetic face of the Old Testament

from Genesis to Malachi grows eager for His coming, and from Him
the rapt and adoring face of the New Testament is never turned

away. Revelation is meaningless without Him.

Mark now the significant reserve of the Gospel historians in their

record of Christ, and consider whether aught else than divinity could

have hedged them about, that they should leave just what they did

to silence. Note their silence as to the birth of Jesus. Of this

birth we know not the day, or month, or year. The weight of

scholarly opinion as to the year is in favor of 4 or 5 B.C. As to the

month, opinion is utterly at sea. Every month in the calendar has

been held to be the month of His birth. Of the day we have no

hint whatever. Lange says,f “ All attempts at fixing an exact

chronology of our Lord’s life from this indication of Luke (‘ And

* Merchant of Venice, 1. 1. f Com. in loco. Luke iii. 23.
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Jesus himself when he began to teach was about thirty years of

age’) have split upon this word ‘about.’” Alford says the word

gives a latitude of at least two or three years
;
and, summing up his

discussion of dates, he adds, “ It may be doubted whether in all

these reckonings more accuracy has not been sought than the Gospel

narrative warrants any expectation of our finding.”* Dropped

here and there incidentally, f are historical allusions, from which we

may fix the date with absolute certainty within a half dozen years.

Beyond this the record is silent. Four biographies of Christ, and

not one tells us the date of His birth ! And yet these men are writ-

ing of one whose birth they believe to be the event of history—the

event that is to change the religion of the world !

But still more noteworthy is the silence concerning the infancy

and early life of this central figure of the Gospel story. We are

simply told that ” the child grew ” and “ increased in wisdom and

stature,” and was “ subject to His parents’’;^ as if thus to antici-

pate and dissipate all doubt of the reality and naturalness of this

infant and child nature. With the single exception of an incident

occurring “ when He was twelve years old,”§ this is absolutely all the

four Gospel narratives tell us of Christ’s life prior to His three years’

public ministry. Not another detail of His boyhood, not a hint as

to habit of conduct or speech, not an incident of any sort is put on

record, by which we may look in upon this wonderful life along the

track of its first thirty years.
||

Four biographies of Jesus Christ are

thus given us by four different writers, whose claims for the hero of

their story make Him the most unique and marvellous character

among all the sons of men, and nine tenths of the life they portray

is left almost a perfect blank ! Such silence is surprising, and needs

to be accounted for. Men do not write lives in this way. It is with-

out a parallel, or the faintest approach to a parallel, in all bio-

graphical literature. It is at variance with the recognized, uniform,

and established laws of human nature. It looks as if we were already

face to face with something very like a miracle.

But we mark a further and strange silence concerning Christ. It is

the absolute reserve of these Gospel historians touching His personal

appearance. His height, carriage, mien, the color of His eyes and

hair, the fashion of His countenance—these are details concerning

which we have not a single suggestive word. The “ Holy Child,”

the “ Man of sorrows,” the “Ecce Homo ” that the genius of Art has

* Com. in loco. Luke iii. i.

t Luke ii. 51-2.

||
See Farrar’s Life of Christ, ch. v. p. 25.

f Matt. ii. 1 ;
Luke ii. x ; iii. 1, 23.

§ Luke ii. 42.
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pencilled on canvas and chiselled in marble, are purely the creations

of the imagination. Before every physical feature of Christ the

silence of the Gospel hangs an impenetrable veil. Men guess how
He looked. They do not know. But they long to know. It is

the instinct of love, as universal as the race, to give bodily form to

a beloved memory—to dwell upon details of outward appearance.

But when loving and worshipping hearts look into the New Testa-

ment for some trace or hint by which they may picture to them-

selves the personal appearance of Christ, the divine oracles are dumb.
They answer not a word. All biographers seek to gratify this uni-

versal craving when they write lives. Why did not the Gospel

biographers ? In the presence of this silence we are again face to

face with a break in the continuity of natural law. What if in this

unsyllabled speech we should find one of the deepest voices of God !

Here, then, is this conspicuous, central, altogether unique and

concededly supreme person, the Christ of the Scriptures, whose life

is exhibited to us in fourfold narrative, with such significant, excep-

tional, and often absolute reserve touching the date of His birth, the

particulars of His early life, and His personal appearance, that the

strange, wide silence challenges attention, and demands to be ac-

counted for.

On the supposition that the narratives are authentic and genuine,

the silence cannot be accounted for on the ground of ignorance.

Beyond a doubt these Gospel historians could have known, and

beyond a doubt they did know, the exact date of Christ’s birth. In

all probability it was registered in the very place where the genealo-

gies were found that have been transmitted to us by Matthew and

Luke. Certainly it could have been gotten from Mary, the mother

of Jesus, whose brooding spirit must have kept an exact and in-

delible record of the day when that “ holy thing ” was born of her

that the angel named “ the Son of God.” Equally beyond a doubt

they must have known many incidents touching the childhood, youth

and opening manhood of the subject of their sketches. They had

exceptional facilities for information. They were not separated far

from Christ in space or time. Two of them, for three years of His

life, were His intimate companions. And one of them was by

eminence “ the disciple whom Jesus loved.” To his tender care

was committed the mother of Jesus when Jesus died. And she,

who kept all these early things and pondered them in her heart,

must have been full of precious memories of those days and years at

Nazareth, where the child Jesus grew and played and toiled
;
and,

like every other mother, she must have talked of the incidents of the

old family life, brooding over some scenes in the dear joy of maternal
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reminiscence, and making John familiar with the life-like details.

Yet it is John who passes over all this in absolute silence, and of the

first thirty years of Christ’s life tells us not a word.

But if ignorance cannot be urged as the cause of the silence, no

more can indifference. These writers copied out of their hearts.

They wrote as they felt. Their narratives breathe a spirit of ardent

and reverent devotion. It is manifestly no perfunctory task to

which they are committed in telling the story of this life. They are

Christ’s avowed and loyal disciples. They joyfully own Him as

Master and Lord, and would willingly die for Him. One of them

has been admitted to the most sacred intimacies of personal friend-

ship with Jesus. All their hearts are aglow with the fervor of a

warm and wakeful regard. Surely these are not the men to be in-

different to those things touching Christ of which, nevertheless, they

have made no mention. We may be certain they were not in-

different. It is impossible to believe that they would not fix in

their minds with tender interest the date of His birth
;
that they

would not often go over with loving and delighted repetition some

of the scenes of His life, never tiring of the personal and hallowed

reminiscences
;
that they would not recall again and again the form

of their Lord, the expression He wore, every lineament of that be-

loved face, and the very tones of the voice with which He had re-

buked and blessed them. How could John, leaning upon Christ’s

bosom, ever forget the look of Christ at the Last Supper? How
could Matthew ever lose that tender tone of authority which fell

upon his ear and heart as he sat “ at the receipt of customs,” and

which forever after he was so delighted to obey? Unquestionably

their hearts were full of all this as they wrote
;
and to have told it

along with the rest that is told, to have dwelt upon memorials of His

infancy and youth, to have made faithful record of the very month
and day He was born, to have lingered with a dear regard on some
appearance of His when an infinite love looked out of His eyes—this

surely would have been the way by which men, who loved as they

loved, would have transmitted the beloved memory. That their

four narratives are a perfect blank as to these matters is indeed a

marvellous thing, but it is palpably absurd to attribute the silence

to indifference. It is clear that neither ignorance nor indifference

will account for the silence, supposing the narratives genuine.

But on the supposition that they are spurious, what is to be said ?

This must be said, in all fairness : that the silence involves an inter-

vention upon natural law in the mental world so unnatural as to be
supernatural. It implies a change so violent and absolute in intel-

lectual process as to be a miracle more difficult of acceptance than
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the miracle of inspiration
;

because equally out of the order of

nature, while utterly out of harmony with the purpose and spirit of

the four Gospels, with which the doctrine of inspiration is in perfect

accord. »

Let us get back there in the first or second century, and see if this

statement does not find its ample warrant in the facts.

The supposition is that somewhere along the track of the second

century men sit down to forge a revelation. There is attempted

—

whether by four men or one man it matters not, and if by four,

whether in collusion or otherwise it matters not—there is attempted

a spurious life of a being who is to be represented as a divine incar-

nation, God manifest in the flesh, born of a woman yet without

human father, growing up from infancy to manhood, living thirty-

three years amongst men, claiming divine wisdom, accepting divine

honors, doing divine works, declaring himself to be the centre of

history, the light of the world, who is to draw all men unto Him, and

whom these men that are writing of Him profess to believe in and

adore and love with a passionate devotion
;
yet they do not date His

birth, they give no details or characteristics of His infancy, break

the silence of His boyhood but once, leave thirty years of the life

they are picturing with nothing to picture , and do not set Him before

us by a single physical aspect that may help us to see His form or

mien or fashion of countenance !

The conclusion is irresistible. These men did not forge these

silences. They were born neither of hallucination nor of imposture.

Their solemn reserve on so many points in connection with the life

they were recording is the unchallengeable answer to the charge that

the authors of these writings were unbalanced enthusiasts, borne

away by personal attachments and unfounded beliefs. Had they

been that, these very fields where silence now reigns would have

been the most fruitful and vocal with their dreams and fantasies.

Had they been deliberate impostors, these blanks would have made
the forgers feel they were leaving behind them in the record, confes-

sions of ignorance, lapses, the perpetual proofs of their own fraud, to

expose and confute them
;
and they would have crowded the silences

with speech. It was natural. It was inevitable. Read the “ Gos-

pels of the Infancy,” stamped undeniably as forgeries, and written

to satisfy the cravings of curiosity. The pages are filled with marvels

concerning this strange child. His swaddling-cloth does not burn in

the fire, and the wise men kiss it. His parents flee with Him into

Egypt, and the idols fall down at His coming, saying, “ The un-

known God is come hither.” Lepers are cleansed by the water in

which the Babe has been washed. While with boys at play, Jesus
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makes clay figures of animals and birds, and causes them to walk and

fly. He turns boys into kids, and the kids back again into boys. He
is sent to school, and teaches His teacher. Another teacher attempts

to whip Him, and his hand is withered.*

We need not conjecture how forgeries would be written. Here

they are. But to forge such a life as that of Jesus of Nazareth pur-

ports to be, and put absolutely nothing in nine tenths of it ! Im-

possible ! Such a forgery upsets all calculation based on uniformity

of law, and is so at war with the nature of things as to be without

conceivable cause or motive, save as the forgers are prescient with

divine forecast, and so made capable of seeing the end from the

beginning, as God Himself.

II. But the silence of Scripture is perhaps as remarkable concern-

ing Mary, the mother of Jesus, as concerning Jesus. She stood in

such relation to the central figure of the Gospel story that she must

have been to these sacred biographers the object of tender and

reverent regard. On every natural ground we should have heard of

her variously and frequently in the progress of the narrative. And
whenever she appeared out of the silence, on every rational and

natural ground we should have expected for her loving recognition.

We should have looked in every reference to her for something of

the warmth and reverence befitting the woman who could sing “ The
Magnificat,” and bear the Christ. Yet not a word is given us of her

birth, not a word of her deep spirituality, or characterizing her

spirituality in any way, not a word of her personal appearance, not a

word of any intercession on her part with her son in behalf of any

<^ne in need (not a word but once,f and then the intercession was

impliedly rebuked), not a word indicating that she had any special

privilege or prerogative by reason of being the mother according to

the flesh of this marvellous Christ, and not a word as to her death.

Elizabeth, her cousin, is spoken of as righteous, walking in all the

commandments and ordinances of the Lord blameless”
; \ but no

such word ever escapes one of these Gospel writers concerning Mary.

How often, and with what peculiar tenderness, Christ must have

talked with the mother who bore Him, and who pondered all the

things she heard of Him, “ keeping them in her heart.” But thrice

only do these strange narratives report any word of His to His

mother : once, in the temple, when He was twelve years of age
; §

again, in Cana at a wedding
; j|

and again, at the cross.^f And two

of these are seeming rebukes. Twice only do these strange narra-

* I. Gospel of Infancy, chaps. 3, 4, 17, 20.

t Luke i. 6. § Luke ii. 49. || John ii. 4.

t John ii. 3, 4.

Tf John xix. 26.
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tives tell us what fell from Christ’s lips, suggested by some allusion

to His mother. Once a woman in the crowd cried out in her en-

thusiasm, “ Blessed is the womb that bare thee !” “ Yea, rather,”

said Christ, “ blessed are they that hear the Word of God and keep

it.”* Once, again, some one said, “ Thy mother and thy brethren

are without, desiring to speak with thee.” But he answered,
“ Who is my mother?” And stretching His hand toward His dis-

ciples, He said, “ Behold my mother and my brethren. Whosoever
shall do the will of my father which is in heaven, the same is my
mother. ”f Beyond these few words (and what words !) these narra-

tives let fall nothing from Christ’s lips to His mother, or about His

mother. She is mentioned just once after Christ’s resurrection and

ascension, in the most casual way, catalogued with a few disciples as

in an upper room at prayer before Pentecost,:}: and from that time

on the silence concerning her is unbroken.

Here we are faced again with a marvellous thing. Why this sig-

nificant and strange reserve of speech with reference to one who bore

the Lord, and watched over His infancy, and reared Him in that

home, of Nazareth, and saw Him die?—a reserve which, when
broken, is the more remarkable because of the thing revealed, mak-

ing the silence a greater marvel still ! Why do these narratives tell

us these things, and tell us no more ? These things, that seem to

put a distance, almost a coldness, between Christ and Mary
;
while

they tell us nothing of that world of tenderness, each for each, which

often must have had a voice. This is not the way, surely we may
say with a positiveness based upon the known laws of mind and the

known methods of men—this is not the way the history would ha\^

gotten itself written if the historians had been left to themselves.

But the silence must be accounted for. It is there in the record.

Neither the theory of ignorance, nor the theory of indifference, nor

the theory of unbalanced enthusiasm, nor the theory of imposture can

explain it as it relates either to the person of Mary or to the person

of Christ. By every rational test they all break down when sum-

moned to tell us why the sacred oracles are dumb on matters where

men naturally would have been instant and full with detailed and

loving speech. There is no escape from the conclusion. We must

say, with Wordsworth, “This silence of Scripture is inspired.”

Nay, we may widen the application of the very words of Holy Writ,

and reverently say, Holy men of old spake not only, but were silent,
‘

‘ as they were moved by the Holy Ghost. ’ ’ Along their pages of sacred

history and biography they were here and there bidden “ Be still,”

* Luke xi. 27, 28. f Matt. xii. 46-50. t Acts i. 14.
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that men might know it was God’s own hand that really held the

pen. What Gaussen says of the whole historical field of inspiration

is true of these silences touching Christ and Mary : “It was indis-

pensable that the invisible and powerful hand of the Holy Spirit be

placed upon that of the sacred writer, and that He guide it from the

first even to the last. More than men was required, more than

learned men, more than holy men, more than minds enlightened and

superintended, more than angels and archangels—God must do it.”*

Clearly this silence tells us, and was meant to tell us when it was

put alongside the wondrous speech, that these Scriptures are wholly

out of the plane of human invention, and that they are written as

men left to their own unguided and uncontrolled preferences would

never have written them.

But what if we should find in this strange silence a deeper design

—

a design that needed the lapse of centuries for its full disclosure, and

that now, in the long perspective of the Christian era in which the

Scriptures have had their challenge and test, appears in bold relief

and outline ! How overwhelming would be the testimony that just

where “ there is no speech, no language,” we have the image and

superscription of God.

Well, what do the centuries show to be the tendencies of human
nature in religion ? Examine the religions of the world. They are

chiefly made up of externals, of ritualism, of sacred days and times

and forms and outward rites, of images and idolatries. Human na-

ture is everywhere and mightily prone to that in worship which ap-

peals to the eye. But the Gospel is God’s summons to a worship
“ inspirit and in truth.” Let us see, now, if in the light of this con-

trast we have not a deep design of God in the Scripture silences

touching Christ and Mary.

Man makes “ days ” and multiplies them. The calendar of the Ro-

mish Church is loaded with them—well-nigh a hundred “ festivals
”

alone being catalogued in her Missal in honor of Christ and Mary
and apostles and incidents of Church and Scripture. Now mark the

far design of God in the record of Christ’s nativity. Men search and

search, and get no date. Surely it is a purposed obscurity. The
silence is a mute protest against the tendency to set apart days,

birthdays and death-days, festivals and saints’ days, and to invest

them with peculiar sanctities. Even the birthday of this Son of the

Highest is nothing, as a day; not worth the mention. Dates!

Times ! Seasons ! What are these, that God’s penmen should be

* Theopneusty, p. 182.
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busy with their exact keeping, and so help men to a religion of ex-

ternals. Let the oracles be dumb. Christianity is a spirit.

But note, again, another tendency. See what pictures, images,

superstitions, legends, and forged gospels have been born of the idea

of honoring the Infancy of Christ. The Babe of Bethlehem and

Nazareth has been the favorite image and object of devotion. Now
mark the far-reaching design of God in the studied reserve of the

Gospel concerning this infant Child. The significant silence sends

us on to the God-man, and bids us worship there. It is a perpetual

rebuke of the spirit that would spend itself in rapt adoration of the

Infancy.

See, again, how men, in answer to the craving for the visible in

worship, multiply pictures and images of Christ. He was human
and visible. He had a body. What was His form ? How did He
look ? Men long to know. It is the instinct of all hearts. But the

Scriptures give us no sign. Now suppose the disciple whom Jesus

loved had broken the silence, and had set before us in minute and

tender fidelity a vivid word-picture of Christ, telling us just how He
looked. What sanction it would have seemed to give to the carved

images and pencilled features, and how these would have been mul-

tiplied ! And as we gazed upon them, and the feeling grew in our

hearts, “ This is, indeed, the Christ—the very image of Him on

whose bosom John leaned at supper, and at whose feet the peni-

tent and believing bowed and worshipped," how inevitable and al-

most universal would have been the idolatry ! But no ! In the

deep design of God these men that wrote were kept from telling

what we must believe it would have been a joy to them to tell, and

not even the memory of a single feature or lineament of that loved

and blessed face is allowed to go to record, that God might say in this

silence, as He of old said in the thunder, Thou shalt not make unto

thee any graven image or any likeness of anything that is in earth or

heaven—not even a likeness of My beloved Son.

But note still further the tendency of men to divest the mighty

God of the gentler attributes of tenderness and sympathy. Under
the Gospel see this manifest in the disposition, where mercy is to be

invoked, to crowd out Jesus by Jesus’ mother, until she is invested

with divine honors, as “ Our Lady of Help" and " The Queen of

Heaven." Mark now the deep design of Godin the silence of Scrip-

ture as to Mary—a design that nothing but the lapse of Christian

centuries could have brought to view. What matchless foresight in

laying the divine finger on the lip, so that nowhere should the sacred

oracles be heard in the utterance of even a natural and usual regard

for the mother of Jesus. Not a single word of affectionate mention
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appears in all the record as coming either from Jesus or from these

interested biographers telling the story of His life. How easily such

a word might have escaped them—a word that would seem to be

an apology, at least by inference or implication, for the wicked exal-

tation of Mary. But perfect silence reigns in the narrative, and the

far-reaching design of it is seen now, in the perspective of centuries,

as that silence speaks in its perpetual rebuke of Mariolatry.

Thus the strange, mysterious silence of the Gospel historians con-

cerning Christ and Mary is accounted for. It ceases to be strange

and is no longer mysterious, but pregnant with forecast and wise

design. What seems irrational and without a possibility of intelli-

gent vindication on the mere level of the natural, explainable by no

law of nature or habit of mind, by no theory of fraud or of unbalanced

enthusiasm, on no ground of ignorance or of indifference, is simply

evidential of God. This silence of Scripture forces us to the plane

of the supernatural, where it is not only rational, but eloquent of far-

reaching purpose, making thus a mighty case of Christian evidence

—a voiceless witness to the divine handiwork of the wondrous Book.

III. The third instance of Bible silence we cite, weighty with

proof of the divine origin of the Scriptures, is the silence as to scien-

tific fact—a silence within an utterance.

We turn to the first and time-worn chapter of Genesis, with which

the Scriptures open. It is ostensibly a record of the beginning of

things. “ In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.”

And then follows that marvellously condensed Mosaic cosmogony

which has been so long a battle-ground for scientists and exegetes.

Details on either side, we have here and now no room for. Critical

exegesis would not serve our present purpose. Nor would test of

scientific theory. We are not going into the conflict-reconciliation

business. It has been already sadly overdone. The voice of silence

is what we are after. Has the silence of the Mosaic cosmogony a

voice for God ? Let us see.

Professor Dana, easily among the first authorities in geological

science, has recently summed up some scientific certainties. He
says,* ‘‘It is certain, in view of the facts of nature-science, . . . that

the creation of the earth could not have preceded that of the sun

and stars
;
that the creation of the sun, moon, and stars could not

have taken place after the creation of plants and immediately before

that of animals
;
that the creation of light could not, from its very

nature, have taken place after that of the waters and a chaotic earth
;

. . . that the creation of the earth and its inhabitants in any six days

* Bibliotheca Sacra, April, ’85, p. 203.
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of twenty-four hours is inconsistent with every fact of astronomical

and geological science.” Professor Dana also says,*
“ The phe-

nomena of light have been proved to be a result of molecular action,

and to be dependent upon fundamental qualities of matter as now
constituted." He says, also, of “ the succession in the living tribes

”

given in the first chapter of Genesis, viz., plants, invertebrates, the

lower vertebrates, mammals, and man, the head of mammals—that

this course ofprogress accords with “ the readings of science." And,

further, quoting approvingly Professor Guyot.f ” that the use of the

Hebrew bara , translated created on three occasions, and three only,

in the chapter—the first at the creation of matter, the second at the

creation of animal life, and the third at the creation of man—teaches

that these events were distinct creations, i. e., demanded divine

intervention
;
and that evolution from matter into life, from animal

life into the spiritual life of man, is impossible.” With reference to

the introduction of life, as thus declared by ^Scripture, Professor

Dana, with characteristic modesty and reverence, says, “ Science

has no explanation : for no experiments have resulted in making

from dead matter a living species. We can only say, ‘ God cre-

ated.’
”

Now take these scientific certainties and successions, these modern

discoveries of age-long facts, and these very limitations before which

science bows in confessed impotence and ignorance, and they fit

into the Bible record with a beautiful ease and consistency. The
Scripture does not anticipate, so as to reveal, these discoveries by its

verbal expression, but it runs around the outer margin of them, and

holds them in its capacious folds in siletice

;

so that when they come
to be revealed in creation, by spectrum and telescope, and the testi-

mony of the rocks, they are found to be also in the Mosaic record of

creation. Professor Dana says, e. g., of the system in the divine

record as corresponding to the system in nature, that ‘‘it is not a

figment of the student’s fancy. It is a fact : a fact that displays

purpose in the author of the document, and knowledge beyond that

of ancient or any time, and philosophy more than human.”| He
says, also, that “ Geology has ascertained many details with regard

to the earth’s life and the upward gradations in the various tribes.

But the grand fact of progress and tJie general order in the succession

were first announced in the cosmogony of the Bible." Yes, first an-

nounced. And this is indeed a surprising thing. But first an-

nounced, and yet concealed. This is the point we here press. The
knowledge was there, in the record, but was not known. The silence

* Bibliotheca Sacra, April, ’85, p. 208. •)• Ibid., p. 218. | Ibid., p. 20S.
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held it within the enclosure of the letter until science gave it a voice,

and now it thunders along that first chapter of Genesis in its testi-

mony for God. For who but God gave Moses that arrangement of

order that he did not know, that rare precision yet roominess of

terms, that silence in expression which led him through the deep in-

tricacies of creative process without a trip, and enabled him into the

very hidings of his speech to put the latest discoveries of modern

science.

But it is not only in this opening word of Scripture that we find

expression “ coasting the outer margin of all possible discovery,”

yet keeping its treasures hid until the fulness of time should come
for silence to find a voice. Listen to this word of Job :

“ He hangeth

the earth upon nothing.” That was not the received opinion when
the fact went down on record. It was a bold, prophetic word. It

expressed, but did not disclose, the swing of the earth through the

boundless ether. It seemed the license of fancy—a wild extrava-

gance of speech. But Scripture was content to keep its secret

until Copernicus found, in the balancing spheres, how well the

balances of silence and speech had been kept by the inspired

penman.

Listen, again, to this word of Ecclesiastes :
“ The wind goeth

toward the south and turneth about unto the north
;

it whirleth

about continually, and the wind returneth again according to his

circuits. All the rivers run into the sea, yet the sea is not full.

Unto the place from whence the rivers come thither they return

again.” Here is the law of circularity which is now known to govern

winds and waters, hid away in this ancient speech, a silence within

an utterance, and given a voice only when modern science harnessed

the wind and compelled it to tell its track, ” whence it cometh and

whither it goeth and showed that no stream ever gave its cup of

cold water to the meadows and went laughing to the sea that did

not get its liquid offering back again, by sea and air and cloud, in

the gentle rain and the drops of dew.

Who but God could have kept such silence while giving forth such

speech ! Who but God could ha^ made these statements match the

science that was not yet born ! They are like prophecy, which

matches unborn events—prophecy, which, Irenaeus says, “ in every

case is an enigma before its accomplishment.” There they are, the

words anticipative of history and of science, up and down the Biblical

record, interlarded thick with other Scripture, written centuries ago,

by the confession of all. And as the centuries roll on, events come
to pass that fit into the varied prophetic words with a perfect adap-

tation. And as science pierces the arcana of Nature, and unfolds her
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secrets, it finds that room had been made for the secrets ages before,

in the very words of Holy Writ—words that are consistent with

every established conclusion of modern scientific research, and that

often prove its best popular expression
;
words that declare an order

of succession in events and a system of operation in nature corre-

sponding with an admirable and flawless precision to the succession

and system as revealed in the actual record of rocks and stars and

burning sun, and which succession and system there were millions

of chances to one the Mosaic writer would not have hit, even had he

been in possession of the facts. And that men should have written

such things, and not told the secrets of which they wrote—that men
should have been held in this silence while yet they were endowed
with this speech, must be counted a mighty marvel, making the

silence invincibly evidential of the divine origin of the Bible, and an

unanswerable challenge flung at the feet of unbelief.

IV. A fourth instance wherein the silence has a voice of evidence

is the deep and significant reserve of Scripture concer7iing the future

and unseen world.

There is abundant speech on this point. The fact of a future life

is made unmistakable. The doctrine of immortality stands out on

the pages of this Book clear and indisputable. By prophecy and

promise, by word of apostle and word of Christ, by statement and

vision, and by the resurrection from the dead, it is put beyond the

shadow of doubt, so far as this Scripture is concerned, that death

does not end all. But beyond the speech that tells of the sublime

fact of a future life, and that makes it impossible for us to mistake the

inner and essential character of that future life, what silence reigns !

How profound and impenetrable the reserve of the Biblical writers !

They dwell upon no particulars. They indulge in no details. They

relate no individual experiences. The mode of existence, the rela-

tion of body to spirit in the resurrection, the form of the body,

through what channels knowledge is to be obtained, by what subtle

processes thought will be transmitted, how spirit will commune with

spirit, what will occupy the soul in the ceaseless round of timeless

ages, the extent and method of hedvenly recognition, the means of

growth, the limitations and hindrances, the facilities and possibilities

of motion, whether one world or all worlds will be open to visitation

—these, and countless other things, into which men naturally and

eagerly desire to look, have not one ray of light thrown upon them

by the sun that Christianity has hung up in the sky. The gates of

the eternal world are flung wide open, and the reality, the per-

petuity, the contrasted, changeless character-conditions of that

eternal world are spoken of with a vividness and emphasis and unal-
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terableness quite beyond the possibility of intelligent challenge.

But beyond this, not a word.

Search through the graphic and varied imagery of John in his

Revelation, that was expressly intended to represent the tremendous

realities of the last times and the powers of the world to come, and

note the utter absence of such particulars as I have named. The
multiplied details he gives are chiefly and clearly figurative and

symbolic. When he lets us see, through his rapt vision, the state

and circumstance of the dead, it is simply the same changeless

character-conditions we see that have been already pictured by

Christ. On the one side, no night, no sorrow, no death, no curse

—

whosoever is made white in the blood of the Lamb. On the other,

blackness of darkness—whosoever worketh abomination and maketh

a lie.

Now consider the insatiable, universal curiosity of man about the

future. Juvenal, in his sixth satire,* says,

“ The curse is universal
;
high and low

Are mad alike the future hour to know.”

Hence the mechanisms of the old religions by which the future

might be forecast. Christianity, however, has not only appointed

no oracular priesthood, but its written oracles are dumb as to the

future where men would have certainly broken the silence with

plenteous speech.

Neither here are we shut up to conjecture. Turn to any of the

revelations of the future, born of the imaginations of men, and see

how they sport themselves in what Paley calls a “ wild particularity”

with respect to the condition of the departed. “ The exuberant pro-

digiousness of the Hindu imagination is strikingly manifest. . . .

Visions pass before us of beautiful groves full of fragrance and music,

abounding in delicious fruits and birds of gorgeous plumage, crystal

streams imbedded with pearls, palaces of gems, crowds of friends and

lovers. In some of the heavens the residents have no bodily form.

In others they are many miles in height, one being described whose
crown was four miles high, and who wore on his person sixty wagon-

loads of jewels. ”f
Read the sixth book of Virgil’s ^Eneid, and mark the elaborate-

ness with which he portrays the unseen world—the recognitions,

meetings, employments, and the like.

Look into the Koran and traditions of Mohammed, and see with

what minuteness and particularity is there pictured the life of the

* As translated by Gifford. f Alger’s Doctrine of Future Life, p. 108.
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other world, disclosinga thousand details before which the Scriptures

put a wall of unbroken silence.

Listen to the revelations of that so-called modern seer, Sweden-
borg, and note how he crowds his pages with minute and multitudi-

nous particulars, gratifying the instinctive craving of human nature

for a knowledge of that which is hidden and future.

We know, therefore, how these Scriptures would have been written

if men had deliberately forged their revelation of a future life, or

pictured that future life under the unbalanced and wild enthusiasms

of a distempered fancy. In either case, whether they had been the

devices of an impostor or the visions of an enthusiast, they would

have abounded in food for a prying and prevalent curiosity. But,

instead, they usher us into the eternal presences, and then leave us

with the simple yet sublime impression of their reality, enshrouding

the divine mysteries of that unseen world with the profoundest

silence. “ In my Father’s house are many mansions. If it were

not so I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you.

And I will come again and receive you unto myself, that where I am
there ye may be also.”* Thus He speaks who came from God and

went to God—the one perfect oracle of the heavenly world that ever

trod the earth. These, and words like these, are all. No details,

no particulars, no minutiae of scenes and experiences and activities.

The great, transcendent, tremendous facts of endless life and death,

the essential elements that go to make up that life and that death,

and then silence. “ Come, ye blessed, inherit the kingdom prepared

for you from the foundation of the world.” “ Depart, ye cursed,

into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels.
” “ Blessed

are the pure in heart, for they shall see God.” “ He that hath not

the Son shall not see life, but the wrath of God abideth on him.”

Surely if Christ were a fraud, imposing upon His disciples, He would

never have left the curious world with this scant proof of His knowl-

edge of the future. If He were an unbalanced enthusiast, borne

away by hallucinations and dreams, He would have revelled, as other

victims of distempered fancy have revelled, in scenes of the unseen

world. If He were a manufactured Christ, deliberately gotten up by

imposture, or fashioned in the heat of a glowing and fervid imagina-

tion, who can believe the impostors or enthusiasts would have allowed

Him to say what He does, and to say no more ? That He speaks in

the repose of sublimest confidence, and yet is silent in the sublimity

of conscious reserve, tells at once that both the speech and the silence

are of God.

John xiv. 2, 3.
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But this voice of evidence grows weighty with proof as we listen

to it elsewhere in Scripture. There are four distinct and conspicu-

ous instances on record in the New Testament of persons who, after

they left this world, came back again. Paul, of whose historic exist-

ence doubt is as impossible as of Alexander’s or Napoleon’s, and of

whose intellectual poise and power his letters are the resistless proof,

was caught up into the third heaven, even into Paradise.* He tells

us that he “ heard unspeakable words which it is not lawful for a

man to utter.” Beyond this we have nothing whatever of that won-

derful look into Paradise. Moses and Elijah are represented as ap-

pearing on the Mount of Transfiguration with Jesus. Moses had

been dead fifteen hundred years. It was about a thousand years

since Elijah passed away. They are back on the earth again after

their long stay in the unseen world. But not a word falls from their

lips about that world. The simple Scriptural record is, “ They spake

of the decease which Christ was to accomplish at Jerusalem. ”f
Again, when they were bearing out of the gate of the city of Nain

for burial one that was dead, Jesus came nigh and touched the bier,

and said, “ Young man, arise”
;
and the Scriptural record is, “ He

that was dead sat up, and began to speak. Yes, he “ began to

speak.” This much is told us, to make it sure the dead is alive

again
;

but nothing more. And the young man passes as com-

pletely out of view as if he had remained among the dead. What
things he told of his experience after death, what revelations he

made of the world of spirits, are wrapped in the profoundest silence.

So, too, with Lazarus. His is the more signal case.§ He was

dead four days—dead and buried. Jesus bade them open the

sepulchre. And then He bade the dead come forth. And when the

dead Lazarus arose they loosed him from his grave-clothes. And
we know he went back to Bethany, and renewed the old home life

;

for the subsequent record is,||
” Six days before the Passover, Jesus

came to Bethany where Lazarus was.” There they made Jesus a

supper, and Martha served, and Mary gave Him that anointing which

has filled the whole world with its fragrance. And it is distinctly

said that Lazarus—the very Lazarus “ whom Jesus raised from the

dead ”—was “ one of them that sat at meat with Him.” Here the

witness is unmistakably back from the world of death. But, marvel-

lous silence ! he is back with sealed lips. He goes in and out of the

old home, he sups with his beloved sisters and with his beloved Lord,

but concerning that world of death his voice is not heard. “ There
is no speech, no language.” Of that mystery of life after death,

* 2 Cor. xii. 2-4. f Luke ix. 31. % Luke vii. 14. § John xi. 17-44.
[|
John xii. 1.

15
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into which he has entered and out of which he has come, he is not

represented by these Gospel writers as saying one word.

Here, then, are four instances of silence with reference to the life

beyond death, which, on any theory of fraud or fanaticism concern-

ing the Gospel record, are wholly unaccountable. A forger would

never have deliberately concocted that incident of being caught up

into Paradise simply to say about it that he heard what he could not

tell. Manufacturing such a vision, he would not manufacture silence

as to what he saw. On the violent supposition that Paul was a be-

wildered rhapsodist, mistaking a dream for an actual look into

heaven, it is simply incredible that his rhapsody should halt at the

bare recital he gives us in his letter, and that he should come from a

supposed visit to Paradise lock-lipped and tongue-tied !

As to the appearance of Moses and Elijah, and the resurrection of

the widow of Nain’s son, and of Lazarus—who would coin these and

bring the dead out of the world of silence, only to leave them as

silent as if they had remained dead ? Think of the conditions : the

eagerness of all hearts to hear from the unseen world, the claim of

this spurious Gospel that it is a revelation from that world, the wish

on the part of the forgers to make their claim good ! Is it conceiv-

able that men would, in such conditions, concoct these returns of

dead men and not let the dead speak ? Nay, may we not say with

unhesitating emphasis, If men had gotten up the story, the risen

Lazarus’s tongue would have been loosed. If men had forged that

resurrection, they would not have forged that silence.

On the supposition of genuineness, is it the one whit more con-

ceivable that Lazarus would never once break the silence concerning

his four days’ experience in the unseen world
;

or, if he did speak,

that the Gospel writer would never once make room in his history for

this amazing testimony of one actually risen from the dead, unless

—unless God locked the lips or controlled the pen ?

“ Behold a man raised up by Christ !

The rest remaineth unrevealed.

He told it not ; or, something sealed

The lips of that Evangelist.” *

Would men, left to themselves, omit such a mighty thing and toss

it to silence, as if it were of no moment in evidence of the truth !

We dare submit the point and ask judgment whether, with any

rational consideration of the facts and on any rational ground, this

is possible of belief.

And now if, over and above this silence about the future and un-

* Tennyson’s In Memoriam, xxxi.
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seen world where men to a moral certainty would have put speech,

we find a deep design of God in the silence
,
the case becomes over-

whelming in its testimony that where nothing is said in these Scrip-

tures, there, often, are the infallible signs that the Spirit of Inspira-

tion has kept the oracles dumb.

Turning to look at the religions of men, we see how they abound

in details of the other life. We find everywhere proof of a seemingly

inevitable tendency to emphasize//#^—to dwell upon appointments,

belongings, surroundings, as if locality were chief : nay, as if locality

were all, and heaven and hell two worlds of externals, where circum-

stances and not character, that which surrounds a man and not that

which fills him, make the distinctive difference.

But Christianity is nothing if not a spirit. The kingdom of God
is nowhere to us, if not within us. We shall enter on no heaven

that is not already begun in our hearts. We shall find no hell that

does not have its antepast and prophecy in the experiences and pos-

sibilities wrapped up in this present-world consciousness. And in

this thought we discover the far design of God in the silence as to

details concerning the future and unseen world. Externalities will

take men’s minds off fundamentals. The mechanism and mode of

the life beyond death will absorb thought and interest to the exclu-

sion of state and posture of spirit. Let the great, changeless charac-

ter-conditions therefore be lifted up, but no more. Let the oracles

be dumb as to a thousand things that, after all, are only the gratifi-

cation of curiosity— that pertain to externals and relations and ad-

justments. Where, is nothing : what, is everything. Form is noth-

ing : life is everything. Place is nothing : character is everything.

He that is filthy, let him be filthy still. He that is holy, let him be

holy still. Occupations, surroundings, modes of recognition, kinds

of appearance, what shall we eat, wherewithal shall we be clothed—
as to these and particulars like them, there is no speech nor language,

and the very silence echoes and emphasizes the speech that fell from

the divine lips :
“ The words that 1 speak unto you* they are SPIRIT

and they are LIFE.
’ ’

There are other instances of this balance of silence and speech in

Scripture that would justify and reward a full discussion. The limits

of this article will permit scarcely more than their mention.

What silence the Book observes concerning creation, crowding the

account into a few verses ! What speech about the tabernacle and
its furniture, covering whole pages ! Read the cosmogonies of con-

fessedly human origin. How their authors enlarge and amplify and
sport themselves in this realm of the imagination

;
and how they

blunder ! Why did the writer of the Scripture cosmogony hold him-
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self to such amazing brevity, and yet about the tabernacle indulge in

such elaborate and minute description as to curtain and candlestick

and table and needlework, that the details seem almost petty and

frivolous ? A look into the New Testament, written centuries later,

discovers the ample reason. He wrote enough of Creation to show
the silence was not from ignorance

;
hiding away in the brief record

“ the latest readings of nature.” He wrote so much of the taber-

nacle, because for all ages it was to be typical of the great work of

redemption. For the same reason, seventeen hundred years, from

Adam to the Deluge, are crowded into two chapters
;
while a fifth of

the Book of Genesis is given to an account of Joseph. Seventeen

centuries, and not a word of human greatness ! A few flashes from

out the silence to keep us from the mistake of supposing that men
were mere infants in wisdom and power before the Flood (they
“ builded cities,” ” handled the harp and organ,” were “ artificers

in brass and iron ”), a few names given to keep up the line of descent

from Adam to Christ, a few notices of glaring wickedness and glow-

ing piety, a sweeping condemnation of the general corruption—and

the waters close over one third of the world’s life. Is this God’s

way of writing history ? It certainly is not man’s.

What marvellous balance of silence and speech we have, also, in

the Gospel record of facts, with utter silence as to personal impres-

sion or feeling on account of the facts ! What abundant and tempt-

ing occasions for moral reflections that are left unimproved
;
what

sublime thoughts that get no emphasis, as if they were the merest

matters of course
;
what tragic scenes are depicted, without one

trace of emotion
;
what cruel and bitter insults, what foul charges,

what expressions of scorn and contempt are recorded by these Gospel

historians as having been heaped upon their Master and Lord, with-

out even a single adjective expressive of their sense of the infamy !

As if these men that wrote had caught the very spirit of Him of

whom they wrote, who, amidst the babel of hell that surged and

roared about Him during those last hours, in council-chamber and

palace and guard-room and street and place of crucifixion, and in

response to gibe and flout and jeer and blow and spittle and mock
homage and taunt of impotency, instead of bidding His lightnings

blast the impious lips, “ answered not a word."

Another significant silence of Scripture, testifying to the divinity

behind it, is the silence as to forms of prayer and ecclesiastical order

and “ confessions,” or “ creeds,” in the record of the Apostolic

Church. This silence and the divine reasons for it are unanswerably

put by Archbishop Whately,* furnishing full warrant for the conclu-

* Peculiarities of the Christian Religion : Essay vi.
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sion he reaches, viz.: “ That a number of Jews, accustomed from

their infancy to so strict a ritual, should, in introducing Christianity

as the second part of the same dispensation, have abstained not only

from accurately prescribing for the use of all Christian churches for-

ever the mode of divine worship, but even from recording what was

actually in use under their own directions, seems utterly incredible,

unless we suppose them to have been restrainedfrom doing this by a

special admonition of the Divine Spirit."

So the silence that balances speech in prophecy
,
making it impossi-

ble for an enemy to thwart the prophetic word, or a friend to antici-

pate and hasten it, yet embosoming its fulfilment with a wonderful

precision, as is shown by event after event matching and answering

to Scriptural prediction—this, too, has a voice of testimony for God.

Turn, therefore, which way we will in our search through this won-

derful Word—whether to persons or incidents, to the track of science

or the track of history, to the record of the past or the record of the

future, this silence confronts us. On almost every page of Scripture

its voice is lifted up. How did the silence get into the Book? It

is there. And it would not be there if men had written this Book as

they write other books. We submit the case. We take the appeal

to men of intelligence, men of judicial poise, men who insist on a

reason for things. What will they do with it ? We challenge them
to make anything less or else of it than the strange, unnatural, mys-

terious, inexplicable riddle of Scripture—unless it be made the silence

of God. Then all is plain. Then the darkness becomes luminous.

Then the Sphinx speaks. Then the purposeless blank is seen to be

filled with a wise design. Let us put our ear to this voice of silence,

and listen ! We have by no means swept the whole wide field of

testimony.* May the God whose glory it is to conceal a thing show us

His glory in this marvellous concealment, which is, at the same time,

a great disclosure
;
and thus prove to us by what it does not say, no

less than by what it does say, that the Bible was written by the in-

fallible pen of inspiration.

Meanwhile three points are clear :

1. It must be a peerless book, easily alone in the world, that can

say more while dumb than all other oracles can say by utmost cun-

ning of adroit and abundant and long meditated speech.

2. It is clearly worth any one’s while to look thoughtfully into

and through a book whose very unspoken message is thus weighty

* See another phase of this silence of Scripture happily and forcefully presented in

an argument on “ The Origination of the Lord’s Day.” “ Eight Studies of the Lord's

Day," ii. pp. 45, 46, 54, 55.
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with wise design. It would seem that such a book shut is a man’s

condemnation, whatever his belief.

3. The book that can make its silence speak and testify to its

marvellous fashioning, that shows a power of reserve as mighty as

its power of expression, that where it has no speech, no language,

and where no voice is heard, is yet vocal with the deepest harmonies,

like the music of God’s silent spheres—such a book is going to hold

its place in the world. We need not fear for it. And to affect con-

tempt for it is to play the fool.

Chicago.

Herrick Johnson.



II.

ON THE UNITIES OF MEDIATION.

THE word, mediation, describes more exactly and comprehen-

sively than any other theological term the complete or entire

mission and work of the Messiah. The kindred word, reconcilia-

tion, conveys a more limited conception of the mediatorial activity,

—

it points rather to the reconciling experience and its fruits than to the

comprehending process of which that experience is the consumma-

tion. Such terms as advocacy and intercession are in like manner

limited to the description of certain specific forms or aspects of the

one inclusive mediatorship. The familiar words, redemption and

salvation, set forth rather the results of this mediation, as seen either

in the ransom of the sinner from his captivity under the law, or in

his restoration from the sore disease of sin. Mediation is the term

which best incorporates that aggregated process of gracious inter-

position on the part of the Son of God which began with the kenosis

and the incarnation, was carried on continuously at every stage in

His earthly ministries, came to its highest temporal issue at the cross

and the sepulchre, and is still going on, both in intercessory form and

in kingly administration, amid the glories of His heavenly state.

The Westminster Confession (ch. viii.) thus represents God the

Father as choosing and ordaining His eternal Son to be in this com-

prehensive sense the Mediator between Himself and man
;
and it

proceeds to describe Him in this relation as prophet, priest, and king,

the head and saviour of His Church, the heir of all things and judge

of the world. The Larger Catechism (36-42) also describes Christ

as the Mediator whose catholic mission it was to reconcile God to

man, and to save His people from their sins
;
and who to this end

was set apart and fully furnished with all ability to execute the offices

of prophet, priest, and king of His Church. It is true that in the

Shorter Catechism (20-23) the word, Redeemer, is for some reason

substituted for the broader term, and redemption and salvation are

used instead of mediation as descriptive of the Messianic work. But
in general the Westminster Symbols adhere to what was the control-

ling usage of both creeds and theologians during the century preced-
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ing their formation. While in some of the Protestant Confessions *

the title, Mediator, is employed in a narrower sense, as the equiva-

lent of advocate or intercessor, referring specifically to that part of

the mediatorial service which is still going forward before the throne

of the Father, the more frequent meaning of the title is the broader

one already outlined. The First Helvetic Confession (art. xi.), the

Second Helvetic Confession (cap. iv. 4), the Heidelberg Catechism

(quest. 15), the Canons of Dort (art. vii.), and the Irish Articles (82),

agree with the comprehensive proposition of the Scotch Confession

of 1560 : “It behooved that the Sonne of God suld descend unto

us, and tak himselfe a bodie of our bodie, flesh of our flesh and bone

of our bones, and so become the Mediator betweene God and man,

giving power to so many as beleeve in Him, to be the sonnes of

God.” Calvin employs this title in the same broad sense, as may
be seen in the chapter (Institutes, Book ii. ch. xix.) on the union of

the two natures in the one person of the Mediator, and in the follow-

ing chapter on the distribution of the mediatorship into the three

offices or functions—prophet, priest, and king.

In more recent usage the theological term, atonement, though not

sustained by either confessional or Scriptural warrant, has largely

taken the place of the other and more inclusive word! Whatever

may be the reason for the fact, it is the atonement wrought by

Christ, rather than His mediation comprehensively considered, which

is most discussed and emphasized in modern theology. Yet the

word, atonement, strictly speaking, includes only so much of the

Messianic mediation as involves the element of vicarious suffering,

—

eminently the final act of mediatorial sacrifice on Calvary. It points

specifically to the humiliation and the trials which the Mediator en-

dured in the discharge of His great mission
;
to the pains which He

took upon Himself throughout the task of our deliverance
;
and par-

ticularly to the struggle in Gethsemane, the agonies of the cross,

the cruel death and the descent into the grave, with their peculiar

bearings upon the forgiveness of our sins at the tribunal of divine

justice, and our legal restoration before God. Viewed as an act, it is

thus a part, a central and momentous part indeed, of the compre-

hending work of mediation
;
and its effects or issues as such blend

harmoniously with those secured through the mediatorial activity in

all the other related spheres. While in its nature the atonement

is expiatory and redemptive, and while in form it is legal and sub-

stitutional, in its operation we see vicarious suffering ever combin-

ing both with active obedience and with the prophetical and the

* Conf. Fid. Gall., xix.
;
Conf. Belg., xxvi.
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kingly ministries of Jesus, in the composite work of reconciliation.

In a word, the atonement as an act is never independent of, but is

rather organically included in, the broader act of mediation : Christ

the priest, and Christ the prophet and the king, are all one and the

same Mediator. We may therefore justly place the older term,

adopted by the earlier Protestantism as a Biblical antithesis to the

priestly assumptions of Rome, and made venerable by large confes-

sional usage, even above the precious term, atonement, with its

natural correlate in reconciliation or propitiation, as more adequately

descriptive of all that our Lord became, did, suffered, accomplished

in order to human salvation.*

Employing the historical word, Mediation, in this comprehensive

sense, the writer desires in this article strongly to emphasize the

importance of maintaining, alike in our theology and in spiritual

experience, such a single, generic, unifying conception of the mis-

sion and work of the Messiah as is contained in this term. If in-

deed the theanthropic Mediator thus stands between God and man
as our Symbols portray Him, teacher and lord as well as sacrifice,

—

head of the holy order of prophets in both the revealing and the

exemplifying of divine truth,—king of kings in His supremacy over

the world, and already enthroned as monarch in the affection and

loyalty of His own people,—while by His offering of Himself in

their behalf, He also atones for sin and secures their forensic

reconciliation with God, is it not vital that we should habitually

study His mediatorial work in this composite and aggregated form

—apprehending that work in its divine unity, as well as in its im-

pressive complexities and distributions ? There can be little ques-

tion among critical students of the development of evangelical

thought since the sixteenth century, that the process of analyzing

this one and sole mediation into diversified parts, offices, ministries,

as if it could be adequately described through such logical dissec-

tion,—of setting forth the mediatorship of Christ in its varieties

rather than its unit}', and pressing out some portion or aspect of it

at the sacrifice of others equally vital,—of assigning special efficacy

* “ He who prepares so great a salvation necessarily stands in a relation both to God
and to humanity, which can scarcely be better indicated than by the name of Mediator
— —a truly Pauline name.”—Van Oosterzee, Christ. Dogm ., sec. cxiv.

“ By His mediatorial acts, we mean everything that Christ did and suffered in the

whole course of His obedience unto death.”—Ridgeley, Body of Div., Quest. 46-48.

“ His mediatorial work, which includes all He did and is still doing for the salvation

of men, is the work not of His human to the exclusion of His divine nature, nor of the

latter to the exclusion of the former. It is the work of the Qeavdpviroi;.”— Hodge, Syst.

Theol. ii. 458. In the context this author seems to limit mediation to reconciliation or

propitiation, and the function of the Mediator chiefly to vicarious suffering.
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to one function or another, and tracing out the specific benefits

which may accrue to believers from the discharge of this or that

function, has been carried on in recent times to great and even dan-

gerous extremes. Has not the garment of the Lord, which the

Roman soldiery would not rend, been too often, through such tech-

nical analysis, through undue emphasizing of metaphor and illus-

tration, through excessive division and dispartation, been despoiled

of its divine oneness, and presented to faith no longer as a glorious

whole, but rather as a series of tabulated parts and fragments? Has
it not been too frequently forgotten by the theologians that, while

in all such aggregating processes something may be gained in the

line of distinctness and discrimination, much is always and of neces-

sity lost in the direction of breadth, comprehensiveness, and con-

vincing power? It may be admitted that these highly specialized

conceptions of the one Messianic work, born of the scientific spirit,

have proven at times of signal value, both as defences of the Biblical

truth against logical forms of error, and to some extent as helps to

spiritual apprehension of the complex mystery of redemption. Yet,

so far as they tend to dislocate the several elements and factors in

the one redemptive process, or in the least to impair the funda-

mental sense of unity in. that sublime process, can it be doubted

that they injure seriously both our theology and our experience as

believers ? If what is here written shall furnish any measure of pro-

tection against such a liability, or shall afford even the humblest

possible contribution toward the unification of Christian thought

around this central topic of the Gospel, the hope that inspires this

article will have gained an abundant reward.

I. Such unification must proceed at the outset from a correct

conception of the Trinity as related to the process of salvation. While

on one side we may properly contemplate the several persons or

hypostases of the Godhead in their separate relations to that process,

and while especially we may refer the work of mediation to the

second subsistence,—to use the favorite phrase of Calvin,—we are

never to forget that the entire mediatorial scheme has its origin and

its development as a gracious provision wholly within the circum-

ference of the one divine Being. It is not a scheme devised by one

among the several personalities within this triune Being, apart from

the others—a scheme in which only some portion or segment of the

composite Godhead is directly engaged. It rather proceeds imme-

diately from the bosom of the complete Deity : Father and Son and

Holy Ghost, though standing in different relations to it, being alike

concerned in its inception and its prosecution. In other words, the

essential unity of the divine Being here as everywhere underlies the
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trinity exhibited in the divine Persons
;
and the several Persons are

here as elsewhere to be contemplated, not simply in their separate-

ness or their special propria or peculiarities, but even more carefully

in their vital conjunction within the one, comprehending, perfect

God. And the parts which these subsistences may severally act in

the grand drama of redemption are in like manner to be studied in

their unities even more than in their contrasts
;
and the blessed

result is one in which, from its beginnings in the divine decree

to its actual consummation in the heavenly estate, Father and Son

and Holy Ghost must be viewed as inseparably conjoined.

This vital unity of the Godhead in the work of mediation finds

one marked illustration in the joint purpose from which that media-

tion as a gracious process sprang. It is true that this work is

especially assigned in Scripture to the second Person in the Deity
;

but it is also true that, in the phrase of our Confession, it pleased

God the Father to choose and ordain His only begotten Son to be

the Mediator between God and man. While the gracious office is

filled by the Son, the gracious purpose out of which the appoint-

ment to that office arose is found rather in the mind of the Father.

As John has stated the relation, God the Father so loved the world,

that He devised the method of redemption, and in due time gave

the Son to the sacred task of human restoration. In like manner

the Spirit is represented by our Lord Himself as proceeding from

the Father, in holy concurrence with the Son, in order to make the

work of mediation successful to the extent of the paternal purpose.

And the salvation of believers, while it is sometimes referred either

to the regenerative ministries of the Spirit, or to the redemptive

sacrifice of Jesus as its originating cause, is traced back still more
frequently and impressively to the love, the choice, the mediating

scheme originating within the personality of the Father. The general

fact thus is that the purpose of mediation is referable not to any

one of the divine personalities separately, but to all conjointly
;
and

that we actually see not one or two, but all of these blessed Persons

engaged together, both in devising the plan of human redemption,

and in assuming as by mutual agreement their several parts and func-

tions in the sublime mediatorial scheme.

What is true of the purpose in which mediation has its origin, is no

less true of the divine feelings which were the originating source of

such mediation, and are so gloriously manifested in it. We are

largely accustomed to analyze the various feelings, such as justice

and love, revealed in the work of mediation
;
and, assigning these

to the several personalities, to regard the Father, for illustration, as

the representative of justice, while the Son is viewed as the embodi-
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ment and representative of love. Some warrant for such a distribu-

tion may be found in the Scripture, and there are directions in which

the analysis may be helpful in theology. Yet it should never be for-

gotten that, as an ultimate fact, the Father is no less loving than the

Son, and the Son is no less just, and no less loyal to the claims of

justice, than the Father :—that, in a word, all the feelings of all the

personalities of the Godhead are substantially one and the same,

throughout that great process of mediation in which they are by
joint purpose engaged together. That there should be any play of

diverse, dissonant, conflicting emotions within the serene conscious-

ness of the one perfect and blessed Deity, whom we adore as the

source of our salvation, to such an extent as to set one of the divine

personalities over against another in conscious antagonism of feeling,

is a supposition for which the Word of God furnishes no sufficient

foundation.

It is at this point that we discover the proper meaning of the

theological, rather than confessional or biblical, phrase, the covenant

of redemption. That phrase in ordinary acceptation implies not

merely that one Person in the Godhead is objective to another,—the

object of the thoughts and affections and acts of another, but also

that one may enter into contract with another, may send him on a

specific mission, may impose specific tasks and burdens, and grant

him special benefits and rewards as a return for such service. The
phrase is not found in the Westminster Symbols

;
nor is the concep-

tion, as expanded in later Calvinistic theology, justified by them,

unless it be in the clause (Conf. viii.
, 3) where, in defining the

mediatorship, it is said : Which office He took not unto Himself, but

was called thereunto by His Father, who put all power and judg-

ment into His hand, and gave Him commandment to execute the

same. In the catechetical definition of the covenant of grace

(L. C., 31) it is affirmed that this covenant was entered into by God
with Christ as the second Adam, and in Him with all the elect as his

seed. But this is a transaction occurring in time, as one element or

feature in the historic redemption, rather than a compact entered

into by the Father and the Son in a remote eternity. Neither can

sufficient warrant be found in Scripture for such extensive and

elaborate descriptions of this divine compact, as to the parties and

the provisions and the conditions, and the issues, as are frequently

found in Calvinistic theology, after the period of Cocceius. Inspira-

tion has indeed given us rare and sweet glimpses of holy commun-
ings within the circle of the Godhead, blessed testimonies of concur-

rent grace flowing forth from the entire Deity through the Immanuel,

comforting assurances that the Messiah bears with Him the commis-
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sion of Father and Spirit throughout His redemptive work, delight-

ful pledges that the issues and compensations of this work shall be

vast, satisfying, glorious, and everlasting. But the attempt to in-

clude all these under the somewhat rigid figure of a covenant,

parallel to the two historic covenants of works and of grace, is one

liable to introduce confusion, especially into the cardinal conception

of unity within the Godhead. All such exhibitions of the mediatorial

scheme should be handled by thoughtful minds with jealous care,

lest they lead on insensibly to unbiblica! views of the trinity in God
;

for there is an unconscious tritheism somewhat current in the Church,

which is a dangerous foe alike to exactness in doctrine and to fresh-

ness and vividness in spiritual experience.

So far as the present discussion is concerned, it is needful only to

emphasize the cardinal fact already stated, that the process of

mediation, viewed in its totality, must ever be regarded as having its

origin in the counsels and purpose, and in the pitying love and

grace of the entire Godhead. All the winning and powerful descrip-

tions of that process, in which we behold one Person commanding
and another obeying

;
one dictating terms and provisions, and

another complying
;
one prescribing the work to be wrought, and

another accomplishing that work
;
one endorsing and another re-

ceiving endorsement
;
one inflicting, and another suffering—must

of necessity be held in peaceful subordination to the underlying

proposition of the Apostle : one God and one Mediator between

God and man. A Deity from eternity so far engaged as not only to

accept a scheme of grace through such a Mediator, but also to unite

in bringing all the forces of the Godhead to bear in its accomplish-

ment, is an indispensable postulate. We are bound to maintain that

this scheme is begun, continued, and ended entirely within the cir-

cumference of one Being,—that whatever part either sacred per-

sonality may assume, all are agreed in what is done by each, and the

result is to be viewed as comprehensively the work of all conjoined.

The Father is never opposed, neither is the Spirit ever indifferent, to

what the Son specifically undertakes or suffers for us men and for

our salvation. The Mediator is never separated from the Deity in

His great mission, acting either in independence or in antagonism :

the entire Godhead rather manifests itself in and with the second

Person as He becomes our Immanuel, and accomplishes for Father

and for Spirit His mediatorial work.

II. A second point of unification which is vital to right concep-

tions of the work of mediation, relates to the composite yet single per-

sonality of the Mediator Himself. In the Trinity we are confronted

by the deep mystery of triple personality blended together within
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the one complete Deity—a Being who in essence, substance, nature,

constitution is absolutely one, but who, nevertheless, exists inter-

nally and eternally as well as externally in three distinct modes or

hypostases, which assume to our view personal forms and personal

characteristics. But in the unique personality of Christ we are con-

fronted by a mystery even more profound—the mystery of the in-

corporation of one of these divine hypostases with humanity, or with

our human nature, in such a way as to constitute by the combina-

tion a distinct being, with two natures, the divine and the human,

blending perfectly in one complete, theanthropic Person.

And if the three personalities in the Godhead, as revealed in

Scripture, defy analysis or explanation, and must be accepted by us

with all the inexplicable mystery that envelops them as a cloud, on

the authority of the Inspired Word simply, in like manner must the

composite Immanuel, fully God and at the same time fully and per-

fectly man, be regarded as above explanation or analysis, and demand
our recognition on the authority of Scripture alone, as the One
Mediator between the one God and our fallen race. Wete any

scientific dissection, any logical disintegration of this unique per-

sonality possible, it would still be the province of faith to accept

Him in his totality, with his various attributes and natures all har-

moniously conjoined within the one and only Person, alike human,

alike divine. His mediatorship could neither be substantiated as a

doctrine nor made available in experience under any other condi-

tions.

Yet, at no point in the domain of Christian theology has the dis-

position to dissect and disintegrate what the Bible presents rather in

spiritual unity, been more manifest or more destructive. The record

of the discussions, theories, divisions, strifes, heresies respecting the

person of the Immanuel is a chapter in the history of doctrine ab-

solutely without a parallel. In the attempt to analyze the two

natures, and present them in their separation, while the essential

qualities of the personality are preserved, opinion has ranged

through every possible variety of hypothesis and surmise, from the

baldest humanitarianism at one extreme to the most sweeping

monarchism on the other. Nestorianism has held that the union in

the case is not a combination of natures within one person, but

rather a moral unity of two persons, a perfect God and a complete

man, moving together harmoniously along the lines which the

mediatorial work required. Apollinarianism, resting on the Greek

conception of triplicity in human nature, has assigned to Christ a

real body and soul, but denied the existence in Him of a real human
spirit

;
while Eutychianism has affirmed that His entire humanity
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was swallowed up and lost in His divinity, as a drop of rain in the

seas. Socinianism has acknowledged the presence in Him, as a man,

of supernatural gifts and capabilities corresponding to the needs of

His peculiar mission, and Arianism has set Him forth as the first and

highest among the creatures of God
;
Gnosticism has described Him

as an eonic emanation from the bosom of Deity, and Docetism has

regarded Him as an apparitional God, moving under human guise

through the varied experiences of a human life, in the accomplish-

ment of the mystic task of our restoration to Himself.*

These are familiar illustrations of the multiplied efforts to enter

analytically into the personality of the Messiah for the purpose of

describing that personality in scientific terms and aspects. Similar

efforts appear in the discussions respecting the communication of

the peculiarities of the one nature to the other (communicatio idioma-

tum), respecting the depotentiation of the second Person in the

Trinity consequent upon His incarnation, respecting the kenosis and

the limitations of knowledge and power supposed to be involved in

the mediatorship. A like endeavor is manifest in the current ten-

dency to divide both the acts and the sufferings of the Messiah into

two antithetic classes, according as they are supposed to spring re-

spectively from the divine or from the human nature,-—the God
speaking or acting at one point, and the man Christ Jesus acting or

suffering at another. It was against this tendency, appearing in the

opinion of the Zwinglian school respecting the eucharist and the

presence of Christ in that sacrament, that Luther uttered his pas-

sionate denunciation : We here condemn and curse this alloeosis to

hell itself, as a suggestion Of the devil ! It is true that at many
points in the career of our Lord, we behold either the divinity or

the humanity in Him standing out in special prominence, while the

antithetic element is relatively retired
;

it is true that we sometimes

discern what seems like an empowering of the humanity on one hand

with the attributes or characteristics of divinity, and on the other an

apparent depotentiating or reduction of the divinity to the narrow

modes or limitations of the human
;

it is true that, viewed in certain

lights, we see the man so distinctly disclosed that for the moment

* It may be of service to some readers to direct their attention to an admirable sum-
mary of Christological theories, orthodox and heretical, in the article, Christology, in

the Schaff-Herzog Encyclopaedia, or to the fuller essay, Christ in Theology
,

in the

recent volume of Dr. Schaff, entitled, Christ and Christianity. The author (p. 64) de-

scribes the incarnation as an actual assumption of the whole human nature—body and

soul and spirit—into an abiding union with the divine personality of the eternal Logos,

so that they constitute, from the moment of the supernatural conception, oiie undivided

life forever.
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we lose our sense of the Deity present in Him, and again we so

impressively see the Deity in His words and acts, and in His inimit-

able mission, that we shrink, as if it were sacrilege, from claiming

brotherhood with Him.

But while we are prompted even by Scripture itself to institute

such distinctions, and while at some points we may find these dis-

tinctions helpful either in sweeping aside error or in confirming faith,

yet we should never allow them to disturb in the least our composite,

unified conception of the theanthropic Person, who is the one and

only Mediator. If we draw lines too broad between the eternal Son
of God and the incarnate Christ

;
if we separate the two natures,

divine and human, in the Immanuel to such an extent as disin-

tegrates Him and makes Him duplex in His personality or His re-

lations
;

if we subdivide His words, His acts, His sufferings so as to

make them the words, acts, sufferings of either the manhood or the

Godhood conjoined in Him, the inevitable result will be a loss of

some precious element from His mediation as well as His per-

sonality. The cardinal fact is that from His incarnation, through all

His historic career, whether of action or passion, down to the close

of His mission on the redeeming cross, the Messiah was and remained

one Person—as truly one and indivisible as are the three, who to-

gether compose the one eternal Deity. In and through all studies

into His career or His experience, therefore, this personal oneness is

ever to be supremely maintained by us as the sublime underlying

verity in the scheme of grace. How many serious errors have arisen

from the failure to hold this composite view, every student of Chris-

tian doctrine already knows. From bald Unitarianism with its

denial of the divine nature, onward through all the various grades

of defective or heretical opinion, up to those forms of Monarchianism

which openly or virtually deny the presence of the human element,

such a student is pained to see how human speculation has cast lots

for the sacred vesture which envelops our Immanuel, and in seeking

to analyze Him has both bewildered and impoverished itself. And
nothing can be more evident to such a student than the fact, still

more painful, that what an unreconciled and alien world needs to

see is not an analyzed or dissected Christ, but the one composite

and living Person, alike human and divine, who alone in His won-

derful entirety can truly mediate between such a world and God.

III. Passing from these two introductory aspects of the problem

of unification, we may now turn directly to consider the intrinsic

oneness of mediation itself—viewed as a divine work. Here we are

at once confronted by the familiar distribution of this comprehensive

work into three offices or functions : the prophetic, the priestly, and
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the royal. This distribution is Protestant rather than Papal—it is

specially utilized by Calvin (Inst., bk. ii.
,
ch. xv.) as adequately de-

scriptive of what he styles comprehensively the office of redemption.

It is also a Reformed or Calvinistic rather than a Lutheran mode

of stating that broad fact of mediation in which, as against all

Papal notions of priestly interposition, Lutherans and Calvinists

were so cordially agreed. * It is justified in part by the Old Testa-

ment allusions to the specific works which the coming Messiah

was to undertake, and by the New Testament delineations of the

functions which the Messiah actually filled during His earthly minis-

try. It has also been defended on other strong grounds, such as

its intrinsic adaptedness to set forth a process so comprehensive as

mediation, its adjustment to the three primary departments of

human nature, its correspondences in the three ruling classes in

human society. Dorner, while emphasizing what he terms the

mutually interpenetrating quality of these functions, and strongly

maintaining their tributary relation as manifestations of the one great

office, insists with equal emphasis on their historic and their intrinsic

value in that relation.

But within this general concurrence of opinion wide varieties are

apparent at several points. Some writers, for example, set aside the

* The story of the Munus Triplex is replete with interest. The references to it in

ancient and mediaeval theology (such as Augustine, De Civ. Dei, bk. x., 6) are too scant

and too infrequent to be of value. Among the scholastics, Aquinas sets the Mediator

forth, not as prophet, but as legislator or lawgiver, priest and king—without, however,

turning the distribution to any special account in his unfolding of the mediatorship.

After Calvin, the division of functions appears both in the creeds (Heidelberg Cat., 31)

and in the current Reformed theologies. Earlier Lutheranism did not accept it as a

helpful analysis, and many German theologians have, for various reasons, either ques-

tioned or rejected it. Dorner, following Schleiermacher, Nitzsch, Martensen, advocates

it strongly
( Christ . Doct., vol. iv., 391, seq.jon both biblical and philosophical grounds.

Among the puritan divines, Howe (Treatise on The Blessedness of the Righteous

)

first

describes our Lord as “ represented to sinners under an answerable twofold notion of

a Prince and a Saviour: that is, a mediating Prince and Saviour.” Further on, he

defends the triplex division in the suggestive words: ” His threefold (so much cele-

brated) office of King, Priest, and Prophet (the distinct parts of His general office as

Mediator which He manages in order to the reducement of sinners) exactly corresponds

(if you consider the more eminent acts and properties of each office) to that threefold

notion under which the spirit of man must always have been eyed and been acted

toward God, had he never fallen.” Van Oosterzee, in a valuable historic tdsumd of

opinions ( Christ . Dogmatics, vol. ii., sec. cviii.) justifies the Munus Triplex, while rec-

ognizing the difficulties attending its use. For further statement see, also, Hodge,
Syst. Theol., Part iii., ch. iv., on the mediatorial office. A strong defence of this dis-

tribution may be found in Smith, H. B., Syst. Christ. Theol., Part iii., ch. i. He refers

especially with approval to Ridgeley’s Body of Divinity (on questions 41-42, in Larger

Cat.) where both the triple division and the essential oneness of these offices are alike

emphasized. As a question in theology, the whole subject is worthy of careful study.

16
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prophetical function entirely, .on the ground that it is properly em-
bodied in the priestly ministration of the Redeemer. Unitarianism

recognizes dimly the royal office, but rejects the priestly, and limits

the mediatorial work to the teaching and example of the man Christ

Jesus. By some theologians the three offices are viewed as succes-

sive in time, the first ceasing substantially when the second becomes
central, and this in turn retiring when our Lord begins His adminis-

tration as King over His people and over the world. By others, the

offices are (more accurately) regarded as largely synchronous as well

as successive: our Lord continuing His prophetic ministry, while offer-

ing Himself as sacrifice and even while exercising regal authority,

and preparing the way for the universal dominion which He is

ultimately to attain. It is a question not wholly decided by con-

temporaneous discussion whether each and all of these functions are

exercised alike in His two states of humiliation and exaltation,

—

whether, for illustration, His intercessory function before the throne

is a part of his priestly office, as our Symbols teach, or is rather one

form or manifestation of His kingly grace and power. Nor is it set-

tled absolutely in current usage whether it is proper to refer certain

of these offices and ministrations to one of the two natures in the

Messiah, the prophetic and priestly representing the human, the

kingly bringing out and illustrating the divine
;
or whether, in the

words of our Confession (viii., 7), Christ in the work of mediation

acteth according to both natures—yet, by reason of the unity of the

person, that which is proper to one nature is sometimes in Scripture

attributed to the person denominated by the other nature.

Another practical variation of decided moment demands attention

here. If the Munus Triplex be thus accepted in substance, though

with such varieties in form, the matter of relative importance or

prominence is still unsolved. At first view, it would be said that all

are alike important, and that comparative estimates of their worth

are even irreverent. For it is obvious that the three functions stand

to each other in a relation of conditioned and conditionary, not

unlike the relation which the three primary forces in nature, gravi-

tation, cohesion, and chemical affinity, occupy toward each other.

The prophetical function clearly conditions the priestly, as gravita-

tion conditions cohesion : the priestly, in turn, while conditioned by

its antecedent, itself conditions the regal, just as cohesion, while de-

pendent on the prior force of gravitation, is the necessary prerequisite

to chemical affinity, with its special action and products. There is,

indeed, a sense in which, as in the illustration here introduced from

nature, the element conditioned is superior to that which conditions

it, and that is highest to which the rest are conditioning and tribu-
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tary. The priestly office carries the prophetic, and superadds an-

other factor : the kingly bears with it both the prophetic and the

priestly, and superinduces upon them another form of force, and

therefore a more exalted and comprehensive result. Yet the ques-

tion whether a higher value should be attached to the one or the

other is, in the words of Van Oosterzee, something like that whether

among the benefits of the sun, light or warmth or fertility deserves

the preference. As a general proposition it is unquestionable that

no prominence should be assigned to either which would in the least

retire the others from their vital and blessed places within the one

mediatorial work.

Still, it is true that at no point in theology do we discover wider

variety of opinion and usage. The Unitarian school has practically

set aside Christ the king and Christ the priest, and has preserved,

in but fragmentary form indeed, the Biblical doctrine of Christ the

prophet, first among the teachers of mankind, as peerless in example

as in speech, but beginning and ending His unique work as Saviour in

the discharge of this function alone. Orthodoxy, on the other hand,

spontaneously shrinking from such a perversion or diminution of the

mediatorship, has too often allowed the prophetical office to fall away
into obscurity. It has not always given to the words of Christ their

central and authoritative place in doctrine
;

it has not adequately

exalted Him as the supreme revealer of the future—even of the

ultimate career and destinies, of man and of the earth
;

it has not

emphasized properly His legislative mission, and His exemplification

of the law in His own life
;
and in the distribution of His ministries

to our redemption, it has sometimes almost entirely ignored His

prophetical ministry, and made salvation turn wholly on what He
suffered rather than on what He did and said. We are familiar also

with the peculiar diversities of opinion which have arisen, perhaps

chiefly in Scotland, yet not infrequently or obscurely elsewhere, re-

specting the kingship of Jesus, His crown and covenant, His right to

reign over nations as well as saints, and the nature and even the

existence of His earthly kingdom. It would not be difficult to trace

out variations of opinion at these points as wide almost as those which
separate Socinianism on the one hand from mere Antinomianism on
the other.

It is also a delicate and yet a just query whether, in the strong,

and tender emphasizing of the priestly office so characteristic of

evangelical Protestantism ever since the Reformation, Christ the king

and Christ the prophet have not been relatively too much retired

from both dogma and experience. It is a still more delicate query
whether, as Lutheran writers have sometimes alleged, the Reformed
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theology has not been especially prone to exalt the Christuspro nobis,

centred particularly in the priesthood, at the expense of the Christus

in nobis
,
manifested especially in our Divine Teacher and Example,

Ruler and Lord. There could be no justice in the charge that the

Reformed theology makes too much of the great High Priest, of the

Lamb of God offered in sacrifice, of the vicarious atonement made
once for all on Calvary

;
for no theology can be truly biblical or

truly commanding in which these sacred conceptions are not central

and even dominant. But it may without offence be asked whether,

in the ardor of our interest, the glowing fervor of our faith, at the

foot of the redeeming cross, we may not be giving up too much
to an intellectual L^nitarianism that holy prophet whose words and

whose example are no less essential, as preliminary to the proper

efficacy of His sacrifice, than the light of day is to the warmth and

the fertility conditioned upon it. It may also be asked without

offence whether, under the influence of the same sacred ardor, we
have not suffered the kingly sway of the Mediator, first in the heart,

then in the life, further in the Church, and finally through all the

realms and phases of human existence, to fall too much out of mind

and out of experience. There is certainly no necessary contrast, but

rather a unity as close as that between His two natures, between

the Christus pro nobis and the Christus in nobis ; and theology and

faith can find their highest completeness only as these antithetic

conceptions are vitally unified.*

There is a further inquiry at this point, to which it is necessary at

least to advert—the inquiry whether the entire mediatorial work is

distinctly included in the three offices as here described. It is the

question, in other words, whether the Messiah is not prophet and

priest and king, and something more—whether the comprehending

conception of mediation does not broaden out beyond these descrip-

* An interesting exhibit of this tendency toward what may without invidium be called

disproportionate treatment of this branch of theology, may be gained by a comparative

grouping of representative systems of doctrine at this point. The writer has selected,

for the purpose of illustrating this tendency, four names of the highest rank among the

evangelical theologians of this generation : and grouping the number of pages under

each head in their respective treatment of this subject, has found them tabulated as fol-

lows :

Mediation. Prophecy. Priesthood. Kingship.

Van Oosterzee, 8 6 34 7

Dorner, IO 4 153 27

Hodge, Ch. 7 2 130 13

Smith, H. B. 6 o 51 11

In this grouping, the atonement and intercession are included under the priestly

office, and the kingdom of Christ under the kingly office. The first head includes also

all that is said respecting the Munus Triplex.
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tive lines and areas, and take in more than these three precious titles

contain. One who carefully gathers up and properly utilizes all

the subordinate names applied to the Immanuel, all the special func-

tions which He is said to fill, all the metaphors called in from al-

most every sphere of nature or of human experience to set forth His

numberless ministries to human need, may possibly be led at length

to realize that he cannot easily compress the whole of what the Holy

Spirit has graciously revealed concerning our Redeemer, even into

three offices so broad and inclusive as are given to us in the doctrine

of the Munns Triplex. He will find it difficult to locate the Law-

giver, the Shepherd, the Advocate, the Surety, the Captain, the

Corner-Stone, the Head, the Resurrection—the Bread and Water of

Life, and the Light of men—the Word, the Way, the Sun, the Star,

the Vine—the Bridegroom and Husband—the Angel, the Counsellor,

the Almighty God, the Everlasting Father, and other like designa-

tions, all within the territory properly assignable to these three

primary offices. And possibly he may be brought to realize that a

work which requires such variety and wealth of illustration to set it

forth—a work for whose adequate portrayal the Holy Spirit has thus

subsidized almost every department of nature or of human experi-

ence, contains more, much more, than any technical analysis, any

philosophic distribution such as this, can ever adequately present to

the mind. Such an inquirer will at least feel assured that Christian

thought cannot afford for any consideration to press out either of

these three primal elements of mediatorship at the expense of the

others, or to consent to any disparted or fragmentary conceptions

at a point where, above all others, all thinking and believing ought

to be centralized and unified.

What is sought here is simply the general presentation of this

vital fact. If it is important that our views of the relations of the

Trinity in the sphere of salvation, and of the composite, theanthropic

person of the Mediator should be thoroughly unified, a thousandfold

more important is it that Mediation, as a work, should be habitually

contemplated by us, not in its analytic parts and sections, but rather

in its economic unity— its divine oneness, as seen and unfolded by
the Redeemer Himself. Though such an effort may seem to our

narrowed minds impracticable, it is still to be cherished as a funda-

mental form of aspiration
;
and every failure so to cherish it will

surely be followed, as the history of the doctrine bears abundant

witness, by diminished and partial estimates of the mediatorial

work, and too often by strifes, divisions, heresies, from which wider

vision might have spared the Church.

IV. Proceeding to a still closer view of the more specific elements
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or factors which make up this comprehensive mediation, we shall

find yet further need for the kind of unification already advocated.

Without recurring to the allccosis so bitterly condemned by Luther,

with its illusive classification of these factors and elements as refer-

able to the human or the divine natures severally rather than to the

sole and single personality, we may easily discern other analytic

procedures in this field, of kindred character and of like effect. In-

jurious comparison is sometimes instituted, for example, between

the acts and the sufferings of the Messiah, in which the acts are rela-

tively retired and the sufferings lifted into the foreground, even to

such an extent as to make His redemptive work turn chiefly, if not

wholly, on what He suffered. Again, the acts of Christ are some-

times set into antithetic classes, and special value is attached to

some single class or group of acts—the signs and miracles, for illus-

tration—as if these carried in themselves the substance of His re-

demptive mission. Still more frequently are the sufferings of Christ

thus divided
;
and Gethsemane and Calvary, with all their special

solemnities, are brought into distinctive prominence, as if the entire

work of salvation began and ended on the cross. The vicarious

nature and the mediatorial relations and worth of all the sacrifice that

preceded from the hour of the incarnation, are unconsciously ob-

scured, and only that which crowned and closed the long and sad

passion is held conspicuously in thought. To such an extent is the

latter process sometimes carried that what Christ said and did and

suffered, either prior or subsequent to the crucifixion, is quite for-

gotten in the presence of the crucifixion itself
;
mediation is limited

to propitiation only
;
the evangel commences and closes in the sacri-

fice of Calvary, and justification becomes the whole of religion.

But certainly, so far as the acts of Christ are concerned, it is a

fundamental proposition that all these are, in the phrase of

Ridgeley, mediatorial acts. No essential distinction can be estab-

lished, for example, between what preceded and what followed His

baptism,—if the baptism be regarded as the official introduction to

His Messianic work. For His incarnation and birth, as truly as His

baptism, were mediatorial acts
;
His youthful conference with the

doctors of Jerusalem was as truly mediatorial as His last conference

with His disciples in the upper chamber. In like manner, even the

most casual of His official acts, if anything in His career can be

esteemed casual, has a vital place in the great work as truly as the

most conspicuous event
;

His quiet visit to a Galilean village as

really as His triumphal entry into Jerusalem. Nor can any class of

acts, such as those which demonstrated most conclusively His divine

origin, be exalted above those which more especially impress us with
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His complete humanity
;
His sleeping in the hinder part of the ship,

His hunger by the well at Samaria, are as truly parts of His mediation

as was the raising of Lazarus from the dead.* And what is true of

the acts is no less true of the words of the Immanuel. While we

see His prophetic mission more conspicuously in such central utter-

ances as the Sermon on the Mount, or the official commissioning of

the Twelve, or the public discussions with Scribes and Pharisees

near the close of His life, that mission is as really apparent to the

thoughtful eye in the simplest conversations, or the most incidental

words, strewn almost as if by accident along the sacred Record.

The great evangel, so far as it embodied itself in language, must be

taken in its inspired totality—no word viewed as casual, no utterance

separated from the rest, but all conjoined in the one comprehensive

Message which, from the advent to Olivet, He came to deliver.

Neither are the words nor the acts of the Messiah to be narrowly

or inadequately interpreted, in their relation to the comprehending

mediation. Every utterance, however incidental, should be regarded

not as the teaching of a wise or holy man merely, nor as so much
drapery appended to the Messiahship like the incidentals of a parable,

but rather as an essential factor or element in the mediatorial process

itself. Nor should the acts be viewed merely as so many exhibitions

of His obedience as a human being to the law under which the Mes-

siah had voluntarily placed Himself—proofs that He was perfect as a

man. They are not even so many contributions to personal right-

eousness, which becomes in the divine economy a species of substi-

tute for personal righteousness in those who believe, and thus a

factor in their justification. Rather are these acts, like the words of

Jesus, one and all mediatorial in a still broader sense
;
they embody

and represent the divine Mediator in more positive and comprehen-

sive forms as our Immanuel
;
they minister, therefore, not to instruc-

tion or to legal justification merely, but to redemption in every spir-

itual mode and aspect. The mediatorship would be incomplete

without them
;
without them salvation would be an impaired and

an inadequate product.

Turning again to the sufferings of the Messiah, we are bound to

emphasize in like manner their mediatorial quality throughout.

* “ His achievement of righteousness for us rests upon the whole course of His

obedience
;
the ground of the forgiveness which frees us from the curse of the law is

spread over the entire life of Christ
;
as soon as He assumed the form of a servant He

began to p?.y the price of our liberation. Death is merely the close of His protestations.’’

Ritschl, Justification , p. 213. So, also, Calvin, Inst., bk. ii.
,
ch. xvi : 5.

“ From the

time of His assuming the character of a servant, He began to pay the price of our de-

iverance.’
’
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No one can ever adequately estimate that final hour of anguish,

when our dying Lord uttered those plaintive and mysterious out-

cries on the cross, and gave up His sacred life with the touching yet

triumphal declaration : It is Finished ! What the hour of coronation

is to all the discipline that has preceded and all the official activities

consequent upon it, that moment of supreme yet victorious sorrow

is to the entire tribulation, and as well to the final triumph of the

mediating Saviour. Yet is it true that His entire career was an ex-

hibition of the same suffering, enduring love which glorified itself so

incomparably at the last. The incarnation cannot be contemplated

rightly as anything less than a vicarious sacrifice
;
the entire career

of labor, privation, endeavor, which culminated on Calvary, was at

every stage a real part of the atoning scheme. The homeless life,

the state of dependence, the wearinesses, the struggles with men and

with devils, the inward agonies and groanings in spirit, were all as

truly crosses as that which Simon of Cyrene bore for the suffering

Redeemer through the streets of Jerusalem. The pathway of the

Mediator was a Via Dolorosa at every step from Bethlehem to Cal-

vary
;
and not one pang should be counted out from His propitiating

contribution to our reconciliation with God. And, instead of sub-

tracting anything from the immeasurable meaning of the cross by
such association of all that preceded it in the form of suffering, we
rather then behold that transcendent event in its true central posi-

tion and grandeur, and both mind and heart are bowed down the

more before it.*

Such is, in fact, the teaching of our Symbols as to that estate of

humiliation which the Mediator assumed. It is properly described

as an estate, in order to guard against the impression that the

humiliation consisted simply in a series of acts or of sufferings. It

is also set forth (L. Cat., 46) as that low condition wherein He for

oursakes, emptying Himself of His glory, took upon Him the form of

a servant, in His conception and birth, life, death, and after His

* There is one event in the mediatorial career which must ever take its place in Chris-

tian thought by the side of the sacrifice on Calvary : it is the Kenosis in which that

career began. Whatever view be taken of that depotentiation, or emptying of self,

which preceded the incarnation, the consent of the Son of God to become man—to come
down into our human nature, wear and bear its limitations, and live out so constrained

a life as His was from the incarnation to the cross, is a step of as much significance

both in itself and in its relations to our salvation through Him, as was the final act of

atonement. The cost of feeling in it could not have been less : the sacrifice seems, in

some aspects, even greater. At least, the question of Anselm, Wherefore did God be-

come man ? and the question, Why did the Son of God suffer death ? must be studied

together, in their vital relation, by any one who would fully, profoundly apprehend

either.—See Van Oosterzee, Christ. Dogm., 543.
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death, until His resurrection. In further analysis of this low condi-

tion or estate, it is said (Ans. 47) that He humbled Himself in His con-

ception and birth, in that, being from all eternity the Son of God in

the bosom of the Father, He was pleased in the fulness of time to

become the Son of man, made of a woman of low estate, and to be

born of her, with divers circumstances of more than ordinary abase-

ment. And it is further taught (Ans. 48) that His humiliation dur-

ing His life consisted not merely in His subjection to the law, and per-

fect fulfilment of its demands as a man, but equally in His conflict

with the indignities of the world and the temptations of Satan, and

in His being weighed down with the infirmities of the flesh, whether

those common to the nature of man or particularly accompanying

that his low condition. These are all in the Shorter Catechism

(Ans. 27) condensed into the strong phrase, the miseries of this life
;

and are directly associated with the cursed death of the cross, as es-

sential elements in the one comprehensive humiliation. Such is the

universal teaching of the Reformed Confessions as to the humiliation

of the Messiah
;
and it is probably one of their good features that

they have refrained so obviously from that process of analytic dis-

memberment and disintegration, so often visible in the theologies of

the two succeeding centuries. We see indeed in them the several

elements or factors of the one mediatorial process, so far separated

as to assure us that each was definitely in the mind of those who
prepared these Symbols : we see distinction and division enough to

guard against the errors that might flow in from partial or distorted

conceptions
;
but we also see member joined to member, one factor

flowing into another, all the parts and elements so combining in one

organic unity, that the final impression made upon us (even in the

case of the most specialized creeds, as that of Westminster) is that

of one living, complex, sublime process—one comprehending and

glorious mediation, corresponding to their exposition of the one and

only Mediator between God and our fallen humanity.

V. Contemplating this mediation once more, in respect to the

necessity for it
,
and to its actual operation and results, we shall dis-

cover still further occasion for the unifying process here commended.
If we are to contemplate the mediatorial work as one work, notwith-

standing the variety of offices contained in it, and of terms and

metaphors employed to describe it,—if we are to group together into

living unity all the factors and elements combined in that work,

whether these assume the form of action or of passion, however ex-

hibited to us in Scripture, no less essential is it that this mediation

should be seen to be one and single in the need that demands it,

and that its operations and issues, however various in appearance,
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should be organically combined in our thought within the one com-
prehending conception.

The question whether mediation was necessary, like the associated

question whether an incarnation was necessary, is practically solved

for every believer in Scripture by the simple fact that an incarnate

mediator has been provided. There are indeed many reasons which

commend themselves to our minds, as explanatory of that mysteri-

ous and sublime process by which the Son of God became man in

order to our salvation
;
but there were doubtless other reasons recog-

nized within the interior circles of Deity, which are possibly forever

beyond the range of human vision. That the considerations which

justify the mediatorial work of the Immanuel are in like manner
partly within the range of our knowledge, but also largely beyond our

capacity even for apprehension, is equally obvious. The great fact

stands forth in one aspect as a revealed and demonstrated verity,

invested with divine authority, and commending itself to faith by a

process superior to all formal demonstration. At the same time,

what we know of the Mediator as to His personal qualities, to His

inherent fitness, to His official recognition, to His actual ability to

mediate effectually at every point where human sin has created a

need of such gracious intervention, powerfully flows in upon the soul

as a rational justification of such spontaneous faith. Thus, both in-

stinctively and from reflection, we perceive, not merely that in our

sinful condition mediation on the part of God was needful, but further

that just such a Mediator as Jesus was, and none other, could

adequately meet that deep, complex necessity.

Yet at precisely this point we discover some of the widest varia-

tions in Christian belief. We also see that each mind is regulated,

in its explanation of the grounds and nature of this necessity, by its

estimate of sin on one hand, and its notion of salvation on the other.

To the Unitarian there is revealed no need of mediation beyond

what appears in the teaching, example, and spiritual inspirations of

Christ
;
the Mediator needs to be a prophet only, and that in a sub-

ordinate sense. To one who regards sin as a lapsed condition of

soul merely—a spiritual state, devoid of love, prone to evil and cor-

ruption, from which nothing but a disclosure of Divine love, not

only speaking words of tenderness and grace, but assuming the win-

ning form of sacrifice, and breathing its life out in gracious endeavor,

can ever rescue the sinner, mediation becomes merely an expression,

a prolonged and beautiful and wonderfully effective expression in-

deed, of such salvatory love. The necessity in this view is to be

found, not in any claims of law or government, or in the sense of

ustice in God, but simply in the state of the sinful nature, the love-
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less and deteriorate character of the sinner, whom nothing but such

a revelation of divine affection can ever restore to a true life. To
one who, on the other hand, contemplates redemption simply as a

process under law, completing itself in a forensic justification,

mediation becomes a mode of vicarious satisfaction only
;
Christ is

simply a propitiation, and His mediatorial work begins and ends sub-

stantially with His priestly office. And among the latter class, who
in general are agreed in finding the need of mediation within the

territory of law and justice—who, in other words, regard mediation

as mainly vicarious and propitiatory, and as having its correlative in

a legal reconciliation effected through sacrifice, many minor variations

appear, according as one or another aspect of this complex reconcil-

ing work is emphasized. In attempting to define with greater exacti-

tude the necessity for that work, wide disagreements thus arise, and

too often bitter conflicts have been waged by those who stand

alike on clearly evangelical ground, around that blessed verity which

should rather have been to each and all a standard of unity and a

badge of peace.

These disagreements find one marked illustration in the antithetic

theories current among us with respect to the necessity which de-

manded the atonement, or the vicarious death of the Mediator.

One group of theories finds that necessity wholly in the sentiment or

attribute of justice inherent in God—a sentiment which can consent

to reconciliation with the wicked and alien transgressor only on terms

of explicit expiation, even to the extent of penalty for penalty. A
second group discerns that necessity chiefly in the nature of law and

government, which requires some appropriate administrative satis-

faction, such as Christ provided, as the just ground of forgiveness

and restoration. A third group, rising somewhat into prominence of

late, and representing another aspect of the need that demanded a

Mediator, finds the justifying ground of the atonement in love rather

than in justice, personal or administrative—in the nature of that

spiritual salvation which man needs, and which is none other than a

restoration to love, secured through the love which manifests itself in

every phase and aspect of the Messianic mediation. We have thus

a threefold necessity : first, ethical, then legal, then gracious, which

may be, and habitually are, set over against each other as if they

were radically antagonistic. With the fury of the battles waged
even between the first and second in these groups of opinion, which

have in fact so much in common, and indeed seem hardly separable,

every one is familiar. And possibly the time has not yet come when
the question can be safely asked whether all these forms of orthodox

belief may not in fact be blended together as being harmonious parts
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or elements in that one comprehensive need, in reverent recognition

of which our Lord consented to die for us men, and for our salvation.

Without any discussion as to the relative order or value of these ex-

planations, or to the methods in which they may be thus conjoined

in the broader conception here suggested, it may justly be claimed

that such combination, even imperfectly secured, would be an impor-

tant help toward making the necessity for the atonement more appar-

ent to men, and toward making still more glorious an atonement

which at one and the same time accomplishes results so diverse and

so inexpressibly vital to our complete reconciliation with God.*
As in respect to the atonement, so the necessity for the mediatorial

work generally can be fully apparent only to those who are capable

of taking in all the parts, factors, aspects, operations, and issues of

that divine work—who can see it both in its diversified complexities

and in its supreme oneness. The profound remark of John Howe
to the effect that the three offices of Christ have their justification

in the triple need even of unfallen man as a religious being, and

eminently in their application to the threefold need of man as a

sinner, is specially suggestive here. It furnishes at least a helpful

hint toward a method of studying the necessity for mediation which

would result in, not a series of dismembered specialties or of antago-

nistic notions, but rather a broader, deeper, incomparably more
effective conception of the reason why God became man, and why,

having become man, God took on Him this mediatorial service for

our alienated, loveless, condemned race.

Turning from the question of necessity, to contemplate for a mo-
ment the special methods of applying this mediation, and the several

issues or benefits flowing from it, we may readily observe how all

these are in like manner blended together in two correlative terms,

reconciliation and salvation. A glance at each of these terms will

be sufficient to illustrate this fact.

What is that reconciliation which, according to Paul (2 Cor. v.

* The writer takes pleasure in referring, in this connection, to the two valuable papers

on the Atonement read by Dr. Cairns and Dr. A. A. Hodge, at the Presbyterian

Council held at Philadelphia, in 1880 (
Proceedings

, pp. 357-369). The closing sentences

of the second paper deserve to be written in letters of gold :

“ The orthodox doctrine is more and more seen not only to be essential and radical

but also catholic and comprehensive, affording the necessary basis for all the side

lights and secondary aspects of the great Scriptural truth, which individuals have often

seen disconnectedly, and have often unduly isolated and emphasized. The statement

of this great truth at the hands of orthodox theologians is becoming less mechanical, less

logically squared, and more after the manner of the word and works of God, where truth

lies in broad surfaces, and not in narrow lines—-where it has breadth as well as length,

and where the glory of the parts melts into the greater glory of the whole.”
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18, 19: rr/v diaKOviav rr/s uaraWayr/i), constitutes the sum of

the Gospel ? The answer to this question depends entirely upon the

view taken of the nature and extent of the alienation, the actual

separation, the legal and spiritual antagonism, which sin has induced

between God and our degenerate race. That sin is causing a volun-

tary withdrawal of the sinner from truth, from duty, from holiness

—that, by a process as certain as that which would sweep off into

the abysses of space a planet freed from the law of gravitation, it

sweeps the transgressor away, in all the parts and factors of his

spiritual being, into cold, dark, fatal distance from the God who made
him, is an awful fact—a fact whose dreadful nature and issues the

sinner himself can never adequately measure. That sin also causes

a voluntary withdrawal of God from the sinful soul, brings down
upon that soul a shadow more dreadful than death, bears in its train

progressive withholding even of temporal good, and still more of

all spiritual gifts, is a corresponding fact of even greater significance.

More than this : sin brings the sinful soul under wrath as well as dis-

favor, involves it in guilt and therefore in condemnation,—sets it in a

retributive estate, under the arraignment of law and the judicial

frown of justice at once, continuously, and possibly forever. The
Bible employs a large variety of the strongest images to set forth

this moral distance, this spiritual and forensic alienation, this

inward and outward antagonism
;
nothing could be more terrific than

its solemn and penetrating imagery. And these Biblical images may
be grouped under the two conceptions, a disordered relationship

and an alienated disposition : and the reconciliation which the

apostle describes must reach the evil at both points, and make God
and man, as to both state and relation, completely at one.

Hence the mediation of Christ is set forth on one side as a propitia-

tion—a vicarious and expiatory work, wherewith the sentiment of

justice in God is satisfied, and the righteous claims of law and gov-

ernment are fully met, and wherein ample provision is made for a

pardon of the sinner and his restoration to the divine favor. This

propitiatory element is indeed central in the mediatorial scheme
;

it

can neither be set aside nor thrust into a secondary position, by one

who seeks to comprehend the Gospel plan of redemption. On the

basis of this expiatory work, a changed relation becomes possible
;

the condemnation of law is removed, the judicial frown of God is

justly withdrawn, forgiveness is granted, the rebel is regarded as a

subject, and is accepted and justified in Christ. But, while this must
ever remain the central feature, it is far from being the whole of that

wondrous reconciliation which the Immanuel came to earth to bring.

His incarnate presence is a reconciling power
;
His words of wisdom
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and tenderness are designed to reconcile both mind and heart
;
His

disclosures of God, in whatever form, are reconciling manifestations.

He reconciles as prophet, He reconciles as king, no less really than

when He as priest makes atonement on the cross. It is not the dis-

ordered relationship merely which He came to disentangle and replace

in heavenly order
;
He came to minister at every point to the alienated

disposition of man. And whether He speaks or acts or suffers—by
word, by example, by the inbreathing of His spirit—at every point

and step in His mission, He is always the reconciling Saviour.

Mediating for us, He takes up our alienation and our separation in

every possible aspect, and seeks to make us one, inwardly as well as

forensically one, with God. And throughout this mediating work

He is at the same time as truly rendering it possible for God to be

graciously reconciled to us, and to fold us as pardoned and accepted

sinners to His paternal breast forevermore. Reconciliation as de-

scribed by the Apostle is thus a broader process than propitiation.

It requires for its accomplishment not merely the atoning, but also

the entire Christ, in both His active and His passive obedience, and

in each and all of His gracious offices and relations. It addresses

itself to the high task of healing, not one, but every aspect of sin

—

of rectifying not one, but all of the relations which we sustain to

God, or God to us— of bringing the Deity and the sinner together in

amity, not only in the court of justice, but within the divine family,

and in disposition as truly as in form. And we may well believe

that after we have classified these mediatorial ministries, so far as

our minds can measure them, the great reconciling work still goes

on in our behalf, in modes and conditions of which we can have no

real conception. The heavenly advocacy, the priestly intercession,

the princely relation and sway sustained in eternity, are dim illustra-

tions of this transcendent fact.

The second term, salvation, simply expresses the result of this

comprehensive reconciling process. We seek to embody that result

in the more specific term, justification, as containing the three par-

ticular benefits accruing, described theologically as pardon, accept-

ance, and adoption. We believe that through this mediation the

sins of believers, whether they be of transgression or of omission,

are absolutely forgiven, and that such forgiveness is pledged to

attend believers through all their earthly experiences of sin, and will

finally be made complete before the throne of God in glory. We
believe that when the believing soul is pardoned, it is also accepted

—accepted in person, notwithstanding its still degenerate nature,

and reckoned as intrinsically righteous at once and for all the future.

We believe that the pardoned and accepted soul is also adopted into
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the family of grace, set in new and loving relations toward God and

all His spiritual children, and made the heir of spiritual blessings

both here and hereafter. Yet it must be held that these are syn-

chronous rather than successive acts : no instant of time ever inter-

venes between them. In fact, these are not so many mediatorial

ministries set in a certain succession
;
they are rather the several

aspects, separable in our analytic thought, but in fact inseparable,

of the one justifying act. While for purposes of analysis and descrip-

tion we hold them before our mental vision in their separateness,

and though we find in the Scripture itself some warrant for these dis-

tributions, yet we are bound by the highest spiritual considerations

to emphasize as supreme the oneness of that justification in which

they are all so remarkably blended together.

Nor is justification the whole of the redemptive process. For

Christ is of God made unto us wisdom (made unto us wisdom from

God : Rev. Vers.), and righteousness and sanctification, as well as

our redemption
;
righteousness, in both the forensic and the spiritual

sense, as grounded in His redeeming sacrifice—sanctification, as a

salvatory process, ever tending toward the final redemption or de-

liverance of the soul. Righteousness, sanctification, and redemp-

tion, says a recent commentator (Edwards : i. Cor.), are the three

great spiritual necessities of man
;
and each and all of these find

their provision and source in the one Messianic mediation. While

the Spirit is indeed to be recognized as the immediate divine actor

in regeneration and sanctification, and the development of a Christly

manhood—while repentance and faith and every spiritual grace, and

the spirit of prayer and adoption, are referable directly to Him, yet

the Mediator is also our sanctification, and these are, one and all,

the outgrowths of His comprehensive reconciling work. He is the

Saviour, and every spiritual gift is summed in that correlative word
of words, Salvation.

—In closing these fragmentary suggestions, the writer desires

to guard himself against one possible misapprehension. While
pleading thus for the Unities of Mediation, he may seem to some
minds to be undervaluing that long and elaborate process of dis-

crimination, analysis, segregating classification which naturally fol-

lowed the synthetic processes of the Reformation, and gave a peculiar

character to the theologies of the two succeeding centuries. Such
undervaluation would be a disastrous mistake, and the mere merging

of all these historic distinctions into one confused medley would
prove in many aspects mischievous. But synthetic processes are as

important as analytic, and Christian Theology towers into its proper

magnitude and grandeur when it is studied in its unities, rather than
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in its special variations. And, in our time, what seems to be needed

most is, not the emphasizing of these specialized divisions, which

have become so largely the distinguishing dicta of schools and the

war-cry of partisans, but rather the unifying of faith—the irenic

blending into oneness so far as possible of all that goes to make up

the essential belief of Christendom. And certainly at no point can

this process be more safely or happily undertaken than at that

luminous point where everything in Christianity naturally centres,

the one God and Mediator, and the one comprehensive and glorious

Mediation on which all our hopes are based.

Cincinnati.

E. D. Morris.



V

III.

THE SALVATION ARMY.

D URING the past quarter of a century the religious life of

English cities has been stimulated by “special services” and

a good deal of “quite unsectarian’’ evangelism. All the churches

have been in some degree enlivened, but the chief gain in numbers

seemed to accrue to the Baptists. The reason is not obscure. Peo-

ple who are told that they have been heathens till their conversion

at the Revival Meeting readily assume that, having now become
“ Christians,’’ they ought to choose a church with which to connect

themselves. Then some one is always at hand to represent to them

the duty of beginning their Christianity with Baptism, and so they

“ join ” the Baptists—or the Brethren.

A notable counter-movement, however, has sprung up which

ranges new disciples not under the Calvinism of the Brethren and

the Spurgeonic Baptists, but under the Arminianism of the Method-

ists. To the followers of Wesley it was always something of a

puzzle that Calvinists should hold their own in a revival of religion.

They have regarded with wondering eyes the soul-winning power of

such Evangelists as the late Brownlow North, Grant of Arndilly, and

Duncan Mathison in Scotland
;
Reginald Radcliffe, W. P. Lockhart,

and Lord Radstock in England. They have recognized in Mr.

Moody some Methodist ways, but not Mr. Wesley’s theology. And
during all these years no Methodist preacher emerged either from

the Old Connection or the New who could attract and impress the

general community. At last, however, a man hah appeared and

made a prodigious stir who is of genuine Methodist type, and,

though separated from the Conferences, works on substantially

Methodist lines.

William Booth was brought up in the Church of England and

converted among the Wesleyans. At an early age he became a

minister of the “ New Connection,’’ and developed a considerable

aptitude for what is called
‘

‘ evangelistic preaching.
’

’ Moving hither

and thither as invited, he could not attend to the routine duty of his

“ circuit,” and in the year 1 86 1 broke away from Methodist appoint-

17
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merits, and began to labor independently among the poor at the east

end of London, with the very effective assistance of Mrs. Booth, who
is a lady of considerable mental power as well as spiritual fervor.

The Booths called their enterprise a mission, and it was attended

with a degree of success with which many good men would have

been satisfied. But they wanted more, much more. They took

passionately to heart the ungodliness and degradation of the people.

Mrs. Booth said publicly a few years ago :
“ The state of the masses

in our country is to me a cause of daily, hourly grief and apprehen-

sion. Since coming more in contact with them I have found their

condition to be so much worse than anything I had previously con-

ceived, that I have often felt confounded, disheartened, and almost

paralyzed.” Let it be remembered that the Booths were old-fash-

ioned enough to believe in a hell for evil-doers. Therefore they

grew impatient of slow and commonplace mission work. They
must strike out some bolder plan to save the brutish multitude from

going down to the pit
;
and in the year 1865 they did strike out the

plan of a new Crusade.

A man of larger mental horizon and greater personal diffidence

than Mr. Booth would have hesitated to start, at this time of day, a

quite new organization of Christian life and work on his own initia-

tion
;
but ecclesiastical scruples do not seem to have troubled him.

He was a Methodist
;
and therefore to him the career of John Wes-

ley was the noblest since the times of the Apostles. Did not that

“ venerable founder” strike out a new path, and establish a mission-

ary organization under his own personal direction—with officers, as

district superintendents, local preachers, stewards, class-leaders, and

the like, all devised and named out of his own head, without any

respect to New Testament or historic titles? Why should not

William Booth do likewise? His wife, very different from Mrs.

Wesley in this, that she has no doubt of her husband’s divine mis-

sion, has put the matter thus : ‘‘Is it not God’s way of making a

new departure—beginning with one man, as in the case of Luther,

George Fox, and Wesley, inspiring him and leading him by a \vay

he knew not, but using him to bring about a great spiritual revolu-

tion ? I think so, and believe in my inmost soul that my husband

has been as truly raised up and led of God for this wrork as any of

these were for theirs.” *

Given these two conditions—ignorance of or disregard for church

principles, and the persuasion of a direct divine commission to make

a fresh departure—and the way is open for any sort and degree of

* At/dresses at Cannon Street Hotel
,
London, p. 69.
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innovation. Mr. Booth saw before him the alternative of working a

mission under the advice and control of a committee, or starting

one under his own sole direction. He felt the dislike to committees

which is not uncommon in men of a resolute type, and he had con-

ceived a plan which required an autocratic government. So he

crowned himself and began to reign.

To speak more accurately, Mr. Booth gave himself a commission

as Commander-in-Chief of an army which he proposed to raise.

The boldness of his plan consisted in the abandonment of Church

fellowship and polity as known to the New Testament and to Chris-

tian history, and the adoption of the military system. The com-

munity Ayas to be an army. The place of central administration

was to be Headquarters. The preachers were to be styled Majors,

Captains, and Lieutenants. Mission-buildings were to be spoken of

as Barracks, preaching as fighting, praying as knee-drill, loud singing

as the shout of victory. Special demonstrations were to. be called

a march out, or a field-day parade
;

and all directions from Mr.

Booth’s office were to be taken as “ orders.”

In the eyes of educated people there is, to put it mildly, some-

thing childish about this mode of “ playing at soldiers”
;
but “ the

General ” was not thinking of educated people when he fell on this

device. To his honor be it said, he wanted to do good any how to

the basest and most ignorant. The bold stroke was the thing for his

purpose
;
and it told. The novelty and audacity of the movement

arrested attention. What if it provoked ridicule and hostility ?.

These brought to it sympathy and support. Adherents began to'

multiply. And soon the uniform of “the soldiers,” their proces-

sions through the streets writh bands of music, the public preaching,

of women, and the dissociation of religion from churches, chapels,

and an educated clergy, served to rouse the dullest souls, and to

make “ the Salvation Army” an object of widespread curiosity.

It will be easily understood that efforts of this aggressive kind im
volved a considerable expenditure of money. An army cannot long

hold the field without an army-chest. Officers taken from their

ordinary means of livelihood to preach and conduct local operations

required to be paid. Barracks had to be built, bought, or hired on

lease. So a new appeal to public generosity was made. It was sure

to succeed, for we have hundreds of good people in England who
love to give their money to irregular and eccentric efforts. Mr.

Booth soon had the command of a large revenue. He also, with a

true Methodist instinct, insisted on the soldiers in every district con-

tributing regularly toward the local expenditure. Of late he has-,

gone further and established Salvation Army stores, from which his
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followers are expected to buy their groceries and clothing—the

profits being devoted to the army-chest. A late report informs us

that nearly £7000 have been earned in this manner during the year

18S5. Shop-keepers will not like this interference with their trade

among the poor
;

but Major Carleton, “ Secretary for Trade

Affairs,” significantly observes that the Salvation Army owes

nothing to the small shop-keepers, who do not show to Salvation

soldiers in uniform ‘‘the civility and attention shown to ordinary

customers.”

Mr. Booth has lately put forth an estimate of his financial require-

ments for the current year, and the figure is £30,000. It is only

right to say that no one imputes to the General any sordid motive

or extravagance in money matters. His son, who is Chief of the

Staff and heir-apparent to the generalship, and all the officers

beneath him, are paid on a most moderate scale. Not only so
;
but

on taking up their appointments they renounce in writing any legal

claim whatever for pay from the Army Treasury. The General can

at any moment stop any officer’s pay and dismiss him from the

service.

A large and growing item of expenditure is for the training of

officers

—

i.

e

. ,
for the instruction of preachers. The practice of set-

ting up an ignorant man to shout over and over again that he is

saved, ‘‘ Glory be to God !” and that every one should come and be

saved in like manner, palls after a while even on the roughest audi-

ence. Accordingly some training is found indispensable, and we are

glad to learn that it is being provided
;
but it remains to be seen

whether trained preachers may not lose touch with “ the vulgar

throng,” and also whether they will continue so absolutely submis-

sive to Mr. Booth’s orders as the original captains and lieutenants

have been. Education is dangerous to autocrats. And if an army

has some advantage over a church, it also has a greater risk—the

risk of mutiny.

Twenty years have passed since this strange mission began
;
and

it has not only gained wide diffusion in England, but obtained some

footing in other countries also. The roll of the Salvation Army
for the year 1885 shows a total of 1322 corps under 3076 officers.

Of these about two-thirds are in the United Kingdom, and one-third

are scattered over the Colonies and India, France, Switzerland,

Sweden, and America. Operations in France and Switzerland are

under the command of one of Mr. Booth's daughters, who is rather

absurdly styled “ La Mar^chale. ” One of the General’s sons is

Marshal in Australia. In Sweden, where little progress has yet

been made, the officer in command is “ Bob Perry, A.D.C.” The
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United States and Canada are looked after by men called “ Commis-

sioners.” It is curious to mark how those people ignore any preach-

ing of salvation except their own. Thus they project an expedition

into the Southern States of the American Union “ to take salvation

to the doors of our colored brethren.” But surely our colored

brethren have had salvation preached to them for many years by

men quite as good as Mr. Booth’s Commissioners
;
and in fanatical

exuberance of feeling, they need no stimulus from without.

Everywhere the Salvationists practise vociferous hymn-singing,

and rehearse their personal experience of religion. A great shout of

hallelujahs and amens is called a volley. We do not hear much of

the Bible at their meetings, though Mrs. Booth assures us that it is

read in public, and is
“ recommended for private perusal.” In fact,

with the exception of Mrs. Booth herself, there seem to be few or

none in the Army who are competent to teach anything beyond the

Christian rudiments. The literature produced and used by the

Army is scanty and of very poor quality. The newspapers— War
Cry

,
Little Soldier , etc.—are full of slang

;
and the hymns or songs

which the poets of the movement produce are beneath criticism.

It may be urged that all this is as it should be, because literature

of a higher order would be thrown away on the class of people

whence the Salvation Army wins its brightest trophies. It uses the

phraseology that the populace understand. It means to go down
into the gutter, and therefore cannot wear satin shoes. For our-

selves, we do not quite accept this plea. It is not at all clear to us

that in order to do good to vulgar people one must himself be

vulgar. But Mr. Booth, no doubt, is of that opinion, and we most

willingly acknowledge that in his own way he has reached the lowest

levels of society. His mission has descended to the most abject

conditions of life, and through the disreputable slums of our popu-

lous cities his soldiers have carried their banners bravely. No vio-

lence has daunted them, no ridicule has turned them from their

purpose. Thus have they arrested the attention and gained the

adhesion of hundreds of waifs and strays, neglectful and neglected,

who are the shame of our civilization. They have induced these to

break away from vile habits of life, and have bound them all to

teetotalism. Now this is a sort of service which was sorely needed,

and no one who appreciates the value and the difficulty of it will be

disposed to pass a severe censure on the Salvation Army for any
eccentricities or vulgarisms of language and manner which may have

been induced by their glowing zeal to save the very outcasts of

society. A recent official publication puts forth a defence of this

sort in behalf of the odd and extravagant placards which are some-
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times issued by a Salvation officer : “He wants a bill that will be

read by the class he wants at his meeting—that is, drunkards,

gamblers, harlots, blasphemers, thieves, and neglecters of God and

salvation generally.’’*

In some of the Army reports it is alleged that the number of

people “ reached in the streets and highways weekly ” in the United

Kingdom exceeds five millions. The estimate is very much exag-

gerated. But the golden fact remains that the poor, the very poor,

have the Gospel preached to them
;
and that flagitious and notorious

offenders have in considerable numbers been turned from their evil

ways. This constitutes the real claim of the Salvation Army on our

respect and gratitude
;
and we are rather at a loss to understand

why Mr. Booth and his remarkable family, having gathered round

them so many assistants fit and zealous for this work, and having

made their way into the very area where such work was so urgently

required, should have thought it their duty to push the mission

abroad, and try the same noisy and demonstrative methods on popu-

lations to which they are quite unsuited. For instance, what reason

or wisdom is there in going over to Ireland, to show Protestantism

dancing in the streets before the scornful eyes of Roman Catholics ?

Or how can it advance our religion in India to show that it also can

produce faquirs and dervishes ?

The opposition which Mr. Booth’s soldiers have encountered in

England has come from mobs of the baser sort. Their teetotalism,

being “ exceeding zealous’’ against the public-houses, enrages the

publicans, who in turn can do much to instigate disturbance. Also

the part which they have taken in promoting the “ purity Crusade,”

with which the names of Madam Josephine Butler and Mr. Stead

are identified in this country, a part which is much to their credit,

has brought upon them the bitter hatred of immoral men in all

classes of society. And in some places indiscreet captains have

needlessly provoked public resentment by noisy demonstrations and

grotesque processions disturbing the quiet of the Lord’s day. But

there is a significant lull in the opposition, and one may describe the

present treatment of the Salvation Army in Great Britain as a half-

kindly, half-scornful toleration. It remains to be seen whether

familiarity and quiet derision may not be more injurious to its prog-

ress than any amount of angry opposition.

On the Continent the aggressive Christianity of the Salvationists

has been a strange thing, and has encountered veritable persecution.

In Switzerland, more particularly, La Mardchale and her comrades

* All About the Salvation Army
, p. 12.
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have been treated with shameful violence
;
for the rationalism of the

Protestant Cantons can be very intolerant. In a recent report we

read :
“ The Canton of Neuchatel has been the most violent of all

in its persecution. It was in this Canton that the Government

which declared itself unable to preserve order, was, nevertheless,

able to find fifteen policemen to send two hours’ march into the

forest to arrest Miss Booth and Captain Becquet, and which, after

imprisoning them for a fortnight, expelled them from the Canton in

the face of the verdict of acquittal given by a jury of Swiss citizens.

It was in this Canton that one of our Swiss officers had his name
taken down fifteen times by the police for holding prayer-meetings

;

that eighty-two Salvationists were brought to trial for the same

offence
;
that two of our halls were completely wrecked, and that

seven of our officers, British subjects, have been expelled in violation

of treaty. But out of this very Canton we have already got no less

than twenty-three men and women officers, who have given up their

lives to the Salvation war. Four are now captains in the field, nine

are lieutenants, and ten await appointments in our Paris “ Iicole

Militaire.
” *

In the report on the United States complaint is made of intolerant

treatment. “ Where the name of liberty is nearly worshipped, there

is very little of it in reality. ... In eleven States the majestic arm

of the law has been uplifted to keep back the spreading of Gospel

light and truth. ”f There is also a rather stern allusion to “the
unfaithfulness of Major Moore.” Presumably this is a mutineer

who deserves to be shot (figuratively). Yet, despite the persecution

and the unfaithfulness, the Salvationists announce that they have

gained ground during the past year, and have their “ flag flying in

sixteen States.” We imagine, however, that the American people

have enough of home-born religious vagaries without importing new
specimens from across the ocean.

We have tried to ascertain the prevailing sentiment of judicious

Christians in England on this strange phenomenon of our times.

The mere novelty of the crusade has faded away, and calm observers

are examining what it contains of solid force and worth. It is seen

that the soldiers are sincere poor people, who now lead decent and

sober lives, and that their religion, though very frothy, is not all

froth and bubble. So the swing of English opinion is rather more
favorable to the Salvation Army than it was a few years ago. Yet
those people who think more of propriety than of heaven and hell

cannot sufficiently indicate their contempt for fanatics who drag

* The Salvation War
, 1885, p. 54. f Ibid., p. no.
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religion through the streets, and announce it by tuck of drum
;
while

wicked people hate the plain-speaking about sin, and some religious

people, themselves held under a spirit of bondage, are shocked at

the presumption which makes sure of salvation.

Let us set down the case of this Army as we see it— its doctrines,

its methods, and its tendencies.

i. The Doctrine inculcated is of the Methodist type—no better,

and no worse. Let us be thankful that, if there must be a new sect

with strange devices, there is no new doctrine. A fresh energy has

been let loose
;
but happily without any innovation or fresh depar-

ture in the conception of divine truth. Mrs. Booth, who appears to

be the best preacher, and we may add theologian of the Salvation-

ists, dwells on conversion, free will, repentance, assurance of pardon,

and perfect sanctification just as all good Methodists do. She deals

sharply with Revival Preachers of a certain school for neglecting the

command to repent, and heaping up superficial conversions by a

mere reiteration of “ Come to Jesus,” placing a text or two before a

bewildered inquirer, and, so soon as he is willing to say that he be-

lieves the truth which they contain, pronouncing him saved. Mrs.

Booth rightly insists on the truth that salvation is from sin, and that

repentance toward God should be preached along with faith in our

Lord Jesus Christ. She says that many seek peace and find none,

not so much through want of faith as through want of obedience.

They are not penitent, and do not forsake their idols.

In the Methodist fashion the Booths and Boothites teach union

to Christ, but a union which may be forfeited, and assurance of

salvation, but a salvation which may be lost. The distinctive fea-

ture of their practical instruction is the urgency with which they

require any converted person to become a witness for Jesus Christ

and His power to save. And, without admitting that every Chris-

tian is bound to speak in public and exhibit himself as a trophy of

grace, we feel that the Salvation Army in its rough but zealous

testimonies, and the occupation of its soldiers with some sort of

religious effort evening after evening, teaches a wholesome lesson to

churches in which a majority of the members excuse themselves

from any distinct witness-bearing for Christ, and ‘‘attend Divine

Service” only on one day of the week. Mrs. Booth cries out for a

“ whole-hearted consecration to God.”—“ Show the world a real,

living, self-sacrificing, hard-working, toiling, triumphing religion,

and the world will be influenced by it
;
but anything short of that

they will turn round and spit upon !” *

* Aggressive Christianity
, p. 8.
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The Army has no creed, and seems to have accepted the shallow

error that creeds somehow conduce to spiritual dryness and formal-

ism. Mrs. Booth says : “We care very little about creeds. God
has shown us that all forms are very much alike when the spirit has

gone out of them.’’ * Practically it comes to this, that the most

venerable creeds of Christendom are “ played out,” but the personal

doctrinal views of the present-day leaders of this Army are as bind-

ing on the officers or preachers as were John Wesley’s views on the

preachers in his connection.

Every one knows with what hesitation Wesleyans began to

observe the Lord’s Supper apart from the Church of England. The
same question looms before Mr. Booth and his assistants. It can-

not be right to establish a Christian fellowship in deliberate neglect

of that ordinance
;
and the soldiers of the Army cannot be sent into

the churches for communion and withdrawn again for every other

service. As yet no decision has been arrived at, and Mrs. Booth

seems to be anxious to put off the decision as long as possible by

placing spiritual religion in contrast with the observance of sacra-

ments, just as she has placed it in opposition to creeds. Her own
words are :

“ Baptism is nothing, and being unbaptized is nothing.

The Lord’s Supper is nothing, and abstaining from the Lord’s Sup-

per is nothing, in itself as a form
;
for Paul embraces under circum-

cision all mere outward forms and ceremonies. ” f The passage

reads like an extract from a Quaker’s Tract.

2. It is in regard to the Methods of the Salvation Army that

criticism has been most active. These are avowedly and intention-

ally sensational.

We have seen that the organization does not pretend to follow

any recognized Church polity. The leaders allege that the New
Testament does not prescribe any definite ecclesiastical order, and

that they are at liberty to organize their followers as they think

best. Now we can understand those who maintain that scope is left

for the Church in successive ages to adapt and adjust its organization

to new conditions of society ; but for any one man to assume

authority to put aside all the indications which we possess of the

pattern followed by the Primitive Churches of Christ, and to insti-

tute a brand-new system, placing preachers and people under his own
unchecked authority, must be noted as the evidence of a wilful and

peremptory mind. No goodness of motive can make such arbitrary

action right or safe.

The relation, too, which this Army proposes to bear toward exist-

* Addresses at Cannon Street
, p. 29. f Adaptation of Measures, p. 5.
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ing Churches requires some comment. It claims credit for being
“ not antagonistic to the Churches,” and no doubt it is true that it

does not openly assail them. But just as the “ Brethren” disparage

the Churches as impure, so the Salvationists disparage them as

supine and inefficient
;
and in this manner they harden rather than

heal the alienation of the proletariat in our large cities from public

worship and orderly Church-fellowship. They act in a manner
quite different from the well-understood practice of the great

London City Mission, which seeks not only to visit the poor, but to

bring them to attendance and communion at some recognized

Church or Chapel. It seems to us that if the Salvation Army is to

gain a lasting influence, and to promote edification as well as con-

version, it must form itself into some kind of Church for the people,

like the Primitive Methodists. We say nothing of Mr. Booth’s

right to add a new item to the puzzling list of sects, or of the prac-

tical difficulties which he will have to encounter when he attempts a

further development of his system. The dilemma is one which he

must have foreseen. It is all very well to emphasize the aggressive

element in our religion, but growth in Christian knowledge, forma-

tion of Christian character, and guidance of the Christian life have

also to be provided for
;
and these ends cannot be attained by the

shout and clang of a soi-disant Army.
What awakens our most serious misgiving is the intentional sensa-

tionalism of Mr. Booth’s system. We cannot agree with those who
consider that any and every method of presenting religious truth,

however wild and extravagant, is to be justified and commended if

it can be shown to have done good. Some people exclaim : ‘‘If

sinners are converted, drunkards made sober, thieves induced to

steal no more, black sheep turned white, what more would you

have ? How can you blame methods which bring about such

blessed results ? Do not the ends justify the means ?” Indeed this

plea is expressly advanced in one of the authorized publications of

the Army :

‘

‘ If it can be proved from the results that these methods

lay hold of the ignorant and godless multitudes, compelling them to

think about eternity, and attend to their souls’ salvation, we think

they are thereby proved to be both lawful and expedient, and such

as should command the approbation of all good men.” *

This notion, indeed, prevails beyond the bounds of General

Booth’s command. Lay preachers of an ardent temper have been

heard to announce that they would stand on their heads in the

street, if thereby they could draw attention to the Gospel, and save

* All About the Salvation Army, p. io.
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souls. They were eager to be counted fools in so good a cause.

It seems to us a quite mistaken view of duty. A Christian is to

behave himself wisely. If his wisdom be construed as folly, he is

not to be deterred or turned aside by ridicule. But he is neither

required nor warranted to adopt any extravagant methods, or ex-

pose himself and the sacred cause which he seeks to advance to the

contempt of the public.

When objection is taken to the clamor and hubbub of Salvationist

meetings, and the free-and-easy familiarity with the most sacred

names, reply is made that what might shock and offend refined

people may suit and benefit the unrefined. It is alleged that they

cannot assimilate religious truth and conviction but in ways that

their betters may count fanatical. We doubt this very much. We
question its necessity, and dispute its utility. It cannot be well to

teach the people to comport themselves before the Divine Majesty

in a manner on which they would not presume in the presence of an

earthly superior. And the greatest historical exemplars tell against

it. There is no indication that Jesus Christ had descended to a

lower and coarser method when “ the common people heard Him
gladly”

;
nor is there any sign that St. Paul assumed a vulgar tone

and extravagant manner in order to convert, as he did convert at

Corinth, “ fornicators, idolaters, adulterers, thieves, and drunkards.”

It is easy to begin such adaptation of methods as Mr. Booth and

other sensationalists have thought to be necessary to their purpose.

It is not so easy to limit or control it. Extravagance, whether of

language or of gesture, goes by a fatal necessity from one stage of

frenzy to another. One excitement after another palls upon the

sense. One stimulus after another, conveyed to the soul through

the nervous system, becomes insufficient. So the eccentric must

become more eccentric, and the loud more loud. Thus the strain

upon the nerves exhausts the inward energy, and stops the very

movement of thought. Whereupon ensues the temptation to affect

a rapture which is unreal, and so play the hypocrite, or to increase

the dose of stimulus to the ultimate line of mental sobriety.. Be-

tween his bursts of excitement a fanatic is apt to be dull and morose,

and a stronger impression of fiery impulse is needed to bring him up
to the right pitch of vociferous enthusiasm. But during this process

quiet souls are worn and weary, and thoughtful minds are apt to be

disgusted, as they find new tours de force invented, and a calculated

clamor kept up with a view to rouse the jaded or impress the rough

and boisterous.

There is a good deal to be said in behalf of the practice which re-

quires every convert to speak before others and tell of the change
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wrought within him. It commits him to a new course of life, sepa-

rates him from vicious companions, and points him out to his fellow-

soldiers as a recruit over whom they must watch. It also helps to

catch the attention of men of the same class, and to spread through

a neighborhood the impression that this Army “ means business,”

and is doing business. But the prudence of setting up these novices

again and again to repeat their little tale is open to question. To
the preaching of Christ by uneducated persons we make no objec-

tion. Indeed, we have heard some of Mr. Booth’s preachers, espe-

cially the women, with much satisfaction. Only, an uneducated

preacher, who has few ideas and a small vocabulary, ought to change

his audience frequently
;
and he should avoid controversy. We do

not like to think of what might happen in an encounter between a

clever infidel versed in objections to Revelation and one of the Cap-

tains or Captainesses of the Salvation Army.
The unlettered preacher is more welcome in England than in Scot-

land or Ireland. Our Saxon multitude are not sensitive to bad

grammar or inconsequent reasoning. They like to be addressed by
men of their own sort, and to strike in with their own little speeches

at the close. The Scots and the Irish have a higher estimate of

preaching, and prefer to be taught or exhorted by those who are

bred to the calling.

3. The tendency and the future of this movement may be better

than we anticipate
;
and if we live to see this, we shall not be sorry

to have our forecast corrected.

We can judge only from present appearances taken along with the

history of other eccentric outbreaks of aggressive Christianity. The
Salvation Army carries with it the swing and force of a zeal sincere

and unselfish. But it also carries with it the risks which have in all

ages clung to fanatical combinations. These are doctrinal aberra-

tions, or immoral. excesses, or both. Hitherto, we rejoice to say,

the Salvation Army has been kept from these stains. It has not

propounded strange doctrines, and the absence of moral scandals

amor»g a people rescued so recently from the lowest habits and worst

surroundings has been quite remarkable. Still, dangers may lurk

in a system which dare not show themselves till the first fresh

enthusiasm begins to wane
;
and we trust that both officers and

soldiers will watch as well as pray.

But even if these evils should be successfully prevented, there

remains the serious question of irreverence. Religion cannot but be

hurt in many minds by being associated with grotesque demonstra-

tions. And we cannot afford to have the sense of reverence lowered

in the popular mind. The Salvationists may be very happy in their
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noisy way, and rend the "air with
e
their “hallelujah volleys’’

;
but

where is godly fear ? Where is the veiling of faces with seraphic

wings ? Where is humility ?

We trust that we shall not be set down as cold-hearted critics of

honest fervor. We believe it a good thing to be, as St. Paul phrases

it, “beside ourselves unto God,” or beyond ourselves under the

exhilarating and inciting persuasion of His love. It is a blessed

experience to have the whole emotional nature suffused with tender-

ness, and strung to intensity by the inward operation of the Holy

Ghost. But we also remember that- significant saying of the Apos-

tle :
“ Whether we be sober, it is for your cause,’’ or “ Whether we

be of sober mind, it is to you.’’ We cannot but deem a similar

sobriety needful still to preserve spiritual fervor from degenerating

into frenzy and rant. Surely the more we are with God, the more

grave we should be in handling His word and work
;
and the sense

of His nearness should calm and chasten us. What has a godly

man to do with hysterical feebleness, martial vaporing, or clamorous

incoherence ?

Donald Fraser.
London.



IV.

THE REORGANIZATION OF CHRISTIAN
GIVING.

HE term “ reorganization” in the statement of our subject is

JL used advisedly. The signs of the times indicate that the

common methods of beneficence are reaching the limits of their

expansive power. The demand is outrunning the supply in such

increasing ratio as to suggest the need of some radical change in the

process by which the consecration of Christian wealth is to be

secured. Such change is now in course of agitation. Something

more is needed than fresh stimulus infused into old methods. And
our effort in this paper shall be to show on Scriptural and philo-

sophical grounds that the change proposed is incontestably in the

right direction.

The present method, which may be characterized in a general

way as the impulsive , is by the motives that are relied upon inevit-

ably limited in its expansiveness, and fitful and unsteady in its

operation. So many favoring conditions must conspire in order to

the best results, that these results cannot be looked for with such

certainty as the vigorous prosecution of Christian work demands.

The motives are humanitarian rather than Christian. This is the

gravamen of our charge against the impulsive system. Our prac-

tical methods look too much to mere natural emotions, and not enough

to higher, calmer, and more persistent spiritual forces. According

to our anthropology, all the power of beneficence is drawn originally

from the Spirit of God. The point here is that there is too much
of indirection in the process by which that power is brought to bear.

It is clogged and hampered as it passes from its source to its end.

Leakage somewhere on the way loses a large percentage of the

energy. Some radical change of method is required. The six men
who thought that a conveyance with a single horse would answer for

their journey, provided each man were furnished with a whip, rea-

soned as correctly as we should do in maintaining that present

methods would do well enough if only more vigorously worked.

We are looking the wrong way for an access of power in the conse-
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cration of our substance when we call for a more vivid picturing of

the destitutions of the field, and a more general circulation of mis-

sionary intelligence. We are only lashing the jaded team when we
should rather be changing horses. Stimulation of mere human pity

will never evoke the full, practicable measure of charity. There is

an ignoring of the fact that the obligation is primarily to Christ him-

self, and only through him to fellow-men. What is not done in the

name of a disciple and for Christ’s sake is not Christian giving.

The Lord Jesus, in accommodation to our weakness, has allowed

himself to be represented by the poor in this world, and is collecting

his tribute through their hands. But why allow what was granted

to our weakness to rob us of our strength ? If this mediate agency

be set up in the chief place, Christians are committing the folly of

the Jews who made an idol of their ceremonial. They are tithing

mint, anise, and cummin to the poor, while neglecting the weightier

matter of consecrating all they are and have directly to the Lord

himself.

The difficulty with our beneficence is not merely functional, but

organic. And the power will not work to the full until the organiza-

tion is changed. Not, indeed, that there must be a real change in

the power, for that is one
;
but in the method by which it is applied.

If the doctrine of physics be true which teaches the unity and per-

sistence of force, and that inequalities of operation are owing to a

difference in the instrumentation by which the force latent in matter

is liberated and applied, the same is doubtless true of spiritual force.

All comes originally from Christ. But the directness of the process

by which it is brought to bear in Christian beneficence may be

greater or less, and the results will show the difference.

Some analogies may help to set forth the point. In the history

of philosophy the deductive method had reached a limit where its

sterile, unprofitable working suggested the advantage of facing

about on another tack in the search for truth. Its deficiency was

felt in the stagnation of discovery. And to such minds as that of

Bacon a reorganization of method appeared a necessity of the times.

When, therefore, by the help of the "Novum Organum" the intel-

lectual world was started on the inductive course, the gain was
proven in the marvels of modern investigation and discovery. That

change was strictly a reorganization of mental force ;—supplying the

mind with a new organ, which, like the diamond drill in rock-borings,

opened up caverns of mystery which before were unexplorable. So
also in the fulness of time there was a reorganization of religion on the

more spiritual basis. The legal system had spent its energy. The
ceremonial was a worn-out and broken-down organ. And Christ
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introduced the novum organum by which the Church of God should

make a more rapid advance toward the end of its institution. The
Reformation of the sixteenth century was another reorganization in

which the principle of individualism supplied a vigor which an effete

collectivism was failing to furnish. Analogous changes are seen in the

processes of human life, in the introduction of independent breathing

in the new-born child as a means of oxygenizing the blood, which

in the embryo is effected in other ways
;
and in the substitution of

self-control at maturity for parental prescription. And in the causes

which push on the civilization of the world, it is simply a reorganiza-

tion of force which makes the age of iron superior to that of stone,

and the age of steam in locomotion to that of the stage-coach. The
force is the same, but there is a difference in the instrumentation.

Now, in the light of such analogies the thought occurs that what

the Church needs for the work of beneficence that is laid upon her is

some reorganization of motive power. Somehow the spiritual force

which she has a right to claim does not work up to the level of such

consecration as the case demands. The old system is worn out.

Publishing and begging agencies whip up a languid and unsteady

zeal. Sermons on missions, eloquent appeals to pity, vivid pictur-

ings of pagan woes, all are unavailing to keep the stream of benefi-

cence enlarging pari passu with the field it has to irrigate and which

is open to its flow. Widening doors and lagging revenues give

warning of the danger of guilty failure. Is there not demanded by

the times a directer method of liberating and applying spiritual force

than that which is now in vogue? Just here is where the delib-

erative system comes in with its fuller efficiency. The impulsive

method compares with the systematic precisely as the stage-coach

era in locomotion compares with that of steam. In the former the

gain comes by superseding the intervention of vegetable and animal

chemistry in liberating latent force
;
and in the latter by dispensing

more or less with the mediation of human sympathies. As in the

former case the force comes more immediately from nature’s great

reservoir, so in the latter the spiritual power comes more directly

from the one infinite and only source, the Lord Jesus Christ. Then
duty takes the place of feeling, and debt-paying of bounty-giving.

The sterner sanctions of conscience come into play, and a steadier,

stronger pressure than the impulse of emotion is brought to bear

upon the work to be accomplished. We believe that more imme-

diate relations between the Christian giver and the Master of all true

charities would vastly quicken the spirit of consecration. Our com-

mon plans draw a veil between them. The human destitutions that

excite the giver’s compassion hide the divine attractions that should
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inflame his gratitude. Even our trusted agencies for stimulating the

spirit of benevolence may act like sedatives, and stupefy more than

they excite. We have not tapped the true stream of power till we
have faced about from the object of our charity to the Master who
commands it

;
till we have learned to look upon our offerings to the

destitute as payments rather than bestowments. When Christians

give in the name of disciples they are discharging obligations, mak-

ing just returns for benefits received. The Lord is their creditor.

He keeps the account, makes the appeal, supplies the motive, be-

stows the ability, and holds out his hand for the tribute. Stopping

the thoughts upon anything intermediate is welcoming a dear friend

with a gloved hand. There is a layer of cold leather between the

palms which may well constrain the welcomer to say :
“ Excuse my

glove.”

We have, indeed, made some progress here. Time was when mis-

sionary societies employed their collecting agents to make the circuit

of the churches with their saddle-bag appeals elaborated to the last

pitch of pathos. It was a real improvement when this system was

discarded, and the churches were left more to their own motion in

making their contributions, and the “ gatherings ” were not delayed

till the collector came. We have divine counsel here in the Apostle

Paul’s charge to the Corinthian Christians when he specially enjoined

upon them that their collections should be made before his arrival :

“ That there be no gatherings when I come.” What could he have

meant by that ? Was it that time was precious, and he could not

tarry for the gathering of their gifts ? If the collection were an im-

portant thing it would behoove him to take the needed time. Or if

the amount could be increased by a moving appeal, or a graphic de-

scription of the destitution of the poor saints at Jerusalem, why not

the rather charge them not to determine what their gifts should be

until they had heard his address ? Supposing the statistics had been,

laid before them by Timothy or other of Paul’s helpers, the moving
appeal of a great preacher has commonly been reckoned upon, to stir

the sympathies and loosen the purse-strings. May it not have been

his thought that the giving would express and exercise a better

grace if it did not wait for the beggar ? Anticipating the collector’s

call, it would bring into play the higher, steadier, and more reliable,

motives. Givers would graduate their benefactions not by the fervid-

ness of oratory but by the push of duty. Otherwise the measure of

their offerings would express the art of the beggar rather than the

generosity of the givers.

As to the measure of giving, much that has been said about

motives may apply again. It is easily to bje. seen, how variable the

18
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charity must be that depends upon the sight of the suffering it is

called to relieve. Some distresses we cannot help alleviating if we
only see them. But then as our eyes are our own, we may see them
or not, just as we please. We may go with the Good Samaritan on

the side where lies the wounded Jew, or with the priest and Levite

on the other side, and save both our pity and our pocket. Thus
charitable giving may be graded by the misery we chance to see, or

by that we choose to see. Let benefactions thus be regulated by

moods, and moods by choice or accident, and what fulness or steadi-

ness can there be ? Over against all this, let us place Paul’s counsel,

and see how far it passes it in real effectiveness. What says he ?

Every one as he feels moved by the cry of poverty ? Every one as

he lays eyes on cases of distress ? or is made acquainted with the

wants of the distant field ? Every one as he is called upon by the

collectors, or appealed to by the preachers? Nay
;

“ Every one as

God has prospered him.” There is the measure. In the man him-

self. Not in the pitiful appeal. Not in the wretchedness of the

object. Not in excited sympathy with want. There is no measure

here. God’s eye is on the giver, not the sufferer, when he asks his

tribute. And he says to the man of millions, and to the man of

hundreds, and to the man of tens : Whence came your store ? What
is the sum? and how much owest thou unto thy Lo?d? Charity

aside, and the blessing of the poor left wholly out of the account,

the man for his own sake needs to give. The measure is in the pos-

sessions of the giver, not in the wants of the receiver. There is a

plethora to be relieved as well as a vacuum to be filled.

The Church must rise to a higher level and a higher law. The

fitful pumping of moods and accidents against the gravitation of

covetousness can no longer irrigate the field. The great river must

be tapped,—the river that flows from a throne of authority, like that

which St. John describes in Revelation. Gush-power is no more to

be relied upon in morals than wind-power in mechanics. And as our

civilization has outgrown the wind-mill, is it not time that our Chris-

tianity had outgrown the mood-mill ? High time it is that Chris-

tians settled down to business, and did their duty by those eternal

ethics whose force is ever pressing on the conscience.

When we come to the question of proportion, how much of his

substance the giver should devote to charitable uses, the New Testa-

ment is silent. Many hold, indeed, that the tithing system is still in

force. But the analogy of Scripture is against it. That belonged

to the bondage of minute practical prescriptions which in the New
Dispensation was to give way to the liberty of the Spirit. There is

a sort of seminal vitality in proportionate giving. The seed may be
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very small and yet may become a great tree. The gist of the matter

lies not in the size of it, but in the living principle it contains. Let

the principle be once adopted, and it will bring a pressure on the

conscience which will make the giving grow. Once started on the

track of proportion, the heart will shoot even beyond the tithe, and

feel that any unvarying measure belongs to the letter that killeth

rather than to the spirit which maketh alive.

As to executive plans, we remark that if method is the soul of

business, it is also the body of beneficence
;
and we can no more get

on in this world without a body than without a soul. System is a

reservoir of force. Acting like the fly-wheel in machinery, it stores

up momentum against the time when special resistances are to be

overcome, or the dead points of the acting force are to be passed.

In a fixed method there is a tremendous storage of moral power, and

obstacles that otherwise would stop the machinery of beneficence are

crushed before it. The system commended by inspiration begins

with a laying aside, a separating of God’s portion and keeping it dis-

tinct. Giving is easy where this is done, whenever the special call

may come, since the struggle with selfishness has been settled before

the appeal is made. A frequent and regular laying aside is another

item of the injunction. This forms the gracious habit that is needed

to bridge the gaps which impulse or sympathy might fail to pass.

And yet again, a Sabbath-day separation of God’s portion is en-

joined. And the day speaks volumes of the nature of the duty.

Why not any other day of the week, provided it be every seventh,

preserving the regularity and frequency? The inference is just, that

as the first day was the time of special worship, the Apostle by link-

ing the duty to the day would encourage the feeling that the separa-

tion of God’s portion was akin to the holy separation of the people

themselves to his service. Their prayers and their alms should go

up together. The first day, moreover, being a memorial of the

resurrection, would be redolent of that perfected sacrifice on which

the Saviour’s claim to the devotion of his people rests. And the

incense of their offerings to him would mingle with that of his

sufferings for them.

Finally, in all this we are by no means maintaining the proposi-

tion that compassion for suffering should be excluded from our

motives, but only that it should not be allowed to overlie and bury

the finer, stronger, and more persistent energy of gratitude to Christ.

Such motives in their proper place are good. Out of their place

they are not only unserviceable, but positively mischievous
;

as, for

example, when sympathy for a criminal dulls the edge of condemna-
tion for his crime, and defeats the ends of justice. Purely humani-
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tarian emotions, with all the heroic and tender ministries of which

they constitute the spring, are in themselves most admirable. But

when pushing to the front they usurp the supremacy that should be

held by those diviner impulses of which Christ is the object, they

minister to the weakness rather than the strength of a true humanity.

“ How many things by season seasoned are

To their right praise and true perfection.”

Even the heathen Cicero laid down as one of the canons of charity

that “ the claims of gratitude should be preferred to the impulses of

compassion.” And Christianity, with its “ novum organum
”

of love

to Christ rather than love to man, did actually enlarge the streams of

beneficence in the earlier centuries to even an excessive flow
;
be-

coming thereby responsible for much of the pauperism which always

dogs the heels of inconsiderate alms. “ Among the many forms of

worship which flourished at Athens,” says Lecky, in his “ History

of Morals,” “ there was an altar which stood alone, conspicuous and

honored above all others. The suppliants thronged around it, but

no image of a god was there. ... It was dedicated to Pity, and

was venerated through all the ancient world as the first great asser-

tion among mankind of the supreme sanctity of Mercy.” Mr. Lecky

has given us the pagan picture. Let us draw the Christian parallel.

Among the many forms of worship in the world there is an altar

which stands alone, conspicuous and honored above all others. Sup-

pliants throng around it, and on it there is the likeness of a God. It

is dedicated to Gratitude, and shall be venerated to the end of time

as the last great assertion among mankind of the supreme sanctity

of Consecration to a Divine Redeemer.

Alfred Yeomans.
Orange, N. J.



V.

THE HITTITES.*

A TRAVELLER, landing at Smyrna and following eastward an

ancient road that has been trodden by the hosts of many
peoples, reaches, some twenty miles from the coast, the little

town of Nimphi

,

whence he may turn southward and enter the pass

of Karabel, cutting the mountains which divide the plain of the

Hermus from the plain of the Cayster. Through this pass lay the

old thoroughfare joining Sardis and Phocsea with the coast of the

HSgean to the south, and the modern tourist or explorer, plunging

into the little-frequented inner parts of Asia Minor from the bright-

ness and vivacity of the trafficking life which fringes the Ionian

shore, might well have a sense of awe in the presence of the monu-

ments of a vanished empire which meet his eye almost at the outset

of his journey—a huge boulder beside the path has had one face

rudely hewn, a high and wide but somewhat shallow niche cut out,

and in that niche is carved in high relief a stalwart human figure.

Not far away, but some fifty yards above the path, is another human
figure carved in like relief, and standing also in a niche cut in the

rocky wall of the pass.

These are the figures which Herodotus saw (ii.
, 106), and, failing

to discover among the Ionians any one who knew a tradition even of

their origin and purpose, imagined to be images of the great Sesos-

tris,—Ramses II. of Egypt.

*The literature is extensive, but scattered. See particularly the following :

Franqois Lenormant : Les Origines de /’Histoire, II., 2 (Paris, 1884), pp. 267-379

(posthumous and unfinished).

William Hayes Ward : Hittites, in “ Schaff-Herzog Encyclopaedia,” I., (N.Y., 1882).

Eberhard Schrader : Karkemisch
,
and Land und Volk Chatti, Excursus in Keilin-

schriften und Geschichtsforschung %
(Giessen, 1878), pp. 221-236.

A. H. Sayce : Monuments of the Hittites, in “Trans, of Soc. of Bibl. Archaeol.”

(T. S. B. A.), VII., 2, 1881.

William Wright : The Empire of the Hittites (London and New York, 1884. 2d ed.,

Lond., Feb., 1886). Contains plates of Hittite inscriptions and monuments. Refer-

ences here are necessarily almost all to the first edition.

Fritz Hommel : Die Kultur der Hethiter, in Die Semitischen Volker und Sprachen, I.,

2 {Die Vorsemitischen Kulturen, Leipzig, 1883), pp. 175-194.
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“ And there are in the region of Ionia, also, two representations of this man,

carved upon rocks, on the road by which they go from Ephesus to Phoctea, and on

that from Sardis to Smyrna. In each case a man is sculptured, four cubits and a

span high, holding in the right hand a spear and in the left a bow, and the rest of his

equipment in like manner, for [». e.] he has both Egyptian and Ethiopian. And from

pne shoulder to the other, extending across the breast, are engraved sacred Egyptian

characters, which declare :
‘ I, with my own shoulders, conquered this land.’ But who

and whence he is he does not there tell, though elsewhere he has told it.”

The pass would naturally lead from Ephesus to Phocaea, but is

aside from the Sardis-Smyrna route. Herodotus may have meant
(so Van Lennep) that the figures could be reached by starting on

that road.

They face different ways. The lower one faces north, the upper

south
;
the lower has the right hand outstretched, the upper the

left,—each outstretched hand grasps an upright spear. The lower

one is the more defaced, but the upper is clothed in a short coat or

tunic, a high, pointed Phrygian cap, and boots with turned-up toes
;

the legs, free from any clinging drapery, and the turned-up boots are

distinct in the other case also.

One of the images, Herodotus tells us, had an inscription across

the breast. The breast of the lower figure is broken away, but the

upper figure is accompanied by hieroglyphic characters—not Egyp-

tian—between the shaft of the spear and the upper part of the body.

And there these figures have been standing, and testifying, and

crumbling, for 3000 years.

Not very far away is the misnamed “ Niobe” of Mt. Sipylus,*

linked in its origin to the figures in the pass, by hieroglyphic charac-

ters like those found there.

And if the traveller should push on past Sardis, and eastward and

northward, he would come along the rude military highway along

which Croesus marched to fight with Cyrus, and before he reached

Ancyra would light on other figures, like those in the pass of Kara-

bel, at a place called Ghiaur-Kalessi. Farther on he would cross the

Halys, and at Boghaz Keui would find many more, and at Eyuk, a

little to the north of it, more yet—most of them with the short

tunic and high Phrygian cap, and pointed, turned-up boots.

Bending his course to the southeast toward the Cilician gates and

Syria, he would find similar monuments, on the road to Aintab, on

the road to Marash, at Gurun, in the Bagtche Pass—sometimes cut

on the open rocks, sometimes carved on stones found just below the

surface of the mounds which rise in great numbers all along the

highways.

See Horn. Iliad, XXIV., 614-617 ; Pausanias, I., 21. 7 ;
III., 22. 4 ;

VIII., 2.
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Down at Tyana, toward the border of Lycaonia, and at Ibreez in

Lycaonia itself, near the silver mines of Bulgar Dagh, and at other

places in the same vicinity, there are more figures, and more inscrip-

tions in the same hieroglyphic character. Not all the figures are of

the same appearance with those described, though that is the most

common. A few have long, richly-embroidered robes, a few high,

tiara-like head-coverings
;
there are figures that seem to represent

gods and goddesses and priests. The turned-up boot is the most

persistent characteristic of all.

If, now, one strikes across to the Euphrates, atBiredjik, one finds

a castle into whose wall a stone had been laid bearing another figure,

and going down the river some sixteen miles to Jerbas (Carchemish)

one comes upon more, and inscriptions besides, and so over at

Aleppo, and farther south at Hamah,— inscriptions and figures,

—

the pointed boot appearing not only on the feet of the figures, but

also as a character in the inscriptions. •

At some time in the past the whole territory of Asia Minor and

Northern Syria must have been under the influence of one great

people, or family of kindred peoples, which have thus left their traces

for nearly 1000 miles.

Before inquiring into the history and affinities of this people, it is

desirable to have these monuments before our minds in some detail.*

Those of Karabel have been already described.! The goddess figure

on Mt. Sipylus, rude and much defaced, stands in a deep and high

niche, and, different from the warrior figures as it is, is attended by

characters which seem to mark it as the work of the same people,

or made under their influence. ! At Ghiaar Kalessi, nine hours

southwest from Ancyra, near the little village of Ho'iadja, are two

figures, each about ten feet high, sculptured on a rock, on a hill

commanding the road. Both are warriors, with swords
;
they wear

short tunics, pointed caps, and turned-up boots. One has a beard.

*See the compact statement by Meyer, Geschichte des Alterthums, I. (1884), §§ 255, 256.

f See figures in Wright’s Hittites
, adfin.; T. S. B. A., VII., 2 (1881), pp. 266, 268 ;

also Texier : Description de I’Asie Mineure (3 vols., 1839-1849), II., 132 ;
G. Raw-

linson’s Herodotus, notes on II., 106
;

cf. H. J. Van Lennep, Asia Minor (2 vols., 1870),

II., pp. 317 sqq.—-The upper figure was discovered in 1839 by two English travellers,

Burgos and Renouard, and a German, Eckenbecher, saw it a few months later.

Texier was there May 30, 1837 ;
Van Lennep in 1865. The lower figure was first seen

by Dr. Beddoe in 1856, and in 1876 by Karl Huinann (“ Archseologische Zeitung,”

XXXIII., 1876, pp. 50, 51). Sayce saw them in 1879 (T.S.B.A. l.c.). The figures are

about a league from the village of Nymphi (Nimphi, Ninfi). Texier (II., 304) gives

the height of the upper figure as 2J metres.

\ G. Weber : Le Sipylos et ses monuments, 1880 ; G. Dennis, P. S. B. A., Jan., 1881 ;

W. H. Rylands, id. June, 1883 ;
Van Lennep: Asia Minor, II., p. 305 seq.

;
Meyer:

Geschichte, §255.
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They face the same way, and each has his right hand raised.

There is no inscription.* Near Ancyra is Kalaba, also, whose

archaic lion points to non-Greek art, and perhaps belongs to the

monuments of the same people. f In the neighborhood of Boghaz

Keui (near the Pteria of Herodot. I., 76, as Texier thought, but

cf. G. Rawlinson’s Herodotus, note on I. 76) there are monuments of

two wholly different classes. In the first place there are the ruins of

what Texier called a Pelasgic city, the extent of which surpasses

that of all other ancient cities except Nineveh and Babylon, the

walls following the crests of the mountains, several miles in circum-

ference, and so thick that one can even yet ride along them on

horseback. Three detached fortresses command that part of the city

which lay in the plain. In the midst are the remains of a great

temple, on a raised esplanade, 58.80 metres long, with walls 2 metres

thick. There are no resemblances in the structure to either the

Greek or» the Roman style. The stones are partly of hewn and

partly of rough blocks of stone.:}: The second class of monuments is

found at Yasili-Kaia (= “ inscribed stone”) about two miles distant

from the temple ruins. An enclosure has been cut out in the rocks,

and surrounded by sculptured figures, with pointed caps and turned-

up boots.§

At Boghaz Keui there is also an inscription of nearly a dozen

lines.
|

Six leagues north of Boghaz Keui is Eyuk, where stand the

ruins of a great gate, facing south, with remnants of a thick wall on

each side. Two huge stones, three metres or more high, form the

gate-posts, each bearing a gigantic figure—a bird with a lion’s claws

and a human head (Hamilton :—Perrot says a sphinx, and his photo-

graph seems to bear this out). The wall advances from the gate,

and there are sculptured blocks with musicians, priests, animals for

sacrifice, and the like. There are also some hieroglyphic characters.

On the side of the gate-post is a double-headed eagle, and behind

the gate an avenue bordered by huge stones.

The two inscriptions on the rocks at Gurun, one high up, and one

on a boulder below (fallen from above ? So Sayce, but cf. the same

in Karabel), are in the gorge through which the westernmost branch

* Perrot : Exploration A rche'ologique de la Bithynie et de la Galatie (1862), p. 156, pi. 10.

Perrot was there in 1861.

f Meyer : Geschichte des Allerthums, I., 1884, §255. Cf. Perrot, op. cit., pi. 32.

t See Texier, op. cit., I., pp. 209, sqq.

§ Texier, I., pp. 214, sqq. 1
Perrot, pi. 35.

^[William J. Hamilton: Researches in Asia Minor
,
Ponius, and Armenia, 2 vols.,

Lond., 1842, I., p. 382 sqq.; Texier (pp. 223 sq.) cites from Hamilton. Perrot: op. cit.,

pi. 48.
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of the Euphrates bursts forth.* In the same connection we learn

that a subordinate of Colonel Wilson found rock-sculptures in the

mountains inland from Alexandretta, while Mr. Boscawen observed

kindred remains in the pass south of Marash.f At Marash itself was

a stone lion with inscription in a character similar to those above

referred to. This has been transferred to the British Museum.:}: On
the road between Lamas and Kannidelli (Neapolis in Isauria) has

been found a broken lintel-stone, still in place over a gateway in a

ruined wall, with six like characters, and among the tombs of Cory-

cus, a figure in relief on an incised rock-tablet, entirely similar, if

the imperfect drawing of Langlois may be trusted, to those of

Karabel and Ghiaur Kalessi.§ To this more southern group of

monuments belong also the two figures and inscriptions at

Ibreez
;
the larger figure is some twenty feet high, the smaller

perhaps twelve
;
they are carved on the face of a wall of red rock,

past which a stream flows (cf. Gurun).|| There are three in-

scriptions, and the neighboring villagers told Mr. Davis more could

be seen when the water was lower. A friend of Mr. Davis copied

another kindred inscription near the Bulgar silver mines, in the same

region.!" At Frahtin, not far from Ibreez, Mr. E. Calvert, British

Consul in Rhodes, learned through a trader of a monument quite

like that at Ibreez, but with three figures instead of two.** At
Tyana, in Cappadocia, Mr. W. M. Ramsay found a (damaged) head,

with a high straight cap, and inscription above. ff Sculptures on the

wall of an ancient building in Iflatun, on Lake Kariliti (Coralis), in

Isauria, figures and characters at the little village of Koclitoln,%% and

the figure of a warrior at Iconium,§§ suggest the same origin. A
human figure in relief at Roum Qalah (so he writes it) was described

* Found by Col. C. W. Wilson in 1880. Cf. Sayce, T. S. B. A., VII., 2, pp. 305 sqq.

f Sayce, ib., p. 306.

t See representation in Wright’s Hittites, 2d ed., pi. xxvi., xxvii.

§ Boscawen-Sayce, T. S. B. A., VII., 2, p. 306, after V. Langlois : Voyage dans la

Cilicie, etc. (1861), p. 169.—“Langlois mentions what is evidently the figure of a Hittite

warrior carved on a rock-tomb in the necropolis of Korykos ” [on the Cilician coast].

Sayce, l. c., p. 307. See Langlois : op. oil., p. 207, pi. IX.

|
Rev. E. J. Davis, T. S. B. A., IV. (1876), pp. 336sqq., with plate (reduced in Wright’s

Hittites). Davis was there in June, 1875. Others had been there before him (Fischer,

in Ritter’s Erdkunae
, XVIII., 1024), but his drawing is the best.

1
" Davis : Life in Asiatic Turkey (1879), p. 222, cf. Sayce, /. c., p. 265.

** Sayce: /. c., p. 265.

ff Wright’s Hittites

,

pp. 57, etc., and plate.

ft Hamilton : Travels
, II., p.350. Meyer: Gesck., § 255. Perrot : Le monument

d'Eflatoun (with plates), in “Revue Archfeol.,” May, 1885; cf. summary in “ Am.
Journ. of Archseol.,” Oct., 1885, p. 481.

§§ Texier, vol. II., 103, cf. Meyer, l. c., and Sayce, l. c., p. 271.
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by Lenormant in the last year of his life.* Turning farther east

again, and omitting detailed mention of some most important

recent discoveries,—passing Antioch, near which is a colossal

sphinx-head, and a full-length figure in relief on the solid rock.f

we come to Aleppo, strike down to Hamah, and then return

and go northeast to Jerbas (Carchemish,—see below)
;

at all of

these places inscriptions have been found, and at Carchemish

sculptures as well, while sixteen miles north of the last-named place

is Biredjik, where a monolith, now in the British Museum, was

found, with a figure in relief, in a robe reaching to the feet, a round

object with a handle in each hand, the right hand raised, a high

straight cap (cf. Tyana), and other noteworthy characteristics ;—

a

winged disc surmounted the whole.:]: American missionaries have

done good service in finding other monuments, and the Wolfe Ex-

pedition to Babylonia (1884-85), headed by Dr. Ward (see below),

noted still others on their way. The so-called “ Boss of Tarkonde-

mos ” must be named in conclusion. This is a silver disc with a

figure in the centre, surrounded by hieroglyphs and a circumscribed

legend in the cuneiform character. A cast from it is in the British

Museum
;

the original, offered there for sale some years ago, was

rejected on account of some (apparently ill-founded) doubts as to its

genuineness, and has since disappeared. The bilingual character of

the inscription makes it very important. The cuneiform text can

be read, and the hieroglyphs (which are similar to those of Hamah)
approximately understood from this. The legend is too brief, how-

ever, to be adequate as a key to the Hittite language (see below).

Where it was found is not known, but the legend speaks of Tarku-

timme
(
= Greek Tarkondemos) of the land of Erme, in Cilicia (?).

Besides the monuments here named, and others not yet publicly

described, there have been found at different places seals of various

shapes and substances, with figures and characters, pointing to the

same origin
;
the number of these is constantly increasing, but they

are still awaiting adequate description and discussion. § Merely to

read a list like the foregoing is a means to some understanding of the

*“ Gazette Arch6ol.,” 1883, pp. 121 sqq., and pi. 22.

t Chesney : Expedition to Euphrates and Tigris, I., p. 425, cf. Sayce, /. c., p. 269.

t The inscriptions see in Wright’s Hittiles. On Aleppo, etc., cf. W. St. C. Bos-

cawen, Atheneeum , Aug. 14, 1880, p. 210. Carchemish, and other discoveries, Lond.

Times [Sayce ?], Jan. 23, 1880, copied in Pal. Expl. Fund. Apr., 18S0. Description of

Carchemish, with drawings, Lond. Graphic, Dec. 11, 1880. Monolith from Biredjik,

plate in T. S. B. A., VII., 2, p. 250.

§ Cf. e. g. Wright’s Hittites, plates ad Jin. ; G. Perrot, “ Revue Arch6oI., ’ July, Dec.,

1882, pp. 333 sq.
;
Lenorm., Origines

,
II., 2, p. 294, with reff. to Lajard, Culte de Mithra;

J. Menant, Pierres Gravdes de la Haute-A sic, II., 18S6.
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kind and extent of a civilization and power which could leave such

traces to the after-world.

From the fact that the civilization of which these monuments are

the remains had an important, and perhaps its chief, seat between

the Euphrates and the Orontes, that the Egyptians found the Kheta

and the Assyrians the Chatti in this same territory, and that several

of the Biblical references to the Hittites (Chittites) point also to this

region, it is quite proper, in the lack of any indication that it is not

applicable, to give this familiar name

*

to the mighty and highly de-

veloped people which so persistently maintained itself and spread its

knowledge over the world it knew. It should be admitted, however,

that in the wide application given to it it is hardly more than ten-

tative, and may some time have to be subordinated to a more
inclusive name.

Within the last fifteen years or more, public interest has been

called with new impulse to the founders and extenders of this civil-

ization by the discovery and reproduction of the inscriptions at

Hamah and elsewhere.

After Burckhardi, in 1812, had seen one of the inscribed stones at

Hamah, f no notice of it or any others had been published, until

Mr. J. Augustus Johnson, American Consul-General at Beirut,

in company with the Rev. Samuel Jessup, lighted upon them in

1870,^; and published a copy of one of them. Mr. C. F. Tyrwhitt

Drake, in June, 1871, had succeeded, with difficulty, in getting

some squeezes and photographs, after R. F. Burton, British Consul

at Damascus, had visited Hamah, made futile attempts to secure the

stones, and obtained some fac-similes. Drake found an inscription

at Aleppo, also.§ In 1872 the Turkish governor of Syria, Subhi

Pasha, at the suggestion of Mr. W. Kirby Green, British Consul

at Damascus (after Burton), and the Rev. William Wright,

took possession of the stones, and transferred them to the Museum
at Constantinople. Green and Wright took plaster casts at Hamah.

J

At Beirut, where the stones were delayed on their way to Constanti-

* So Wright, 1872 (acc. to Hittites
, p. 124 ;

the suggestion is not, however, contained

in his account of the removal of the inscriptions, Pal. Expl. Fund

,

Apr., 1873. His

art., Brit, mid For. Ev. Rev., 1874, is an argument for it). Sayce, 1876 (T. S. B. A., V.),

W. H. Ward, etc., etc. The objections of Conder (Pal. Expl. Fund pass., Heth and
Moab) and others do not seem to be well founded. Reinach, “ Rev. Arch.,” Jan., 1885,

suggests the name “ Lydo-Phrygian ” for the “ Hittite” art of Asia Minor.

fBurckhardt: Travels, Lond., 1822.

| J. A. Johnson, in First Statement Am. Pal. Expl. Soc., July, 1871, and Christian

Union, Dec. 25, 1884.

§ Burton and Drake : Unexplored Syria (1872), I., p. 334.

J
On the foregoing, see Wright : Pal. Expl. Fund, Apr., 1873, and Hittites, pp. 1 sqq.
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nople, the scholars of the American Palestine Exploration Company
(Lieutenant E. Z. Steever and Professor J. A. Paine) secured casts

and squeezes.* Skene, Smith, Henderson, Boscawen, Clermont-

Ganneau and others performed valuable services in connection with

new discoveries at Carchemish and Aleppo, the complete records

of which have never been gathered into compact form.f By far the

best early publication of the Hamathite inscriptions was that of the

Rev. Dr. William Hayes Ward, of New York, from the impressions

taken by Steever and Paine
.

\

Other reproductions were published

by Burton and Drako.{Unexplored Syria), by Mr. Hyde Clark, and by

the Rev. Dunbar I. Heath. § The most complete now in the hands

of scholars are those of W. H. Rylands.
||

Characteristic of all the

inscriptions (except at Tyana) is that they are in relief.

We proceed to notice what the records of the Hebrews, Egyptians,

and Assyrians can tell us of this great people.

I. “Heth,” “the sons of Heth,’’ “the Hittites,” are familiar

enough to Bible readers. But we no sooner attempt to construct a

* See Steever’s report (Beirut, Feb. io, 1873) Am. Pal. Expl. Soc., 2d statement,

1873, P- 44 - Steever considered these casts more perfect than Wright’s.

f See particularly, Pal. Expl. Fund Quarterly Statements, 1873 sqq. W. Wright, Brit-

ish and Foreign Evangelical Review , 1874. London Times, Jan. 23 and Aug. 19, 1880

(see above).

\ Am. Pal. Expl. Soc., 2d statement, 1873. Cf. remarks by Sayce, T. S. B. A., V.,

p. 32 sq.

§ Pal. Expl. Fund, Apr. and Oct., 1872
; Jan., 1873 ;

cf. Oct., 1880.

||

T. S. B. A., VII., 3, and Wright’s Hittites.

Tf In the Hexateuch : A (only) has An 'J3
,
Gen. xxiii. 3. 5, 7, 10 (t), 16, 18, 20;

xxv. 10
;

xlix. 32 ; A has also 'nnn (always of an individual), Gen. xxv. 9 ;
xxvi.

34 (t)
;
xlix. 29, 30 ;

1. 13.

B has 'Finn (always of a people), Gen. xv. 20 ;
Ex. iii. 17 ;

xxiii. 28 ;
xxxiii. 2.

C has nn (of people), Gen. x. 15 (=1 Ch. i. 13) ;
C has also 'nnn (always of people).

Ex. iii. 8 ; xiii. 5 ;
xxxiv. 11. ;

Nu. xiii. 29.

R has nn nU3
, Gen. xxvii. 46 (t) ; R has also ’Finn (of an individual), Gen. xxxvi.

2 ;
(of a people) Ex. xxiii. 3.

D (distinction between different sources of D is not necessary here) has 'nnn (only of

a people), Deut. vii. 1; xx. 17; Josh. iii. 10; ix. 1; xi. 3; xii. 8; xxiv. 11 ;
in

Josh. i. 4 we have D'nnn.

In other Old Testament books we find :

Judges i. 26, D'pnn
;

iii. 5, 'nnn, both of people.

1 Sam. xxvi. 6 ;
2 Sam. xi. 3, 6, 17, 21, 24 ;

xii. 9, 10 ;
xxiii. 39, 'nnn, all of

an individual. D'nnn “ Tahtim,” 2 Sam. xxiv. 6, is probably a corruption of D'nnn

(Cf. Wellh. Text der Bucher Sam., Gott., 1872, pp. 217, 221). i.e., the people.

1 Kings, ix. 20, 'nnn
;

x. 29 and 2 Kings vii. 6, D'nnn, all denoting the people
;

1 Kings xv. 5, 'nnn, of an individual
;

xi. 1, n\nn, “ Hittite women.”

Ezek. xvi. 3, 45, have n’nn, “
a Hittite woman.”
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history of this people from the Biblical statements than we are met

by the fact that the earliest and most frequent mention of it places

it in a region which neither the Egyptian nor the Assyrian records

would lead us to suppose it ever inhabited,—the territory of Canaan *

which was promised to the Hebrews, and, even more precisely, the

country immediately about Hebron. f There are three ways of ac-

counting for this apparent discrepancy. The most radical, and in

some respects the most convenient, is to deny historical character to

those passages of the early Old Testament books which place the

Hittites farther south than Damascus.:}: But so summary a method

has no right to call itself historical criticism. To deny the exist-

ence of such a problem does not solve it. Respect for ancient docu-

ments, purporting to be historical, must lead us to a patient exam-

ination, which is tolerably sure to have its reward.

i Chron. i. 13 has Jin (people, vid. sub. C, supra)
;

xi. 41, ’Bnn (individual),

2 Chron. i. 17, D'Bnn (people)
;

viii. 17, 'Finn (people).

Ezra ix. 1 and Neh. ix. 8 have 'Brin (people).

*Gen. x. 15 ;
xv. 20, etc., etc.

•)• Gen. xxiii. 2, 3, 19, etc.

\ F. W. Newman: Hist, of Hebrew Monarchy, 1857; T. K. Cheyne : Hittites, in

Encycl. Britan., gth ed., vol. xiii., 1882
;

B. Stade : Geschichte d. Volkes Israel, ite

Lief. (1881), p. 143; E. Meyer: Zeitschrift fiir alttest. Wissenschaft (Z. A. W.), I.

(1881), pp. 124 sqq.; Id. : Gesch. d. Alterthums, I. (1884), § 176.—The rejection of the

“sons of Heth,” Gen. xxiii., etc., is, in the case of the last two, connected with the

exilic theory of the origin of the document (A) in which this story is found, and of

course, if so late an origin were proved for A, the argument would be greatly strength-

ened. Those who believe this late date impossible for A will not find it so formidable.

This question cannot be discussed here, but it is at all events noteworthy that the familiar

list of Canaanitish peoples, missing only in A, should be found in the exilic Ezekiel

and the post-exilic Ezra and Neheiniah. The interpolation theory, by which Meyer
and others get rid of the frequent mention of the Hittites among the inhabitants

of Canaan, applying, as it ,does, to all the other documents of the Hexateuch, is

thoroughgoing, but arbitrary in proportion. Interpolations are not to be understood

without some strong reason. None is adduced that can be called strong. Meyer
alleges, e. g., that the terms “ Amorite ” and “Canaanite” coverall the inhabitants

of the land. No doubt both “ Amorite ’’ and “ Canaanite ” became generic names,

either of which might denote the entire body of inhabitants ; but that does not exclude

smaller divisions, nor prove that these did not differ in origin. Each of these two

names was originally that of a tribe. But, even granting that the Deuteronomic Redac-

tor inserted the list of Canaanitish peoples wherever it occurs, where did he find it ? Why
should it be wholly unhistorical ? The very difficulty of explaining some of the names
in the list is in favor of its general truth. An invention would be more transparent. In

a few cases only can we think of insertion or alteration by a later hand, e. g., Josh,

xxiv. 11 ;
even Josh. i. 4, where Wellhausen finds the Hittites interpolated

(
Text d. B.

Samuelis, p. 217, n) is thought by Meyer (Z. A. W., I., p. 126) to show the right con-

ception of the Hittites. It may be added that in Josh. xi. 3, Wellhausen {op. cit., p. 218)

and Meyer (/. c.) follow the LXX. in reading “ Hittites” for “ Hivites.” Meyer {not

Wellhausen, as Meyer seems to think) proposes the same change in Jud. iii. 3.
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A more moderate view is that of Chabas, Ebers, and Lenormant,*
who deny the identity of the Hittites of Palestine and the Hittites

of Northern Syria, without rejecting the historical character of the

former. Lenormant calls the likeness of name “ without doubt purely

fortuitous. ”f Lenormant’s position, although more just to the docu-

ments of Genesis, is less consistent, and therefore less strong, than that

of Stade and Meyer, for if it be conceded that these documents are

generally trustworthy, then there is no sufficient ground for refusing

to use them in supplementing the fuller accounts of the Egyptian

and Assyrian monuments.

A third, and the most scientific way is to inquire whether the

difficulties of combining the three are as great as has been sup-

posed. They may be considered under four heads : (i) The
Shemitic names of the Biblical Hittites of Canaan

; (2) the non-

Canaanitish appearance of the Kheta on Egyptian monuments
;

(3) the region in which the Canaanitish Hittites of the Bible appear
;

(4) the peaceful character of the Hittites of Hebron. Let us

examine these in order :

I. It is undoubtedly true that the Hittite names in Genesis and

Samuel have a Shemitic appearance and sound, J and differ greatly

in this respect from most of the Kheta and Chatti names preserved

to us by Egyptians and. Assyrians. Ephron and Zohar, Judith and

Beeri, Basemath, Elon and Adah, Ahimelech and Uriah, § can all

be readily explained from the Hebrew, and have thus quite a differ-

ent stamp from Kheta-sar, Pisiri, and the other names transmitted

through the hieroglyphs and wedge-characters. But for several rea-

sons this does not prove what it is supposed to prove, (a) While it

seems very unlikely that the Hittites of Kadesh and Carchemish

were Shemites, the contrary has not yet been demonstrated. Lieb-

lein
|
and E. Meyer have with great justice uttered a caution at

* Chabas : Voyage d’uti Egyptien (1866), pp. 326 sqq.
;

Ebers : ALgypten u. d. Bucher

Mose's I. (1868), pp. 285 sq.
;
Lenormant : Les Origities de f Histoire, II., 2, pp. 267 sqq.

(Paris, 1884).

\ Origities, II., 2, p. 270 ;
Histoire Ancientie, 9th ed. (1882), p. 220. Lenorm. identifies

with the Kheta-Chatti the Hittites of Jos. i. 4 ; Jud. i. 26 ;
1 Kings x. 1, 29 ;

2 Kings

vii. 6. The rest (even Heth of Gen. x. 15) he distinguishes entirely from these
(
Orig., pp.

268 nn, 270).

\ See particularly Lenormant, Origities, II., 2, p. 270, 11.

§Gen. xxiii. 8 ;
xxvi. 34 ;

xxxvi. 2 ;
1 Sam. xxvi. 6 ;

2 Sam. xi. 3, etc.

|
Etudes sur les Chdtas, Congr. des Orient., St. Petersb., 1876, II., 345 sq.—Lieblein

cites, as a warning, the following words of Renan (Lattgues S/mit., 1855, p. 56 sq.) :

“ Rien n’est si facile a reconnaitre, au premier coup d’oeil, qu’un nom semitique. Or,

les noms nouveaux, qui frapperent pour la premiere fois 1’oreille des contemporains

d’lsaie, les noms de Teglath-Pileser, de Sanherib, d’ Asarhaddon, 6chappent a toutes le

lois qui s’observent dans les noms hebreux, pheniciens, syriques, arabes,” etc.

Geschichte des Alterthums, I. (1884), p. 213.
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this point, in view of the interpretation given to Babylonian and

Assyrian names before the decipherment of the cuneiform inscrip-

tions. It is, at all events, in the highest degree probable that even

the Hittites of Northern Syria became strongly tinged with Aramaic

elements. This brings us to (b) the influence of surrounding Canaan-

ites, with a Shemitic language, upon a group of non-Shemitic immi-

grants. Suppose a branch of the Northern Hittites wandered down
into lower Canaan, coming in contact with Shemitic-speaking peo-

ples on the way, and living in close contiguity with them at the

place of settlement
;

it is easy to see how their own speech might

soon change, and their own names become modified.*

2. That the Kheta of the Egyptian monuments differ in a marked

way from the Rutennu
,
or the Palestinian and Aramaean peoples,

f

may be true, but can be used as little as the proper names to dem-

onstrate the non-existence of Hittites in Palestine. For, without

laying any stress upon the possibility that the type, and particu-

larly the fashion of hair and beard and dress of Palestinian Hittites

might change beyond recognition—a consideration especially appli-

cable in view of the foreign medium through which the physical

characteristics and the habits of Egypt’s enemies have reached us,

it is fair to doubt whether the Egyptians of pre-lsraelitish times

had any accurate knowledge of the interior of Palestine. They

* It is not proved that the same process did not take place, on a larger scale, in the

case of at least some of the other inhabitants of Canaan. This is not the place to dis-

cuss the question whether, e. g., the Phoenicians and the Philistines were of the same race

with the Hebrews, or whether their Shemitic speech was not acquired by them in Canaan.

G. Rawlinson, Origin of Nations (1881), chap. v.
;

“ Encycl. Brit.,” arts.

Philistines (W. R. Smith), Phoenicia (A. Socin)
;

“ Schaff-Herzog Encycl.” and

Smith’s “Bible Dictionary,” under same heads; Lepsius, Nubische Crammatik

(1880), p. xcix.
;
Dillmann, Genesis 4 (1883), p. 158 sqq.

;
Stade, Geschichte Israels

,

p. 108 sqq.; Meyer, Gesch. d. Alterthums
,

I., §§178, 266. “ Geschichtlich haben

viele Volker ihre urspriingliche Sprache gewechselt, u. fallt darum der ethnische u.

sprachliche Charakter der Volkeruberhaupt nicht zusammen, ” says Dillmann (/. c.), and

Meyer affirms this of the Philistines (/. c., §266), while Robertson Smith says (/. c.) :

“ That they were a Semitic, or at least a thoroughly Semitized people [mark the alter-

native] can now hardly be made matter of dispute.” Cheyne reasons in any case from

a wrong premise when he says : ‘‘Is it unnatural to infer that these three names
[Ephron, Ahimelech, Uriah] are no less fictitious than the Semitic names ascribed in the

Old Testament to the non-Semitic Philistines?” (Encycl. Brit., art. Hittites.')

Again, it would be possible to suppose that the Hittite names of Genesis had been modi-

fied in the Hebrew tradition, without thereby destroying the historical value of that tra-

dition. It is to be noticed, further, that Stade finds no difficulty in the Semitized name
of Uriah, whom he believes to have been one of the Northern Hittites (

Gesch ., p. 143).

f Cf. Lenormant : Origines, II., 2, pp. 279 sqq. It is doubtful, however, whether this

distinction has been thoroughly carried out. At all events, the Kheta are sometimes

hardly distinguishable from the Rutennu, and in the inscriptions they are sometimes in-

cluded in them. Cf. E. Meyer, Geschichte, §§ 180, 233.
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marched up the coast to the great battle-fields of Megiddo and the

Orontes valley, while the mountainous region south of Esdraelon, and

the still more southerly plains protected by these mountains were

largely out of their field.

3. Unless, however, we are prepared to discredit altogether the

historical statements of the Hexateuch, there is no ground in the

silence of the monuments to question the Hittite settlement in

Palestine. The Assyrians and the Egyptians mention where they

found them. That they did not find them at Hebron or among the

central hills is sufficiently explained by the fact that they themselves

did not go there. Silence is here no argument. It is instructive to

compare the Assyrian reports with the Egyptian. For the Egyptians

Kadesh is the objective point
;
for the Assyrians the Hittite capital

is a city whose prince appears among the allies of Kheta-sar in the

time of Ramses II.—viz., Carchemish. Undoubtedly the difference

in time makes some difference here. Hittite power had waned, and

its nucleus probably shifted, or returned to an older centre, between

the time of Ramses II. and III., and that of Tiglathpileser I. But

it remains true that without the Egyptian monuments we should not

know that Kadesh-on-the-Orontes was ever a chief city of the Hit-

tites, any more than those monuments could give us like information

about Carchemish. Why should not a third witness be competent

to tell us that a settlement of them was still farther to the south ?

4. That the “ sons of Heth” of Gen. xxiii. are a peaceful and

friendly people * is a slender argument against their connection with

the great Hittite race. We have no evidence that they were not

able and willing to fight, on occasion, but even warlike people some-

times show generosity and courtesy when not provoked. f Nor is

there any evidence that taste, rather than opportunity and necessity,

led the Northern Hittites into war. We do not think of the Egyp-

tians as lacking in prowess, but of them Meyer says (§ 212) :
“ After

they succeeded in overthrowing the Hyksos, the most peaceable of

all the nations became a race of conquerors.” Circumstances de-

veloped the warlike spirit. So we never hear of the CJiatti as

marching to Nineveh, or the Kheta as threatening Egypt. Kheta-

sar proposes to Ramses II. the alliance which binds them together.

The Hittites could fight nobly, and there were expeditions which

took them far from home, but as yet no trace has been discovered

in them of that restless, ambitious spirit which not only led Tutmes

III. to Naharina, and Asshurbanipal to Egypt, but also kept the great

kings of both empires constantly on the alert to extend their power

* Cf. Cheyne, “ Encycl. Brit. f Cf. Wright, Hittites
, p. 9S.
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in all directions. The objection can in any case apply only to the

Hittite settlers of Hebron
;
the Hittites whom the spies heard of

and Joshua found when he crossed the river were hard fighters.

We have to think, then, of the Hittites as spreading downward

from their home by the Euphrates, founding or appropriating cities

along the Orontes, and sending an offshoot down into the hill-coun-

try of Palestine, and even to its southern boundary. These Hittite

wanderers found the country in part already occupied, but by no

means crowded, and, whether by peaceable sufferance or by force of

arms, they secured for themselves a foothold. They moved, as

migrating peoples always move, not in a solid body under one

directing hand which determined each movement. It was no cam-

paign, it was a change of home. Along the line of their journey

some groups dropped off, and Hittite tribes remained in the moun-

tains which afterward were to fall to Ephraim. Others, not yet

satisfied, wandered farther southward, and enough reached the

Hebron plain, where perhaps they built the city itself, to take pos-

session of it and become for that region “ the people of the land.” *

What their fortunes were while the Hebrews were in Egypt we do

not know. The Hebrew record knows only that Jacob was carried

back to Canaan, and buried by the side of Abraham and Sarah,

Isaac and Rebekah and Leah, in the cave bought of Ephron the

Hittite. f But when the Hebrews came back, with their stern errand

of extermination, they found the Hittites, among other Canaanitish

tribes, joined with these in hostility to themselves as the common
enemy. Those not destroyed retired or mingled with their con-

querors,:]: their fortunes being largely independent of their parent

stock in Northern Syria. It may be that the Heth of Gen. x. 15

refers especially to the northern and main division of the Hittite

people, § but it may well be that the author of Gen. x. 15 had in

mind also the close connection between one branch of the Hittites

and the promised land of the Hebrews, when he noted Heth as the

second son of Canaan.
||

The same applies, with slight modification,

to the Hittites of Josh. i. 4, and Judges i. 26.T The latter passage

* Gen. xxiii. f Gen. 1 . 13. \ Cf. 1 Kings ix. 20.

§ Cf. E. Meyer, Z. A. W., I., p. 125, etc.

|
It is impossible to see any ground, not a priori, for considering vv. 16-18 a worthless

interpolation (De Goeje : Theol. Tijdschr., IV., 1870, 241 ;
E. Meyer, l. c., and Gesch.

d. Alterth., § 176, Anm.
; cf. Wellhausen, Jahrb. fur Deutsche Theol., 1876, p. 403);

see Dillmann
;
Genesis 4, p. 179.—Lenorm., op. cit., p. 269 sq., thinks that Heth here

refers exclusively to the southern branch.

Tf The possible locations of Luz, in the land of the Hittites, are very many, but the

actual location quite unknown. The Ldweizeh of the Palestine Exploration Fund’s Expe-
dition, near Banias, or the Qalb Louze, between Aleppo and Antioch, would, either of

19
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undoubtedly shows that at the time referred to the chief home of

the Hittites was to the north
;

* it does not necessarily follow that

the man spoken of was himself of Hittite extraction.

As the Hebrew monarchy grew in power, the Hittite strength was

declining. It was the Hittite overthrow at the hands of the north-

ern invaders in the time of Ramses III., as well as the weakness of

the Assyrian monarchy (c. 1 1 00-900-)-) which left the field clear for

David and Solomon. But the Hittite chieftains were not extermi-

nated. Not only did Joab and the captains of David’s host in num-
bering the people find the Hittite Kadesh a limit on the north,

f

but Solomon’s merchants supplied with horses and chariots “ all the

kings of the Hittites,” as well as “ the kings of Syria.” % In the

century following Solomon, the Hittite name was still a terror to the

Damascenes.§ But the Hebrews and Hittites had in this period

still closer relations. The loss of centralized power in Coele-Syria

made the Hittite warriors ready to take military service where they

could find it. As Tiglathpileser I. found Aramaic soldiers in Hit-

tite employ, so Hittite soldiers, in their turn, found occupation in

aiding the Hebrews in their conquests. Thus David depended

much upon men like Ahimelech the Hittite (1 Sam. xxvi. 6) and

Uriah the Hittite
(e.g., 2 Sam. xi. n, xxiii. 39), and there is no

such remark occasioned by these instances as to lead us to think

they were looked upon as surprising.

But this is not all. Hittites and Hebrews intermarried. Bath-

sheba was a Hebrew woman,** and yet the wife of Uriah the Hittite,

and it is not strange, therefore, that we find Hittites among the
“ many strange women” whom Solomon loved. ff

In later times, however, we find the memory of the Canaanitish

Hittites—preserved, no doubt, through the stereotyped phraseology

of the list of Canaanitish peoples—revived, and their name made to

serve as a rebuke and warning, first when Ezekiel, in a bold figure,

upbraiding Jerusalem for her abominations, said twice over :
“ The

them, do very well (Quarterly Statement, Apr., 1885, H. G. Tomkins ; cf. Wright,

Hittites
, pp. 49, 112), and are both more likely than Lystra (Rev. J. F. Riggs, “ Chris-

tian Thought,” Mar. -Apr., 1885, p. 374).

* Rev. J. F. Riggs, /. c. \ 2 Sam. xxiv. 6—see below.

% i Kings x. 29. § 2 Kings vii. 6.

|]

E. Schrader, Keilinschriften ti. Gescliichtsforschung (1878), p. 227.

^[That these men belonged to the main Hittite stock in the north is held, rightly, by

B. Stade
(
Geschichte Israels

, pp. 143, 279). Lenormant ( Origines , II., 2, 271) has the

untenable view that thej’ belonged to the Canaanitish Hittites, wholly distinct in race

from those of the north. He is misled by the Shemitic names, of one of which, Uriah.

Stade, however, says :
“ He [Uriah] is, as his name shows, a worshipper of Jahwe.”

**2 Sam. xi. 4. ft 1 Kings xi. 2.
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Amorite was thy father, and thy mother was an Hittite,’’* and

while Neh. ix. 8 only recalls the language of the Hexateuch in refer-

ring to the time of Abraham, Ezra ix. I makes the old names of the

Canaanites serve to designate the peoples encompassing the little

colony of restored exiles, and shows how firmly implanted was the

belief in the Canaanitish Hittites of an earlier age.

But any sketch of the Biblical Hittites would be incomplete with-

out a brief account of some of the important cities named in the

Bible which figure also in the Assyro-Egyptian reports of the Chatti-

Kheta. It is proper to name at least three : Carchemish, Hamath,

and Kadesh-on-the-Orontes.

Carchemish, which may be confidently identified with the Greek

Europos, modern Jerbds (Jerabis, incorrectly Jerablus f), and was the

Hittite centre of which the Assyrians knew most (see below), was

for the most part beyond the Hebrew horizon. It lay on the west

bank of the Euphrates, in lat. (c.) 36° 50', too far north to be of

signal importance fof Palestine. Accordingly it is mentioned but

three times in the Old Testament, once in the boastful utterance put

by Isaiah into the mouth of the Assyrian king, after the city had

fallen : “Is not Calno as Carchemish’’ (Isa. x. 9), and twice with

reference to the ill-fated expedition of Necho against the Babylonian

power, in which Josiah lost his life (Jer. xlvi. 2 = 2 Chron. xxxv.

20)4
Hamath, on the other hand (modern Hamah), situated on the

Orontes, in lat. (c.) 35
0

12', was well known in Palestine. In the

table of nations “ the Hamathite” appears as a son of Canaan.

§

Hamath served frequently to indicate, in one connection or another,

the northern boundary of Canaan,
||

or, as a well-known territorial

* Ezek. xvi. 3, 45.—The attempt to take this literally, and endeavor to support by its

means the Hyksos-Hittite theory of the foundingof Jerusalem, rests on a slender basis.

Did the Hittites found Samaria also, and Sodom (vv. 46 sqq.)?—(See, however, Sayce,

T. S. B. A., VII., 2, p. 271 ;
Wright : Hittites, pp. in, sq.)

f Schrader, K. G. F.
,
pp. 221 sq.

;
Delitzsch : Wo Lag das Parodies 1 pp. 265 sqq.

See also London Times
, Jan. 23, 1880, and Graphic, Dec. 11, 1880, cited above.

J. H. Skene, British Consul at Aleppo, proposed the identification (1874-75) and
Patrick Henderson, his successor, established it by excavation. The older views,

Carchemish = Circesium, or Mabbogh-Hierapolis (G. Rawlinson, Five Great Mon.,
ii., 57 ;

G. Maspero, De Carchemis oppidi Situ, 1872), etc., can no longer be held.

I The meaning of the name Carchemish (Assyr. Gargamis) is wholly uncertain. Le-
norm. (op. cit., pp. 288, n. 1 and 320) divides Gar-gami-sh= i>

Fortress of (the people)

Garni.” Cf. also Schrader. KAT1
,
on Gen. xv. 2. But see Del. :

W, L. P., 268.

§ Gen. x. t8 = 1 Chron. i. 16.

[[

Numb. xiii. 21 ;
xxxiv. 8 ;

Amos vi. 14 ;
1 Kings viii. 65 ;

2 Kings xiv. 25 ;
Ezek.

xlvii. 16-20
;
xlviii. 1 ;

Zech. ix. 2 ;
1 Chron. xiii. 5 ;

2 Chron. vii. 8 ; cf. also Judg. iii. 3.
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name (“ land of Hamath”) to define a locality.* Only in David's

time do we meet Hamath as an active, warlike power, when Toi, its

king, an enemy of Damascus, welcomed David as the chastiser of his

foe, f another hint of the manifold divisions of the territory. The
power of Solomon, according to 2 Chron. viii. 3, 4, extended over

Hamath, in whose territory he is said to have built store-cities. £ The
memory of this subjection of Hamath to Solomon would seem not to

have been lost when, a hundred and fifty years later, Jeroboam II.

extended the authority of the northern kingdom of Israel over
” Damascus and Hamath.” § After Hamath fell, under the attacks

of Assyria,! we find frequent references to this capture, which

seems to have made a great impression. The overthrow of the city

is implied in the statement that the king of Assyria [Sargon] brought

colonists from Hamath to Samaria, Tf and serves repeatedly as a

warning to the Hebrews, in the mouth of the Assyrian conqueror.**

Jeremiah speaks of it as having still enough life to dread the ap-

proach of Nebuchadnezzar, ft though he names it, with Damascus,

perhaps more from familiarity with the name than because it had

regained any great importance. Isaiah, in one of his most trium-

phant prophecies, names Hamath among the lands from which the

exiles of Israel shall return, and thus shows again how significant the

name had become to the Hebrew people.

About Kadesh-on-the-Orontes we learn little from the Scriptures.

After the conflicts with Egypt in which it figured so largely, it ap-

pears to have fallen into decay. Ps. xxix. 8 might tempt one, from

the proximity of “ Lebanon,” to think of the northern Kadesh, but

* “ Riblah in the land of Hamath,” Jer. xxxix. 5 ;
lii. 9, 27 ;

2 Kings xxiii. 33 ;
xxv.

21 ;
cf. 1 Chron. xviii. 3.

\ 2 Sam. viii. 9=1 Chron. xviii. 9. J Cf. also 1 Kings iv. 21 sqq.

§ 2 Kings xiv. 28.

||
Its subjection became final, B.c. 720, under ‘Sargon, cf. KAT a

, on Gen. x. 18, and

2 Kings xviii. 24 (if text is right).

Tf 2 Kings xvii. 24, 30.

** Is. x. 9 ;
xxxvi. 19 ;

xxxvii. 13 (= 2 Kings xviii. 34 ;
xix. 13). It is surprising (in

view of the received date of Amos) to find the same reference in Amos vi. 2. There

are three conceivable solutions
: (1) The reference is to an earlier capture than that

under Sargon
; (2) Amos lived in or after Sargon’s time, instead of before it

; (3) This

passage is interpolated. The second may be at once rejected. Amos labored for

the northern kingdom, which ceased to exist in Sargon’s first year. The first would be

not at all impossible, but the joining of Hamath with Calno (Calneh ?) and Gath, both of

which there is reason to believe fell under Sargon, makes it rather unlikely. The choice

must lie, however, between the first and the third. Fr. Delitzsch (Calwer, Bibel-Lex.

1884, arts. Hamath, Kalne) favors the first. In regard to the state of the text in Amos,

cf. Schrader, KAT 2 on this passage, and the cautious statements of W. R. Smith,

Prophets of Israel
, pp. 125, 396.

ff Jer. xlix. 23.
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it is more likely that Kadesh, as a southern boundary of Palestine,

is here set over against Lebanon as the northern boundary. Else-

where in our Plebrew and English Bibles, Kadesh is Kadesh-Barnea,

and Kedesh designates the town of this name in Galilee (Naphtali).

In the probable emendation of the text of 2 Sam. xxiv. 6, however,

based on the LXX., “to the land of the Hittites, to Kadesh,’’*

instead of the meaningless “ to the land of Tahtim-hodshi,’’ we have

a reference to this southern Hittite capital.

f

II. We turn to the Egyptian records, where the warlike deeds of

the great kings of the eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties bring

the student often to the Orontes valley, and set him face to face with

the powerful Kheta.\

With their spirit roused and their ambition stimulated by their

* Cf. Wellhausen : Text der Bucher Sam., p. 217; Cheyne and Driver: Variorum

Bible
,
ad loc.

f
“ Kadesh ” is evidently Shemitic, with the signification, “ consecrated,” denoting

the presence of a shrine. The exact location of Kadesh-on-the-Orontes is disputed.

Conder (.Heth and Moab, 2S sq., etc.) puts it at Tel-Neby-Mendeh, south of the Lake of

Hums, where the name Kadis still remains. Wright
(Hittites , pp. 52, 96) follows

him. Cf. also W. H. Thomson, The Land and the Book (new ed.), III., 1885, pp. 301 sq.

H. G. Tomkins (T. S. B. A., VII., 3, P. E. F., Quart. Statement, Jan., 1882) thinks

it was on an island in the lake (called also Lake of Kadesh). The question turns

largely upon an interpretation of Egyptian pictures and descriptions. If the dam at the

lower (N.) end of the lake is of Hittite origin (Tomkins) then the lake would seem too

large to match the pictures at the Rarnesseum and Abusimbel. If, on the other hand, the

dam is of Roman workmanship (Conder), then before it was built the lake may have been

small enough to meet the requirements. It is doubtful, however, whether the descrip-

tion of Ramses’ great fight at Kadesh (see below) cannot be so interpreted as to fit Tel-

Neby-Mendeh. What connection Damascus ever had with the Hittites, or whether

they gave it the name Gar-Imerisu, which the Assyrians adopted, cannot at present be

determined (see Sayce, Acad., Aug. 27, 1881, p. 161 ; Hommel : Vorsem. Kulturen,

p. 178 ;
Lenorm.: Orig. II., 2, p. 338). The Damascus known to history is an Ara-

maean city.

\ See, besides authorities named below, especially Lenorm., op. cit., pp. 279 sqq. and
reff. there given to the publications (pictures and inscriptions) of Lepsius, Rosellini,

etc. Two theories may be briefly dismissed
: (1) That there were Hittites (Khetau)

on the very borders of Egypt in the time of the twelfth dynasty (2200 B.c. ?),

a view maintained by Brugsch (Hist. of Egypt, Lond., 1881, vol. ii.
, p. 405), on the

basis of his rendering of one passage in the monumental inscription to Menthu-nesu, a

warrior under Amenemha I. and Usurtasen I. Brugsch reads : . . . “the palaces of

the Khetau were overthrown.” But it is unlikely enough that the Hittites should have

been building palaces at that time (or, indeed, at any time) on the Egyptian frontier,

and see MaspSro, Congr. Intern. Orient., Paris, 1873, II., p. 60. As little can we
infer the presence of Hittites from the frontier fortress Chetem or Chatam under

Dyn. 19 (A. Wiedemann : ALgyptische Geschichte, 1884, p. 417). (2) That the Hyksos
were Hittites. Any such view is delusive, and the connected theories, that the Hittite-

Hyksos built Hebron before entering Egypt, and Jerusalem after leaving Egypt, are

theories still, in spite of Josephus and Manetho. See particularly A. Wiedemann,
pp. 288 sq., 298.
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success in overthrowing the foreign Hyksos rule, and with the new
possibilities of march and manoeuvre afforded by the introduction of

horses and the adoption of chariot warfare,* the Egyptians under

the eighteenth dynasty began that long series of fierce incursions

which made their name a terror throughout Western Asia. After

Ahmes and Amenophis I. had set the example, Tutmes I. appeared

on the scene, and pushed his way to the Euphrates. Not until

Tutmes III. (sixteenth century B.C. ?), however, do we hear any-

thing of the Kheta, and even then we hear but little. Again and

again, during his long reign, did Tutmes invade Syria, and met with

continual success, from the time when, in his first Palestinian cam-

paign, he conquered the “ prince of Kadesh” and all the kings and

princes from Egypt to Mesopotamia on the battle-ground of

Megiddo. But although he reached the Euphrates and passed

beyond it, he does not say that he actually met the Kheta, though

he names them as paying tribute to him with the various tribes of the

Rutennu (Syrians) in his thirty-third and fortieth years. f That he

knew and visited (probably passed through) “ the land of Karke-

mish,” and that he captured and plundered Kadesh (on the Orontes ?

he moved upon the city by water, as we are told %), we learn partly

from his own inscriptions and partly from the biography of his gen-

eral, Amen-em-heb.

Seti I., at the beginning of the nineteenth dynasty (fourteenth

century ?), met the Kheta in battle, and reports a victory over them,

which can hardly have crippled them (see below). § The hostilities

ended with a treaty between Seti and the king of the Kheta, Maur-

sar.

Most widely known, because most carefully recorded and heralded

by the Egyptian king, are the relations of Ramses II. (fourteenth

century ?) with the Kheta. The interest gathers particularly around

two events : the battle at Kadesh and the treaty with Kheta-sar,—
the former in Ramses’ fifth regnal year, the latter in his twenty-first.

The former concerns us especially, not because of the marvels of

personal valor with which the poem eulogizing Ramses, and pre-

served to us by the scribe Pentaur.|| embellishes the more sober

annals T of the king, but because we find there the king of the Kheta

* See particularly E. Meyer : Gesch. d. Alterthums, I. (1884), §§ 211, 212.

I Wiedemann, op. cit., p. 371. Brugsch, op. cit., pp. 369 sqq.

t Wiedemann, p. 351.

§ He also captured “ Kadesh in the Land of the Amorites,” perhaps not A'adcsh-on-

the-Orontes. Wiedemann, op. cit., p.417. See also Brugsch, II., 10 sqq.; Meyer,

Z. A. W. III., p. 306.

||
Not the poet. Cf. Erman : Ar

eucig. Gramm. (1880), p. 7 ;
Wiedemann, II., p. 434 n.

Wiedemann, p. 429 sqq.
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at the head of a great league of princes, and in full alliance with

Kadesh, if not possessor of it, and further, because the pictorial

representations of the battle give us many details which we should

otherwise miss, and afford some data for a precise location of the

city of Kadesh.* It is, however, wholly unlikely that the “ Dar-

danians and Trojans ” (e. g. Wright, Hittites, p. 59, et al.), were

represented among the allies.

The king of the Kheta who led the allies against Ramses at Kadesh

was Mautenure. His brother and successor, Khetasar, entered into

an alliance with Ramses, sixteen years later, and the treaty, pre-

served with the chisel on the temple wall at Karnak, provides that

each shall have like privileges in the territory of the other, and

defend the other against attack, while the ratification of it was

attended by the marriage of Ramses to the eldest daughter of

Khetasar, and the latter visited his son-in-law in Egypt soon after, f

This was the height of Hittite power and dignity.

The scene changes suddenly when we come to Ramses III. (twen-

tieth dynasty, c. 1200?), and we find the territory of Syria exposed

to a devastating invasion from the north. The columns of moving

people overwhelmed, among others, the Kheta, and what was left of

them after this wave had passed fell a prey to the onset of the next

Egyptian campaign, and Ramses III. could boast of a royal captive

—the king of the Kheta taken alive.

^

This ends the special significance of the Kheta for the Egyptians.

The well-knit confederacy of the Orontes valley had lost its firm-

ness, and the Egyptian prowess was about to suffer an eclipse.

When it recovered it found a new enemy ready to test it at the

Euphrates, and even at the gates of Egypt itself. The Hittite

power was gone, and Assyria loomed up behind.

III. It is not possible to give with perfect confidence the date of the

first contact between the Hittites and the Assyrians. The table of

portents for various days of the several months, belonging to that

mass of astrological literature connected with the name of Sargon I.

of Agade,§ contains in the thirty-eighth line these words :
“ On the

twentieth day an eclipse occurs. The king of the land Khatti

attacks (?) and seizes the 'throne. ”
||

But this testimony is vague,

and its interpretation, and even its date, uncertain.

T

* It is, however, not yet possible to decide absolutely where the city lay. See above.

f Wiedemann, pp. 438 sqq. Brugsch, Hist. Egypt under Pharaohs, II., pp. 70 sqq.

| Wiedemann, pp. 499, 501. E. Meyer, op. cit., §273.

§ Cf. [G. Smith], “ North British Review,” Jan., 1870, p. 311 (Am. reprint, p. 164);

A. H. Sayce, Babylonian Literature
, pp. 9, 51 ;

Fr. Lenormant, Origines, II., 2, p. 333.

|
III. R. 60; Sayce, T. S. B. A., III. (1874), p. 245. Lenorm., /. c., pp. 332 sq.

If This astrological literature does not come authenticated by the colophon of Sargon’s
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Not until toward the end of the twelfth century B.C., in the reign

of Tiglathpileser I. (1120-1100), do we learn anything precise about

the Hittites from their easternneighbors.* * Tiglathpileser knows
them, as having their home on the middle Euphrates, westward from

the river, with their capital at Carchemish. He knows nothing of a

great Hittite empire, though there are clear indications of his respect

for the Hittites as formidable enemies. He names Carchemish as

the limit of one of his marches, when “ in one day” he plundered the

Aramman towns “ from over against the Land Suchi to Karkemish
in the Land Chatti.” The indistinctness of more than two hundred

years following Tiglathpileser in Assyrian history gives way to clear-

ness again under Asshurnasirpal (883-860), and on his border we
find the Hittites still. He marched ‘‘to the Land Karkemish,”

where he received tribute from ‘‘ Sangar, king of the Land Chatti.” f

His son and successor, Shalmaneser II. (860-825), crossed the

Euphrates many times and received the tribute of Chatti land,:}: but

without incorporating it in his empire. For the extent of the Chatti

territory at this time the records of these two Assyrian kings are

important. Asshurnasirpal tells us that he left “ the Land Karke-

mish” to proceed to the Lebanon region, and even to reach the Land
Patin, which lay along the Orontes. Shalmaneser, while “ Chatti,”

for him, seems to be a little more elastic, and to include the territory

between Euphrates and Orontes, expressly distinguishes the territory

of the “ sea-shore kings” (Phenicia-Israel), and that of Damascus

and Hamath, from the land of Chatti. These an- among the indica-

tions of greatly reduced Hittite power, but apparently mean, not

that the Hittites had been compressed into a narrow district, but

that they were no longer energetic and strong enough to unite the

many peoples of the region under their leadership. Ethnographical

conditions may doubtless have changed somewhat, but political

conditions had certainly been altered.

scribe. We possess it only in Assyrian copies of the eighth and sevenlh centuries B.C.

Much of it is so largely concerned with Sargon I. and his son, Naram-Sin, that the in-

ference was natural that they were instrumental in collecting it. It is undoubtedly early,

as is shown, among other things, by the absence of. references to Assyria, and may
contain historical statements

;
e. that Sargon I. extended his power into Syria, an asser-

tion which nothing is now known to disprove. But it needs sifting, and we do not yet

possess the means of a thorough test. On the whole subject, cf. , besides the above-

named, C. P. Tiele : Babylonisch-Assyrische Geschichte , I. (Gotha, 1886), pp. 112 sqq.,

and E. Meyer : Geschichte des Alterthums

,

I. (Stuttgart, 1884), §§ 133, 148.

* E. Schrader: Keilinschriften u. Geschichtsforschuns;, Giessen, 1878, pp. 222 sqq.

W. Lotz : Inschriften Tigla thpilesers /., Leipzig, 1880. Tiele, op. cit., pp. 151 sqq.

•f Cf. Schrader, K. G. F., p. 214 sqq.

1 On the question of Chatti-kings joined with Damascus, Hamath, Israel, etc., in the

battle at Karkar (b.c. 854), cf. K. G. F., p. 229 sq.
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Under the successors of Shalmaneser II. the state of Chatti affairs

did not rapidly change, but Tiglathpileser II. (745-727), while he

was suzerain over Carchemish, as over the other cities and territories

of northern Syria, seems to have found no Chatti-league at all.

The name did not die out at once, but it grew more vague until,

under Sargon (722-705), who captured Carchemish (in 717), deposed

Pisiri, its king, carried his treasure to Nineveh, and set Assyrian

officials in his place, it became a general term for Syria, including

Phenicia and Palestine. After this we hear of Carchemish only as an

Assyrian city (under Sennacherib, 705-681), and the very name
“ Chatti” vanishes after Esarhaddon’s time (681-668). Asshurbani-

pal (668-626) does not mention it at all. Carchemish comes once

more into brief notice, in no cuneiform record yet discovered, but in

a connection significant of the fortunes of empires, when the king of

Babylon, over which Sargon and his line had ruled from Nineveh,

marched to the Euphrates, after Nineveh itself had shared the

fate of the Hittite capital, and drove back Pharaoh Necho
out of Asia, in the fight at Carchemish,*—the great centre of a

powerful confederacy, independent and formidable for a thousand

years, now serving only to mark the place where two nations older

still fought a battle about whose issue it had sunk too low to feel

much concern.

IV. In the few pages that remain some points may be touched

upon which emphasize the limits of our present knowledge.

None of the sources of information about the Hittites which we
can as yet understand gives us much light in regard to the time

when the great monuments of Asia Minor were made. The high

degree of culture and skill which these exhibit, as well as the close

relationship between them and those of Jerbas and other Syrian

towns, makes it altogether likely that they are not earlier in date

than the latter, and that the Hittites were already at home on the

Euphrates and in the Orontes valley when the sculptures which

mark the farthest limit of their marches toward the West of which

we can confidently speak, were hewn out of the rocks at Karabel.

On the other hand, if remains like those at Boghaz Keui and Eyuk
are traces of the same people, then these may have been the centres

from which the movements proceeded that resulted in the scattered

stone figures and groups of hieroglyphs distributed through Asia

Minor. Such structures are not the work of an auny on the march,

and at all events the influence of the civilization of the Hittites and

those whom they taught was a lasting one throughout the great

*Jer. xlvi. 2 ;
2 Chron. xxxv. 20.
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peninsula.* That the name Hittite was carried where these victori-

ous campaigns extended may possibly be indicated by the Krjreioi,

whose prince Eurypylos is said to have been (Odyss. XI., 52i).f

Whether any credence is to be given to the Paschal Chronicle in the

statement that the Dardanians were Hittites (Sayce, T. S. B. A.,

VII., 2, p. 271) cannot be determined.

Our knowledge of the characteristics of the Hittites is largely

due to the great Egyptian battle scenes and other representa-

tions of royal doings.^; From these sculptures it seems that they

were distinct in type from the Canaanites (Hebrews, etc.), lighter in

color, but with dark hair, beardless, frequently inclined to obesity.

Sometimes a queue rises from the top of the head, or emerges from

beneath the cap or helmet. This cap varies in form, being some-

times high and pointed, as on the monuments at Karabel and Bog-

haz Keui, sometimes low and round, resembling rather the head-

covering of the figures at Ibreez. The high straight cap seen at

Tyana and on the Biredjik monument does not appear. Some
figures have sandals with no peculiarity, others still have the shoes

(or boots) with turned-up toes, so characteristic of the sculptures of

Asia Minor and Northern Syria, and so frequently seen in the in-

scriptions of Hamah, Aleppo and Jerbas.§

As to language, there are many unsettled questions. We do not

even know whether the various inscriptions, from scattered sources,

represent one language or one group of languages, or whether dis-

tinct families of speech here found expression in kindred hieroglyphs.

More abundant materials are greatly needed for a thorough study of

the forms of the characters. Johnson suggested at the outset that

they might be very ancient Phoenician, of a transition period. Dr.

Ward pointed out the agreement of certain Hamathite characters

* Meyer, Geschichte
, § 256, connects these settlements and conquests with the change of

capital from the Orontes valley to the Euphrates at Carchemish, but it does not appear

that Kadesh was an older city than Carchemish, and the abandonment of the Orontes

valley (or the dissolution of ties between its princes and those of Carchemish) is rather

a token of weakness than of strength for conquest. It is entirely possible that in the

eleventh century, when Assyria and Egypt were both weak, there was a revival of

Hittite power. Sayce conjectures (T. S. B. A., VII., 2, p. 304) that the “ Kimmerians,”

who captured Sardis b.c. 1078 (peril, error for 1076, Euseb., Chronicon, Lib. II. [ed.

Mai, 303], ed. Migne, I., 418, from Syncellus, 180 D.), were Hittites. Sayce elsewhere

(/. c., p. 272) decides that the Hittite conquests in Asia Minor were at least as early as

the 12th cent., and perhaps as early as the 15th cent. B.c.

•( W. E. Gladstone : Homeric Synchronisms , Lond., 1876, pp. 171 sqq.
;
Meyer : Ge-

schichte, l. c. See Meyer, also, for other possible traces of acquaintance with Hittites

on the part of dwellers in Ionia, etc.

.

\

See particularly, as above, Lenorm.: Origines, II., 2, pp. 279 sqq., and the references

there given to Rosellini, Lepsius, etc.

§ Sayce, in Preface to Wright’s Hittites
, pp. 12 sq.
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with the Himyaritic. This had been already dwelt upon by Mr.

Hyde Clarke. Professor Sayce has diligently compared the signs

with other syllabaries, particularly the Cypriote. Conder has stren-

uously urged an Egyptian relationship. The Rev. John Campbell

(Montreal) has made the Aztec character the basis of his decipher-

ments (see below).* Hyde Clarke wrote in 1872 (/. c.) :

“ The words

or phrases appear to be read from top to bottom, and may then

possibly return, as in boustrophedon and in Himyaritic.” That

the writing, however, is a horizontal boustrophedon was shown by

Dr. Ward (/. c.). The characters are generally regarded as ideographs ;

Professor Campbell (/. c.) maintains that they are syllabic.

Only a few scholars have earnestly endeavored to decipher the

Hittite inscriptions. They start with different postulates, and their

results do not agree. Professor Sayce, in Oxford, and Professor

Campbell, in Montreal, have done the most elaborate work in this de-

partment. Professor Sayce, starting with the bilingual “ Boss of

Tarkondemos ” (see above), whose inscription he has read “ Tarrik-

timme, King of the land of Erme,” and adding conjectural values of

certain other signs, has proposed fragmentary decipherments of one

or two of the inscribed stones. Professor Campbell reads the Hittite

signs on the boss, “ Tarake-tima, the king,” and with the help of

Aztec, Japanese, and other languages (see below) has made a fair

sense out of the chief inscriptions published by Mr. Rylands.f Most
of them, according to both Campbell and Sayce, contain historical

statements, some of which would be of great significance if they

could be absolutely depended upon—Professor Campbell, e.g. , be-

lieving that he reads, among others, the names of Shalmaneser and

Rezin.J At all events, no one will be inclined to adopt the view of

Mr. Wright’s friend {Brit, and For. Ev. Rev., January, 1874),

that the inscriptions contain copies of the ten commandments for the

use of northern peoples !

* See J. A. Johnson : Am. Pal. Expl. Soc., 1st statement (1871) ;
William Hayes

Ward : lb ., 2d statement (1873) ;
Hyde Clarke : Pal. Expl. Fund

,

April and October,

1871 ; April, 1872; July, 1873 ;
October, 1880. Cf. Journ. Anthrop. Inst., May, 1880

;

A. H. Sayce : T. S. B. A., v., vi., and in Wright’s Hittites ; C. R. Conder: Pal. Expl.

Fund, July and October, 1883
;
January, 1884 ;

Heth and Moab (1883), pp. 421-426
;

John Campbell : Tratis. of Principal Hittite Inscriptio7is (1883).

f Cf. Sayce, T. S. B. A., vii., 2, and in Wright’s Hittites

;

Campbell, op. cit. The Rev.

D. I. Heath’s views may be found in his Orders for Musical Services at Hamath, “ Pal.

Expl. Fund,” April, 1881.

J There is no agreement yet as to the forms of all the characters

—

e. g., it is dis-

puted whether one quite common sign represents a goat’s head or a horse’s. For the

former, Mordtmann, Sayce
;

cf. T. Tyler, Acad., January 3d, 17th, 1885 ; for the latter

W. Houghton, ib., January 10th, 1885 ;
C. J. Ball, ib., December 27th, 1884. Ball

doubts all decipherments except the value of two signs.
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The character of the language (or languages) must, under these

circumstances, be very much in doubt. The Rev. Dunbar Heath
has advocated a Shemitic (Aramaic) theory, and interpreted the in-

scriptions as musical directions
;
Lieblein has adopted a Shemitic

theory on general probabilities, and without attempting decipherment

of the inscriptions, supporting himself by the explanations of Hittite

proper names found in Egyptian, Assyrian, and Hebrew records.*

Such a character has, however, been generally denied, and when any

positive suggestions have been offered they have of late commonly
connected the Hittite language with the “ Alarodian ” group, of

which the Georgian is a representative. So, with variations, Hyde
Clarke and Sayce, Lenormant and Campbell. The last-named has

made by far the most thorough and scholarly exhibition of his views.

As to the primitive home and ethnic affinities of the Hittites we are

quite as much in uncertainty. The table of nations makes them de-

scendants of Ham (Gen. x. 1 5), and that would lead us to look for their

origin in the south
;
but the basis of the table of nations is not

strictly genealogical, and Heth might be ranked with Canaan’s chil-

dren because he was on ground bearing Canaan’s name. If the Hit-

tites were of Shemitic stock, f they came from the home of the

Shemites—wherever that was. But the most probable statement,

and it is meagre enough, is that they came from the mountains

northward from Mesopotamia and Syria, \—whether from the

Caucasus, only a better acquaintance with the language or a his-

torical statement from some unexpected quarter can give us sure

ground to affirm.

On the dispersion of the Hittites (or Khita, which he uses as an in-

clusive name) Professor Campbell’s discussions are suggestive of

wonderful possibilities.^

He traces their course, as he thinks, far to the eastward, affirming,

* See lists by Sayce, T. S. B. A., vii., 2, pp. 288 sq. ; Tomkins, ib., vii., 3, pp. 403 sq.,

Lenormant, Origines
,

ii. , 2, pp. 273 sq., 322, sq., etc.; Chabas, Voyage d'un Egyptien,

pp. 329 sq. Sapalel, Mautnur, Khetasar, Kauisar, Khilebsar, Maursar, Garbatus, Tar-

ga-unas, Sangara, Pisiri, are specimens.

f So Lieblein, Oriental Congress at St. Petersburg, 1876
;

cf. Meyer (non-committal),

Geschichte, § 176.

\ Cf. Sayce, T. S. B. A., VII., 2, p. 251 sq.; Col. C. W. Wilson: Pal. Fund State-

ment, Jan., 1884 (cf. Wright, Hittites
, p. 85) ;

Lenorm.: Origines, ii., 2, pp. 272 sqq.

§ The three interesting treatises of this scholar which, through his kindness, I have seen,

are : A Translation of the Principal Hittite Inscriptions Yet Published [1883], pp. 16 ;

Some Laws of Phonetic Change in the Khitan Languages (“ Proceedings of Canadian

Inst.,” Toronto, i., 4, 1883) ;
The Khitan Languages; The Aztec and its Relations

(ib., ii., 1, 1884). He has also read before the Canadian Institute of Toronto papers on

the Etruscan as a Hittite language. In some of these propositions he was anticipated

by Mr. Hyde Clarke (Pal. Expl. Fund, l. c.).
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on what he claims to be the evidence of language, that after the fall

of Carchemish [but why not earlier, if, as Professor Campbell thinks,

the Caucasus was the original home of the family ?] they pushed east-

ward, and leaving a name (Cathaei) as a memento in the Punjaub,

settled, as Katei, on the headwaters of the Yenisei, invaded China,

as Khitan (whence Cathay) [Tyler, on the other hand, seems to

think that the queue sometimes worn by Hittites (see above) may
point to ancient Tartar influence at Carchemish.

—

Acad., April 4th,

1885, p. 246], populated Japan and Corea, crossed Behring’s Straits,

and appeared in the American continent as the Mound-builders, the

Huron-Iroquois, and the Aztecs
;
while from the same centre in

Western Asia they had also made their way to remote Europe, crop-

ping out again as the Basques of Spain and the Etruscans of Italy.

He adduces in support of his surprising results a great variety of in-

genious comparisons and arguments. He will, however, pardon others

for wishing to make haste slowly in these untried fields.

Hittite art has been often described within the past few years.

It is ruder than Greek art, and more conventional, but has massive-

ness and dignity. The type is quite distinct from that of Egypt,

and though it resembles in some qualities the old Babylonian, cannot

be mistaken for it. Together with various distinctive customs and

accomplishments, it shows a people which had long ago said fare-

well to barbarism
;

but this is a topic which cannot be profitably

discussed without plates.*

Of Hittite customs and habits we do not know much. They fought

in chariots (three men together), f they had vessels on the Euphra-

tes,^; they built palaces and strongholds, § they worked in silver.
fl

The mina of Carchemish was famous. They knew the importance

* G. Perrot : L'Art de I’Asie Mineure
,
“Rev. Archeol.,’’ N. S., xxv., and Mini,

d'archdol.
, pp. 42 sqq.

;
S. Reinach, Deux Monies Asiatiques

,
“Rev. Arch.,” 3 S6r.

V. (Jan., 1885); A. H. Sayce, T. S. B. A. vii., 2, pp. 250, 261
;

F. Lenormant,

Origines
,

ii.
, 2, pp. 285, 293 sqq. ; On the seals and cylinders, cf. Perrot, “Rev.

Arch.,” N. S., xliv., (1882), pp. 333 sq.
;

Lenorm., id., xxxi., pp. 226 sq., and

Origines, ii., 2. pp. 293 sq., with list of plates from Lajard, Culte de Mithra

;

W. H.
Rylands, T. S. B. A., vii., 3, and in Wright’s Hittites ; J. Menant, Pierres Gravdes de

la Haute-Asie, II., 1886
;

cf. also W. H. Ward, Am. Pal. Expl. Soc., 2d statement.

f Lenorm., op. cit. ; H. G. Tomkins, T. S. B. A., vii., 3.

\ “ Chatti-ships ’’were used by Sennacherib (Schrad., K. G. F., 219), as Tarshish-ships

were used by Solomon (1 Kings x. 22).

§ Cf. Boghaz Keui and Eyuk and the dam at Lake Hums, if it belongs to them. Bit-

childm is a term used in Assyrian to describe buildings in the Chatti-fashion ; cf.

D. G. Lyon, Sargontexle, (1883), p. 76 ;
Schrader, K. G. F., p. 233, n., 234.

||
On the silver “ Boss of Tarkondemos,” see above. The treaty between Khetasar

and Ramses II. was inscribed on a silver-plate, oblong and rectangular, with a ring at

the top. Some of the monuments in Asia Minor are found near silver mines.

If See Barclay V. Head, Academy, Nov. 22, 1879. Head concludes from the avail-
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of exact records. The scribe of Khetasar appears in the picture of

the battle at Kadesh standing beside the king himself, ready to note

down the details of the fight.*

Almost nothing can be gathered from the witnesses which have

thus far been able to speak to us about the peculiarities of the Hit-

tite religion and modes of worship. The sculptures at Boghaz Keui

and Ibreez appear to be of a religious character, and probably others

are as well. The Egyptians named Sutech (Set) as god of the

Hittites, probably substituting this god of strangers and foreign-

ers (also of the Hyksos) for the Hittite name.

True, Lieblein holds that Set was actually a foreign god, and

Shemitic in origin, which obliges him to put Shemites in north-east-

ern Egypt as early as Menes. His series of equivalents for this god’s

name is : Set= Sed (Phoenician)=:Seth=Shedu (Assyrian)= Said=
Cid= “ Master,” “ lord.” (So Ball.) This involves Shemitic origin

for Hyksos and Hittites. Chabas, Brugsch, Renouf, Tiele, Meyer, and

Egyptologists generally maintain the true Egyptian character of Set

(Sutech). f Besides this god the goddess Antarta appears.:]: Sayce

thinks he finds, by skilful combination and shrewd inference, the

names of several other divinities, as Tarku(s), Sandu (Sandon, god of

Cilicia), and Uas. (See also Lenormant, Origines, ii., 2.) Divini-

ties frequently appear standing on animals, as in Babylonia. A
sharp line of demarcation between distinctively Hittite gods and

those of Phoenicia and Syria generally is at present impracticable. As
to worship, it is impossible to make any statements with confidence.

At Ibreez the worshipper seems to be offering fruit to his deity, but

the figures at Boghaz Keui we do not yet understand. It is quite

possible that vital and generative forces were revered, as so com-

monly among ancient peoples.

§

able data that this well-known weight was equivalent to the “ Babylonian silver

mina” of c. 8,566 grains Troy (561 grammes).
* I do not know on what ground Wiedemann

(
AEgyptische Geschichte

, I., 1884, p. 79)

asserts that the Cheta borrowed this custom from the Egyptians.

t Cf. Lieblein : Orient. Cong., Leiden (1883), iv., pp. 58 sq.
;
Tiele : Egypt. Eel. (Eng-

lish translation, 1882), pp. 47 sq.
;
Renouf: Eel. of Anc. Egypt (1880), pp. 114 sq. ;

Chabas : Voyage, l. c. ; Brugsch : Hist. Egypt, i., pp. 37, 271 ;
E. Meyer, Set-

Typhon, 1875, pp. r sq., 54 sq.
;

yet cf. Wiedemann : Aeg. Gesch., pp. 442 ;
C. J.

Ball, in Academy, June 27th, 1885, pp. 451 ;
cf. Lenormant : Origines, i., pp. 217 sq.

(English translation, pp. 221 sq.), ii., 2, p. 306.

J See on both the Egypt.-Kheta treaty
;
Brugsch : Hist. Egypt, ii., p. 75 ;

Chabas :

op. cit. ; Lenormant : Origines, ii., 2, p. 306.

§ Cf. Sayce in Wright’s Hittites, chap. xi.
;
Acad., October 18th, 1879; T. Tyler:

Acad., December’6th, 1884. The signs in H. V., upper line near the right (a crescent

with a bar nearly tangent to it), which Tyler thought the original failed to show, are

clearly visible on the cast in the possession of the Union Theological Seminary, New
York.
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The political constitution of the Hittites is much in doubt. It is

unlikely that their union was compact, but they must have had

organized power in some degree to reach so far and accomplish so

much. Repeatedly under the Ramessides we hear of the “ king of

the Kheta. ” That the bond holding the different parts of the

people together was a comparatively weak one, however, appears

both a priori
,
from the widely separated centres at which we find

them, and also from the condition of things under Tiglathpileser I.

and his successors.

It is impossible in this article even to hint at the varied services

which such a people as the Hittites must have rendered to the cause

of human advancement in general by acting as carriers between the

East and the West. These services are not lessened by the facts

that they were not the only such carriers, and that they modified

and added to what they transmitted. They are portrayed with

an enthusiasm, which leads perhaps to some extravagances, by
Professor Sayce.* Whether the syllabaries of the Cypriote and

Hissarlik inscriptions, the non-Phcenician letters of the Greek

alphabet, and the boustrophedon mode of writing Greek were due

to the Hittites
;
how much, and when and where did the Hittite

art influence that of Greece
(
e

. g., at Mycenae)
;
how far were the

Hittites mediators between Babylonian mythology and religion and

those of the West—these are all questions—and there are others

like them,—which are still open for careful inquiry and debate.

Some of them have been answered quite too hastily. But whatever

mistakes may be made in the excitement of first discovery, it is certain

that all histories of Western Asia are hopelessly antiquated which do

not take account of this widespread and highly developed people, and

no student of the life of the world in ancient times can afford to neglect

a careful study of their monuments, or fail to examine with thor-

oughness and patience all that has been put on record concerning

them in the Hebrew Scriptures and by those other great nations

of the East whose writings we* in these latter days are growing more
and more able to read. The great need is now of excavation on

Hittite soil. One difficulty in the way of this is its expense
;

another is the stubborn refusal at Constantinople of a firman

allowing the use of the spade. When the Turks grow reasonable

enough to permit it, perhaps some purse will open wide enough
to ensure it.

New York. FRANCIS BROWN.

* See particularly Sayce in Schliemann’s Ilios (1880).



VI.

THE CRITICS OF THE REVISED VERSION OF
THE OLD TESTAMENT.

IIE Revised Version of the Old Testament has now been nearly

a year before the public, during which it has been freely criti-

cised and with no small diversity of judgment among its critics. It

is proper that it should be narrowly scanned, that it should be esti-

mated from every possible point of view, and that its merits and

demerits should be carefully weighed. No one can object to the

freest expression of opinion on the part of those competent to judge.

Even censorious and captious fault-finding and gratuitous asperities

may be tolerated, if they lay bare any real deficiencies or suggest any

desirable improvements.

The Authorized Version has a prestige and there are solid advan-

tages attaching to its employment which are not to be lightly thrown

away. It has been hallowed by the use of two centuries and three-

quarters. It is now the common heritage of the English-speaking

world, accepted by all Protestant denominations, the basis of our

entire religious and theological literature, endeared to all who love

the word of God by the most sacred and tender associations, and en-

twined with every devout feeling of their hearts and with their whole

spiritual life. It is, moreover, universally confessed to be the best

popular version of the Scriptures ever prepared in any language.

Nothing can justify the displacement of this version by the recent

Revision unless there be some solid compensating advantage in the

way of a more fitting and adequate expression of the inspired word
;

and unless the progress made in this respect is reasonably corre-

spondent with the present more advanced state of sacred learning.

I shall not pretend to forecast the ultimate judgment of Christian

scholars and of the public at large as to the adoption of the Revision.

If we are to judge by the history of the Authorized Version itself,

its adoption, should this be the final issue, could only be expected to

take place gradually, as it came to be better appreciated upon actual

trial, and would not be accomplished in a single generation. Yet if

an augury may be taken from the three articles which have succes-
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sively appeared on the subject in this Review, the prospect is not

unfavorable. The fierce onslaught in the first article was followed

by courteous and respectful treatment in the second, and this by

positive commendation in the third.

No critical estimate of any production is worth having unless it

proceeds upon a proper standard of judgment. Every work must be

tested by its fitness for the purpose intended
;
and it is not to be

disparaged because it fails to accomplish ends which are foreign to

its legitimate design. The task set before the Revisers was to in-

corporate the ascertained results of modern Biblical scholarship and

at the same time to sacrifice nothing that is valuable in the Author-

ized Version. This is what was proposed in their original appoint-

ment. This is what the Christian public expected of them. This

is what they have conscientiously and to the best of their ability

endeavored to do. This is the only responsibility to which they can

be held. And the only fair question in judging of their labors is,

How far have they been successful in doing what they undertook ?

It was not their province to advance Biblical scholarship beyond
its present status, whether by the production of a revised text for

which the materials do not exist, or in any other way
;
nor to intro-

duce the brilliant and plausible conjectures of individual scholars

which have not found general acceptance
;
but, as Principal Caven

judiciously phrases it (PRES. Rev.
, Jan., ’86, p. 68), “to put the peo-

ple in possession of the well-ascertained results of Biblical scholar-

ship so far as these bear upon the translation of the Scriptures.
’

’ The
venerable Dr. Charles Hodge, in response to a note of inquiry ad-

dressed to him at the outset of this work, thus expressed himself :

“ The Church is bound not to misrepresent the Scriptures, and there-

fore should correct all acknowledged errors in the translation which

it gives to the people. They should, however, be errors which are

acknowledged to be such not by this or that scholar, or this or that

class of interpreters, but by the great body of competent judges of

every class.
’’

No one will expect absolute perfection in a work of this description

or imagine that it is attainable. I presume that the Revisers would
not hesitate to confess that they have not come up to their own ideal.

No doubt every one of them could point out blemishes which he

regrets
;
some that are due to oversight, a greater number where

much labor has been spent without after all reaching a perfectly satis-

factory result.

It is very easy to pick flaws. It is very easy to array reasons,

which at first sight seem plausible, against many of the changes

which have been made as well as against many of the old renderings

20
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which have been retained. There are arguments pro and con in a

multitude of instances
;
there is a diversity of judgments

;
there is a

conflict of authorities. What the Revisers had to do was patiently

to weigh all this, and then decide each case in accordance with the

considerations which seemed to them preponderating. It is impos-

sible that every one should find that his judgment or fancy has been

suited in the treatment of all passages. The best thing that could

be done toward making it universally acceptable was by a liberal

use of the margin. Renderings that have been urged by any re-

spectable body of scholars will commonly be found either in the text

of the Revision or in the margin. And it should be remembered
that the latter belongs to the Revision equally with the former. In

many instances in which objection is made to the renderings

adopted, the very thing which the objector clamors for is before

his eyes in the margin, and if some find fault that it is put there

rather than in the text, a larger number might have found fault, and

with greater reason, had the text and margin been reversed.

The margin is necessarily somewhat miscellaneous. There was no

help for it. As a rule the preferred rendering went into the text.

But this preference might be accorded to it for any one of several

reasons. In most instances this was due to its more exact correspond-

ence with the Hebrew
;
or though less strictly accurate, it may have

been sufficiently so to yield the substantial sense, and at the same

time more intelligible, or more familiar or more rhythmical or better

English, all which are good grounds for preference in a popular

version where nothing really important is sacrificed in the meaning.

Moreover, the margin became to some extent a repository of Ameri-

can suggestions. While many of these were adopted into the text in

form or in substance, a considerable proportion were thrown into

the margin as alternative renderings.

Dr. Briggs doubts whether a satisfactory revision of the English

Scriptures can be made until a more propitious era.

“It seems to us, therefore, extremely doubtful whether any body of Christian scholars

can at the present time give a satisfactory revision of the English Bible. The Christian

public want to know the real truth of God, and will not be satisfied with the compro-

mises of scholars, whether they compromise with one another or with popular prejudice

and error. When the Holy Spirit comes upon the Church, to enable it to understand

the Scriptures and to arouse it to a new advance of doctrine and life, then a new Tyn-

dale and a new Luther will rise up to give us new translations of the Scriptures to suit

the higher faith and life of the Church. . . . Then the enmity of Roman Catholic and

Protestant may depart ; the Jew may rise from the grave of centuries and recognize in

a higher and nobler Christianity the historical realization of Judaism
;
and one Bible

may satisfy the cravings of all devout souls.”

—

Pres. Rev., July, ’85, p. 533.

But until that devoutly to be desired millennium is introduced and

the new Tyndale and Luther make their appearance, we must to some
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extent put up with compromises. King James’s version, which has

so long fed the life and faith of English-speaking Christians, was the

fruit of compromise. Dr. Burgon, if he was the author of the cri-

tique in the Qtiarterly Review for last October, would plainly not be

satisfied with any version which would suit Dr. Briggs
;
nor vice versa.

If they meet at all on common ground there must be a compromise

somewhere. Or every man must have his own version to suit him-

self. This probably would, in the opinion of Dr. Briggs, be the best

thing, next to his wished-for consummation. He regards an author-

ized version as “ hurtful and not helpful to the study of the Scrip-

tures” (PRES. Rev., p. 489), and would even count the Revision “ a

blessing” if it “ should succeed in breaking down the slavish adhe-

sion to the version of King James .... without assuming its

place.”

The incompetency of a critic to judge of the Revision, who thus

at the start confesses himself out of sympathy with the very end

proposed, is absolute. He ridicules ” revision by votes,” “ deciding

by a majority” (p. 532), as if a company of scholars could work

together in any other way, or as if the conjoint action of numbers

was not the best method of avoiding individual eccentricities or pet

fancies, and of securing the average result of the best scholarship. He
derides the measures devised to guard the Authorized Version from

unnecessary change, and to keep it intact in form and substance

except so far as is demanded by faithfulness to the original. Con-

servatism is to him the greatest of bugbears. And in his own ren-

derings, which seem to be presented as models, so far from adhering

to the style or preserving the flavor of the Authorized Version, he

departs from it as of set purpose in the most gratuitous and uncalled-

for manner. How far he is from the conception of what is demanded

in a version for general use, is apparent from his proposal to substi-

tute “ Jahveh ” for ” Jeho.vah” throughout the Old Testament (p..

527). He would be willing to shock the devout feelings of every

worshipper by offering what is to them an unheard-of and unmeaning

combination of sounds for a name which has the most sacred asso-

ciations and whose utterance awakens their adoring homage
;
and

this from a pedantic regard to exact transliteration, which is not exact

after all, and which by parity of reasoning would compel us to say
” Firenze” for ‘‘ Florence,” and ” Deutschland ” for “ Germany.”

But while denying the right of those to sit in judgment on the

Revision and to pronounce oracularly on its merits, who are not in

accord with the enterprise itself as set forth by its projectors or with

the general public who have expectantly awaited its completion, we
hold ourselves bound to consider fairly and dispassionately the vari-

%
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ous grounds of objection which have been urged from any respect-

able quarter. They divide themselves into four classes : i, alleged

mistakes in Hebrew prosody
; 2, mistakes of translation

; 3, inac-

curacy of text
;
and 4, errors in theology.

Dr. Briggs calls the Revisers to account for their deficiencies in

Hebrew prosody (p. 497). He first charges “ a grave inconsistency

in their treatment of Hebrew poetry.” The poetical books are

arranged in parallelisms
;

“ and also a number of the most important

pieces of poetry in the historical books and a few pieces in the pro-

phetical books,” but not the prophets nor the poetical sections of

Ecclesiastes, “ and they le^ve a considerable portion of the poetry

of the historical books as if it were prose.” This last must have

occurred by an altogether unintentional oversight. It was simply

because they could not anticipate the Doctor’s recent discovery that

the narratives of the creation and of the fall in Genesis were poems.*

They erred with the rest of the world in mistaking them for prose,

and printed them accordingly. All the rest of the poetry in the his-

torical books, it is believed, is dealt with as such, unless indeed

farther discoveries of the same kind have been made more recently

still.

In the prophets they followed good precedents, and they had

excellent reasons for so doing. Delitzsch in his commentary takes

great pains to exhibit the parallelisms of the Psalms, but with the

exception of the major portion of ch. 12, ch. 27 : 2-5, and Hezekiah’s

psalm 38 : 10-20, the entire book of Isaiah, even in its most elevated

and impassioned parts, and those in which the structure is most reg-

ular and rhythmical, is printed in a manner not distinguishable from

ordinary prose. Ewald, who paid the most elaborate attention to

the subject of Hebrew poetry in its principles and the details of their

application, arranged the poetical books and the poetic sections of

the historical books in parallels, but, with the exception of a few

brief and scattered passages, the prophets are printed as prose,

f

* Presbyterian Review, pp. 522, 523. The Oil Testament Student for April, 1S84.

The Reformed Quarterly Review for July, 1885.

J Ewald and Delitzsch agree in finding a poetic passage at the beginning of Isa. 12,

and another at the end, separated by the prosaic verse 3. Ewald places in parallelisms

the triumphal songs over Babylon’s downfall, Isa. 14 : 4-21, Hezekiah’s psalm 38 : 10,

etc., also ch. 47 and 60, besides various other scraps, viz. : 1 : 21 ; 5 : 1, 2 ;
6 : 3, 9 :

26 : 1, 2 ; 27 : 3-5 ; 42 : 10-13
; 49 : 13 ; 54 : 1 ; 66 : 10, 11. So in Jeremiah parts of 33 : 11

and 38 : 22. In Ezekiel 7 : 10-14 ;
J 9 : 2-14 ;

21
: 9-17 ; 26 : 17, 18. In Daniel 2 : 20-23.

So Amos 5 : 2, Jonah 2 : 2-9, Micah 2 : 4, Habakkuk 2 : 5, ch. 3, Zeph. 2 : 15. With

these exceptions the prophetical books are printed solidly as prose, but with two verti-

cal strokes marking the end of each verse, and single strokes dividing it into two, and

sometimes three, clauses, mostly at the place of Athnahh or the leading disjunctives.

The members of the verse thus formed are so long that Umbreit, who presents the
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rhythmical, and balanced indeed as belonging to the elevated and

oratorical style, but still clearly distinguishable from poetry in the

proper sense.Ewald** says, in justification of his mode of exhibiting

the prophets in non-poetic form :

“ Whilst it can be shown in the purely poetic books that they were originally written

in separate clauses, no trace can be found of such a mode of writing the prophetical

books ; so that we must conclude that antiquity has in this respect again definitely dis-

tinguished the prophetic compositions from proper poems. Modern German translators

have indeed written the prophetic verse just as the poetic in ever separate clauses, but

have thus introduced an innovation, which confuses an essential distinction valid with

the ancients, and brings something quite foreign into the prophetical words.”

The propriety and even necessity of following the example of

Ewald and Delitzsch in this matter further appears from the im-

mense and ever-changing variety which characterizes the prophetic

or oratorical style. This may express itself in pure poetic form with

nicely-balanced parallels, but more frequently with a partial or total

neglect of the correspondence of clauses, even in its most earnest

and glowing periods, while it may likewise sink into the quiet and

even flow of simple discourse. The attempt sharply to discriminate

between its more and less elevated portions for the sake of present-

ing the one as poetry and the other as prose, would be introducing an

unfounded distinction, which could only confuse instead of helping

the ordinary reader, and this without the slightest countervailing ad-

vantage. And the futility of such an attempt is sufficiently illustra-

ted by the wide divergence between those who have made it. The
scheme of parallel clauses could not by possibility be carried through

the prophets, except on the machine theory of Hebrew verse that a

given number of words or accents may be held to constitute a line.

And the case is the same with the book of Ecclesiastes. It passes

from poetry to prose by insensible gradations, so that the transition

cannot be accurately indicated in all cases, and no advantage would

arise from marking it, even if this were possible.

f

prophets almost continuously in parallelisms, commonly makes two or three lines out

of each. Ewald carries these vertical strokes, indicative of balanced members, through

some most incorrigibly prosaic passages, e. g., Jer. ch. 27, 34 : 13-22 ; 35 : 13-19 ;

36 : 29-31 ; 44 : 2-14, 25-30 ;
Ezek., ch. 40-48 ;

Zech., 1-6
; Dan., ch. 2-12. Hitzig

presents Isaiah as poetry, and for the most part Jer., ch. 1-25. He prints as prose Jer.,

ch. 26-29, 34-45. the whole of Ezekiel except ch. 7, 15 : 1-5 and 19 : 2 ff
;
also nearly the

whole of Hosea and Zechariah, ch. r-8.

* Die Propheten d. alten Bundes, 2d edit., vol. i., p. 58.

f Ewald prints the following paragraphs and verses of Ecclesiastes as poetry (and all

the rest as prose) : 1 : 1-8, 15, 18; 2 : 2, ir (last half), 14 (first half)
; 3 : 1-9, 15, 19, 20 ;

4 : 5. 6 i 5 : 3, 7 (except last clause), 10 (except last clause), 14 ;
6 : 4, 5 ; 7 : 7, 12, 19, 29

(except first clause) ; 8 : 1 (last half), 5 ; 9 : 4, 17, 18
;
xo : 1, 2, 6, 8-13, 18, 20 (last half)

;

11 : 4, 10
;
12 : 2, 6, 8. Whatever advantage the student of Hebrew verse might gain

under such distinguished guidance from having his attention specially directed to these
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It is further charged that where the Revisers do undertake to ex-

hibit the parallelisms, they make mistakes. I have no hesitation in

conceding that Dr. B. is correct in Job 14 : 7. His division of this

verse is the same that was proposed by the American Company in

their metrical arrangement of this book, the only one in fact which

they did divide up independently in this manner. Their suggestion

was not accepted and they thought the matter too trivial to insist

upon. I will make a like admission in regard to Gen. 49 : 3 ;
but not

Ps. 8:2. If the Revisers “ spoil ”
it “by their arrangement,” so do

Hitzig, Hupfeld, Delitzsch (in both editions) and Evvald (in his first),

with whom they precisely agree
;
Evvald ’s second edition divides as

Dr. B. In Ps. 45 : 3 the Revisers are with Hitzig, Hupfeld, De-

litzsch, Evvald. “ The striking harmony of the music of the words

as well as the parallelism” seem to have been lost upon others as well

as the Revisers. In Ex. 15 they are with Evvald, notwithstanding

the fact that “ any one can see that there is no poetry in such an

arrangement.” Dr. B. here follows Dillmann’s scheme of three

stanzas of 6, 12 and 18 lines, though their reckoning of the accents

does not agree, Dr. B. having imported an extra quantity of Mak-
kephs into the text to make out his “tetrameter.”

Next comes the song of Deborah, Judg. 5, which is transcribed at

length perhaps to exhibit the improvedtranslation** which is given,

isolated passages, I cannot imagine that it could be of the slightest profit to ordinary

readers of the Bible, or that it could be other than a hindrance. Delitzsch says in the

introductory remarks upon this book in his Commentary, p. 208 :
“ The symmetry of

clauses is in large part lacking in Koheleth. It is written almost throughout in oratori-

cal prose, which winds off its instructive material in a rectilinear direction, in sections

without symmetry of clauses.” TJmbreit differs from the majority of commentators in

arranging the entire book in parallel clauses, though occasionally with an immensely

long, dragging line. Dr. Tayler Lewis did the same (in Lange’s Commentary), but

his success is chiefly owing to the liberty which he exercised in framing his choice and

metrical diction, which is of course inadmissible in strict translation.

* So far as these improved renderings consist in the substitution of equivalent words

or phrases, such as ” volunteered ” for “ offered themselves willingly ” and the like ;

and so far as concerns the general style and finish of the language in all the passages

translated, the case may be submitted without argument to any competent judge of good

English. Many of the other corrections made are of such a trivial nature that it is

difficult to treat them with any show of respect. “ The Revisers violate Hebrew gram-

mar by rendering Sx with the jussive, as if it were K *7 with the indicative,” p. 499, note.

Very well : Gen. 49 : 4 should accordingly be translated, not as Dr. B. has it, “ excel

not,’’ which is not the meaning, but as it is in the margin of the Revision, “ have not

thou the excellency.” But inasmuch as this, while imperative in form, was designed to

express the certain and inevitable future, the true sense is best conveyed by the tender-

ing in the text, “ thou shalt not have the excellency.” This might be inadmissible in a

Hebrew class-room, where exactness of form is insisted on, but it is nevertheless the

proper interpretation of the thought. The comment on Ex. 15, p. 501, note
,
begins

with a perfectly gratuitous fling. “ They ought to have seen that rnot in line 1 was
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perhaps to afford ocular demonstration “ that it is composed of three

great strophes of thirty lines each.” The appearance of numerical

symmetry is brought about by detaching vs. 21 b, 22, from the pre-

ceding, to which they properly belong, and attaching them to the third

stanza, with which they have no affinity. Such long unwieldy

stanzas have no inherent probability, are contrary to the analogy of

what is commonly attributed to Hebrew verse, and in this particular

instance they have no superior claims above other schemes which

have been proposed, and are, to say the least, quite as plausible and

shortened from THDI in order to combination with n\” How does it appear that they

did not see it ? Dr. B.’s rendering of the word and that of the Revisers are verbatim et

literatim the same. “ They neglect the weak Vavs with the imperfects, which express

purpose in line 2, and render them as futures.” On the basis of a rule, which does not

apply to the case, he would render “ The same is my God that I may glorify him,” in-

stead of “ This is my God and 1 will praise him.” It is obvious to what an extent the

sense is weakened by the dependent construction. Ewald and Dillmann are here under

the same condemnation as the Revisers.—Judg. 5 : 6, p. 502, note. “ DirPN should be
‘ caravans ' as in the margin.” So he can find there the rendering that he prefers. But

Ewald, Bertheau, Bachmann render as in the text of the Revision, and they do not

sanction his proposal to eject the same word from the next clause, because “ it makes

the line too long.”— v. 8. The substitution of ” new rulers ” for “ new gods ” D'ilSx

is neither necessary nor justifiable, though it has the sanction of Ewald and Bertheau.

“ The Revisers have transposed ‘ sing ye ’ from line 26 to line 24, destroying the em-

phasis.” It is only necessary to read ver. 10 in the Revision and as given by Dr. B. in

order to see whose rendering is to be preferred.—The change proposed in the Masso-

retic pointing of v. 13 is needless, as is shown by the American rendering, which is that

of Bachmann, and is more vigorous and poetic and corresponds better with the impera-

tives of ver. 12. “ The absence of the preposition before DJ? cannot be satisfactorily ex-

plained by the American Revisers.” The preposition is no more required by their view

of the passage than it is by that of the British Revisers, who follow Ewald and Bertheau.

“ The Revisers entirely ignore the change of tenses in v. 17, seq ., and translate the im-

perfect and perfect as if they were alike.” Dr. B. does precisely the same thing himself

in v. 6. And the distinction which he makes here, while warranted by the Hebrew
form, really adds nothing to the sense. “Why did he remain” and “Why was he

remaining ?” in this instance amount practically to the same thing.—His comment on

v. 19 is most extraordinary :

“ The Revisers insert
1 and ’ between the verbs, and destroy

the emphasis of these two Hebrew perfects, which are placed side by side without a

conjunction. The rendering of the Revisers would require a vav consec. of the imper-

fect for the second verb.” As if it made the slightest difference except in the smooth-

ness of the English whether we say “ The kings came, they fought,” or
1

1

The kings came

and fought. ” And it is the same with the cavils on vs. 25, 26.— He objects to “ ancient

river,” v. 21, but that is the meaning given by the best lexicons ; and even if another

sense is to be sought for this word, which occurs but this once, it does not follow that

it must mean “ encounters, battles.’ ’ Ewald, at least, thought not.— For ‘‘ curse bitterly,”

v. 23, he would translate ‘‘curse forever,” which is ambiguous. It most naturally

means “ pronounce a curse that shall last forever,” which has no advantage over the

Revisers’ rendering in expressing the emphasis where the infinitive follows the finite

form. If it means “ be forever cursing,” and he insists that this is the only possible

sense of such a combination, he is respectfully referred to Ewald’s Grammar, § 280, b.

The conjectural change of text in v. 30 is needless.
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symmetrical. Delitzsch, Psalms 1

II., p. 374, finds fifteen stanzas of

six lines each. Bertheau divides into three sections, each having three

stanzas of three verses each, in which the lines are disposed accord-

ing to the following scheme 9, 1 1, 9—9, 1 1, 9—9, 9, 1 1. Ewald nine

stanzas of nine lines each. Kdster eight stanzas of three or four

verses, combined into three sections, each of which is preceded by an

introductory verse. Bachmann eight stanzas of varying length. It

would be foreign to our present purpose to discuss the merits of

these several schemes. They cannot all be correct
;
and that of Dr.

B. is not so obviously and necessarily the true one as to justify the

positive air with which it is affirmed as unquestionable.

In regard to the parallelisms, there are in these ninety lines four

deviations from those given in the Revision. In vs. 2, 9 the Revisers

put Bless ye the Lord “ in separate lines destroying the rhythm”
;

so do Ewald and Bachmann : Bertheau agrees with Dr. B. In ver. 13
“ the lines should be reconstructed the Revisers here have Ewald,

Bachmann, and Bertheau all on their side. In vs. 15, 16, Dr. B. has

the sanction of Ewald in uniting two of the Revisers’ lines into one
;

Bachmann is with the Revisers
;
Bertheau and the traditional mode

of writing the song are with them in ver. 15, but with Dr. B. in ver.

16. In ver. 20 the Revisers are sustained by Ewald, Bachmann, and

Bertheau.

But ” the worst work of all
” ” is in the pentameters.” In Ps.

19: 1 1 — 1 4, where the Revisers ” have entirely misrepresented the

movement,” Delitzsch divides as Dr. B., so does Ewald 2
in ver. 13.

Hupfeld, Hitzig, and Ewald agree with the Revisers in vs. 11, 12.

Ewald 2 agrees with them in the arrangement of ver. 14, which Dr.

B. calls “ utterly perverse.” Hupfeld, Hitzig, and Ewald 1

agree more
nearly with them than with Dr. B. in vs. 13, 14. The division of

ver. 14 in the Revision was rendered necessary by a very proper re-

luctance to alter a familiar and favorite verse, in which the sense of

the original is admirably expressed, for the mere sake of conforming

the order of the words to that of the Hebrew. In Ps. no : 1-3

Ewald and Hitzig are with the Revisers
;
Hupfeld 1 with Dr. B., but

in the second edition, edited by Riehm, the latter declares himself on

the side of the Revisers.* Delitzsch breaks each of Dr. B.’s lines in

two, and puts the semicolon in its proper place. In Ps. 123 Hitzig

is with the Revisers
;
so are Hupfeld and Ewald, except in the last

line. Delitzsch is with Dr. B. In Isa. 38 : 10 the Revisers, “ in fol-

lowing the Massoretic accents, have mistaken the structure of the

pentameter”
;
Ewald, Delitzsch, and Hitzig have done the same.

* The American Appendix here accords with Dr. B. by placing the semicolon where

he does, but in my judgment makes a mistake in so doing.
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The Revisers are censured in Ps. 144 for making “ the last four

lines into five” (Hebraica for January, 1886). Hupfeld and Hitzig

do the same. Delitzsch agrees with Dr. B. in the number of

his lines, but divides them differently. Evvald divides as Dr. B.

The Revisers’ arrangement of Ps. 87 is substantially confirmed by

Ewald, Hitzig, and Delitzsch
;
and even Hupfeld, whom Dr. B. fol-

lows in his disregard of the accents and change of the text, does not

agree with him in the lines. Where such divergences, as

have been exhibited above, are to be found among the most

distinguished scholars, it might be reasonable to infer that

there is an element of uncertainty in the case, and a measure

of modesty and toleration might be expected in a critic. The
Revisers have not been servile copyists. They have used their

own independent judgment. But from first to last their decisions in

this matter are supported by the very best authorities in Germany
;

and the English Company included within itself the best authorities

in Great Britain. Dr. B.’s attention was called to this shortly after

the appearance of his article. He replied with a slur upon English

scholarship in this department, and added : ‘‘As for Hupfeld, Ewald,

and Delitzsch, Dr. Green is mistaken. The Revisers have not fol-

lowed them.” {The Evangelist for July 30, 1885.) Arraigning the

Revision for defective scholarship, where it is found in such com-

pany, as has already been shown in detail, simply because it does not

square with a theory of Hebrew verse, in which Dr. B. stands alone,

has in it a touch of the heroic. The allegation that the Revisers

have perhaps “ done more harm than good in their attempt to give

English readers an idea of Hebrew poetry ” (p. 507) betrays a mis-

conception of their aim in this whole matter, which was not to teach

the structure of Hebrew verse, but to direct attention to the parallel

or manifold expression of the thought, which often sheds much light

upon its meaning. In many of Dr. B.’s lines this would be lost

unless the caesura was indicated likewise, which would spoil the ap-

pearance of the page.

This whole matter, after all, is one of very inferior consequence,

and so much space would not have been devoted to it here but for

the great ado made over it for so slight cause. We pass to alleged

mistakes of translation. There are two conceptions of the work of

rendering from one language into another, that of the pedant and

that of the genuine translator. The outward form may be pressed

for the sake of giving precise equivalents to every word and inflec-

tion, however this may disregard the best usage of the language into

which the translation is made. Or the aim may be to give an exact

expression of the thought of the original and to transfer its true spirit,
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even though this should involve such modifications of form as the

ideas and usage of the two languages may severally require. The
most of Dr. B.’s strictures are based upon the former idea

;
though

he himself (Pres. Rev., p. 490,) censures the New Testament Re-

visers for “ their anxiety to give the literal rendering when they

ought to have paraphrased in order to give the essential meaning.”

Participles must always be translated by participles. Each verbal

form must have its peculiar rendering, no matter whether any added

force or clearness results, and no matter how awkward the sentence

becomes, or how far it departs from good English usage. The aim

of the Revisers has been to adhere to the form of the original as far

as is consistent with the proper genius of the English language, but

to make the adequate expression of the thought their main concern,

to which the form shall always be held subordinate. This is par-

ticularly the case in regard to the Hebrew tenses, which are based

on a peculiar conception of time, and are often used in a manner so

foreign to our usages and ideas that it is impossible to represent by
any translation all the niceties which they involve to a reader of the

original
;
and the attempt to reproduce these will only confuse and

perplex the reader without the slightest advantage. The case is

very different in the New Testament. The Greek is a language

kindred to our own, and its tenses and moods have their definite

equivalents among ourselves. The Greek conception of time is sub-

stantially identical with ours and admits of being exactly transferred.

But in many Hebrew passages, particularly in the Psalms, the tenses

are intermingled in a manner which imparts a vividness and vivacity

to the original that cannot possibly be transferred to an English ver-

sion by any manipulation of tense forms.

The Hebrew participle when denoting present time and used pred-

icatively, is properly expressed by the present tense of the verb in

English. This is the usage of our version, from which there was no

occasion to depart, and it corresponds in this respect with the prev-

alent style of the best writers. “He cometh .... is like ....
standeth,” etc., as aptly express the participles of Solomon’s Song

2 : 8, 9 as Dr. B. ’s “ is coming, ” “ is coming like,” which he acknowl-

edges to be paraphrastic, and ‘‘
is standing”

;
they are translated as

in the Revision by Delitzsch, Ewald, Dopke, Renan, Hengstenberg,

Umbreit, Meier, and I do not know by how many beside. “ Deep

calleth unto deep,” Ps. 42 : 7, is as accurate as Dr. B.’s ” is calling.”

Delitzsch, Hupfeld, Ewald, Hitzig, and the rest have " Fluth ruft

der Fluth.” And the contrast with the perfect ” are gone” in the

next line is as marked as with Dr. B.’s “ have gone,” which is foreign

to the idiom of our version. What advantage there would be in
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changing “The rulers take counsel together,’’ Ps. 2 : 2, to “do
take,’’ or, ver. 3,

“ Let us break their bands asunder and cast away

their cords from us,’’ to “ let us cast,’’ it is difficult to imagine. For
“ He that sitteth in the heavens,’’ ver. 4, Dr. B. would substitute

“ He that is enthroned in heaven,’’ and he remarks that this verb
“ has the pregnant meaning ‘ sit enthroned ’ frequently in the Old

Testament. The Revisers ignore it. ’’ God’s sitting in the heavens

can have no other meaning than his being enthroned there. In con-

nections where this is not so obvious it is expressed in the Revision,

as Ps. 9 : 7, 29 : 10 and in the margin of Ps. 22 : 3, 102 : 12. “ Yet

I have set my king,’’ ver. 6, Dr. B. says ought to be “ verily I even

I have set my king.’’ “ The pronoun is employed before the verb

and should be expressed in English by repeating the subject. The
vav that precedes is the vav of the oath or solemn assertion. It is

not ‘ but’ or ‘ yet,’ but rather ‘ yea’ or ‘ verily.’
’’ Neither Delitzsch,

Hupfeld, Hitzig, nor Ewald agree with Dr. B. in the sense imputed

to vav, nor in the repetition of the pronoun. The clause opposes

what God has done to what the rebellious nations are doing
;
and the

contrast suggested by the particle ‘ yet ’ (Germ, dock) throws an

emphasis upon the pronoun in English correspondent with that of

the Hebrew.

He objects that while most of the verbs in Ps. 23 are correctly ren-

dered as presents, the future is used in several instances, though “ the

Hebrew tense is the same.” But in ver. 6 the explicit reference to

the future makes this necessary. It is an incorrect use of language

to say with Prof. B., “ Surely goodness and mercy pursue me all the

days of my life, and my dwelling is in the house of Jahveh for

length of days.’’ Accordingly Delitzsch, Hitzig, and Ewald, who
use the present throughout the rest of the Psalm, employ the future

in one or both clauses of this verse. Inver. 1 for “ I shall not want
’’

he would render “ I want not.” Either is correct, but the former

seems preferable as more comprehensive
;

it really means “ I do not

and shall not want.” It represents, as Dr. B. correctly says, “a
present and abiding experience.” Hupfeld translates not only this

verse but the entire Psalm as future.*

*The incomparable rendering of this Psalm in the A. V. is retained unaltered in the

Revision. Where there is a possibility of misconception it is corrected in the margin.

Dr. B.’s substitution of “ me myself he restoreth” for “ he restoreth my soul” mistakes

the point of the emphasis. It does not mean “ me myself ” as distinguished from some
one else. It is ‘ my soul ’ in the familiar sense, in which this word is used throughout

the Old Testament, my conscious sentient being, my life, that is invigorated. Delitzsch,

Hitzig, Hupfeld, and Ewald all have “ Meine Seele.” The assertion that “ the Revisers

take 'fOBd (ver. 6) as the perfect with ) consec.” is entirely gratuitous. They give the

sense correctly upon any explanation of the form.
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It surely would be no improvement to change the vigorous and

exact rendering of Num. io : 35,
“ Rise up, O Lord, and let thine

enemies be scattered,” into that of Dr. B., ” that thine enemies may
be scattered.” The latter expresses purpose, to be sure, but the

former implies it equally well, and in addition declares the result.

That Moses said this not once merely but whenever the ark set for-

ward or rested, is so plain from the connection that it was unneces-

sary to indicate it further. Or is Dr. B. of the opinion that there is

a significance in the use of “ different tenses in vs. 35 and 36,” to

which he calls attention, and that the first formula was only used on

a single occasion when the ark set forward, while the other was re-

peated every time that it rested ?

Dr. B. says :
“ In Ps. go : 3-5* there are some strange mistakes of

tense. . . . Here imperfects and perfects are rendered as if they

were the same.” Delitzsch and Hengstenberg agree throughout

with the Revisers
;

and neither Ewald, Hitzig, Hupfeld nor any

respectable commentator, so far as I know, sanctions the manner in

which he “ ventures to render ” ver. 3. The assertion that the per-

fect is used to “ express a wish” in Solomon’s Song 2 : 3-6 perverts

the meaning entirely. He charges the Revisers with adopting an in-

correct rendering to sustain a particular theory of the Song, because

they give the word its natural and proper sense, whilst he is himself

in the very act of violating the clearest grammatical rules for the

sake of bringing the passage into harmony with a false theory of his

own. Of course he is here again in conflict with the best commen-
tators, and there are few besides Ewald who agree with him in sub-

stituting “ vineyard ” for “ banqueting house.” Ewald, Delitzsch,

and Maurer ignore “ the modal force ” of the cohortative in Prov.

8 : 3, 9 : 3 as well as the Revisers, and commit the same “ error”

that is charged upon them in Prov. 31 : 10. Ewald agrees with Dr.

B. in finding a final clause in Isa. 38 : 12, f but Delitzsch and Hitzig

do not.

The vav of the oath, which Dr. B. discovers in Amos 9 : 5, is an

* “ Yesterday, when it passeth,” is put in the margin as more exactly representing the

Hebrew tense, though “ yesterday when it is past ” is properly retained in the text.

The former might suggest to ordinary readers the contradiction in terms of yesterday

now passing and but partly gone
;
whereas the Hebrew properly means that having

reached its termination it is taking its flight. The German commentators are able to

use the present tense “ vergeht,” “ voriiber geht ” or “ schwindet,’’ because the asso-

ciation of the word is different.

f In Isa. 38 : 10 Dr. B. prefers “ I must go,” which would be a proper rendering.

It does not, however, differ in this case materially from “ I shall go.” Constraint is

implied in the very nature of the subject spoken of.
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unwarranted invention of Ewald. There is no proof in this passage

or in any other that vav is so used, and other commentators do not

admit it.
“ Toucheth the earth and it melteth ” suggests the same

relation in a more vigorous and less awkward form than Dr. B.’s

proposed correction, “ so that it doth melt.” He says that it is

altogether incorrect to give to the emphatic infinitive the force of
‘‘ surely,” and that it is wrong to say ” surely die,” Gen. 2:17,
where Dillmann has “ sicherlich sterben ” so Delitzsch

;

“ surely

seen,” Ex. 3 : 7, so Dillmann
;

” surely be put to death,” Ex. 21 : 12,

where Dillmann finds certainty expressed by the emphatic construc-

tion in contrast with ver. 29, which does not employ it. In Ps.

24 : 10 I fail to see the great difference between “ Who is this king

of glory?” and Dr. B.’s suggested improvement, “ Who is this, the

king of glory ?” except that the former is more smoothly and better

expressed. It is probable that the Revisers knew as well as Dr. B.

that the Hebrew pronoun does not agree directly with the following

noun.

In regard to the emphatic plural, which is the last specification in

this branch of the indictment, the Revisers have followed the com-

mon usage of the best translators in not accepting such paraphrastic

renderings as Dr. B. proposes. At the same time they have suffi-

ciently indicated the fact of such emphasis by putting the plural form

in the margin, though Dr. B. sneers at this as ” childish.”

The series of five articles by Rev. Messrs. Jennings and Lowe in

the Expositor (of London) entitled “ The Revised Version of the

Old Testament : a Critical Estimate,” is of a very different style

from the petty carping criticisms with which we have thus far had

to do. The tone is imperious, and the judgment on the whole un-

favorable ; heavy blows are dealt with a strong hand and a deter-

mined will. But there is an air of lofty scholarship, a manly grasp

of the questions at issue, a high conception of the task of the trans-

lator, an uncompromising application of the elevated standard which

is in the mind of the critics, together with an ungrudging appreciation

of what is meritorious in the Revision when tested by this standard,

and all expressed in terse, crisp sentences of pure classic English

which it is a delight to read. The demand is no longer for the pe-

dantic rendering of word for word, and the exact reproduction of each

form and inflection with the utmost literality, however cramped and

awkward the resulting translation may thus become, but for a free and

spirited rendering, which, embodying the latest and best results of

modern scholarship, shall express them in a forcible and vigorous man-
ner in clear, intelligible English, so that there shall be conveyed to

every reader, without any remaining ambiguity or obscurity, the full
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meaning of the original, and both the thought and the emotion of

the sacred writer shall find adequate expression. With the general

aim of these critics we most cordially concur, however we may differ

in our judgment of particulars and however we may dissent from

some of the principles upon which their estimate is based.

The first of these papers deals mainly with questions of text, the

succeeding four with those of translation. The censure of the second

is chiefly directed against what is alleged to be a too close adherence

to the Authorized Version in favorite passages which are often mis-

applied, and in archaisms
;
the third against a literality of rendering

which leads to obscurity
;
the fourth adherence to obsolete and inade-

quate renderings
;
the fifth an occasional want of sharp, decided,

and perspicuous renderings in confessedly obscure and doubtful pas-

sages. These are all illustrated by what are considered pertinent

examples.

The charge of “ servile literalism,” Expositor, pp. 279 ff.
,

is made
“ in connection with such words as ‘ soul ’ (=‘ desire’ or ‘ life,’

rarely the ‘ soul ’ of our religious idiom)
;

‘ heart ’ (= often the seat

of ‘ understanding ’ not of ‘ compassion ’)
;

‘ bowels ’ (= the seat

of * compassion ’)
;

‘ hand ’ (used where we should say
4

strength’

or ‘ assistance ’)
;

4

eye ’ (where we should say
4

glance ’). ” Ac-

cordingly it is claimed that
44
refreshing the spirit ” should be sub-

stituted, Ps. 19 : 7, for
44
restoring the soul

44
living creature,” as

Gen. 1 : 20, 24, for
44

living soul,” Gen. 2:7;
44
the wise is intellect-

ually righthanded,” Eccles. 10 : 2, for
44

a wise man’s heart is at his

right hand
44 my compassion is stirred on his behalf,” Jer. 31 : 20,

for
44 my bowels are troubled for him,” and generally there should

be
44
a clean sweep of this archaic pathology”

;

44
their prosperity

is not in their own power,” Job 21 : 16, for
44

is not in their hand
44
thou hast ravished my heart with a single glance,” Sol. Song 4 : 9,

for
44
with one of thine eyes,” etc., etc.

Complaint is also made of
44 Hebrew- English ” constructions, as

44
the chastisement of our peace,” Isa. 53 : 5, where

44
of course we

must render, the chastisement tending to our peace.” So it is urged

that
44
the oath of God,” Prov. 8 : 2, and

44
the oath of the Lord,”

1 Kin. 2 : 43, should be
44
the oath made to God ” or

44
to the Lord”;

44
the star of your god,” Amos 5 : 26, should be

44
your star-god

44
the zeal of thine house,” Ps. 69 : 19, should be

44
for thine house”;

44
the flock of the slaughter, ” Zech. 11 : 4, should be

44
flock destined

for the slaughter”
;

44
prisoners of hope,” Zech. 9 : 12, should be

44

prisoners who yet cherish hope,” etc., etc.

Further occasion of censure under this same head is found
44

in the

obscurity which hangs about so many noble passages. A free ren-
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dering or paraphrase was necessary
;
but the Revisers dared not

attempt it.” For ‘‘
I cannot away with iniquity and the solemn

meeting,” Isa. I : 13, it is proposed to read “ iniquity and solemn

assembly I cannot tolerate in conjunction.” Isa. 33 : 18, where

the A. V. has “ Thine heart shall meditate terror,” ” the R. V. is

better, ‘ Thine heart shall muse on the terror.’ But why not add
‘ of the past ’ ?” “ Call the Sabbath a delight and the holy of the

Lord honorable,” Isa. 58 : 13, should be ‘‘the holy [day] of the

Lord ”; “ the former desolations,” Isa. 61 : 4, should be “ what has

lain in desolation for years past”
;

“ the perpetual ruins,” Ps. 74 : 3,

should be “ the places permanently desolated,” or “ places long

desolated,” etc., etc.

No doubt greater perspicuity and elegance could often be attained

by paraphrase than by strict translation. But it is a debatable ques-

tion how far paraphrase is admissible or desirable in a popular ver-

sion of the Scriptures, where the form has its importance as well as

the thought to be expressed, and in which the words and phrases

objected to have grown familiar and are readily understood. It is

easy to see that there may be a loss as well as a gain in this direc-

tion. The Revisers have made occasional changes of this nature in

the Authorized Version where they seemed most necessary or desir-

able. But it is not to be expected that all would be satisfied with

the precise line at which they halted. On the one hand fault is found

with them for not adhering more strictly to the precise forms of the

Hebrew
;
and on the other hand for binding themselves to it too

slavishly. It is not unlikely, after all, that the majority of capable

and impartial judges may think that these conflicting censures neu-

tralize one another
;
and that the Revision is not far removed from

the proper mean between the two extremes.

In regard to alleged erroneous or inadequate renderings, one-half

of the substitutes proposed in the Expositor are already expressed in

the margin of the Revision, either in precisely the same terms or sub-

stantially. The critics of the Presbyterian Review and of the

Expositor ignore the margin and base their strictures on the text
;

while the critic of the London Quarterly Review (Oct., 1885) ignores

the text and assails the margin. They seem equally to forget that

margin and text alike belong to the Revision
;
and if the rendering to

which they give the preference is not found in the one but is found

in the other, the Revision is not to be censured as though it did not

contain it. It is there before the eyes of all readers, and they that

look can see it. The utmost that can be charged is that the Re-

visers have not in all cases graded the various possible renderings of

a passage precisely as their critics would have done, and they have
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sometimes given preponderance to one where their critics would have

laid chief stress upon another. This is not surprising, and in fact

could scarcely be avoided. In some instances there is a conflict of

opinion among the best scholars, and whichever was put in the

margin, good authority can be adduced and strong reasons urged to

show that it ought to have been admitted to the text. In other

instances that has nevertheless been put in the margin which the

present sentiment of scholars seems to favor
;
the reason for which is

that in difficult passages, not wholly free from doubt and obscurity,

the rendering that is now commonly preferred is sometimes not so

certainly correct that it could rightfully displace that which, in addi-

tion to its inherent claims, has from long currency and familiarity

acquired a certain right of possession.*

* The corrections proposed in the Expositor
,
articles 2d, 4th, and 5th, are simply a

substitution for the text of marginal renderings or their equivalents in the following

passages, viz.: Sol.’s Song 2 : 1 (where “rose of Sharon’’ is properly retained in the

text as more poetic in English, while botanic accuracy is unessential to the thought),

Isa. 35 : 5, Gen. 37 :3, Job 29 : 24, 39 : 24 ;
Ps. 25 : 17, 72 : 15, 73 : 25 ;

Prov. 12 : 27,

4 : 7, 23, 6 : 13, 8 : 36, 28 : 18 (except the paraphrastic form of the proposed correction,

in which the last word is not correctly rendered according to the best authorities) ; Isa.

1 : 27, 40 : 2, 42 : 19, 52 : 15, 53 : 8, 54 : ix, 59 : 18 ;
Amos 6 : 10 ; Ps. 75 : 3, 36 : 1,

127 : 2 ;
Ezek. 21 : 25 ;

Hab. 2:5; Mic. 6 : 9 (except the paraphrastic substitution of

“ hear ye the destined penalty ” for “ hear ye the rod ’’), Isa. 13:1; Ps. 27 : 10. The
Expositor

, p. 123, affirms that “striving after wind,” Eccles. 1 : 14, 17, “conveys no

sense to English ears.” It is of course unfamiliar. But it naturally denotes grasping after

what is empty and unsubstantial, is the rendering adopted by the best authorities, and

is the idea demanded by the connection in which it occurs as well as by the argument of

the book, which the proposed substitute, “ unprofitable thought,” certainly is not, though

it has at least the partial sanction of Fuerst in his Lexicon. The ambiguity of Job

19 : 27 is no greater than is necessary in a strict translation (the same is the case with

Prov. 21 : 28, Expos., p. 427) ;
while the sense preferred by the Expositor is more clearly

and forcibly stated in the margin than by the critics themselves. In the criticisms on

Ps. 104 : 4 (p. 125), the archaisms of Isa. 54 : 12, and Nah. 2 : 9 (p. 354), on Isa. 41 : 27

(p. 355), and the rendering of "ion (p. 431), the American company concur. In several

passages the substitutes proposed are incorrect, or, to say the least, of doubtful propriety,

while the renderings given in the Revision have the sanction of the best authorities.

This is the case in Gen. 45 : 24 (p. 347), where the Revision is supported by Knobel,

Keil, Dillmann, and Delitzsch, who says of the substitute proposed :
“ It yields a super-

fluous and wholly unsuitable thought.” So Prov. 10
: g, 11 : 21, 17 : 7, 6 : 30 ;

Isa. 5 : 30,

47 : 3 (where the substitute proposed, though good, is not favored by most commenta-

tors), 53 : 7 ;
Prov. 21:4; Ps. 40 : 15 (70 : 3) ; 77 : 10 ; the sense attributed to rH33

;

Ps. 55 : 18 ;
Sol.’s Song 4 : 3, 6

: 7. In Eccles. 6 : 10 there is no material difference

between the rendering in the Revision and that proposed as a substitute
;
in as far as

they differ the Revision is superior in accuracy.

The critics of the Expositor make themselves merry (p. 347) over the rendering in

Gen. 49 : 14, “a strong ass couching down between the sheepfolds,” which they affirm

“ is not a familiar spectacle,” and they propose to substitute “ couching in the midst of

the pen.” But the Hebrew has “ between,” not “ in the midst of ”
;
accordingly there

is no avoiding the conclusion that we have here the image of two sheepfolds or cattle-

pens with the ass reposing between them. The laugh goes for nothing
;
and there is no
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Here the question arises, Should the Authorized Version be de-

ferred to at all in making a revision? Rev. Messrs. Jennings and

Lowe say, No ! in the most decided manner, and rail at the rules and

incongruity in the case after all, and no occasion to abandon “ sheepfolds” for “ pens ”

or “ enclosures ” here or in Judg. 5 : 16 ; Ps. 68 : 13. Although “ makest all his bed,”

Ps. 41 : 3, probably does not express the Psalmist’s thought correctly, the proposed

substitute, “ wilt turn all his prostration,” is not very felicitous.

Few would think that anything was to be gained by heeding the proposal (p. 349) to

substitute “ no light matter” for
11
precious ” in Ps. 116 : 15,

“ Precious in the sight

of the Lord is the death of his saints”; or “swelling” or “surging waters” for

‘‘proud waters” in Ps. 124: 5 ; or ‘‘God that actest mysteriously” for ‘‘ God that

hidest thyself” in Isa. 45 : 15. For “ the chief of their strength,” Ps. 78 : 51, 105 : 36,

it is proposed to substitute “ the first begotten”
;
but if this is really the meaning, the

reader is put in the way of discovering it for himself, by placing before him in the mar-

gin all the evidence tending in that direction, viz. : that the Hebrew reads, “ the begin-

ning of their strength,” coupled with a reference to Deut. 21 : 17. In Prov. 6 : 34
“ Jealousy is the rage of a man ” is the correct translation, and is sufficiently intelligi-

ble
;
though it might of course be more elegantly expressed by a paraphrase. For

“ the whole duty of man,” Eccles. 12 : 13, it is proposed to substitute “ the whole busi-

ness of man,” and with equal propriety “ the whole welfare of man ” might have been

suggested. All that concerns man is really included, but no one word could express it.

The wide sweep of the original can easily be perceived by him who notes that “ duty

”

is in italic. To most readers “ whose breath is in his nostrils,” Isa. 2 : 22, as fitly ex-

presses human frailty as the proposed substitute, “ in whose nostrils is mere breath.”

“ Abhorred ” is the primary and proper sense of the verb used in Isa. 7 : 16 ;
Exod.

1 : 12 ;
the proposed substitute, ” dreaded,” is very commonly assigned to it in these

passages as a secondary sense
;
but it is after all inadequate, for the idea intended is a

loathing or detestation resulting from intense fear. The justice of the criticism on Isa.

41 : 26 is acknowledged
;

” right” would be better than “ righteous,” which is here

employed in an archaic sense, and does not so readily suggest the precise meaning to

the ordinary reader.

The substitute proposed for Ps. 90 : 4, ‘‘a thousand years, when past, are but as

yesterday,” agrees with the rendering of Hitzig and Hupfeld, though they give the

tense with greater exactness, “ for (or when) they pass away.” Even with this correc-

tion, however, it needlessly assumes an enallage of number, and has not commanded
the suffrages of commentators generally. After the admission in regard to Isa. 53,,

that “ the Revisers have dealt fairly well ” with this “ notoriously difficult ” passage, it

is added :
“ But what do they mean by their ‘ yet ’ in v. 12, ‘ Yet he bare the sin of

many ’ ”? They mean just what Ewald and Hitzig meant by ‘‘ dock'' and what

Delitzsch meant by saying that this clause is in opposition (aufhebender Gegensatz) to the

preceding. It is not of much consequence, whether in Zech. 10 : 12 we read with the

A. V. and Revision “ walk up and down ” or simply “ walk,” as the critics in the Ex-
positor propose, though the former gives fuller expression to the thought of the original

that whithersoever they go, in all the devious paths of life, they still walk in the name
of the Lord. It is alleged that in Isa. 36 : 10, 53 : 4 ;

Ps. 73 : 28, 75 : 3, 76 : 8 there is

the ” neglect of an emphasis distinctly marked in the original.” But it is not neces-

sary to follow slavishly the order of the Hebrew words for the sake of expressing an

emphasis, which can in all these cases be brought out sufficiently by the proper stress

of the voice on the words shown to be emphatic by the thought and the connection.

Prov. 27 : 16, “ his right hand encountereth oil,” and Ps. 73 : 10, “ therefore his people

return hither,” are certainly obscure. The meaning of the original is itself doubtful, and

no rendering could be made clear except by paraphrasing more than seems to be ad-

21
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limitations under which the Revisers acted as to the last degree un-

reasonable and wrong (the Expositor
, p. 277) :

“ The decree of the ‘ Revision Committee of Convocation ’ elevated the A. V.

during the period of the Revisers’ labors to the status of an Austrian Constitution. No
change was to be lawful till two thirds of the assembly voted for it. Passages were

thus discussed not on their own merits, but on the assumption that the A. V. was prob-

ably right. To this systematic prejudication we emphatically object. It was an

injustice to the Revisers themselves
;
and a greater injustice to the Hebrew authors.

“ The rights of conservative minorities may deserve recognition in politics, but in

questions of scholarship they have no place.”

This last clause reveals the mistaken point of view which has

biassed this judgment, and which has led to similar censures in other

quarters. The whole question is treated as though it were simply

one of “ scholarship,” and there was nothing else to be considered.

The standard of comparison is taken from classic authors. Every

thing is ruled out which would not be tolerated “ in a translation of

a stiff passage in ^Eschylus or Thucydides”
(
Expositor

, p. 125). In

putting a foreign classic into English, no competent scholar would

dream of simply revising some former translation, much less of

trammeling himself by association with a body of Revisers whose

decisions were to be rendered whether by a majority or a two thirds

vote and by whom he was liable to be overruled even when not con-

vinced. His one aim would be to reproduce the original author, as

he understands him, with exactness and perspicuity
;
and with this

aim he would not hesitate to resolve metaphors, to rid himself of

such encumbrances as an “ archaic pathology,” or to change the

form of expression by paraphrasing difficult and obscure passages to

whatever extent he deemed necessary in order to bring out his con-

ception of the meaning with clearness and force. The result of

this process necessarily is that foreign authors are rendered not

strictly as they are in themselves but as they are seen through the

eyes of some individual translator, who has unavoidably incorporated

more or less of himself in his work, and this in larger measure in pro-

missible in a translation. And it is by no means certain that the meaning attributed

to the second of these passages in the Expositor is the correct one.

If in Eccles. 7 : 28 "which” is referred to the immediately preceding noun as its

antecedent, there will be no occasion for asking, “ How could the Preacher have found

what he had not found?” nor for assuming an “ anomalous use” of the relative in order

to escape this imaginary self-contradiction. The same word is used for “ Noah’s ark"

and the " ark in the Temple,” though different terms are employed in Hebrew, because

an established English usage has attached this common name to both. “ Answered,”

Isa. 21
: 9, is a correct rendering

; it introduces a response not to something previously

said, but elicited by what had just been witnessed.

This completes, we believe, the entire list of renderings which are censured as faulty

and inadequate. And we cannot find that the charge has been sustained.
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portion to those very qualities which fit him for his task, his scholar-

ship, his enthusiasm, and his independence of judgment.

But if hEschylus, Thucydides, or Plato are warped in the transla-

tion, no great harm is done. It is a pure question of scholarship

after all, to which no further and more serious consequences are at-

tached
;
and scholars have their easy remedy in direct access to the

original and in the comparison of the results of others who have

discussed the same authors. In translating the Scriptures there is a

demand for the highest and best results of scholarship, that they may
be rendered into the vernacular with the utmost attainable accuracy.

But it is also of the greatest consequence that the individual opinions

of translators should not be imposed upon the Scriptures and suffered

to color or distort their genuine sense. And there is no way of

eliminating idiosyncrasies so effectual as by the combined action of

different minds. A single lens, of whatever material, will tinge the

object looked at by its own peculiar style of refraction. It is by

combining lenses of different refractive power that the proper cor-

rection is made and an achromatic effect secured.

The Authorized English Version is the product of all preceding

ages. It gathers up the fruit of all the study and thought bestowed

upon the Bible from the beginning. It embodies the best results of

antecedent versions from the Septuagint to that of Luther. It was

the last of a long series of revisions and improvements of the English

Bible and was elaborated by the best scholarship of the time. It is

incomparably the best popular version of the Bible ever prepared in

any language. It is accepted as the standard by all Protestant

bodies. It is the basis of all our religious literature. It is dear to

the heart of every lover of the word of God in English-speaking

lands, the recognized source of all religious life, and indissolubly

linked with the most sacred associations. It is our noblest English

classic, universally admired for the purity, simplicity, and dignity of

its diction and style. It is a most precious inheritance received from

our fathers. Its errors and blemishes are not to be defended or re-

tained. But if the attempt to purge these away were to open the

door for sweeping and uncalled-for alterations, the loss might be far

greater than any possible gain. The only thing that could be toler-

ated is resolutely to hold fast whatever in it is good while endeavor-

ing to correct whatever needs correction.

And how could this be done with better hope of success than by
the rules under which the late Revision Committee acted and which

were framed for this very purpose ? Reckless and inconsiderate

changes should not be allowed
;
and the best way to prevent this

was to order that no change whatever should be made, unless its
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necessity or importance was sufficiently obvious to command the

suffrages of two thirds of the Revisers. No human arrangements are

perfect. Some improvements may have been hindered by the ap-

plication of this rule. Probably no one of the Revisers themselves

was entirely satisfied with every decision made. And yet the aver-

age result thus reached was unquestionably wiser, safer, and better

than could have been achieved by the solitary labor of any one

member of the committee, however eminent for scholarship, good
taste, and sound judgment.

As the end sought in a translation of the Scriptures is not the

mere literary enjoyment of an author by men of cultured taste,

but the religious benefit of the great mass of readers, nice attempts

at reproducing a foreign idiom which could only be appreciated by
the scholar, but which would encumber the thought and prove a

source of embarrassment to ordinary readers, are out of place. At
the same time, as the Bible is the authoritative standard of faith,

with power to bind the conscience, its form is sacred as well as its

contents. It is not for the translator to usurp the function of the

expositor and commentator. It is not for him to make that definite

and precise which in the original is general and vague. Nor has

he the right, in phrases that are obscure and doubtful and have been

variously explained, to forsake the exact rendering and substitute a

free paraphrase which may convey merely his own thought. He is

to reproduce the inspired original with all possible fidelity. Ex-

planatory comments and homiletic applications may be left to others.

We now proceed to the third point in regard to which there ap-

pears to be some misapprehension even in friendly quarters, viz., the

original text, on which the Revision is and should be based. On this

point I remark, in the first place, that Dr. B. depreciates the Mas-

soretic text, both in respect to its antiquity and general correctness,

in the most extravagant manner, in a manner not justified by the

facts nor by the consensus of the best scholars. He says (PRES.

Rev., p. 494) :

“ The Massoretic text rests on the basis of late mss., the earliest of the tenth cen-

tury of our era, whereas the versions lead us back to a Hebrew text centuries earlier

than these MSS. Under such circumstances the versions are not merely subsidiary

sources, they antedate in their evidence the Massoretic text in our possession. The

Vulgate version was made in the fourth century by St. Jerome from Hebrew MSS.

which were at least six centuries earlier than the earliest Massoretic mss.
;

the Syriac

version was made in the second century from Hebrew mss. at least eight centuries

earlier than the St. Petersburg Codex
;
the LXX version was made in the second cen-

tury B.C., on the basis of MSS. twelve centuries before the St. Petersburg Codex
;

the LXX version is contained in the same great uncials tf, A B, which give us the

basis for our New Testament text
;
mss. not only antedating by many centuries the

mss. of the Hebrew text, but also antedating the beginning of the works of the Mas-
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soretes. Under such circumstances it is not at all correct to represent these ancient

versions as merely side-lights upon the Hebrew text. Moreover, the Samaritan Codex

of the Hebrew text is an independent manuscript authority, older than any Hebrew
mss. that the Massoretes have given us, and an independent witness of the first rank.”

If this language means anything to the purpose for which it is

employed, it means that there is no certain voucher of the present

so-called Massoretic text prior to the tenth century
;
that not only

the LXX but the Syriac and the Vulgate antedate it by several

centuries, and thus have greatly the advantage of it, in antiquity at

least, as authorities for the determination of the true text of the Old

Testament. And when Dr. Chambers interposes the suggestion

respecting various readings drawn from these versions, that, while

they are “well worthy of the scholar’s careful attention,’’ “there

was an element of uncertainty about them, which forbade the notion

of presenting them even as alternative readings in a book intended

for the people,’’ Dr. B. replies :

“ The position of Dr. Chambers is a strange position for a Christian scholar to take.

He seems to hold that the oracles of God were committed to the Jewish Massoretic

scholars of the Middle Ages.”

And Professor H. P. Smith, in the October number of the PRES.

Rev., p. 641, says of the Revisers :

“ The proper title of their Old Testament would be, ‘ The Mediaeval Jewish Edition

of the Old Testament, translated into English, with marginal corrections for some of its

errors.’ ” On p. 625 he concedes a higher antiquity to the Massoretic text :
“ The

most we can infer is that it has preserved for us with tolerable fidelity a manuscript of

the fourth or the third Christian century.”

There is no question among scholars of any critical school that the

present Massoretic text is in every substantial particular the text

possessed by Jerome, and to which he makes constant appeal as to

“ the Hebrew verity,’’ freely censuring the LXX and its child, the

old Latin Itala, for their numerous departures from it. These

created the necessity for Jerome’s own independent version, which

was made from the Hebrew, as we now have it, and interpreted

according to the sense required by the vowel points
;
though occa-

sionally he deviated from it contrary to his own better judgment and

followed the Greek because of the clamor raised about the changes

which he was introducing into the popular version. The oldest

Chaldee Targums, those of Onkelos and Jonathan, plainly follow

the Massoretic text. The Greek versions of the second Christian

century by Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion, which were used by

Origen in the preparation of his Hexapla and for the correction of

the LXX, deviate from the latter, in the direction of the Massoretic

text, and they owe their existence to the confessed variance of the

LXX from the Hebrew text then current. Passages in the Talmud,
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which were once supposed to indicate a variant Hebrew text at a

later period, must, as is now confessed, be interpreted differently

(Strack, Prolegomena, p. 66). Noldeke (Die Alttestamentliche Lit-

eratur, p. 241) attributes the definite fixing of the text of the Old

Testament to “ about the time of the birth of Christ,” and adds :

“ This text then fixed is now universally received and is yielded by all mss. so that

only faint traces of divergent readings occur in them. True, errors of copyists have

naturally crept in again, but by careful measures, though somewhat prolix, the Jewish

schools have always rendered possible the restoration of the correct text. It may be

maintained that, with the exception of quite isolated cases, the text then fixed can by

the application of these measures be recovered again, even to the smallest minutiae of

orthography."

Dr. Dillmann (Bibeltext d. A. T. in Herzog and Plitt’s Encyklo-

paedie, p. 387) says of the period immediately following the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem :

“ Now, when all Judaism was subjected to the strict rule of its rabbinical leaders, it

became possible to put an end to all divergences of text and to produce an exclusively

valid official text. This, too, did not take place suddenly ; several generations more
labored at it. The Greek versions of the second century A.D., viz., those of Aquila

and Theodotion, already have far fewer deviations from the Massoretic text. The
official Targums on the Law and the Prophets (Onkelos and Jonathan) completed in the

third and fourth century in Babylon have a text closely approximating the Massoretic
;

for it is a groundless assumption that the Jews at a much later time corrected their text

by the Targums. The Hebrew text of Origen and Jerome agrees with the Massoretic

far more exactly than any other of the Greeks. In the Talmud the consonant text

already appears as absolutely fixed, and so unalterable that variations could only be

appended as a Keri to the Kethibh. The fixing of the text, together with the remnants

of its critical apparatus, is already regarded as a work of remote antiquity, and referred

to a Halachah of Moses from Sinai."

Thenius ventured the remark that “ the Hebrew text, which lay

at the base of the translation of Jerome, is evidently derived from

that which the LXX had before them.” Wellhausen replies (Der

Text der Bucher Samuelis, p. 3) :

‘‘ The truth is, it agrees even to

minutiae with our Massoretic text, as the Codex Amiatinus proves.”

And Justus Olshausen, holding like extreme views of the faulty con-

dition of the received text and of the need of conjectural emendation,

expresses himself thus in relation to its antiquity (Die Psalmen,

p. 18) :

“ The comparison of all versions teaches us that the great majority of the faults and

blemishes now recognizable in the text existed in the copies on which they were based

precisely as to-day. We are thereby led to the assumption that there was very early, at

least in the first times of Christianity, a recension of the consonantal text which was

extremely similar to the Massoretic ;
and it must have had, at

L
least with the Palestine

Jews, an official character."

And Dr. W. Robertson Smith, in his “Old Testament in the

Jewish Church,” p. 69 :
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“ The text of the Hebrew Old Testament, which we now have, is the same as lay

before Jerome four hundred years after Christ ; the same as underlies certain transla-

tions into Chaldee called Targums, which were made in Babylon in the third century

after Christ
;
indeed the same text as was received by Jewish doctors of the second

century, when the Mishna was being formed, and when the Jewish proselyte Aquila

made his translation into Greek. I do not affirm that there were no various readings

in the copies of the second and even of the fourth century, but the variations were slight

and easily controlled, and such as would have occurred in mss. carefully transcribed

from one standard copy. The Jews, in fact, from the time when their national life was

extinguished and their whole soul concentrated upon the preservation of the monuments
of the past, devoted the most strict and punctilious attention to the exact transmission

of the received text, down to the smallest peculiarity of spelling, and even to certain

irregularities of writing.”

Our present text is traceable to the days of Jerome not only in its

consonants but its vowels. These last were unwritten, but their pro-

nunciation was traditionally fixed. Dr. Dillmann says on this point

(ibid., p. 390) :

” Jerome has a thoroughly certain tradition in respect to the reading of the text, ap-

peals to it as to an authority over against the Greek versions, and on the whole deviates

very little from the Massoretic reading, and this often probably only from yielding to

the Greek versions. In the Talmud, notwithstanding the lack of vowel-signs in the text,

the correct mode of reading is presupposed as known, fixed, certain and universally

approved. . . . It appears, consequently, that long before the close of this period (the

ante-Massoretic) the fixing of the reading of the text had already been effected, and in

so far the scholars of a former age were right in maintaining the pre-Massoretic origin

of the vocalization. This reading was, however, not yet fixed in writing, but only

taught and propagated orally.”

The Massoretic text was not the production of the Massoretes any

more than Calvinistic doctrine originated with the Genevan reformer.

The text, to which their name was given, was in existence long

before their time and was regarded as sacredly and unchangeably

fixed. They did not venture to modify in the slightest particular

what had been delivered to them by a steadfast tradition. They
simply sought by the most elaborate methods to secure its exact

transmission, both in its written form and in its oral pronunciation.

They aimed to accomplish the former by gathering and recording

the huge mass of critical notes and textual statistics which composes

the Massora. They aimed to accomplish the latter by a minute

notation of vowels and tones in a system of points attached to the

letters of the text. The written signs are an invention of the Mas-

soretes, but the pronunciation which they yield and which they were

invented to perpetuate had been the heritage of scholars through

preceding ages. Dr. Dillmann further says, (ibid., p. 395) :

“ The Jewish pronunciation of the Hebrew is therein reliably recorded in the purest

form that has been thus far preserved. The remarkable deviations in the pronuncia-

tion of Hebrew among the Greeks and in the Greek versions of the older time cannot

be used as a proof that the Massoretic pronunciation is arbitrary and unreliable, inas-
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much as that extra-Palestine pronunciation was impure and strongly inclined to Ara-

mean, and moreover the Hebrew was at one time pronounced differently in different

countries. As a whole it rests upon the most correct and purest tradition and verifies

itself as such by linguistic analysis.”

Of course the Massoretic vowel-points are not faultless, and are

open to correction where this is necessary and where there is good

reason for departing from them, but they record for us with marvel-

lous exactness and minuteness not a mediaeval but a very ancient

text. Noldeke says (Die Alttestamentliche Literatur, p. 242) :

“ Extremely valuable as this so-called punctuation is, as the reproduction of a fixed

ancient tradition of the schools, it cannot be decisive for us in every respect. . . .

But in spite of all this, this punctuation, carried out with an incredible pedantry and

containing much that is superfluous and unsuitable, is an invaluable means for the ex-

planation of the ancient writings. Yes, without it it would be scarcely possible for us

to gain more than a quite superficial understanding of them.”

Dr. B. tells us (Pres. Rev., p. 493), that “ the Ante-Nicene Church

knew nothing of a Massoretic text”
;
which simply shows that the

textual errors of the LXX, however multitudinous and serious in a

literary and critical point of view, did not, after all, materially affect

the integrity of Christian doctrine. But this is no reason why we
should revert to or restore them. He goes on to say, “ The Mas-

soretic text was not used by the Christian Church until the sixteenth

century.” And (p. 508),
” Christian scholars who use the Hebrew

Bible through the veil of the Massoretic accents and vowel-points,

see it with the eyes of the Jew and not with the eyes of the Christian.

There can be no true Christian Hebrew scholarship until this veil is

removed, and the unpointed text (the italics are Dr. B. ’s) is regarded

as the real text, and then it is enriched with the light cast upon it

by the most ancient versions and authorities.” These statements

may be judged by what has been shown above. The Massoretic

text, whether in its consonants or vowels, is not mediaeval. It is

no departure from Christian precedent and involves no adoption of

Judaic error to accept it as, on the whole, the best accredited and

most accurate form of the text of the Old Testament that has been

preserved to us. If that is Jewish, what was the Septuagint ? And
what, in fact, was every form of the original text from which any

Christian version has ever been made ?

My second remark on this general subject is that it is impossible

at the present time, by any aids within reach, to execute a thorough

revision of the text of the Old Testament. Such a thing has never

yet been attempted by any scholar or any body of scholars, for the

plain reason that it is simply impracticable in the present condition

of available critical materials. What persistent scholarship may be

able to accomplish hereafter in this direction, no one can now say.
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It is pushing its approaches vigorously from every direction, and the

problem which is now insoluble may one day become entirely man-

ageable. At any rate, after the preliminary work has been done and

thoroughly done, it will become apparent what can and what can-

not be effected, and with what ultimate result.

The sources to which we are to look for the correction of the

received Hebrew text are obviously manuscripts, the Massora, early

Jewish writings, particularly the Talmud, and ancient versions. But

not one of these sources is at present in a really available and trust-

worthy condition. An immense amount of preliminary work remains

to be done before the critical reconstruction of the text of the Old

Testament on a sure and solid basis can be begun. Extensive colla-

tions of MSS. were made by Kennicott, and, with greater accuracy

and on a larger scale, by De Rossi. The variations noted were un-

important, and the comparison has done little more than to establish

the fact that all known MSS. yield substantially the same text.

Other important MSS. have since been brought to light from Odessa

and elsewhere, without materially altering the general state of the

case. Professor Strack,* whose eminent critical labors entitle him

to speak with an authority upon the subject which few men possess,

complains that collation has thus far yielded only a confused wilder-

ness of unmanageable materials. A classification of MSS. must be

effected based on their several affinities, and they must be graduated

according to their respective worth, before there can be any scientific

handling of their various readings, any fair determination of the

proper resultant of all this testimony, which must proceed upon a

just estimate of the evidence instead of random guesswork, or mak-

ing up a verdict by simply counting the witnesses on each side

irrespective of their mutual independence or intrinsic worth.

The Massora, with its vast and heterogeneous congeries of textual

annotations, its enumerations of words and letters, its concordance

of particular words or combinations of words, or instances of peculiar

orthography or unusual vocalization or remarkable grammatical

forms, or words in given positions in the clause or verse, its memo-
rial phrases, etc., etc., affords a complete apparatus for the determina-

tion of the text as traditionally transmitted in its minutest particular.

But no complete edition of the Massora has ever been published.

Dr. Ginsburg is now bringing out for the first time, as the fruit of

many years of research, the Massora in a truly reliable form and one

that is satisfactory to those who are competent to judge. The first

serious attempt to produce a critical edition of the text on the basis

of the Massora is that of Baer, with the aid and superintendence of

* Prolegomena Critica in V. T. Heb. p. 33 ;
also in Zockler’s Handbuch, I., p. 178.
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Delitzsch. The several books thus far issued, while exhibiting a mul-

titude of corrections in minutiae, which can be appreciated only by
the Hebrew student, contain almost none that affect the translation

even in the slightest degree.

In one important matter Professor Strack* takes issue with Baer, as

well as with Lagarde, Olshausen and others. He contends that there

is not an absolute uniformity in the textual statements of the Mas-
sora, but that diversities of tradition are traceable, showing that

there was not, as critics now commonly assume, one standard codex
to which all deferred and from which all existing MSS. have been
derived. If a thorough sifting of the material now furnished in

authentic form by Dr. Ginsburg shall afford the means of definitively

settling this question, it will plainly have a very important bearing

on the future course of critical investigation. Whether non-con-

forming MSS. were authoritatively suppressed, or simply fell into

neglect or disuse, or whether the standard copy was the lucky sur-

vivor of some great catastrophe which destroyed all others, become
irrelevant and unmeaning inquiries, if the presupposition on which

they are based turns out to be a mistake.

In order to the use of the Talmud for purposes of criticism a criti-

cal edition of the Talmud itself is necessary. See Strack, “ Prolego-

mena,” p. in.

And finally, the text of the early versions is very far from being in

a satisfactory condition. The oldest of all, and the one which would

therefore be the most serviceable, if only the text from which it was

made could be reconstructed, is the LXX. But the divergence in

its MSS. has been proverbial from the earliest times. It was such,

Origen complains in his day, as to be destructive of all certainty in

quoting Scripture
;
and every different MS. had a different text.

He spent twenty years of his life in compiling his Hexapla, with a

view to its correction not so much with a critical design as to enhance

its value for polemical and exegetical purposes. As a result he in-

creased the confusion which he sought to remedy. Lucian revised

the text in Syria, Hesychius in Egypt. The text was blended with

that of the other Greek versions
;

it was modified for the sake of

conforming it to the Hebrew. The consequence is that the MSS.

present a confused medley, or, to use the words of Wellhausen, " ein

entsetzlicher Wirrwarr, ” Bleek 4

, p. 590. It is out of this seemingly

hopeless tangle that scholars are patiently struggling to educe the

primitive text of the LXX translators, which is, of course, the indis-

pensable condition of reaching the Hebrew as it lay before them.

Tischendorf sought, by the republication and comparison of the most

* “ Prolegomena,” p. 43. Zockler’s Handbuch. pp. 177, 178.
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ancient and valuable codices and by successive critical editions, to

work his way toward a consummation so much desired. Wellhausen

speaks thus contemptuously of his critical labors in this field (Bleek
4

,

P- 593) :

“ Tischendorf understood nothing of the Hebrew Old Testament and consequently

nothing of the Greek ; and if those who know just as much about the matter believe

his assertion that he has been of far greater service in regard to the LXX than the

Oxford edition, this is ridiculous. Lagarde, the chief authority in this department,

denies him all critical merit.”

Lagarde has been for forty years* working by an entirely different

method. A simple reliance on MS. testimony, he is convinced,

will not reach the case. He selects his readings by internal rather

than external evidence. The readiness with which a clause or pas-

sage can be reconverted into Hebrew is the proof that it was origi-

nally translated from the Hebrew, and is not the error of some Greek

scribe Of two readings, a free rendering is preferred to one that is

slavishly literal, and that which departs from the Massoretic text

to one that coincides with it. Thus he hopes to eliminate what has

been borrowed from the later Greek versions. The method is in-

genious and plausible. But the grounds are largely subjective and

require consummate skill and tact in their application. Thus far the

Pentateuch and historical books have appeared. When the rest is

finished, it may be hoped that the text of the LXX will be substan-

tially settled
;
so far at least as it can be settled on these principles

and by this method. Lagardef says as to the use of the LXX in

criticism :

“ The LXX can only be applied in its original form to the criticism of our Masso-

retic recension. If we would satisfy ourselves about the Hebrew text, we must first

find the primitive form of the Greek version. Before this is obtained, the Egyptian

recension cannot be used to control the Palestine.”

Berliner has recently published a critical edition of the Targums
of Onkelos and Jonathan. Critical editions of the Syriac Peshitto

and of Jerome’s Latin version are still desiderata.

* Rev. Messrs. Jennings and Lowe (the Expositor for July, 1885, p. 61) give their

conception of the burdens which should have been assumed by the Revisers :
“ Why,

we ask here, did not some of the company work out a scholarly recension of the LXX,
with a full account of the state of each book ? It is not likely we shall ever have better

material
;
the occasion was suitable

;
and the men were not wanting.” And then, we

suppose, a similar service should be performed for the Syriac Peshitto, and for Jerome’s

Latin version. And after that has been accomplished to the satisfaction of the learned

world, they would still have to address themselves to the task of applying these ma-

terials to the production of a correct Hebrew text. And then they may begin the work
of revising the Authorized Version on this basis.

f
“ Anmerkungen zur Griechischen Uebersetzung der Proverbien,” p. 2. Lagarde’s

immediate aim is to reproduce one of the early revisions of the LXX as a stepping-

stone to the ultimate restoration of the primitive form of the version itself.
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What has now been recited relates merely to the preliminaries, the

indispensable prerequisites of the critic’s work. As Lagarde says

(ibid., p. 3) :
“ The real labor begins where that of collation ends.

Draymen are not architects, though architects make use of dray-

men.” Collections of various readings do not end the task of ob-

taining a correct text
;
they do not certainly ensure its accomplish-

ment. Learning and tact and patient toil coupled with the discov-

ery of the true principles of selection and the right application of

them, can alone achieve the result.

Any expectation that the Old Testament Revisers would under-

take the correction of the text in the same manner as was done in

the New Testament, was altogether unreasonable. There is no par-

allel between the cases. In the New Testament there was an ample

critical apparatus ready to their hand. The testimony of all critical

authorities of any importance had been gathered and sifted, and the

relative value of each accurately determined. Critical texts had been

elaborated by successive scholars, accompanied by a detailed exhibi-

tion throughout of the evidence on which they severally rested.

The whole ground had been canvassed again and again. Princi-

ples and methods had been thoroughly discussed and practically ap-

plied. There is not a word or a syllable from Matthew to Revela-

tion in regard to which the precise state of the evidence was not

known and tabulated. In the Old Testament no such apparatus

exists
;
and the conditions are so different that the principles and

methods applicable to the one cannot be transferred to the other.

Under these circumstances the demand upon the Revisers (PRES.

Rev., pp. 496, 497, the Evangelist for June 25 and July 30)* that

they should themselves produce an adequate apparatus, that they

should institute a collation of MSS. or apply themselves to the col-

lecting of materials, is simply and utterly preposterous.

My third remark on the general subject of the text is that the

rules or principles explicitly proposed or implicitly assumed by the

critics of the Revision are fallacious
;
and that the specific corrections

which they censure the Revisers for not having made are in many

* Dr. B. says that he has “ examined a number of passages of the St. Petersburg

Codex” and is “ surprised to find no evidence of its use by the Revisers. Some of its

readings are clearly better than the common text, but they have not been regarded.”

He has been repeatedly called upon to state what these improved readings are
;
and

the proof has been exhibited that Professor Strack’s collation of Isaiah in this MS., while

yielding a multitude of minute variations in vowels and accents, has brought to light

nothing affecting the sense which the Revisers have disregarded. This is now further

confirmed by Dr. B.’s deliverance in the Hebraica for Jan. 1886. If he has nothing

better to adduce than is exhibited there, his readers must be involuntarily reminded of

the old fable of the mountain and the mouse.
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instances no corrections at all, while in other cases they are not so

undisputed or free from doubt or suspicion as to justify their intro

duction into a version designed for popular use. It is, of course

freely conceded that the impossibility of thoroughly revising the Old

Testament text at the present time does not preclude its correction in

individual passages, where the necessity and propriety of so doing is

clear. Have the Revisers been negligent of their duty in this re-

spect ? Let us see.

Dr. B. proposes a tangible canon of criticism (Pres. Rev., p. 495)

:

“ When we have the Samaritan Codex, the Septuagint, Peshitto and

Vulgate versions agreeing over against the Massoretic text. . .

we have evidence superior in weight to the Massoretic text.” And
he illustrates his canon (p. 514) by

“ an omission from the Hebrew unpointed text, which should be supplied in the text

of Gen. iv. 8. The English Revisers give it in the margin :
‘ Many ancient authorities

have “ said unto Abel his brother, Let us go into the field.” ’ These ancient authori-

ties embrace the LXX, Samaritan Hebrew MS., Itala, Vulgate, Peshitto, Targum
of Jerusalem, and are endorsed by a great number of critical scholars. It is sup-

ported by intrinsic probability. Rather than render, 'and Cain said unto his brother,’

as we have constantly ‘ Jahveh said unto Cain,’ and ‘ Cain said unto Jahveh,’ in every

case giving what was said
;
they turn from the natural and proper rendering, and per-

vert it into ‘ told Abel his brother,’ in order to obscure the difficulty. But it does not

remove it. What did Cain tell his brother ? The English Revisers give us the answer

in the margin. But the American Revisers would even deprive us of this light, and

leave us in the darkness of the Massoretic text.”

Professor Smith follows in the same line (Pres. Rev., p. 644) :

“The inserted clause is sustained by LXX, Sam., Syr., Vulg. and the Jerusalem

Targums—almost unparalleled strength of external testimony. The internal testimony

(as pointed out by Dr. Briggs) is in the same direction.” And, p. 643 :
“ Where the

internal evidence is not conclusive, but the LXX, Syriac, and Vulgate are united (or

any two of them) against the M. T., their reading should be preferred.”

Dr. B.’s canon has enough of superficial plausibility about it to

make it attractive at first sight. It was in vogue to some extent at

one time, but more exact investigations have consigned it to the

realm of “ antiquated scholarship”
;
and even the American Revisers

would seem to have had intelligence enough for once to shake it off.

Field’s Hexapla, I., p. 18, will show us the state of the evidence as to

the verse in question. Origen prefixed an obelus to the words ” Let

us go into the field ” in the LXX, to indicate their absence from the

Hebrew. It is explicitly stated that these words were not in the

Hebrew, nor in Aquila, nor in any other of the Greek versions, but

only in the Samaritan
;
and their insertion in the LXX is traced to

an apocryphal source. They are in the Itala, because that was trans-

lated from the LXX
;

it has therefore no independent weight. Their

presence in the Vulgate is due to a corruption of the text. That
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Jerome did not insert them, but translated as the Revisers have done,

is plain from his express language :
“ What the Lord had just spoken

is here understood
;

4

Let us go into the field,’ as found in the Sa-

maritan and LXX, is superfluous.” No one ' attributes any critical

value to the paraphrastic and legendary Jerusalem Targum
;
Onkelos

agrees with the Massoretic text. Gesenius, while exploding for-

ever the claims of the Samaritan Pentateuch as a critical authority,

thought that he detected
44

four grains of gold in this heap of rub-

bish” (Pent. Sam., p. 62), one of which was the addition in the pas-

sage before us. It is not strange, however, that subsequent scholars

have been of a different mind, and that Gesenius himself altered his

opinion afterward. Dillmann, while .inclining to follow Gesenius

in the first edition of his commentary, gives it up in the second and

adopts Bottcher’s conjecture of "iqizh for “laxT Delitzsch, how-

ever, Keil, Tuch, Drechsler, and Baumgarten affirm the integrity of

the Massoretic text, but regard it as elliptical and to be supplied

either from what • precedes, as Ex. 19 : 25, or from what follows, as

Gen. 3 : 22, Josh. 9 : 21, Jon. 2:11, 2 Chron. 1 : 2, 32 : 24. Boeh-

mer and Merx do not even admit an ellipsis, the latter adopting

substantially the rendering of the Authorized Version (Schenkel’s
44
Bibel Lexicon,” I., p. 6).

The estimate which Wellhausen puts upon critical arguments

drawn from the concurrence of the Vulgate with the LXX will ap-

pear from his strictures upon Thenius (Text Samuel, pp. 2, 3) :

“ He trusts to an old Basle edition, and takes for granted that it agrees accurately

with the version of Jerome. In no one of the extremely numerous passages, particu-

lar!}' in the Books of Samuel, in which the Vulgate has a text differing from the Masso-

retic and agreeing with the LXX, does the thought which is not very remote appear

to occur to him that a passage from the Itala may in the course of time have slipped

into the work of Jerome.” “ How illusive well nigh all (so gut wie alle) critical results

are, for which we are indebted to this comparison of the Vulgate, now appears incon-

trovertilly from Vercellone’s Collection of its various readings. But that the more

considerable and extensive deviations of the Vulgate are not independent coincidences

with the LXX, and are not to be directly referred to a Hebrew original, was certain

long before we had the documentary proof in our hands that they did not even go back

to Jeroms.”

And we have besides already seen that in the common judgment

of scholars the Hebrew text possessed by Jerome was in every es-

sential particular identical with the Massoretic. The numerous coin-

cidences of the Syriac Peshitto with the LXX are due, according to

Strack (Zdckler’s Handbuch, p. 184) partly to the direct use of the

latter by its translators, partly to its being subsequently altered into

further conformity with it.
44 Only rarely can a text deviating from

the Massoretic have been before the authors of these two versions.”

See also to the same effect, Schrader in his edition of De Wette’s
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Einleitung, p. 132. The fallacy of Dr. B. ’s canon is obvious. Where
the Vulgate and the Syriac agree with the LXX against the Masso-

retic text, the correspondence is traceable not to their being alike

derived from a divergent Hebrew text, but to the direct influence of

the LXX itself upon the other versions.

Most of the critics of the Revision, however, rest their case not

upon the combined testimony of several versions, but upon the single

authority of the LXX. They examine passages in which the LXX
departs from the Massoretic text, and decide, on the sole ground of

the internal evidence, which reading is to be preferred. This method

of procedure must obviously be conducted with the utmost caution

and skill, if it is to lead to trustworthy results. That which suits the

caprice of the critic, pleases his taste or commends itself to his judg-

ment, as what he would have written under the circumstances, need

not always be what the original author actually did write. It is

very easy to fall into the mistake of manufacturing a text, while pro-

fessing to restore it. This, however, does not deter every news-

paper scribbler, who can place the two texts side by side, from freely

suggesting corrections which the Revisers ought to have made, as

though he were beyond the possibility of blundering himself.

This whole process further assumes the precise equivalence of the

two texts in point of authority
;
that the critical judgment is at an

equipoise between them in the general and on the whole, so that a

slight weight thrown in on one side or the other from internal con-

siderations in particular places will incline the balance accordingly.

This Wellhausen explicitly affirms, and it lies at the basis of his at-

tempted settlement of the text of Samuel. It is a position, however,

which has never yet been proved. It does not correspond with the

judgment of the great majority of the best critics. The general

mind of the most careful scholars is voiced by Dillmann (Bibeltext

d. A. T., Herzog und Plitt, Encyk. II., p. 388) :
“ Their text (the

Massoretic) is beyond comparison the best and most accredited,

though not absolutely correct.” This being the case, the proof

which sets its readings aside in favor of those of another, text not so

well attested, must be correspondingly strong. Unless there be

some evidence of corruption in the Massoretic text itself, it is clearly

on general grounds entitled to the preference.

It should inspire additional caution in the use of the LXX for

the correction of the Massoretic text, that a twofold process of

translation is involved, in each of which there is a fresh liability to

error. It presents us with the text not in its original form, but as

translated out of Hebrew into Greek, from which it must be trans-

lated back again in order to obtain the text which the translators had
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before them. It is not to be assumed that every divergence of the

LXX from the Hebrew, as vve now have it, indicates a difference in

the Hebrew text from which it was made. Wellhausen says (Text

Samuel, p. i) :

“ Even distinguished scholars have often regarded errors in the copies of the LXX
as original peculiarities of its primary source, and drawn conclusions from them as to

the Hebrew base of the old version. . . . The more thoroughgoing and systematic the

manner in which the LXX is adduced for comparison and used as a critical aid, the

more baleful are the consequences of the uncritical use of its received text.”

And Dr. W. Robertson Smith remarks (O. Test, in the Jewish

Church, p. 103) :

“ Even if we possessed the Septuagint in its original form, it would be necessary to

use it with great caution as an instrument of textual criticism. ... In the present day

it is an affair of the most delicate scholarship to make profitable use of the Alexandrian

version for the confirmation or emendation of the Hebrew.”

In undertaking the correction of the Massoretic text by the aid of

the LXX, the first thing to be ascertained in any given case is, in

the language of Professor Strack, whether the Hebrew is in that pas-

sage “ really corrupt.” There is no more fruitful cause of error in

criticism than undertaking to amend where there is no occasion for

emendation. Professor Smith (Presbyterian Review, p. 628) ap-

peals to the numerous discrepant forms of proper names. Some of

these are doubtless due to the errors of scribes, who have transposed

or omitted letters or confounded those of like shape or sound
;

though a large proportion of those which he traces to this source

may be readily explained as different forms in current use, or a

variant orthography, or changes resulting from the lapse of time.*

But to whatever source they are attributable, the Revision dealt

with them in the only proper method. The form as found in the

Hebrew is regularly retained in the text, with a reference to the

alternate form in the margin, with this exception : that to avoid

confusion familiar names are always put in the text in their standard

form, and any variations in the Hebrew are noted in the margin.

All the facts are thus laid before the English reader which are in the

possession of the student of the original
;
and the one can draw his

inferences as well as the other.

Professor Smith deduces from these instances the conclusion that

the Massoretic text in general is seriously corrupt
;
but this is quite

unwarranted. For, as has been explained already, the majority of

these variations are not textual errors
;
and besides, errors are par-

ticularly liable to arise in unfamiliar names, so that no inference can

be drawn from them discrediting other parts of the text.

* These sources of variation might all be abundantly illustrated from proper names

in English. In how many different ways has “ Shakespeare” been written ?
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Reference, however, is made to the parallel sections of the Old

Testament and their divergent readings adduced as so many textual

errors, witnessing to a most unreliable condition of the existing

Hebrew text. Thus in regard to the noted parallel of 2 Sam. 22 and

Ps. 18, Prof. S. tells us, p. 631 :

“ We have two copies of exactly the same original, and all the differences result from

the process of transmission. Of each pair of variant readings, one only can be right,

the other must be wrong.” Of any other view of the case, he says : ‘‘I cannot

assert that the supposition is impossible. But all the evidence is against it.”

Rev. Messrs. Jennings and Lowe express themselves more guard-

edly (Expositor , p. 66) :

“ Comparing 2 Sam. 22 and the Psalter’s recension of the same poem, we find

the following suggestive divergences— XYl ‘and was seen,’ XYl ‘and did fly;’

D’D rntyn ‘gathering of waters,’ q’q rotyn ‘darkness of waters;’ Q’ ‘sea,’ Q'n
‘ waters

;
’ on Ifl’l

‘ and guideth in his way,’ ’3"n |m ’ and maketh my way
;

’

DpIK ‘stamp them,’ op’ltf ‘cast them out;’ ’amiyn ‘hast kept me,’ ’an’tyn ‘hast

made me.’ It is far out of our province to reconstruct the original text of this poem
;

we only point out that in all the cases we have cited one of the two variants is certainly

wrong. . . . The variations of Pss. 14 and 53, on the other hand, may be considered for

the most part intentional.”

Here and in all similar cases the Revisers have done the only proper

thing. They have translated each text as it stood, so far as this was

possible, making no correction except where, as in 2 Sam. 22 : 27,

46, the sense manifestly required it. The reader thus has both texts

fully before him without alteration or mutilation, and can compare

them for himself. This Messrs. Jennings and Lowe acknowledge.

“ The Revisers were, perhaps, justified in leaving such passages uncorrected. The
duplicates can be compared; a good sense is given in each case.”

It is obvious upon a simple inspection that the variations in the title

and in the first two verses of this Psalm have been made intentionally,

and that they cannot possibly be imputed to a slip in transcription.*

* A comparison of the texts of Ps. 18 and 2 Sam. 22 shows the following differ-

ences : 2 Sam. omits the technical title (comp. Ps. 36) -pi
1

? niiT YJpS ITfJD
1

?.

and changes “ who spake” to “ And David spake,” in order to have a suitable (begin-

ning. It omits ver. 2 (the numbers here used are those of the Hebrew text), and bal-

ances the omission by adding a new clause at the end of ver. 3. Minor omissions,

which modify the form without impairing the sense, ate X13P V before him came, 7 ;

nnD his hiding-place, 12
;

3-) manifold, 15 ; ’aijton •p’D’l a°d thy right hand hath

holden me up, 36. A repetition not superfluous but emphatic 0^73x1 and I have con-

sumed them, 39 ; a fuller form of expression to emphasize the pronoun ’b ’tabaD
“ my

deliverer, even mine” for 'tabaD-

Changes are made affecting the sense, which cannot have been mere slips of the pen :

HJDD “
11DN “ did not depart from them” for ’an YDK I put not awaY (his statutes)

from me, 23 ; ’333 “ my cleanness” for i-p 333 the cleanness of my hands, 25 ; pixi for

nnx-’a (dropping the emphatic pronoun), 28 ; b’atyn D’DVby I’a’JU
“ thine eyes are

upon the haughty that thou mayest bring them down” for b’asyn P 1D1 D’J'Jl haughty

22
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This favors the assumption, that the other significant changes were

for the most part, if not altogether, intentional likewise. And there

is much in the character of the changes themselves to recommend

eyes thou wilt bring down, 28 ; niH' ’VJ ni7t< “thou art my lamp, O Jehovah’’ for

'"U TXD nnx thou wilt light my lamp, 29 ; S'n 'JIUD “ my strong fortress" for

Vn '.TUiOn “ that girdeth me with strength,’ ’ 33 ;

“ destroyed them” for Qj'jyxi

overtake them, 38
;
palp’ “rise" for pip i^2' be able to rise, 39; tyxiS ’J2!2tyn

“ kept me to be the head ” for tyjob 'J0'£y/7 made me the head, 44 ; -p201 “ bringeth

down” for 13m (a word unusual in this sense) subdueth, 48 ; 'N'i'101
“ bringeth me

forth” for '£0820
“ rescueth me,” 49.

Changes for the sake of conformity of expression : rp “ hand’’ for -p, because tp

precedes
: xipX “ called ” for “ cried,” because sopK precedes, 7 ; 'nSx “ my

God” dropped after niTT “Jehovah” and niiT inserted in the preceding clause, 29 ;

'1^*720 “ save,” as in the preceding clause, for mSlI “ besides,” 32 ; ny “ rock” in-

serted as in the preceding clause, 47, comp. ver. 3, where this identical construction is

introduced.

Changes for more perfect parallelism: '73^3 “waves” of death (a combination

which occurs nowhere else, but here adopted as a parallel to 'Sru floods) for '833 cords

(comp. ver. 6, Ps. 116 : 3) ; D'Ot^n the foundations of “heaven” (an expression used

here only as parallel to piNn the earth) for mountains (comp. Deut. 32 : 22) ; ’
“ sea ” (parallel to world) for Q'n waters, 16

;
pix “ earth ” for nn-,

J2
-l

7Jf
before

the wind (“ the dust of the earth,” parallel to “ the mire of the streets”), 43 ; DJ’pIN Dp7X
for op'ix (“ stamp them,” parallel to “ beat, them small” and “ spread them abroad ”

is added as a variation from “ cast them out”).

Changes to relieve a bold and difficult construction : nj>3 substituted for

1 Y73 1123,’ V3Jb x 3> thus creating a correspondence with ver. 9 ; tyx
_,t

7nj1 212 omitted,

14, since after the preceding change had been made it no longer corresponded with

ver. 13.

Change of the word for God : 'nSx God of (used to express the altered construction)

for 'Ss my God, 3 ;

*

7R (to correspond with SttH, vers. 31, 33) for ni*7K. 32 -

Changes in the sense by the alteration of a single letter : ^72 ” was seen” for XT1
flew swiftly, 11 ; rntyn “ gathering” for rotyn darkness, 12 ; -q-n “ guideth’’ for jjyi

maketh, 33 ; 1322 (Ch’thibh) “ his way” for '372 m y way (with which the K’ri agrees),

33 I V*7 J7 (Ch’thibh) “ his feet” for my feet (with which the K’ri agrees), 34 ;

“ looked” for
7jnty cried, 42. The suspicion of an accidental alteration might seem

plausible here
;
but the numerous instances of like character, in which the variation is

obviously intentional, make it extremely doubtful whether this is the true solution.

Habakkuk 1 : 8, “ His horses are swifter than leopards,” is, Jer. 4 : 13, by the change of

a single letter, transformed into “ his horses are swifter than eagles and “ evening

wolves” by a slight change, Jer. 5 : 6, to “ wolf of the deserts.” Upon which Delitzsch

remarks, Habakkuk, p. 13 :
“ It is a peculiarity of Jeremiah to transform the figures and

expressions of his predecessors by a slight change in the letters,” etc. He adds several

illustrations from Jeremiah and other parts of the Old Testament. And many more

examples are given by Kueper, Jeremias librorum sacrorum Interpres atque Vindex,

pp. xiv., xv., who says :
“ Illud maxime notatu dignum est, loci principis verbo aliud,

pronunciatione et litterarum alphabeti prisci forma propinquum, sensu vel accurate

congruum vel parum diversum, substituti solere.”

Clauses are transposed, 45 ;
words transposed (to bring nii2' next to the pronoun re-

ferring to it), 50; letters transposed, 17 JI3
' “ gird ’’ for U 712 ' “tremble, ” 46. The

last is probably a clerical error, and is so treated in the Revision, though it is possible

to understand it as a pregnant construction, “ gird themselves (and come) out of," etc.

Changes in prepositions and other particles m for 3 thundered from (in) heaven, 14 ;
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this assumption and nothing to contradict it. Olshausen traces all

the variant texts of duplicate passages in the Old Testament to in-

tentional alterations. He says, Psalmen, p. 20 :

“ These parallel passages, even when they are of but small compass, regularly show

a certain number, and often a very great number of deviations from one another, which

cannot possibly have been occasioned by the bare negligence of copyists, by accidental

injury to the manuscripts, or similar causes. The mutual relation of the variant read-

ings plainly shows, on the contrary, that prevailingly it is only a free-handling with an

innocent design, which has given rise to them
;
a slight variation in the form was pre-

ferred by which the essence of the matter, its real substance, was but little or not at all

affected. To be sure, there are cases of which a somewhat different judgment must

be formed, but their number is extremely small
;
and that casual circumstances may

also have contributed here and there to increase the divergence is a matter of course.”

The able argument of Hengstenberg to establish the same point,

Psalmen I., p. 375, is too long to be repeated here
;
but his quotation,

p. 277, from Venema in relation to Pss. 14 and 53 is equally applic-

able to the case before us : variatio nulla contigit, quas sensum non

fundat in utroque Ps. egregium et scopo congruum.

It is foreign to our present purpose to enter into the interminable

question of the relation of these texts to one another. We shall not

inquire whether both editions were issued by the author himself,

whether one is the priestly and one the popular recension, whether

with Delitzsch the priority is to be accorded to the former or with

Bottcher to the latter, or what is to be thought of the multitudinous

hypotheses on the subject framed by different critics to suit them-

selves. It is enough that we here possess two authorized editions

of the Psalm, which were already in circulation at the time of the

earliest witness that it is possible to summon. These texts were in

their present form, according to Olshausen, when the canon was

closed
;
according to Ewald and Delitzsch, when the book of Samuel

was written and the book of Psalms was collected. It is demonstrable

that they lie back of all existing critical authorities. They were as

we have them when the LXX was made. Much the greater number
of these divergent readings, which are capable of being represented

3 for jq by (at) the rebuke, 16 ; *7 omitted after 'n’l- x9 I
*7 for Dy perfect toward (with)

him, 24 ;
for made necessary by the change in the preceding verb, 42 ; 1 for

49.

These are all the changes which affect the sense. There are other variations of no

moment, as in the grammatical form, which may be likened to the substitution of

bidden for bid
,
brethren for brothers, or sha'n't for shall not

;

in the lectio plena or defec-

tiva, which is like the difference between honor and honour, except in a single instance,

where SnJD is in 2 Sam. resolved into its two possible forms, the Ch’thibh VUD “ mak-
ing great,” and the K’ri “ a tower,” 51 ;

and finally in the insertion or omission

of the copulative or consecutive vav.

This rapid survey is sufficient to show that these variations are not the mistakes of

a scribe who has confounded similar letters.
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in a version, are found in the LXX in precise correspondence with

the Hebrew
;
and the rest are vouched for by other ancient testi-

monies. All judgments as to the priority of one or other of these

variant readings are void of external authority, and rest on purely

internal considerations. If any of these readings were unintelligible

or violated the laws of the language, this would indicate a blunder

that required correction. But in nearly every instance each reading

yields a perfectly good sense, so that the grounds of preference are

purely subjective, and commentators are far from unanimous in their

conclusions.

It has been urged in various quarters that the Revisers ought to

have made a much freer use of the LXX for the correction of the

Massoretic text, and this not in the margin only, but in the body of

the English version. Thus Professor Smith, Presbyterian Re-
view, pp. 644, 645 :

“ We find twenty cases in the Pentateuch where reference is made to the versions.

Of these eight corrections should be inserted in the text.” “ To these should be added

three passages where the Revisers have suggested emendations which are inadequate,

and where more thoroughgoing corrections should be made in the text.” “ The pro-

portion thus established will probably hold for the remainder of the Old Testament.”

Before expressing my own opinion, which might be suspected of

prejudice in the case, I here submit the judgment of two European

critical scholars of acknowledged eminence, who certainly know what

the present advanced state of biblical learning demands, and whom
none can imagine to be unduly biassed, whether in favor of the Mas-

soretic text or of conservative views generally. I mean Dr. A. Dill-

mann, of Berlin, and Dr. Edward Reuss, of Strasburg. In order to

elicit their views the following inquiries were addressed to them, to

which they kindly and promptly responded—viz. :

“Are there any certain tests by which to distinguish those readings of the LXX,
which are to be preferred to the Massoretic text, or to discriminate merely plausible

conjectures from emendations which ought to be adopted ?

“ In a translation designed not for scholars but for popular use, is it wise or prac-

ticable, in the present state of Biblical science, to attempt the correction of the Massoretic

text, or to depart from it where it yields an intelligible sense ?”

Dr. Reuss replied as follows :

“ There is a great inclination in the most recent times to take counsel of the LXX
for the restoration of the authentic text. (The Peshitto and Targum are of less conse-

quence, but the fragments of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion can also be con-

sulted.) Only in the work of emendation from these sources it is easy to go too far,

as the LXX especially are not always reliable as translators, and their text often

greatly needs correction itself. For the quite particularly corrupt text of the books of

Samuel and Ezekiel, the latest commentaries have given good contributions from the

LXX. In general our present philological commentaries are certainly worth regarding,

and many conjectures even to be well considered. Only it is a question whether a
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translation of the Bible for practical ends may (darf) reach out after such aids, if it can

still help itself at all with the traditional text.”

Dr. Dillmann said (the italics and parentheses are his own) :

“ General rules for certainly distinguishing the variants according to their respective

value can scarcely be given. But where the Massoretic text yields only a precarious

sense or none at all, and, on the other hand, the other critical testimonies (ancient ver-

sions) or even the LXX alone gives a reading which is thoroughly satisfactory in mat-

ter and in language, this is certainly to be preferred to the Massoretic reading.

“ In a version intended not for scholars but for the Church and the people, the Mas-

soretic text should, in my opinion, be translated pure and simple
;
and only where this

is unmeaning or does not yield a satisfactory sense should the better reading of the

other critical authorities be given in annotations. If the emendations were to be ad-

mitted into the text itself, it would be difficult to fix a limit for this procedure. The

suffrages of a majority of scholars can decide nothing. In the confusion of the opin-

ions of scholars we may be glad to have an official (Massoretic) text, which can be

made the basis of a church version. For the use of the people the divergent (better)

readings are of subordinate consequence
;
but where they are of any real moment for

purposes of edification or instruction, giving them in the annotations may suffice.”

There is a clear distinction between what commentators and

critics may do in their private capacity, and what is allowable in a

version of the Scriptures for general use. The former may deal with

variant readings ad libitum
,
and may express their individual prefer-

ences for this or that without stint. Others can judge of the strength

of their reasons and the correctness of their decisions, and no one is

compromised but themselves. But a public version is not the place

for venting doubtful opinions, however plausible, or for insecure,

much less for rash adventures in criticism or interpretation. Changes

should not be made in it hastily or without solid reasons. In this

matter it is far better to err on the side of excessive caution than

the reverse. Where there is an obvious necessity for correcting the

text the Revisers have not hesitated to do so, the American Company
freely concurring with the British. Beyond that the American Com-
pany were disinclined to go.

They hence disapproved of the numerous references in the margin

to the LXX, Vulgate, and other ancient versions or authorities. This

was not because they believed the Massoretic text to be faultless or

incapable of correction by the versions. This has been repeatedly

charged upon them in spite of repeated denials by various members
of the company. And the contradictory charge has been further

made of “ perverseness ” and “ inconsistency,” because in point of

fact they did correct the text in sundry instances where imperative

necessity required. Where the Massoretic text yielded an intel-

ligible sense, and there was no obvious error, they felt that there was

no occasion for going beyond it. The general presumption was

strongly in favor of the superior accuracy of the received text.
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And there is no agreement among scholars as to the corrections

which should be made. It seems needless to encumber the margin

with variant readings, many of which appear even to Professor

Smith and other critics to be of no account, and which are to this

extent misleading, that while the testimonies against the received

text are set forth, the counter testimony in its favor is not exhibited.

If anybody feels himself helped by these references to the versions,

I see no great objection to their remaining where they are. But

they that are curious in such matters would do better to get an

English translation of the LXX or of the Targums and make com-

parisons for themselves. When criticism has so advanced that cor-

rections can be made with comparative certainty, and a general agree-

ment among scholars has been reached, it will be time for popular

versions to take note of them.*

Professor Smith tells us, Presbyterian Review, p. 641 :

“ We have the Old Testament in a copy that is disfigured by a multitude (I use this

word advisedly) of more or less important errors. We have at hand the means of cor-

recting at least half of these errors. The English Committee do correct a number of

them in the margin. The American Committee would only admit the dozen or so

which they were forced to put into the text, because with their best efforts they could

not otherwise make sense out of it. The position of the American Committee, at least,

is inexplicable.”

The position of the American Committee has already been suf-

ficiently explained. But the sweeping deduction that there is “ a

multitude of errors ” in the Hebrew text is at variance with all the

evidence. That such parallel passages as Ps. 18 and 2 Sam. 22 have

been preserved distinct in all their minute variations, notwithstand-

ing the temptation, which is apt to infect scribes as well as critics, to

correct them into mutual correspondence, is of itself a very instruc-

tive fact. Even critics who, like Hitzig and Olshausen, are ready to

* Of the eleven marginal corrections which Professor Smith would transfer to the

text, my own opinion is that but two, or at the most three, are at all helpful or have any

claim even to remain in the margin—viz., Lev. 25 : 33, Num. 21 : 30 (the Revisers’

margin only), and possibly Gen. 47 : 21. If instead of proposing twenty marginal

readings from the versions in the Pentateuch the British Company had suggested these

three only, I, for one, would not have objected to them, nor to others like them in

the remaining books of Scripture. My idea cannot be better expressed than in the

closing proposition of Professor Smith (Presbyterian Review, p. 652), if he will allow

me to change it slightly :
“ The English Company have made a number of corrections

in the margin” (not
“ where they” but—which) “ will be of little benefit to the majority

of readers, and in selecting these out of two or three times as many which have equal

claims have been guided by no clear or consistent plan.” I only add in a word that if

Professor S. will look more carefully at the margin of Gen. 47 : 21 he will find there

precisely the correction that he desires
;
and in his acceptance of Meyer’s extraordinary

emendation of Num. 21 : 30 he is as much at variance with Dr. Briggs (Biblical Study,

p. 273) as with the Revisers.
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find pretexts for amending the text almost without limit do not go

to the LXX for ‘evidences of its corruption or for its corrective.

Thus Hitzig denies the existence of separate recensions of the

Psalms in Alexandria and in Palestine, Psalmen II., p. 22 :

“ That which the LXX translated was identical with our Hebrew text, is not to be

co-ordinated with it as another text, but flowed with it from the same final recension.

. . . Wrong translations proceed, as a rule, from misunderstanding the same text,

which they perhaps pronounce differently
;
and the corruptions are in great part com-

mon to both texts.”

Olshausen in the most explicit terms abandons the ancient ver-

sions as sources of textual emendation, and plants himself squarely

upon conjecture, Psalmen, pp. 19, 21 :

“ Scarcely any other value can be attributed to the deviations of the ancient versions

than that of more or less fortunate conjectures. Further, the deviations which evi-

dently exist [in the Hebrew] from the original form of the text must in general be very

old, even probably reaching beyond the Christian era, and hence are chiefly to be found

in the consonant text not then as yet provided with points, and not in the vocaliza-

tion.” “ When a passage gave offence to critics, they consulted the collections of vari-

ous readings and the ancient versions, and either found the reading of the text con-

firmed, and accordingly regarded it as completely assured, or they passed judgment

upon the deviations that they found, and then they were not often moved to prefer

these to the reading of the text
;
and justly so certainly. . . . Most critics seem not to

have come to the recognition of the fact that the errors in the Old Testament text, with

very few exceptions, must all have originated in a time which reaches back beyond all

critical witnesses, and so they could believe that they must renounce the only means of

criticism that under existing circumstances remains. To be sure, conjectural criticism is

an imperfect and insecure means for restoring a damaged text. But as the case stands,

we have only the choice either to retain a damaged text in its miserable condition or to

make the attempt to restore a corrected text by way of conjecture.”

If, now, we are thrown for evidence of the state of the text upon

internal considerations, we have the right to demand that the conclu-

sions drawn shall in all cases be warranted by adequate premises.

Conjecture cannot be allowed to go ranging at random through the

Old Testament, unsettling and reconstructing, as may suit each

critic’s fancy. If it is not to be a source of endless confusion, but is

to be made available for corrections in which any confidence can be

placed, it must not be used merely to exhibit the critic’s dexterity,

but be strictly limited to cases of actual and obvious necessity. If

there is an evident mistake—if, for example, a sentence is unmeaning

or ungrammatical, and an easy correction will remove the difficulty,

it is clearly right to make it. But passages are not to be tinkered

simply because the critic thinks it would be better if the writer had

said something different from what he did say.

The change of S2X to px in 1 Sam. 6 : 18, PRESBYTERIAN Review,

p. 513, which the connection demands, opens no “ flood-gates,” nor

does it justify the bracketing of 1 Sam. 17 : 12-31, 55— 18 : 5, p. 514,
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to relieve an imaginary difficulty
;
nor the change of “ raven ” aty

to “ evening” 3^. in Job 38 : 41, p. 51 1, where tho former is entirely

appropriate, the great mass of interpreters being judges
;
nor altering

the refrain of Ps. 42 : 5 into accordance with ver. 11, p. 510, regard-

less of the altered turn of the thought and of the language of address

in ver. 7, which calls for an initial vocative
;
or in the familiar hymn,

” More love to thee, 0 Christ” must the first line be conformed to

the oft-repeated, “ More love, O Christ, to thee.” Where a poetic

passage does not agree with Dr. Briggs’s laws of Hebrew verse, p.

507, note, plainly something is wrong. In such cases the Doctor

thinks that the text is at fault and requires correction. * This applies,

moreover, to passages which “ no one has previously observed ” to

be poetic. Dr. Briggsf has discovered ” that the earlier chapters of

Genesis are a series of real poems, which have passed through the

hands of several editors in the earlier collections of the Elohist and

Jehovist, until at last they were compacted by the redactor of the

Hexateuch into their present form.” Here the poetical structure

settles the text, shows what editorial notes have been added by suc-

cessive editors, guides to the interpretation, transposes clauses, and

eliminates what is said of the Sabbath 2 : 2, 3 from the Hebrew
“ poem of the creation,” which it seems was as silent on this sub-

ject in its original form as “ the Babylonian poem.”
Rev. Messrs. Jennings and Lowe, Expositor, p. 62, suggest some

emendations for which they claim a moral certainty :

“ Lev. 11 : 14 proscribes the eating of two birds—the ‘ kite ’ nxi. and the ‘ falcon
’

H'X- But the law in Deut. 14 : 13 gives three birds

—

i.e. , it includes with the ‘ falcon
’

and the ‘ kite ’ (here spelt ppi) what the Authorized Version and the Revised Version

agree to call the ‘ glede.’ The Hebrew is nxi- This word is wanting in the Samari-

tan codex and LXX, and but for this passage it would be unknown to the Hebrew
language. In view of the misleading similarity of 1 and 3, is not its origin plain? A
scribe noticed the divergent spelling and wrote at the side of his manuscript an

explanatory nNT It was easy for a later scribe to misread the word as nXT. and in-

corporate it in the text as a third unclean bird. We are convinced the most lax of

Jews never infringed the Torah by eating a nX"b”

This is certainly possible. Many have thought it probable. But it

is far from being certain, pint from its etymology might well denote

a keen-sighted bird. Its being known to this passage only need

create no prejudice against it, since the same is true of other names

whose genuineness is not suspected. Much might be plausibly said

in favor of the hypothesis that Deuteronomy, with its m, rex, nxi,

preserves the original form of the text. And that in Lev. m had

* For additional examples see Dr. Briggs’s article in the Hebraica for January, 1886,

PP- 7i, 73, 75-

f The Old Testament Student for April, 1884. The Reformed Quarterly Review for

July, 1885.
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been dropped, as might easily happen after a word of like termina-

tion, while run, which nowhere else occurs, though m does, was a

slip of the pen for mo . Or each passage may have been originally

written as it now is, a third species of “ kite” being introduced into

Deuteronomy, as three species of “ eagle” were named in the preced-

ing verse. There is uncertainty enough to justify the Revisers in

leaving each text as they found it, and adopting the rendering already

current in the Authorized Version.

The correction proposed in Joshua 9 : 4 is indicated in the margin,

which is its only proper place. The correction made in 1 Sam.

1 7 : 12 has as much probability as any other
;

it is as natural to sup-

pose that D'DO has fallen out of the text, comp. Gen. 24 : 1 ;
Joshua

13 : 1, as that D’&yjto is an error for D'JBO, which never occurs with jo

in this sense, while the Vulgate, Targum and LXX (Alex. Cod.)

vouch for the word “ men ” in the text. 2 Sam. 6 : 5 and 24 : 13

should not be corrected by the parallel passages in Chronicles, but

each left in its integrity, with proper marginal references, as has been

done by the Revisers. In 2 Sam. 8:13 the marginal reference is all

that is required. In 2 Sam. 9 : 11, 24 : 23 no emendation is neces-

sary. The allegation (made also by Dr. Briggs, Presbyterian Re-

view, p. 509) that Ps. 48 : 15, are not the closing words of

the Psalm, but a musical sign, has the sanction of Hitzig and

Delitzsch. But musical directions are never found at the end of

any of the Psalms, but always in the title at the beginning. The
rendering given in the Authorized Version and retained in the Re-

vision is that of Hengstenberg and Hupfeld, who adds : ‘‘So most

interpreters after Kimchi.” Ewald and Riehm render as in the

margin of the Revision, and claim that the Psalm would be unfinished

without these words
;
this Delitzsch admits, and finds it necessary

to suggest that the original termination of the Psalm may be lost.

We proceed to the fourth and last division of our subject—the

errors of theology with which it has been alleged that the revision is

chargeable. Dr. Briggs confidently affirms, Presbyterian Review,

p. 532 :
“ It is quite evident that in the whole department of Biblical

Theology the Revision has failed to adequately represent the original

text.” How much weight is to be attached to this opinion will

appear from the specifications on which it is based. In 1883 he was

himself still entangled in the “ grave error” of using “ the impossi-

ble word Jehovah" (see Biblical Study, passing. With the new light

which has since broken in upon his mind he insists upon the trans-

literation of the name of God into the unfamiliar form “ Jahveh,”

which has at present no devotional association whatever, is utterly

foreign to our current religious thought and language, has no place in
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our hymns or prayers or devout literature, and could only shock and

chill the mind and heart of every reader of the Scriptures. At the

same time he would adhere to the translation of dtiSn by “ angels” in

Ps. 8 : 5, in defiance of the proper meaning of the word and the univer-

sal consent of scholars. He pronounces the rendering “ loving-kind-

ness ” a “ sentimental weakening of a strong and all-important

word,” since according to him non = fAfo; = mercy. Messrs. Jennings

and Lowe, in the Expositor
, p. 431, correctly declare precisely the re-

verse, and Rev. T. K. Cheyne, in a communication to the Indepen-

dent
,
expressed his regret that the rendering ” loving-kindness” had

not been uniformly adopted for this word agreeably to the American

suggestion. He does not like “ meal-offering,” while Dr. Eder-

sheim, if he be the author of the article in the Edinburgh Review for

October, 1885, says, p. 481 :
“ There can be no doubt of the absolute

gain of such changes” as this and others, which he specifies in the

same connection.

He objects to the rendering, Isa. 53 : 10, “ offering for sin” as a

“ serious error,” and adds :
“ Such conduct is altogether inexcusable.

This essential Messianic passage ought to have been correctly ren-

dered at any cost of popular or theological prejudice.” This in-

sinuation, often as it is repeated by Dr. Briggs, is wholly gratuitous

in this case and in every other. “ Theological prejudice” had no

conceivable connection with the matter. The generic expression

” offering for sin” was placed in the text as more generally intelligi-

ble and as conveying to every reader “ the idea of substitution and

the representation of the Messiah as the sin-bearing victim, suffer-

ing for the sins of His people, which,” Dr. Briggs correctly says, “ is

the great theme of the passage.” The technical meaning in the

Levitical ritual of the precise species of sacrifice denoted by the

original term could scarcely be presupposed in ordinary readers.

Instead of placing it in the text, therefore, attention is called to it

in the margin. This term the English Company prefer to render

“ guilt-offering,” while the American Company adhere to the render-

ing of the Authorized Version, “ trespass-offering” as more exactly

expressing its characteristic feature and design, which was that of

compensation by a pecuniary equivalent for a trespass—that is to

say, for damages inflicted upon the rights or property of another.

The use of this word in this connection suggests the important

thought that, in addition to expiation for the guilt of sin, Messiah

would render an adequate satisfaction or compensation for the dam-

age wrought by sin, its infraction of the divine rights and claims.

His proposed substitution of “ he himself ” for ” his soul ” mis-

takes the point of this emphatic word. The stress is not laid upon
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the offering which “he himself” brings as contrasted with those

brought by others, but upon the fact that the offering which he

made was not of something external to him, but his own soul or life.

Dr. Briggs has detected “ two other errors ” in this important

passage—viz., the rendering “ sprinkle,” Isa. 52 : 15, and “ made in-

tercession,” 53 : 12. But the translation is correct in both instances.

The first of these words occurs twenty-four times
;

in twenty-three

of these it is universally admitted to mean “ sprinkle.” In this one

passage it has been claimed that “ startle,” a meaning derived from

the Arabic, is better suited to the context. In deference to those

who hold this opinion, that rendering is put in the margin. But the

established sense of the word is properly put in the text. “ The Re-

visers are also in constant error in rendering mt ‘sacrifice.’ It is

ever the ‘ peace-offering,’ whose essential feature is the communion-

meal.” But the proper meaning of the word is “ sacrifice the

customary application of it to peace-offerings is just as readily seen

in the English as in the Hebrew.

In common with the Quarterly
, p. 296, and the Edinburgh Review,

p. 486, he objects to the substitution of “ Azazel ” for “ scapegoat
”

in Lev. 16 : 8, 10, 26. Dr. Briggs would render “ entire dismissal

the Quarterly would retain “ scapegoat the Edinburgh Review

would render what amounts to the same thing,
“

‘ an azazel’

—

i.e.,

destined to be far removed or going far away,” and strangely sup-

poses the Revision to imply “ a service of demons.” On the con-

trary, the eminent interpreters who adopt the rendering “ Azazel”

regard the rite prescribed as an act not of homage, but of defiance

to the evil spirit. I do not myself approve of the rendering, but

would greatly prefer that the American suggestion
‘

‘ removal
’

’ should

be substituted for it as indicating the true significance of the trans-

action, that the sins of the people are thus not only expiated and

pardoned, but completely and forever removed. It is unfortunate,

in my opinion, that the English Revisers did not see their way clear

to deal with “ Sheol ” in some uniform way. The word certainly

never means “ the grave,” or “ the pit,” or “ hell” in its modern
sense

;
but whether “ Sheol ” should be retained, as the American

Company suggests, or “ Hades” substituted for it, or some such

rendering as “ underworld ” adopted, which Dr. Briggs would pre-

fer, is simply a question of taste, not of signification.

The indictment in the Quarterly is of a much more serious nature.

It is that the most important Messianic passages in the Old Testa-

ment are neutralized by changes in the text of the version itself or

by alternative renderings suggested in the margin. The writer says,

pp. 305, 306 :
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“ We cannot believe ourselves to be correct in attributing them to a decided animus
of the Committee against the Catholic faith, for among their number are bishops of the

Church, ecclesiastics of high position, and others whose orthodoxy is above suspicion.

It is inconceivable that these divines should have purposely consented to the suppress-

ing of the Messianic references which we have mentioned. . . . The difficulties of

the Committee may have been enhanced by the fact that some members, who possibly

shrank from the Catholic interpretation of a passage, yet bowed with humble obedi-

ence to the authority of such names as Ewald, Gesenius, Hitzig, Hupfeld, Olshausen,

and other German commentators.”

He objects to the change made in Hag. 2 : 7 from “ the desire of

all nations ” to “ the desirable things of all nations,” insisting that

the rendering of the Authorized Version should have been retained.

And the Edinburgh Review

,

p. 489, gives this as ‘‘an instance of the

displacement of one critically doubtful rendering, which on good
grounds has become dear to many, by another at least equally doubt-

ful.” Yet the construction, the meaning of the original word, and
the context combine to show that the only correct rendering is that

which is adopted in the Revision
;
and it has the sanction of the best

and most judicious commentators. Rev. Dr. C. H. H. Wright says :

‘‘No honest band of Revisers could have avoided the alteration of

the clause
;

. . . the ‘ desirable things ’ referred to being unques-

tionably the presents and gifts from the kings of the Gentiles spoken

of in the 72d Psalm.”*

The Messianic passages are to a considerable extent encumbered
with margins representing diverse views from that which is exhibited

in the text. And the sufficient reason is because such views are

actually entertained by respectable authorities, and as far as regards

the meaning of words and grammatical construction they are ad-

missible. Thus in Gen. 49 : 10 the Hebrew equally admits of either

rendering “ until Shiloh come” or “ till he come to Shiloh.” The
reasons which must decide in favor of one or of the other lie outside

of the clause itself and of the region of grammatical interpretations.

The scope of the passage and the various considerations bearing

upon the case are differently conceived by different persons. The

object of the version being not to represent the peculiar view of any

one class of interpreters or one type of theological belief, but to re-

produce the original as far as possible, and to set forth what the

original means when fairly interpreted, the Revisers felt bound to

record not merely their own individual conception of each passage,

but any other of consequence, which has been reasonably main-

tained.

The most important passages have naturally been most disputed
;

and as interpreters approach them with different prepossessions,

* The Official Report of the Church Congress (London, 1885), p. 62.
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they understand and explain them differently. Where the attempt

has been made to force upon the Hebrew inadmissible translations,

these have of course been disregarded. But legitimate renderings

should be acknowledged as such
;
and the English reader of the

Bible is entitled to be put in possession of that range of possible

meanings which the student of the original can discover there for

himself.

In addition to Messianic passages and those which, for various rea-

sons, are of special importance, there are likewise not a few obscure

and difficult passages, the meaning of which can scarcely be said to

be satisfactorily explained, and about which the best expositors are

perplexed and are greatly divided. A variety of interpretations

have been proposed in such cases, which may be regarded as more

or less successful approximations to the genuine meaning. Some of

these are more probable than others, and stronger reasons can be

urged in their favor. Still, no one is so evidently and positively

correct as to exclude the rest. Here again there is no other resource

than to submit to the necessities of the case. It is due to the Eng-

lish reader that these various renderings should be laid before him.

And thus the margin has grown to a rather inconvenient size, and

has become a somewhat miscellaneous repository. But this was in-

evitable, in the nature of things. Perhaps the door may have been

opened too widely, and some things needlessly admitted which are

of no value or importance, and might better have been excluded.

This, however, is a matter of taste and of judgment. The necessity

of a somewhat copious margin, much fuller upon occasion than that

of the Authorized Version, was not to be escaped.

It is said in the Quarterly
,
and it has been said elsewhere, that this

is confusing to the English reader, who is only bewildered by this

array of renderings, with no clue to the respective value to be

attached to each. This is true to a certain extent
;
but it is one of

the unavoidable embarrassments which spring out of the nature of

the case, and it simply has to be submitted to. It would have been

a very happy thing if one definite and lucid rendering, yielding

the exact sense of the original, could in every case have been given,

and all others could have been dispensed with. Thus all doubt and

ambiguity would have been precluded. But where these do in fact

exist, it is only honest to admit it. If there is a diversity of judg-

ment among interpreters, which has any real warrant in the original,

this ought not to be denied or concealed. It is of course impossible

so to guide the judgment of the reader in each individual case as to

relieve all perplexity. That which on the whole was deemed prefer-

able was assigned a place in the text
;
all others were remanded to the
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margin. These latter accordingly represent every various grade of

probability, from that of co-ordination with the text, where it may
really be doubtful which should preponderate, to that of a vanishing

value, where it may be doubtful whether it deserved mention at all.

But it was obviously impossible to classify them upon any graduated

scale, or to assist the reader’s judgment further than by simply re-

cording them for his inspection. The reasons pro and con in the case

of each could not have been exhibited without writing a commen-
tary.

With the disapproval expressed in the Quarterly, p. 304, of the

change made in Dan. 9 : 25-27 I entirely accord, and introduce here

what I have said on that subject elsewhere—the Presbyterian Jour-

nal for June 25th, 1885 :

“ The most serious alteration to my mind in the entire Old Testament is in the famous

passage of the seventy weeks in Daniel, ch. 9. The common voice of Christian inter-

pretation from the beginning has found in these verses a signal prophecy of the period

of the advent and ministry of the Messiah, of His death, terminating the sacrificial sys-

tem of the old dispensation, and of the subsequent destruction of Jerusalem and its

temple by the Romans. A different interpretation has been maintained in modern

times, and is ordinarily connected with the view that the Book of Daniel was not writ-

ten by a prophet of that name living during the Babylonish exile, but in the Maccabean

period, shortly after the persecutions of Antiochus Epiphanes, and about the time of that

tyrant’s death, and that the prophecies so called of this book do not reach beyond that

event, but are in reality descriptions of the past in the guise of prophecy.
“ The translation given in the Revision evidently proceeds upon the hypothesis that

this passage stands in no relation whatever to the coming of Jesus Christ, and that it

refers to no event later than the death of Antiochus Epiphanes. The simple fact that

* Messiah, the prince,’ is changed to ‘ the anointed one, the prince,’ need not of itself

be significant, for that is the proper meaning of the word, and it is so rendered in other

passages, as in Ps. 2, where the reference to the Messiah is not denied. The form

of the margin, Or Messiah, the prince, seems, however, to suggest that the ‘anointed

one ’ of the text is another than the Messiah
;
accordingly the American Appendix

changes this margin to Heb. Messiah, thus affirming their identity. Instead of the

semicolon after
4

threescore and two weeks,’ the text of the Revision punctuates after

‘ seven weeks.’ This is in accordance with the Massoretic interpunction, which, how-

ever, in so difficult a prophecy need not be decisive. It absolutely closes the door to

the Messianic interpretation, and is the rendering adopted by those who make the first

4

anointed one ’ to be Cyrus, and the second Onias, and * the prince that shall come
'

Antiochus Epiphanes. This cannot be carried through without further assumptions of

errors in the numbers and violence to the terms employed
;
nevertheless, this is the

issue to which these changes point. And other changes make this still more evident,

as ‘ from the end thereof ’

—

i.e., of the city and sanctuary, which were destroyed by the

Romans, to ‘ his end,’ that of Antiochus Epiphanes. ‘ In the midst of the week’

—

i.e.,

the last of the seventy weeks of years, which began with the entrance of Christ upon

His public ministry, declares that after a ministry of three years sacrifices and obla-

tions should be abolished by the offering of that one perfect sacrifice, which effectually

and forever supersedes them. For this the Revision substitutes ‘ for the half of the

week,’ meaning that the worship of the temple was suppressed by Antiochus Epiphanes

during three years and a half. And the final change from ‘ desolate ’ to
4

desolater
’

again alters the reference from the fall of Jerusalem to the death of Antiochus.
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“ I do not wish to be misunderstood in this matter. The reference of this passage to

Antiochus Epiphanes, though adopted by those who deny the genuineness of the Book

of Daniel, does not necessarily involve any imputation, whether upon its genuineness

or inspiration. It is consistent likewise with a typical application to the Messiah
;
not

so much to His first coming and vicarious death, as to His second coming and the

overthrow of Antichrist. If that translation be correct, let it be accepted, whatever

cherished interpretations fall in consequence.
“ As, however, the American Revisers believed that this prophecy by its terms points

directly and explicitly to the Lord Jesus Christ, they restore in the several particulars

already named the rendering of the Authorized Version in their Appendix. The modi-

fications in this passage, slight as they may appear to the superficial reader, alter so

completely its application that it is due to the Christian public that its bearings should

be fully exhibited, in order that it may be judged of understandingly.”

To this paragraph Professor Francis Brown refers in the Inde-

pendent of September 10th, as an illustration of “an alteration in

the text . . . made to satisfy dogmatic prepossessions.” And
Dr. Briggs reaffirms the same, Hebraica, p. 69 :

“ This, then, is what Dr. Green regards as an ‘ imperative necessity.’ The necessity

springs from the desire to preserve the ‘ Messianic interpretation.’ It is not a necessity

of documentary evidence, or of the authority of versions, but purely internal evidence

which is offered for the departure from the Massoretic text, and this of a somewhat

slender kind.”

The purpose of the paragraph was not to present the grounds of

decision, but to explain the effect of the modifications in the Revi-

sion. And how could fair-minded men overlook the statement that

the Messianic interpretation is required by the terms of these verses,

while the non-Messianic view does violence to these terms, and

requires the assumption of errors in the numbers, and that correct

translation is the decisive criterion, not cherished interpretations?

Dr. Briggs’s allusion to the “ authority of versions” is here par-

ticularly unfortunate, for with one voice they sustain the Authorized

Version and the American Revisers against the Massoretic inter-

punction. There is no Targum on Daniel. But the Vulgate and

Theodotion, whose translation of Daniel superseded that of the

LXX, combine “ seven weeks and sixty-two weeks.” The text of

ver. 25 in the LXX is exceedingly corrupt, and has no numbers at

all
;
but in ver. 26 “ seven and seventy and sixty-two” are com-

bined, where in all probability “ seventy” stands for the Hebrew
“weeks.” So that if anything whatever can be inferred from the

LXX, it is in favor of the Authorized Version. And while the

Syriac is not absolutely decisive, the seven weeks and sixty-two

weeks are there most naturally to be combined, and were so explained

by Ephraem Syrus, the most ancient commentator on the Peshitto,

Opera (Romae, 1740) II., p. 222.

The propriety of departing from the Hebrew accents, where there

are strong exegetical reasons for doing so, is conceded and acted upon
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by all interpreters. That Dr. Briggs finds the internal evidence

against the accents “ of a somewhat slender kind ” does not surprise

us, since, in tracing the doctrine of the “ Messianic King” through

the Old Testament, he never once mentions or alludes to this proph-

ecy of Daniel, apparently not believing that “ Messiah the prince”

is here referred to. See the Independent for December 24th, 1885.

Of Ps. 22 : 16, where the Revisers have retained the rendering of

the Authorized Version, “They pierced my hands and my feet,”

Dr. Briggs says, Presbyterian Review, p. 5 1 1 :

“ Here is a case in which the interest of dogma, the desire to retain a particular

Messianic reference, has caused them to cast their critical principle behind their back.”

See also Hebraica, p. 71.

The simple fact is, that the clause cannot be made intelligible

otherwise. Even though the Hebrew word be read “ like a lion,”

there will still be an “ imperative necessity ” to supply “ they

pierced ” or some verb of like signification. So the Edinburgh

Review, p. 479. Dr. Briggs further says of Sol’s Song 2 : 4-7, PRES-

BYTERIAN Review, pp. 511, 512, 520 :

“ Our American Revisers do not hesitate to interpolate in order to avoid an interpre-

tation which is against their a priori theory.” “ The underlying reason of the Ameri-

can Revisers seems to be a hostility to the realistic interpretation of this marvellous

drama of love. . . . The American Revisers would foist an erroneous interpretation

into the drama.” “ One can easily see that it was the desire to retain the allegorica

interpretation of the Song that influenced the Revisers to this and other incorrect ren-

derings of this wondrously beautiful drama.”

The rendering of the Revision in 2 : 4 and of the American Re-

visers in 2 : 7 is correct, whatever view be taken of the Song
;
while

that which Dr. Briggs proposes for 2 : 4 violates the grammar for the

sake of sustaining not only a very precarious and slenderly supported

but a very objectionable hypothesis in relation to the Song, and one

entirely inconsistent with Solomon’s authorship, and contrary to that

which has been held by the great body of evangelical interpreters

from the earliest times. The hypothesis which he would thus carry

through at all hazards is that Solomon is not the lover of the Song,

but that he is striving to seduce a damsel from her constant fidelity

to her affianced lover, while she indignantly repels his advances. Dr.

Briggs says of the proposal in the Appendix to restore substantially

the rendering of the Authorized Version in Hosea 8 : 12 (the Evati-

gelist for July 30th, 1885) :

*' The American Company violate one of the first principles of the doctrine of tense,

in order to gain an argument for their theory of the composition of the Pentateuch.”

The rendering is in accordance with the frequent and universally

acknowledged usage of the Hebrew tense
;
and no one would ever

have dreamed of inventing another but for the sake of escaping the
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evidence therein afforded that there was a written divine law in the

time of Hosea. Adherence to what is most surely believed among

us on solid and irrefragable grounds is characterized by Dr. Briggs

as “a stolid adamantine traditionalism” which has ‘‘thrown itself

athwart the great advance in Biblical learning which has been made

in recent years” (
Evangelist

,
ibid.).

But this article has already swollen beyond the dimensions within

which I had resolved to confine it. One word more and I have done.

The critics of the Revision complain of the diversity of judgment

among the Revisers. A like diversity characterizes the critics them-

selves. In the language of the Edinburgh Reviezv

,

p. 454, some
” complain that the revision has been made by too timid hands, held

back by other considerations than the requirements of exegetical

science ;” others “ urge that too many alterations, some of them

not at all wise, have been introduced.” The Quarterly deprecates not

only every departure from the Massoretic text, but apparently every

deviation from the Authorized Version. The Edinburgh, p. 467,

affirms “ that the Revisers had no other alternative than to use the

Massoretic text,” and would it only admit variations from different

readings or the ancient versions, “ where the text evidently requires,

them or where they seem so plainly congruous to it as to have almost

self-evident force.” And p. 459 :

‘‘ Perhaps this suggestion to the

Revisers by their American colleagues was too sweeping :
‘ Omit

from the margin all renderings from the Septuagint, Vulgate, and

other ancient versions or authorities.’ Yet, as pointing to a very

serious danger, there was practical wisdom in it, and this in more

than one direction. ... In most cases it is a subject for critical,

discussion, suitable for a commentary intended for students, but

manifestly impossible in a people’s Bible.” Dr. Briggs and Pro-

fessor H. P. Smith would not be satisfied without an extensive use-

of both the ancient versions and critical conjecture for the correc-

tion of the O. T. text.

Rev. Dr. C. H. H. Wright approves (Church Congress, p. 62), the

Edinburgh
, p. 479, censures the margin to Ps. 2 : 12 ;

he approves,

p. 60, the rendering of 1 Kings 22 : 38, which the Quarterly, p. 315,,

condemns. Rev. Professor Kirkpatrick, of Cambridge (Church Con-

gress, p. 55), approves the change made in Isa. 9 : 3, which Dr.,

Briggs (Hebraica, p. 74) disapproves. Messrs. Jennings and Lowe:
(the Expositor, p. 433) include among the “ incontrovertible” trans-

lations that of Judges 5 : 14, to which the Edinburgh, p. 486, takes,

exception
;
they place in the same list Hos. 14 : 2, while in the

judgment of Professor Kirkpatrick, p. 58,
“ it is hard to believe”'

that their rendering “ should not give way ” to another.

23
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It is vain to expect a harmonious acquiescence at the present time

in any revision that could possibly be produced. And the Edin-

burgh, p. 451, holds out the not very cheering anticipation that there

will be less harmony in the future than now—“ We may at least ex-

press a doubt whether twenty years after this so large an accord of

critical opinion could be expected.” All hope of bettering the

Authorized Version must be abandoned, if nothing would be accept-

able that does not completely satisfy every one. Ideal perfection

is impracticable. The only reasonable question respecting the Re-

vision is whether it is a sufficient improvement upon the Authorized

Version to warrant its general acceptance. This is the question to

be answered by the Christian public. I shall not anticipate its ver-

dict. I simply place on record here the judgment expressed at the

late English Church Congress by certain well-known scholars who
took part in the discussion upon this subject. Rev. Canon Driver,

Professor of Hebrew at Oxford, said, Official Report, p. 53 :

“ I know that it contains renderings with which I disagree
;

I know also that there are

cases in which I would gladly have seen what is now in the margin introduced into

the text
;
but I know besides that for one rendering in the Revised Version with which

(perhaps wrongly) I disagree, there are ten in the Authorized Version which I am sure

are positively incorrect and misleading, and a hundred where, though serious error can-

not be imputed, the sense is more accurately and faithfully reflected in the Revised

Version. ... I think— speaking not as a member of the company of Revisers, but as a

Hebrew scholar, desirous simply of promoting a clearer and truer knowledge of the Old

Testament Scriptures— that it deserves to be brought into general use.”

Rev. A. F. Kirkpatrick, Professor of Hebrew at Cambridge, said,

P- 54 :

In fidelity and lucidity the Revised Version is vastly superior to the Authorized

Version. Am I too sanguine if I think that, when we come to be familiar with it, we

shall find it not so very much less enjoyable ? I am not optimist enough to think that

it is perfect
;
probably the Revisers would themselves be the first to admit its imperfec-

tions. But whatever those imperfections may be, a noble and thankworthy task has

been accomplished, of which the century may well be proud.”

Rev. Dr. C. H. H. Wright said, p. 59 :

“ Few will deny that the work accomplished by the Old Testament Company is most

valuable. It may be said to be generally conceded that the new translation as a whole

is much superior to the Authorized Version
;
and I fully indorse this opinion.”

A word of personal explanation is proper at the close of this ar-

ticle. It deals simply with the criticisms of the Revised Version of

the Old Testament, not with the persons of the critics nor with any

other of their productions. These criticisms are discussed, it is be-

lieved, with entire fairness, though with a freedom and frankness

which they have themselves invited. In all that is here written

there is no intentional, and I trust that there will be found no

actual, transgression, of the rules of legitimate debate.

William Henry Green.



VII.

CRITICAL NOTE.

ITALICS IN OUR ENGLISH BIBLES.

The King James Bibles italicize all the words supplied in translating, even

the pronominal subject which is implied in the verb by its inflection, or the

copula-verb implied by the juxtaposition of words. The Revisers, in their pre-

face, lay down a rule which is, for substance, that they will italicize only the

words that are supplied for making good sense in English, and not those which

are properly implied in the phraseology of the Hebrew. But in their use of this

rule, they seem to count all the ordinary conjectures by which the translator

into English supplements the Hebrew phraseology as implied; it is only in

extraordinary instances that they count anything as supplied. That their rule,

properly understood, is a correct one, I do not dispute
;
but I am constrained

to question its correctness as interpreted by the use they make of it.

That their usage is that which ordinarily obtains in popular translations into

English from other languages will readily be admitted
;
but the English Bible,

though a popular translation, is in some important respects different from most

other popular translations. If there was any reason why the Revisers should

spend so much time upon it, that reason is found in the fact that the Bible is a

religious book—a book which people are expected not merely to read and lay

aside, as they do the latest novel or poem, but to study carefully and accu-

rately. It follows that all means not inconsistent with the flowing character of

a popular book should be used to make the translation an accurate reproduc-

tion of the original. The Revisers recognize the use of italic type as a means

of this sort. We are familiar with it. It does not offend the eye. It does not

interfere with continuous and fluent reading. It ought to be retained, there-

fore, wherever it actually conduces to the more accurate expression of either

the meaning or the characteristic style of the original. Probably half or more

of the omissions of italics in the Revised Version are in violation of this

principle.

Let me illustrate this by a few instances taken at random from Malachi.

(i) “ My name shall be great among the Gentiles” (Mai, i. n), the Revised Ver-

sion translates “ my name is great,” putting “ shall be” into the margin. The
Revisers, therefore, here recognize the fact that it is a matter of difference of

judgment whether the copula should be supplied in the present or in the future

—that is, whether the passage is a statement of fact or a prediction. The in-
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sertion of the word is to make out the sense in English is not merely the in-

sertion of the copula which is implied in the Hebrew, but is also the insertion

of the opinion of the translator that the statement is that of a fact and not of

a. prediction. I think that this opinion is correct, but manifestly it is supplied

as a matter of critical judgment, and not implied in the Hebrew of the clause.

The italicizing of it would indicate this, and would thus avoid the stating of

the conjecture as if it were a fact. In this instance, the matter is somewhat

less important, because the marginal note calls attention to the difference of

opinion as to the tense
;
but in hundreds of similar instances there is no mar-

ginal note.

(2)
“ Pour you out a blessing, that there shall not be room enough to receive it"

(Mai. iii. 10). Here the Revised Version omits the italics except with the last

three words. The Hebrew is here obscure. Different scholars give several

different explanations of it. The translators of King James take one explana-

tion, but make it evident that they obtain it by filling up from the Hebrew.

The Revisers take the same explanation, and conceal the fact that it is mostly

explanation. If one should re-translate the King James version into Hebrew,

he would be very likely to hit upon the exact words of the original
;

if he

should re-translate the Revised Version, he would obtain a result entirely dif-

ferent from the original.

(3) A very different instance is “ a son honoreth his father, and a servant his

master” (Mai. i. 6). Here the Revision omits the italics. In this case it is

true that the word his is implied, which would ordinarily be a sufficient reason

for leaving it undistinguished. But here it is also true that it would be as

natural for the Hebrew to express the pronoun as for the English
;

that the

omission of it is a mark of peculiar style
;
that this peculiarity might be trans-

ferred into perfectly good English : ‘‘A son honoreth a father, and a servant

his master”
;

that the peculiarity is at least indicated in the old version by

its noting that the word his is supplied
;

that it is buried out of sight in the

Revision
;
and that the test of re-translation would here vindicate the old and

condemn the new.

The instances thus objected to must be nearly half as numerous as the

verses in the Old Testament. They may be relatively fewer in the New Tes-

tament. In this matter, the Bible of King James, with all its superfluity of

italics, is greatly to be preferred to that of the Revisers, with its thousands

upon thousands of supplied conjectures, undistinguishable from the other parts

of the text. Willis J.
Beecher.

A uburn.



VIII.

EDITORIAL NOTES.
JAMES EELLS.

We are suddenly called upon to mourn the departure of our associate editor,

the Rev. James Eells, D. D., LL. D., the representative of Lane Theological

Seminary in the Presbyterian Review Association. The summons came to him

in the midst of abounding usefulness and in the fulness of his powers to re-

move from his ministry in this world to the higher ministry to be assigned him

by the Lord Jesus. Dr. Eells has served the Presbyterian Church as pastor of

several important churches in Brooklyn, Cleveland, and San Francisco, as Pro-

fessor of Practical Theology in Lane Theological Seminary, at Cincinnati, as

an associate editor of this Review from its foundation, and as a Moderator of

the General Assembly. In all of these relations he won the admiration of his

associates for the ease and grace and wisdom with which he did all that was

required of him. During the past summer he devoted himself with self-sacri-

ficing zeal to the important work of securing additional endowments for the Pres-

byterian Theological Seminary at San Francisco. His efforts were eminently

successful, but they have not been completed, and it is to be feared that the

San Francisco Seminary has suffered an irreparable loss. It is greatly to be de-

sired, therefore, that the friends of sacred learning and the numerous friends of

Dr. Eells should take up the cause he had so greatly at heart. No better monu-

ment could be erected to his memory than the endowment of a professorship

that should bear his name.

Lane Theological Seminary should have the heartfelt sympathy of the Church

in her bereavement. Dr. Eells was so admirable in all his relations as a Pro-

fessor of Practical Theology, that the loss will be keenly felt.

Dr. Eells was one of the founders of this Review, and has proved himself its

faithful friend. The writer feels that he has been deprived of a wise counseller,

and he will greatly miss the hand of one who was ever prompt and reliable to

render help in time of need. The readers of this number of the Review have

the privilege of several of the latest productions of his pen.

The wife and children of Dr. Eells are the greatest sufferers from this be-

reavement. They are to be congratulated for the honored name and the noble

life with which they are so intimately associated. They will be sustained by

the sympathy and prayers of multitudes who have enjoyed the ministry of Dr.

Eells and by the ministers of the Church he has served so faithfully and so well.

Above all, they will be comforted by the supreme Comforter, who has a pur-

pose of grace even in this severe affliction. C. A. Briggs.
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THE MORMON QUESTION.

The question respecting Mormonism which just now most interests our

people, is not as to the origin or history of the strange system practised and

propagated in our country. It is rather as to the marked religious and political

features of the system itself, and the duty of the Church and of the nation in

regard to it. Whether Joseph Smith actually found the golden plates of the

Book of Mormon and was divinely inspired to translate them, or its substance

was taken from Spaulding’s manuscript, or Smith and Rigdon manufactured it,

are questions about which opinions will differ, and they are of comparatively

small moment. Whether its ethics and general economy and way of salvation

from the ruin of sin, as stated in direct and indirect language, do or do not

correspond with the declarations of the Bible, may be affirmed or denied with

very little practical significance. The fearful fact is that Mormonism is estab-

lished on our soil. Its peculiarities and principles are distinctly announced,

fully exhibited, exultant, and threatening. It demands that it be undisturbed,

and asks that it may even be protected and favored in its advance. The simple,

imperative, pressing question is, What shall be done about it?

That this question may be properly answered let us have clearly in mind its

essential features.

i. Those features which mark its organization.

This could hardly be more complete or effective. The officers or leaders are

of several grades, from the mass to the President, or supreme Head, who is

absolute in both authority and teaching. All these leaders are spies, overseers,

executives, expounders, more or less inspired, swearing fealty to the Head in

everything, as being above any control or law save that of God, and of this he is

the interpreter and judge. The Head is in direct communication with God,

and at any time and concerning anything he may receive special revelations for

the instruction and guidance of himself and the people. The right of private

judgment respecting truth and duty is refused. Every man, woman, and child

is included in the range of obligation to the Church, and the most heinous sin

is disobedience to its authority or apostasy from the faith. In addition to the

regularly prescribed economy, new orders of officers for the accomplishment of

desired ends may at any time be created, to serve at the will of the Head and

his immediate Council
;
such as the “ Order of Enoch,” the object of which is

to bring all the real estate directly within the control of the Church
;
the

“ Danites,” appointed specifically for the execution of vengeance or for the

violent attainment of schemes involving property and life
;
and numberless

more private and temporary officials, who, under fearful oaths of loyalty, at all

hazards and at any cost, are sent on any errands that may be given them. For

the purposes of government in the Church, which must ever be regarded as

both religious and political in its structure
;

for efficiency in propagandism,

which is a very large element of their success
;
for resistance of all opposition

and the effectual removal of opposeis
;

for the achievement, in short, of what
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it avows to be its aim by the command of God—viz., the final supremacy of

the Latter-Day Saints as a temporal and spiritual power
;

there could not be a

more unscrupulous, and rigorous, and perfect organization. It is often the

occasion of marvel that such a system, having much in it which must be repel-

lent to the taste and sensibilities and convictions of ordinary men and women,

should have such influence with both men and women
;
and that in so many

lands proselytes in great numbers are won to the system, and are firm adherents

after they are transferred into more direct connection with its working. The

marvel diminishes greatly when it is remembered what overmastering power

thorough organization has ever had in the prosecution of human schemes, wide

or narrow—especially when of the very structure itself there have been ele-

ments in the almost unyielding conglomerate furnished by lust for power, con-

science, intelligence, ignorance, will, superstition, money, hope for the future,

and sensual indulgence. Of these elements Mormonism is conspicuously com-

posed, and the cohesive force of the system is its organization.

2. Those features which mark its religion.

It teaches that the Bible is of divine authority, so far as it has been correctly

translated
;
but that whether this is true must be determined by the Church,

and it may and must be supplemented. It is polytheistic, as much so as wasi

the religion of the Greeks. The great God exists, but has little to do with

affairs in any part of the universe. Adam was a god, and with him alone do

we have any relations in this world. Any of us may become gods by comply-

ing with certain conditions. These conditions relate to a general kind of

goodness, devotion to the Church and eminence in its councils, the possession

of a large number of wives and children, and costly services in support of the

kingdom of heaven. The gods are the fathers of all spirits in the spirit land,

and these spirits are in great numbers waiting for opportunity to enter bodies

that may be born on earth, without which they are incomplete, in both struct-

ure and bliss. Hence the duty and honor of doing all that can be done to

multiply these bodies, within the limits of the Church, to be possessed by the

children spirits of the multitude of gods. There cannot be too many.

Their religion is intensely and grossly sensual in their practice while in the

flesh, and in their conception of the future life. This is seen not only in

polygamous marriage, but in their representation of the heavenly state, its erm

ployments, its pleasures, its worship, its modes of life of all the grades of the

inhabitants.

It is promoted by misrepresentation. Nothing can be reliably learned

respecting what is taught as truth or duty by reading the Book of Mormon or

the Bible, or by listening to the preaching in the mixed congregations of the

Tabernacle. We are handed forms of doctrine as being the summary of Mor-

mon faith, or we are told what the Saints accept as the rules of living in busi-

ness and society. We are asked what objection we have to these doctrines and

rules, and we are reproached for persecution of people whose sentiments and

conduct may well be lessons for ourselves. The truth is, we know not what

the Mormon reads between the lines of these statements, and accepts as behind
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these displays of morals, until we have heard what meaning his leader puts on

the words we are ready to admire. Not the teaching of the Tabernacle, but

that of the Tithing House or the Ward Meeting gives us what Mormonism is.

Taylor preaches on the Sabbath, then on Monday or Tuesday evening one of

the Apostles meets with the faithful in one of their own companies, and says

to them :
“ You heard what Brother Taylor said on the Sabbath

;
that was for

the general instruction of those then assembled, but they could not understand

its hidden meaning
;
they have nothing in common with us, who have the

Spirit and the inspired teacher, and the privileges of the Church. To us what

he said means this, and this, and this,” including in all these particulars what-

ever it may suit the purposes of the leaders just then to teach. We must give

a place to private instruction, to priestly authority, to blind faith, and a very

wide place to special revelation, which may modify and even displace what has

been written or said, before we learn what the Mormons to-day believe, or the

acts they will feel at liberty to-day to perform. Ignorance opens the way for

all this misrepresentation, and the power of the entire system renders it effective,

till the standards go for little, and what the Apostles say is supreme. Just

what might be expected as the result of such possibilities we actually find to be

true. Their religion is constantly taking on new forms, changing with the

wishes, or fancy, or plans of those who lead
;
and all these changes are received

with enthusiasm, all that enthusiasm that attends a fanatic’s firm belief that

what he receives is made known by God.

Another, and one of the most harmful of its features, is that their religion sets

Christ aside as the Saviour of sinners. They teach that He is the Saviour, but

some of their most prominent doctrines deny this. For example, the general

instruction and belief respecting tithes make these to be conditions of salvation.

Habitual refusal to pay is punished with excommunication, whatever as other-

wise tested may be one’s spiritual state. Constant fidelity in paying is sure of

God’s favor, however widely one may wander from other paths of devotion.

Their view of “ baptism for the dead ” makes it the duty of the living to be

baptized in place of those in a future state of probation, who would otherwise

be without hope. No preaching of Christ to them is necessary. Some friend

on earth, or some compassionate soul who knows of their state, may be their

Saviour by receiving this sacrament in their behalf.

Their doctrine concerning the relation of the wife to a husband, which makes

the fact that she has been “ sealed ” to him by Church authority and rite the

sole title to heaven for her, places her beyond all need of any other Saviour.

She is sure of eternal life, without reference to character or conduct while here,

if the sealing has been made sure.

Their theory of “ blood atonement,” or the necessity that certain sins

—

apostasy, for example—must be expiated by the death of him who has commit-

ted them if he is to be saved, leaves entirely out of view any other atonement.

If such a sinner can be murdered by authority of the Church he will goto

heaven.

These and other beliefs which might be mentioned are marked methods of
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showing contempt for Jesus as the only Redeemer of men. The entire system

is an exhibition of man’s ways of salvation, not of God’s way. Some of the

worst features of some of the worst forms of religion the world has known have

been engrafted upon this monstrous delusion, and the very announcement of

these as sufficient, with all the accompanying consequences, is well-nigh blas-

phemous.

3. Those features which mark its life.

It permits and practices the most gross deception. Many do not hesitate to

declare that they were entirely deceived by the statements and promises which

influenced them to join the Church and remove to the Territory. I heard at a

meeting in Salt Lake City reports from a number of missionaries who had been

sent forth for recruits, and their assertions were notoriously untrue. They said

that the common people in Massachusetts were accepting the faith of the Saints

in great numbers, notwithstanding the ministers were spending a large part of

their time in preaching against this faith, and that within a little time the ortho-

dox churches there would be abandoned and the people would come in crowds

to Utah. Similar declarations were made respecting the Southern States and

the nations of Europe, and the thousands of hearers praised the Lord, and evi-

dently felt confirmed by the lies wholesaled to them for this purpose.

Their doctrine respecting special revelation is a device by which to take

advantage of ignorance, and in its exercise it is laden with imposition as to both

doctrine and requirements. Indeed, the entire system cheats, and flourishes

through deception.

It unblushingly violates law. The means employed for the getting of prop-

erty into the hands of the Church, to which I have referred, are in flagrant dis-

regard of the right of property.

The practice of polygamy and the crimes associated with it are in flagrant

disregard of all laws for the protection of virtue and the family.

The appointment of companies and individuals for the execution of orders

involving the removal of those in the way of the leaders
;
the infamous doctrine

of blood atonement
;
the claim that the Church has jurisdiction over the lives

of men, whether members or not, are in direct contempt of the law against

murder ; and there is abounding proof that actual instances of such violation of

the law have been frequent.

It abases and abuses woman. The theory is that she is inferior to man, and

that in many particulars she is to be subject to his pleasure. In her physical

life she is to contribute to his supposed advantage or elevation. She is to stifle

and crush all her natural instincts and tastes and wishes. She must live as man
lists. She must bear as many children as possible, and become a slave for their

support, instead of a wife and mother. In her eternal life she is saved only

because sealed to some man
;
she is honored only because she has supplied so

many child bodies for the child spirits of the gods. She is terrorized with the

decree that if she shrinks from any of this degradation and outrage she will be

eternally lost. There are thousands of women in Utah who suffer in their

hearts, in their humiliation, beyond all description, because they really believe
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that their salvation depends on this shameless trampling down of their rights,

and their silent endurance of the torture.

It teaches treason and flaunts treason against the Government. Its political

features are perpetual evidence of this, and its history and repeated declarations

leave no opportunity to doubt it. It is by no means content with assertions

respecting spiritual triumph and supremacy as a church. More and more dis-

tinct has been the claim of political authority and the prediction of national

control. Within a few weeks one of the Mormon leaders boasted of their pur-

pose to overthrow our Government, and announced the number of years within

which the Latter-Day Saints will be the rulers of the nation. They resist our

authority under their claim of independence. They have made repeated and
dreadful threats under the same claim. They commit outrages upon our citi-

zens, and can be restrained from more extreme violence only by the guns of

Fort Douglas, because they deny our jurisdiction and vow that they will be

avenged of the compulsion that obliges them to live as other citizens live.

This exhibition of what Mormonism is, and what it proposes, renders it un-

necessary to say much concerning the other part of the question before us—viz.,

What should be done about it ? Manifestly,

1. Good people, or the Church as the representative of good people, should

use all proper means to show Mormons the errors they accept, and thus dis-

integrate and destroy the system. Christian missionaries, Christian teachers,

Christian influences, borne among them by the channels of intercourse, of

business, of general communication, should be multiplied and vigorously main-

tained. The ignorance of these people is well known, and upon this the lead-

ers build their hopes. They are kept away from contact with all whom they

call Gentiles. Changes that all have noted have resulted from the influence of

earnest missionaries and schools and tract colporteurs
;
and they were never

doing so much as now, especially among the children and youth, with whom
such changes are always most effective and rapid.

2. The Government should protect all citizens, Mormons and others, among

Mormons and everywhere, in the proper enjoyment of all their rights.

These rights relate to the person, property, and life. There can be no doubt

that all these are endangered, if not violated, in Utah. The methods of pro-

tection, and the wise use of these methods, of course are not to be dictated to

Congress or the President, but some efficient methods all have the privilege of

demanding. The ignorant and defrauded Mormons ought to be shielded and

cared for by the Government. The men and women who go among them to

teach, or preach, or do business, or seek pleasure, should be made safe by

national authority
;
and there should be no delay or doubt about this.

3. The laws should be executed in that Territory exactly as they are executed

in any other part of the land. The Mormons claim the right to violate law

because of their religion. But a man has no more license to commit crime,

prompted by his religion, than he has prompted by his business, or his associa-

tions, or his inclination. No citizen should be made superior to another by

his religion, and none should be imperilled by another’s religion. The only
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safety for any is in the certainty that laws will be universally and vigorously and

impartially executed.

4 . The nation should vindicate its dignity, and subdue all avowed enemies,

by any proper means which their threats may render necessary.

No nation is safe while it trifles with declared foes. No plea for release from

responsibility can justify open assaults upon the nation’s life. No citizen or

band of citizens should be permitted with impunity to proclaim to the world

the purpose to destroy the government of which they are a part, and on which

a great people depend. No interests are more sacred and important than the

interests of a nation with whose welfare the world itself is involved.

James Eells.
Cincinnati.

THE RELATIONS OF THE THREE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES
OF SCOTLAND.

Professors Calderwood and Flint having expressed their views on this subject

in previous numbers of this Review, the editors are good enough to call upon me
now to have my say. It is a subject which one feels a great difficulty in ap-

proaching
;
but as the situation has changed in important respects since Dr.

Flint wrote last autumn, it seems reasonable that another endeavour should be

made to describe it.

Dr. Flint’s view of the relations of the three churches was avowedly pessi-

mist
;
he could see no reasonable ground for expecting that they all would, or

for that matter could, take the conciliatory attitude which Dr. Calderwood rec-

ommended
;
there seemed no prospect but that of drifting more and more

into an attitude of antagonism. The United Presbyterian Church was using its

whole political influence for disestablishment and disendowment
;

a large

majority of the Free Church had joined them in this demand
;
only a minority

of that church retained their disruption ground
;
by taking this attitude, these

churches refused every shred of compromise
;
how, then, was it possible for the

Established Church to maintain an attitude of conciliation ? Nobody would

take a calm view of anything that might be proposed.

Yet Dr. Flint, in the progress of his paper, let it appear that he was not so

hopelessly pessimist as he seemed. He went on to give an outline of a modus

vivendi that might embrace all the three churches without any of them having

to surrender what it deemed matter of principle. What has since emerged

has shown that not Dr. Flint, the pessimist, but Dr. Flint hoping against

hope, was nearest the truth
;
and though his scheme is exposed to difficulties

apparently insuperable, it seems possible (though not at present probable) that

it will prove the basis of a comprehensive union.

Since Dr. Flint wrote “many things have happened,” particularly these

three : first, we have had a general election
;
second, a bill designed to pro-

mote the union of churches, introduced into Parliament by Mr. Finlay, M.P.
;

and, third, a scheme of union, pretty much on the lines of Dr. Flint, formu-
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lated by Mr. Thomas Nelson, which, with Mr. Finlay’s bill, has been the sub-

ject of a very extensive correspondence and discussion in leading newspapers.

Let me show how each of these bears on the situation.

1. Great efforts were used to induce Mr. Gladstone to view disestablishment

as an urgent question, and to make it a plank of his political platform. Mr.

Gladstone firmly declined. Disestablishment was not made a testing question

for Liberals at the elections, and the result is, that while many of the Liberal

members returned for Scotland are for disestablishment, others are against stir-

ring the question in this Parliament, and a few are against it altogether, along

with the half score of Conservative members. In consequence of this, the death-

struggle for disestablishment is not so near as Dr. Calderwood probably ex-

pected, but is relegated to some future time, whether near or remote it is im-

possible to say.

2. Mr. Finlay, who was brought up a Free-Churchman, sympathizes with

that minority that long to see a reformed State-church on the basis of the

“ Claim of Right” of 1842. His bill is designed to remove the present objec-

tions of that class to the Established Church. If will be remembered that the

immediate occasion of the conflict with the civil courts that caused the disrup-

tion was the enforcement of the claims of lay-patrons to appoint ministers in

opposition to the wishes of the people. In the course of the litigation the

civil courts so denied to the Church all independent spiritual jurisdiction, and

the Government and Parliament so refused all redress, that in 1843 the Free

Church separated from the State, in order to protect the rights of the people,

and maintain spiritual independence. In 1874 a measure was carried through

Parliament at the instigation of the Established Church, which transferred the

patronage from the patrons to the people. It was hoped that this would bring

about union with the Free Church. But that Church maintained that spiritual

independence was more essential than the abolition of lay patronage. Now, Mr.

Finlay’s bill is intended to place beyond suspicion the spiritual independence

of the Church. It is believed that the leaders of the Established Church look

on it with favor. The Free Church naturally regards the introduction and sup-

port of this measure as a remarkable moral triumph on her behalf. The two

measures (1874 and this) virtually declare that she was wholly right in the dis-

ruption struggle
;

that there was no good reason for refusing her claim in

1843 ;
and that her whole career since that time has been one of wrong suf-

fered at the hand of the State and at the hand of the Established Church, who

encouraged its policy.

It is very natural for outsiders to ask, Will not the Free Church co-operate

very cordially in getting this measure passed, and if it does pass, will she not

be ready to unite with the Establishment ?

I think that more than three fourths of the Free Church would answer in the

negative. And the following are some of the reasons :

(1) During that long,, intense, and bitter struggle which we call “ the ten

years’ conflict” (1834-1843), distrust of the State as the ally of the Church was

burnt into the very soul of the party that became the Free Church by the con-
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tempt that was poured on her claims, and the utter want of sympathy mani-

tested in her spiritual objects. It was very apparent that what lay at the root of

the struggle was her revived evangelicalism. Between the State and her there

seemed an utter uncongeniality. And now that Parliament is more miscellane-

ous than ever, the alliance would be even less desirable. As to the civil courts,

no doubt they are more reasonable than they were
;
yet even within the last few

years very serious issues were entertained by them against the Free Church in

what was called the Cardross case, and but for certain technical difficulties it is

not unlikely that a similar interference with spiritual jurisdiction would have

taken place. The Free Church has little inducement, in this point of view, to

enter into closer relations with the State.

(2) The Free Church has had such encouragement in many ways since she

assumed her attitude of separation from the State that, to say the least, she is

naturally slow to change. No church ever received more tokens of the love,

confidence, and generous support of her people. Her separation from the

State was followed by a wonderful enlargement of friendly connection with

other churches all over the world. The Divine blessing has rested on her labors

in a remarkable manner, and her movement has given an impulse to spiritual

life both in the churches around her and in more distant places.

(3) Many of her people have come to regard State-churchism as a bad thing.

Looking along the whole line of Church history, they believe it has done far

more harm than good. They regard it likewise as a doomed thing, and believe

that its extinction is only a question of time.

Of late years the feeling has been growing in the Free Church that union of

the three Presbyterian churches in Scotland can take place only on the footing

of disestablishment. This is likewise the decided opinion of the United Pres-

byterians. But the question has arisen, Does disestablishment necessarily imply

disendowment ? Might not disestablishment take place, while at the same

time the revenues of the present Established Church might be conserved and

made available for the support of divine ordinances in the one Presbyterian

Church of Scotland ?

3. This, in substance, is the alternative suggested by Dr. Flint in the

October number of this Review, as a course which might possibly unite all

parties, and might be so carried out as to involve no real sacrifice of principle.

The Earl of Aberdeen, as Dr. Flint remarks, had previously made a similar

suggestion. Within the last few weeks it has been more definitely and fully

placed before the public by Mr. Thomas Nelson, a Free-Church layman, of

the well-known publishing firm of Thomas Nelson & Sons. It has found a

large number of supporters among the correspondents of the Scotsman, where

it originally appeared. On the other hand, it has been respectfully but de-

cidedly condemned by leading ministers of the United Presbyterian Church,

such as Dr. Cairns and Dr. Ker, and at a recent conference, both of ministers

and elders of that Church, only two individuals were found to favor it.

The revenue of the Established Church, in most of the old country parishes,

is derived from a charge on the land, which is called the tiend, and which is
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paid (by legislative arrangement) by the proprietors of the soil. Each parish

has its own tiend, and the amount varies in each. The tiend represents what

was church property in the days before the Reformation. In the view of United

Presbyterians, it is the property of the State, and holding, as most of them do,

that it is wrong for the Church to receive money from the State, they would not

accept a share of the tiend, but would have it to be devoted to some purpose of

general utility, such as the support of the poor or the education rate. But

others deny that the tiend is State property. They hold it to be the product of

pious benevolence in far-distant times. It belongs, they say, not to the State,

but to the people of each parish. The people, who own it, have a right to dis-

pose of it for the promotion of religion in the parish. Voluntaries, in accepting

a share of it, or in leaving it an open question whether it was to be accepted

or no, would be no more compromised than they are in accepting a share of

the Ferguson bequest, or any other modern endowment. In fact, the tiend is

in much the same predicament as the clergy reserves or church lands used to be

in the British colonies. If voluntaries felt free (as they did) to join a colonial

church, where the clergy reserves or church lands went to aid in the support of

ordinances, surely it would not be a fatal objection to their joining a church in

Scotland that the tiends were used for a corresponding purpose.

Mr. Nelson’s scheme bears on its forefront that the Church of Scotland is to

be disestablished, and the tiends made over to some body of trustees, to be

used for the benefit of the Presbyterian churches.

Personally he would prefer disestablishment and disendowment as the basis

of a settlement of church questions in Scotland, and, as he would hope, of final

union. But this less drastic scheme of his he advocates as more likely to get

the support of the Established Church, and to be carried out amicably, as sim-

ilar arrangements have been in the colonies.

To me it seems that the friends of union are indebted to Mr. Nelson as well

as to Dr. Flint and Lord Aberdeen for drawing attention to this mode of settle-

ment. I see no reason why it should not succeed if two conditions were re-

alized : first, that it should obtain not only the support but the active advocacy

of the Established Church
;
and, second, that it should not be held an insuper-

able bar to union by the United Presbyterians. But I must confess I do not

think that these conditions will be realized.

In that case the status quo would remain, the ground would be cleared, and

the tug of war would rage round disestablishment and disendowment. It is

possible, if Mr. Finlay’s bill should pass, that a portion of the Free Church

minority would join the Established Church. They have long been in a dis-

satisfied spirit, deeming the Free Church faithless to her principles. But they

are the party who are opposed to hymns, organs, and other “innovations,”

and who most vehemently opposed Professor Robertson Smith
;
and beyond

doubt they would feel it very awkward to join a church which is more latitudi-

narian than that which they would leave. If they should take this step (which

I do not think likely), an obstacle to union between the Free and the United

Presbyterian Church would be removed
;
that union would be rapidly effected,
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and in all probability the disestablishment movement would get a new

impulse.

The strength of the position of this Conservative section of the Free Church

lies in the fact that in quitting her connection with the State the Free Church

protested that she did so not willingly, but by constraint, and that she solemnly

invited her people to pray to God so to turn the hearts of the rulers that they

might be sensible of the wrong they were doing, and might give back to them

the benefits. of which they were then unjustly deprived. The disruption move-

ment, it is held, proceeded on the conviction that union between Church and

State was not only lawful but expedient, and that it was not only the right but

the duty of the Christian magistrate to give his countenance and support to the

Church of Christ.

In this contention these brethren are technically right, and they are entitled

to consideration for the steadfastness with which they have maintained their

ground, and even to some indulgence for the undoubted bitterness with which

they charge their brethren with having deserted it. What the majority of the

Free Church say in reply is, that they have abandoned no principle, and that

through altered conditions the course that appeared most favorable to the

Church of Christ then is not so now. The only matter of principle involved

is the duty of the civil magistrate to protect and countenance the Church of

Christ, as well as to have respect to Christ’s revealed will in his whole proced-

ure. But they maintain that this does not oblige him, especially in a divided

country, to give pecuniary support and civil prestige to one of its denomina-

tions, to the disparagement of the rest
;
and they are accustomed to refer to the

practice in the United States, where there is no Established Church, but where

the magistrate recognizes God’s authority, and protects and encourages the

various branches of the Church. If they do not now wish the magistrate to

endo\y the Church, their motive for that change is not one involving any secu-

lar benefit to themselves, but the reverse
;

it is because they think that the

Church will fare better in another way.

It was very soon after the disruption that some of the leading Free Church-

men came to hold this modified view. Dr. Cunningham, for example, who

visited America in 1843-44, in giving a report of his visit to the General As-

sembly, just one year after the disruption, after remarking that in the United

States there was “ a general horror of union between Church and State,” added

(italics ours) :
“ But I find at the same time a very general admission of the

great Scriptural principle for which alone we contend, that in virtue of the prin-

ciples embodied in God’s Word, the obligation is laid upon nations and rulers

to have regard to the moral government of God as supreme, and to the welfare

of the Church of Christ. The general admission of this doctrine is all that we care

about. I have not seen nor heard anything in America at all fitted to shake

my firmness in this principle as a principle of our Church, but I have seen

much to modify the impressions which some of us may once have entertained of the

importance of State assistance to the Church and to the cause of religion. I have

seen much—yea, abundant evidence that a vast deal of good, and good in the
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highest sense, may be done by churches which have no State assistance
;
and I

have seen much to confirm me in the belief that there is nothing to which the

energies of the Church of Christ, when animated by the Spirit of Christ, are

not fully adequate” (Cunningham’s Life, p. 217).

The recent discussions through the newspaper press have proved the exist-

ence of a much deeper and more earnest desire for Presbyterian union than Dr.

Flint would seem to have apprehended. There are doubtless multitudes of the

best people of the country who grieve much over the present disunion, and to

whom the desire for a more united church, and by consequence a more power-

ful instrument of spiritual and temporal good, is far stronger than any denom-

inational preference. Some of these good men are apt to suppose that the

grounds of opposition to union are quite shallow and frivolous. But when

they come to close quarters with the question, they see that it is otherwise.

Some men say it is the clergy who are unreasonable, and that half a dozen

unprejudiced laymen could settle the whole question in half an hour. It seems

to me a pity that such language should be held. To deal with a question of

this kind requires a world of patience. One benefit of the recent discussions is

to make it plain that the difficulties, both on the right hand and on the left,

are real difficulties. Dr. Flint quoted words from an honored leader of the

Established Church, recently removed, to the effect that conciliatory steps were

rendered abortive by those “ who had ends of their own to serve.” I do not

think such language should be used. I think there is ample reason why we

should give every section in this warfare credit for believing that their view is

best fitted to promote the cause of Christianity in Scotland. To promote this

spirit of generous forbearance and charity is what, if I understand aright, Dr.

Calderwood desired in his opening paper on this subject. The conception of

a United Church of Scotland, doing its work under the most efficient condi-

tions, is a very grand one—a conception to be cherished with ardent desire, and

to be worked and prayed for with untiring perseverance.

One other thought in conclusion. The union to be aimed at is a compre-

hensive union. For that we ought all to be ready to make every sacrifice that

is legitimate
;
but for a sectional union we would not go so far. At a recent

Free Church conference it was unanimously agreed that no union would be

satisfactory to the Free Church, or could be called a reconstruction of the Scot-

tish Church, which did not embrace the United Presbyterians. It is well

known that there are personal as well as public considerations to be taken into

account in connection with unions. And often these personal considerations

have been barriers to union. The various churches in Scotland have each of

them some feature of the national life stronger than the others. There are

members of the Free Church, for example, that complain that the Established

Church is too latitudinarian, and there are members of the Established Church

that complain that the Free Church is too narrow. Some would say the United

Presbyterian Church is too radical, and the Free Church is becoming too radi-

cal
;
others that the Established Church is too Tory. But were a general union

to become practicable, it would probably bear down all opposition, and the
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mass would be fused into one. Then, as regards particular schools of thought,

it would be a case of the survival of the fittest. The most vital, the most vigor-

ous, the most persevering, would have free scope and a fair field. In the

absence of such a comprehensive union, unions on a smaller scale, provided

they led to no disunions, would be beneficial
;
but the consummation for

which every true Presbyterian longs would not be reached till we could give a

new application to an old motto

—

Tria juncta in uno.

W. G. Blaikie.

Edinburgh.

THE DISCUSSION OF THE REVISED VERSION OF THE OLD
TESTAMENT.

The Presbyterian Review is the property of an association that represents

six theological seminaries of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of

America. It is conducted on the plan of affording the professors in these semi-

naries entire freedom in the expression of their views. The truth of God is ad-

vanced by full, frank, free, and fearless discussion. As a managing editor I claim

no exemption from the fortunes of theological or literary contest.

Early last summer I was called upon, at short notice, to prepare an article for

this Review on the Revised Version of the Old Testament. It was the original

plan of the editors, that Dr. Green, the President of the American Old Testa-

ment Company, should open the discussion, and that he should be followed by

Professor Henry P. Smith and Principal Caven
;
but Dr. Green declined the

part assigned him. After we had sought in vain to secure the services of other

American Revisers, it became necessary either to reconstruct our entire plan,

or else that I should prepare the introductory article. Accordingly, I turned

aside from other work that had been planned, and at great personal inconven-

ience undertook the unexpected task. The study of the Revision, and espe-

cially of the work of the American Old Testament Company, filled me with

painful surprise. It seemed to me that the American Company had placed the

Old Testament scholarship of America in a humiliating position before the

world, and that it was my duty to repudiate their views in strong terms. The

short time at my disposal and the intensity of my application to the task, to-

gether with the feelings so strongly excited within me, gave my article a fervor

and a fierceness which I could not observe at the time, but which subsequent

reflection has convinced me was justly liable to misapprehension, and which

has been regarded as offensive by some of my very dear friends. For all such

faults I desire to express my sincere regret.

At the same time, it is necessary that I should state that I must adhere to all

the criticisms made upon the Revised Version, and especially upon the work

of the American Old Testament Company, with the exception of those two slips

referred to in the October number of this Review (p. 729). A close study of

the Revised Version—which has consumed a large portion of my time since the

writing of my article— has confirmed my first impressions, and has given me the

means of illustrating them by a multitude of examples.

24
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It is only fair to all parties to state that the American Company have been

treated with the greatest consideration by the editors of this Review. Notwith-

standing three of them had declined to take the proposed position in the dis-

cussion, Dr. Green was again afforded an opportunity of writing. He selected

his own time and his own theme, and now appears before the public with an

article upon the “ Critics of the Revised Version.”

I should not feel it necessary to say a word more in this discussion were I not

a managing editor of this Review, and thereby responsible for the propriety of

publishing what Dr. Green has written. On this account it seems to be neces-

sary to remove any possible misapprehension, lest any one should suppose that

I accept Dr. Green’s statement of the points at issue or his representation of

my opinions, especially when he introduces into the controversy several of my
articles which have not been presented to the readers of this Review.

(i) Dr. Green does not fairly state the case as to Textual Criticism. He
misinterprets my careful statement (vi., p. 494) when he says: “ If this language

means anything to the purpose for which it is employed, it means that there is

no certain voucher of the present so-called Massoretic text prior to the tenth

century” (p.325). But my statement has no such meaning. It expressly

says that the earliest ms. authority for the present Massoretic text is in the mss.

of the tenth century, and that we have mss. of the great Versions and of the

Samaritan Codex, that are much more ancient
;
and that therefore the latter are

not merely subsidiary and doubtful authorities for the correction of the Mas-

soretic text, but are of prime importance. Professor H. P. Smith stated the ex-

act truth when he represented the Revised Version as the “ Mediceval Jewish

edition of the Old Testament translated into English, with marginal corrections 0/

some of its errors
”

(
vi., p. 641). Dr. Green’s citations from eminent author-

ities will confirm this statement to the discriminating reader, and do not

afford him any support for his own views of Textual Criticism. No one denies

that the mss. of the tenth century rest upon lost mss. and upon a tradition that

can be traced back to the second Christian century. The Massoretic text in its

present form is the result of centuries of development.

It is well known that the original Hebrew text from which all the ancient

Versions were made was the unpointed text, without any of the Massoretic

material. It is true that there was a traditional pronunciation and interpreta-

tion at this early date. But this is precisely what the science of Textual

Criticism has to determine. It is begging the whole question at the start to

assume that the Massoretic text of the tenth century gives us the traditional text

of the second century or the fourth century. If any one will range the Versions

in historical order, he will find that they approach nearer the Massoretic text of

the tenth century in the degree that they approach that period in time, thus in

the order : Samaritan Codex, LXX., New Testament citation, Peshitto, Vulgate,

Saadia ; but even the version of Saadia of the tenth century (one of the best

Hebrew scholars who ever lived) is not in entire accord with the Massoretic text

of the tenth century
;
and the St. Petersburg Codex shows important variations

from the later Western codices. In view of these facts, the reader may judge of
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the value of a Textual Criticism that would carry back the Western Massoretic

mss. by a leap, without any ms. authority whatever, to the second Christian

century. Such wholesale conjecture as this throws into shadow the conjectures

of all the radical critics. Dr. Green represents that I lay down a canon of

criticism in my article (p. 495) when I say that the evidence of several of the

great Versions is stronger than that of the Massoretic text alone. Dr. Green is

mistaken. The canons of Textual Criticism were given by me in the Hebraica

(Jan., 1886). I had no occasion to give them in my article in this Review
;

I

simply expressed my opinion as to the relative weight of the external evidence

of the Versions over against the Massoretic text. I did not give it as a canon.

Textual Criticism is a science with well-defined rules. These rules were ap-

plied with marvellous success by the New Testament Company. The Old Tes-

tament Company accepted their positions under the same rule of Textual

Criticism as the New Testament Company (Rule IV., see Hebraica, January,

1886, p. 65, seq.). The scholars who are responsible for the marginal references

to the ancient versions followed the rule. The majority of the British Company

made a new rule, modifying Rule IV. so as to depart from the Massoretic text

in the text of the Revision only in cases of “ extreme difficulty,” and relegated

Textual Criticism to the margin. But the American Company entirely dis-

regarded Rule IV. when they insisted that these references to the Versions

should be removed from the margin. It seems to us that American scholars

had something better to do than to obstruct the operation of the rule of Textual

Criticism, under which they had accepted their positions, and which the public

supposed they were laboring to carry out to the best of their ability.

There is no difference of opinion as to the vast difficulty of the Textual

Criticism of the Old Testament
;
but Dr. Green exaggerates the value of the

Massoretic text, undervalues the oldest Hebrew codices, thinks that the ren-

derings of the ancient versions and the New Testament citations, upon which

the Christian Church depended for fifteen centuries for its knowledge of the

Word of God, are unworthy of a place even on the margin of the Revised Ver-

sion. He magnifies the difficulties in the way of improving the text, and repre-

sents the textual emendations of those scholars who are in earnest in the work

of Textual Criticism as “ novelties ” and arbitrary changes of the text, and all

this to excuse the neglect of Textual Criticism by the American Company, and

to secure, as far as possible, a passive reliance upon the Mediaeval Western

Massoretic text.

If the Old Testament Company had pursued a consistent policy, there would

be less reason to complain. But they did not. They seem not to have taken,

pains to base their work upon a Massoretic text that rested upon the authority

of the best mss. We know the Greek text of the New Testament Company
as well as their version of it. But the Old Testament Company give us no

information as to the text from which they translated.

Dr. Green represents that I have been called upon repeatedly to state what

the improved readings are from the St. Petersburg Codex. It would seem,

that Dr. Green cannot find any. Fie flouts two of the readings of the St,
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Petersburg Codex, that seem to me to be better supported than those of the com-

monly received Massoretic text (p. 332), the one Is. liv. 9, where the St. Peters-

burg Codex is sustained by Peshitto, Targum, Vulgate, and Saadia,- and prob-

ably the LXX. and the New Test.
;
the other Hos. ii. 22, where it is sustained

by the Vulgate (see Hebraica in /. c
.
). But Dr. Green and several other

American Revisers who have taken pains to reply to my article have carefully

refrained from staling that they or the American Company, as a company,

made use of the St. Petersburg Codex. The word of any one of these distin-

guished scholars would be sufficient
;
but in the mean time the terms of scorn

with which Dr. Green refers to the differences is a sufficient evidence that he

has not weighed them by the laws of Textual Criticism.

These two passages are also sufficient to disprove the confident assertion of

Dr. Green, that Jerome had before him the current Massoretic text. He is

much nearer to it than the Versions that preceded him, but varies from it in

many important readings that cannot be attributed to the influence of the LXX.
In both of these instances the Vulgate agrees with the St. Petersburg Codex

against the Revisers, and in one of them even Saadia of the tenth century is

against those Western codices, the text of which Dr. Green represents that these

early translators had before them exactly as it is now.

But the worst inconsistency of the American Company is in the conjectural

criticism in which they indulge on occasion. Dr. Green says that “ when the

Massoretic text yielded an intelligible sense, and there was no obvious error,

they (the American Revisers) felt that there was no occasion for going beyond

it.” We shall present two examples to test Dr. Green’s statement (p. 341).

I agree with Dr. Green in mending the Massoretic text of Ps. xxii. 16 and

Dan. ix. 25. I think that scientific Textual Criticism justifies these changes
;

but Dr. Green gave unscientific reasons for these changes, and these I criti-

cised as insufficient. He infers from these criticisms of his reasons that I differ

from him in results. His inference as to my opinions on these passages and

purely subjective interpretation of my statements—which are the reverse of the

truth—will enable the reader to judge as to the value of his inferences as to my
views on other subjects, which are freely indulged in throughout his article. I

selected these two examples for the reason that I agreed with the American

Company in results, in order that, without bias of any kind, I might weigh their

principles and methods of criticism. The Massoretic text of Ps. xxii. 16,

“ like a lion,” gives an “ intelligible sense,” and there is no “ obvious error.”

The Jesvish scholars so understood it, and not a few eminent Christian scholars,

including Hupfeld, the author of the best commentary on the Psalms, have pre-

ferred it. The Massoretic text of Dan. ix. 25 was preferred by the British

Company. They saw no “ obvious error,” and they found ‘‘an intelligible

sense.
’ ’

(2) Dr. Green does not fairly state the case as to Hebrew Grammar. He repre-

sents that I am inconsistent in insisting upon a pedantic adherence to Hebrew

grammatical forms and at the same time censuring the New Testament Com-

pany for their anxiety for the literal rendering. It is only necessary to refer to
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my article (pp. 490 and 532) to convince the attentive reader that this charge

of inconsistency is in the imagination of Dr. Green. I said :

“ The Revised

Version of the New Testament has received the applause of scholars for its

fidelity to the original text, its conscientious adherence to the best readings, the

marvellous skill with which it has rendered the delicate shadings of the Greek

moods and tenses and sentences, and its firm grasp and distinct representation

» of the fine distinctions of etymology and synonym. The New Testament Re-

visers have given us a masterpiece of scholarship.” Those who agree with me
in praising the New Testament Company for these things should also agree with

me in my censure of the work of the Old Testament Company for their neg-

lect of these same things. It is true that I qualified my praise, and wrote :

“ But it is doubtful whether they (the New Testament Company) have suc-

ceeded in making a people’s book. Its fine scholarship is beyond their grasp

and appreciation. There seems to be over-refinement of scholarship, an occa-

sional exhibition of pedantry, and the sacrifice of the substance—the essential

thought to the external form and coloring.” But there was sufficient room and

there was ample time for the Old Testament Company to avoid these faults and

adhere to the excellent position that the New Testament Company had gained

for the Revised Version in the minds of Christian scholars
;
but the Old Testa-

ment Company took another view of their duty, and have placed their work in an

unfavorable position when compared with that of the New Testament Company.

Dr. Green’s views of Hebrew syntax may be seen in his Hebrew Grammar.

Those who have used the grammatical works of A. B. Davidson, S. R. Driver,

W. R. Harper, Ewald, Muller, and others, are sufficiently aware of the vast

difference. Dr. Green will not be able to persuade them that it is proper to

render nrox, “ I wrote ” (Hos. viii. 12) as if it were a Hebrew perfect, or that

it is pedantry to urge that the Revisers ought to have reproduced in English, so

far as the genius of the language will admit, all those delicate shades of meaning

that distinguish the Hebrew tenses and moods, the infinitive absolute, the em-

phatic plural, and the varied clauses with vav, which clothe the Hebrew language

with a wondrous wealth of color and beauty, and have made the Hebrew lan-

guage such an attractive study in recent years. I stated that it was in the inter-

est of the traditional theory of the composition of the Pentateuch that the im-

perfect was translated by the American Company as a perfect. Dr. Green

insists that ‘‘no one would ever have dreamed of inventing another (render-

ing) but for the sake of escaping the evidence therein afforded, that there

was a written divine law in the time of Hosea.” But the British Company
thought another rendering necessary. I do not know whether the British

Company are opposed to the traditional theory of the composition of the Pen-

tateuch or not
;
but it is certain that it is no help to any theory to support it

by questionable Hebrew syntax. With the text of the Revised Version

against it, it is no longer good policy, to say the least, to insist upon it as a

stock argument. The worst that any one can do to a good cause is to sup-

port it by weak arguments. The same may be said as to the rendering

‘‘my love, he” (Song ii. 7). I cannot allow Dr. Green to state, by con-
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jecture, my view of this beautiful drama of love, which is one of the finest

pieces of inspired poetry. I agree with the British Company in their rendering,

which is found in the text of the Revision. I cannot say whether they held the

theory of the song which is so offensive to Dr. Green or not
;
but they are too

good grammarians to render as the American Company proposed. I repeat

my careful statement :
“ According to the teaching of some Hebrew grammars

still in use in theological halls, it would appear that the Hebrew tenses might

be used interchangeably. It is evident that there is a vast improvement in the

Revision in the presentation of the phenomena of Hebrew syntax, but it is also

manifest that the Company have not followed the lead of the best scholars

among the Revisers themselves in their rendering of moods and tenses ” (p.

515). If any one will consult Dr. De Witt’s Praise Songs of Israel or Dr.

Cheyne’s Book of Psalms (both members of the Old Testament Company), he

will see how the Revised Version may be improved in this respect with advan-

tage to the rhythm.

(3) Dr. Green does not fairly state the case as to Hebrew Poetry. His reference

to my discovery of the Poems of the Creation and the Fall was entirely uncalled

for. Dr. Green is careless in his statement that “ all the rest of the Poetry in

the Historical Books, it is believed, is dealt with as such” (p. 308), for Dr.

Green (p. 316) refers to my article (p. 519), where I censure the Revision

for not giving the words of Moses (Num. x. 35, 36) in the poetic form. He
also refers to the chapter on Hebrew Poetry in my Biblical Study, where

I give the passages (Gen. xxi. 6-7; xxiv. 60; xlviii. 15, 19-20; Num.
vi. 23 ;

I. Chron. xii.
, 8, 18) in poetic form

;
and these do not exhaust the

catalogue. It will be sufficient to quote Principal Caven’s censure of the

Revisers in this department :
“ We recognize the difficulty of drawing the line

between the parallelism of poetry and that of prose
;
but the Revisers have not

approximated, we think, the correct line. A good part of prophetical utterance

is clearly poetry, but with the exception of a few passages which are regarded

as ‘ lyrical,’ prophecy is not set forth in parallelism. We venture to say that

no parts of Scripture are more obviously to be treated as poetry than the great

section of Isaiah, beginning with the fortieth chapter
;
and if the exhibition of

parallelism is proper in any part of the Old Testament, it is so here. Besides,

the selection of ‘ lyrical passages ’ in the prophets is somewhat arbitrary. . . .

Still further, we have the incongruity of a large number of quotations from the

prophecies presented as parallelistic in the New Testament, and thus we are led

to conclude either that the two sets of Revisers had not the same standard, or

that they were not at pains to understand each other respecting the matter.

Compare Acts ii. 17 ;
vii. 42, 49 ;

viii. 32 ;
xv. 16 ;

xxviii. 26 ;
Rom. viiL

36 ;
ix. 25 ;

x. 19 ;
xi. 26 ;

xiv. 11 ;
xv. 9, etc., with the Old Testament.”

In view of what Principal Caven here says, the reader may judge of Dr. Green’s

appreciation of Hebrew poetry. Furthermore (in the Hebraica, January. 1886,

p. 78), I called attention to the fact that the New Testament Version differs

from the Old Testament in the parallelisms that are given
;

cf. Heb. iii. 9 ;

Mark xii. 36 ;
Acts ii. 17.
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Dr. Green virtually confesses judgment so far as the American Revisers are

concerned. He says: “I have no hesitation in conceding that Dr. B. is

correct in Job xiv. 7. His division of this verse is the same that was proposed

by the American Company in their metrical arrangement of this book, the only

one, in fact, in which they did divide up independently in this manner. Their

suggestion was not accepted, and they thought the matter too trivial to insist

upon” (p. 310). This is, indeed, exactly the impression that one gets from

the work of the American Revisers in this department. There is not a single

example in the many thousands where they express any difference of opinion

from the British Company in these parallelisms, notwithstanding the consider-

able difference of opinion among scholars who have devoted their attention to

this subject. In our judgment the American Revisers should have disclaimed

responsibility for the parallelisms with which they had nothing to do. If the

poetical form of the Bible was “ too trivial to insist upon,” why was it given at

all ? It is not true that I replied to Dr. Green’s article in the Evangelist “ with

a slur upon English scholarship in this department” (p. 313). The reader of

my article could hardly escape the conclusion that it was the scholarship of the

American Company that was placed in unfavorable contrast with that of the

British Company. It is not true that my censure of the parallelisms of the

Revisers was due to “ a theory of Hebrew verse in which Dr. B. stands alone”

(p. 313). This was expressly disclaimed in the article, and it is disproved by

the fact that Dr. Green agrees with me in several examples. I said :
“ We

do not claim that the Revisers ought to have adopted the theory of the

strophe and the measurement of the line, which are still legitimate matters of

dispute between Hebrew scholars, but they ought to have correctly presented

the parallelisms of lines” (p. 497). Dr. Green lacks evidence to sustain his

“ heroic assertion” (p. 313) that “ Dr. B. stands alone” in his theory of

Hebrew verse. It is true he does not enjoy the company of Dr. Green
;
but he

is reconciled to this hardship by the companionship of those who do not

regard “ this whole matter” as “of very inferior consequence.”

(4) Dr. Green does not fairly state the case in Biblical Theology. He insists

that it is proper to translate Dtyx by sin-offering in Is. liii. 10, and ignores Prin-

cipal Caven’s apt remark, “ The ordinary reader is in no danger of being led

astray as to the nature of Christ’s work by keeping to the translation given in

Leviticus
;

for he there learns that the guilt-offering, as well as the sin-offering,

is substitutionary and expiatory ” (p. 75). He also insists upon the propriety

of rendering the special ri3f by the general term “ sacrifice,” and thus obscur-

ing the mind of the English reader in a large number of passages. Thus by

rendering I. Sam. iii. 14, ‘‘purged with sacrifice nor offering,” it is hidden

from the reader that sin might be atoned for by the m? or the nriJD without

the use of the sin-offering or trespass-offering. It might also be asked why
the technical term 123 should be rendered in Leviticus “ make an atone-

ment,” and in this passage “purged” in the text and “ expiated ” in the

margin. These are cases of inconsistency in the translation of technical terms
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upon the proper rendering of which the understanding of the Old Testament

religious institutions depends. If the differences were not important in the

minds of the Revisers, that is no reason why they should not have been noted.

In our judgment the differences are of very great importance.

Dr. Green states that I “ would be willing to shock the devout feelings of every

worshipper by offering what is to them an unheard-of and unmeaning com-

bination of sounds for a name which has the most sacred associations and whose

utterance awakens their adoring homage ” (p. 307). This is an overstate-

ment and an appeal to prejudice. The Authorized Version and Revised Ver-

sion agree with the old versions in following the Qeri

'

jin, Lord, instead of the

Kethibh mn\ The name Lord is associated by the devout feelings of every wor-

shipper in Judaism and in Christendom with all of these passages. Hence the

British Company declined to make the change. The American Company, when

they proposed to substituteJehovah, followed neither the Qerinor the Kelhibh, but

combined the two, and made a word which has the vowels of the Qeri and

the consonants of the Kethibh mn\ They would give their influence to per-

petuate a current error. It is true that this error has found its way into some

hymns and religious books, and into a very few passages of the Authorized Ver-

sion, so that it is not so unfamiliar, and therefore the disturbance would not

be so great as in the use of Jahveh ;
but this advantage is counterbalanced by

the fact that the word Jehovah is an error that shocks the mind of the Hebrew

scholar and the Jewish people. If a change was to be made from Lord it

should not be in the direction of error, but in the direction of truth. The

name Jahveh is now familiar to Hebrew scholars, and is becoming well known

to scholars generally. Those who use Ogilvie' s Imperial Dictionary are aware

of the fact that Jehovah is “a Scripture name of the Supreme Being, the

proper form of which, according to most scholars, should be Yahveh or Yah-

weh.” It will not be long before other English dictionaries will have simi-

lar statements. Jahveh and Yahveh are different transliterations, but have the

same sound. I prefer Jahveh because of its common use by foreign scholars.

It is a brief, terse, and euphonic word, that has a wealth of meaning and

of reminiscence of Biblical passages to all whp are familiar with the Hebrew

text. It is the name that God Himself gave to His people, and if any

name should be correctly pronounced and written it would seem that it

should be this one above all others. I did not feel at liberty to intro-

duce the unfamiliar word to the readers of my Biblical Study, because I

recognized that it was a difficult and delicate thing to do, ruid that there was

considerable difference of opinion. But that which a single writer might hesi-

tate to do could be done with propriety by a representative body of scholars. It

seems to me that the Old Testament Company have thrown away an invalu-

able opportunity for introducing the English-speaking world to the proper

name of God in the form in which He Himself gave it to His people. I have

confidence in the people that they would soon learn it, and make a vast gain

thereby. The people of God desire to know the truth of God.

Dr. Green is also in error in representing that I confess myself “out
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of sympathy with the very end proposed ” by the Revision (p. 306), for the first

section of my article bears the title :
“ A Revised Version Needed.” But I

think that it is not for the best interests of Biblical study that any translation,

however excellent, should usurp the place of the divine originals and obstruct

original investigation of the Divine Word, as the great historical versions have

too often done. I rejoice that the tyranny of the Authorized Version is past,

and, I am not willing to put the Revised Version in its place. I believe that we

shall have a large number of new versions of particular books by individuals and

companies of scholars, and these will continue to excite greater interest in the

study of the Divine Word.

Furthermore, I am not opposed to a Revision Company, but I think that

they have made a mistake by their method of revision by vote. The method

of the preparation of the Authorized Version was better in this respect. If the

several classes of writings had been distributed to several sub-committees for

preparation, there would have been more freedom in the first draft of the Re-

vision, and there would have been a sufficient check by a final submission to

the entire Company. It seems to me quite evident that there are members of

the Old Testament Company who were equal to good work in the prose parts of

Scripture, but who were not equal to the work of rendering the Poetical and

Prophetical Books, and they only hindered the proper rendering of those sec-

tions of Scripture. It is important that specialists should have freedom for the

use of their gifts, and it is unwise to reduce every question to the dead level of

the minimum of Hebrew scholarship in the companies. The result is that

there are three grades of scholarship in the Revision
;
the margin exhibits the

advancing Hebrew scholarship, the text of the Revision itself is a fair average,

but the Appendix of the American Revisers is put in the rear of the rapidly ad-

vancing Biblical scholarship of our day.

Dr. Green quotes from Professors Driver, Kirkpatrick and others, remarks in

favor of the Revised Version
;
but he neglects to state that these scholars lay

great stress upon the margin of the Revised Version, and belong to the advanc-

ing Hebrew school represented by the margin. As Professor Driver says :

“ The best service which those who hold the position of teachers can do at the

present time is to explain to the general reader the use of the margins ”
(
Con-

temporary Review
,
February, 1886, p. 295). This I believe to be the true posi-

tion to take. But it is necessary to say that the use of the margin in the United

States of America is in a different position from what it is in Great Britain. The
American Old Testament Company in their Appendix have thrown discredit

upon the most important items contained in the margin. We have reason to

be proud of the high scholarship displayed by the American New Testament

Company in their Appendix
;
but I cannot escape a very different feeling when-

ever I think of the Appendix of the American Old Testament Company. This

is all the keener from the fact that I have great respect for the veteran Ameri-

can scholars who are members of the American Company, and a sincere per-

sonal attachment to more than one of them, and that their long, arduous, and

self-sacrificing labors deserved success. But in matters of scholarship personal
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considerations are merged in public duty. It seems plain to me that it is the

duty of all who desire the advancement of Biblical learning in America to take

their stand against the American Old Testament Company in their reactionary

attitude to Biblical Criticism, Hebrew Grammar, and Biblical Theology. The

Revised Version, with all its blemishes and with the conflicting opinions repre-

sented in its pages, is still a decided improvement upon the Authorized Ver-

sion. It is not what it ought to be, but it is a gain and a stepping-stone to

something better yet to come. C. A. Briggs.



IX.

REVIEWS OF

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

I.—EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.

Lehrbuch der Historisch-Kritischen Einleitung in das Neue Testa-
ment. Von Heinrich Julius Holzmann, Dr. und Ord. Professor derTheo-
logie in Strassburg. Freiburg, J. B., 1885. Akademische Verlags-buch-
handlung von J. C. B. Mohr. 8vo, pp. xvi., 504.

This volume is the first of a series of hand-books on the departments of theology,

intended to give a comprehensive view of the literature and present state of opin-

ion regarding them. As was to be expected from one so long known in this de-

partment, we have a masterly production, and extremely liberal in its conclu-

sions. The problem presented relates exclusively to the Canonical books.

To inquire first historically what books rightly belong in the Canon presupposes

a doctrine of the Canon which can only be reached as the result of historical in-

vestigation, and belongs properly to dogmatics. And it would also open the limit-

less field of early Christian literature. Introduction, therefore, properly confines

itself to the traditional Canon.
From this point of view, as the books are assumed, the condition of their text

naturally becomes the first question. And the divergent forms of the text as

earliest' known, of itself overthrows the theory of an infallibly inspired origin-

Three chapters, covering eight-five pages, are occupied with the usual sketch of

the progress of criticism, down to the latest publication
;
closing with a state,

ment of textual principles.

Next follows the History of the Canon in six chapters :—The New Testament
Literature, the Vorgeschichte of the Canon, the older Canon, the later Canon,
the Canon and Protestantism, the Protestant Criticism of the Canon.
The preface states that the plan of such a series of text-books forbids the in-

trusion of the author’s personal views
;
while these are not concealed, an im-

partial presentation of all sides of the controversies, so far as these afford any
scientific basis, is required. In many cases, especially in the Special Introduction,

this purpose is carried out so far that it is often impossible to infer the author’s

opinion, and often doubtful whether he does not prefer to consider many impor-
tant questions as still unsettled. But in the general history of the Canon it is

difficult to see how a perfectly impartial method can be practicable. In the

nature of the question there is required not only the thorough statement of all

ascertained facts, but to ask what is the interpretation to be put upon these facts.

There are the questions of the interpretation of the testimonies of the Fathers,

of the fair inferences to be drawn from their use of the books, of the bearing of

these acts upon one another, and the final result of their grouping. If we put on
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the one side, under the head of historical fact, scientifically ascertained, that the

New Testament writers themselves have not the least conception that their writ-

ings would have a lasting authority, and draw no line between apostolic and
spiritual gifts and what were common to the communion

;
that the idea of a

Canon closed in the lifetime of Apostles, and of appeal to their writings as in-

spired authority is foreign to the early Fathers, even to the time of Justin
;

if they

look to their writings as merely transmitting the personal teachings of Christ and
the Apostles

;
if the formation of the Canon is a gradual process, running parallel

with the origin of the Catholic Church, and not before this is consolidated, is the

germ of our traditional New Testament Canon discernible
;

if the pressure of the

Gnostic and Montanist heresies first made the demand that a definite circle of apos-

tolic writings should be recognized as. authoritative : if all this be history scientifi-

cally settled, then the position that it belongs to dogmatics to state the doctrine

of the Canon after the facts have been presented, certainly leaves the traditional

orthodox apologetic position without a hearing. From this book it might be known
that there is such a thing

;
certainly not that it has anything to say for itself on

the historical side. Professor Holzmann emphasizes the Roman Catholic charge,

that Protestantism antagonizes the tradition of the Church upon the basis of a

Canon received only from that tradition. Under the history of the reaction from
the Tubingen Criticism he distinguishes under the head of Phantasiemassig-

operirende opposition, having its motive in the theology of the feelings, Neander,

whose watchword was, that Christianity was in its origin supernatural, but in its

development, natural
;
Schaff, Thiersch, who finds between the Church of the

first and second centuries a difference as between day and night, like a second

fall in sin, from a sinless origin to a sinful continuance
;
Lange, de PressensG

The next division includes dogmatic opposition—in which is a passing criticism

of the New Testament Introduction in Zockler’s Encyclopaedia as superficial and

full of error. As the final result of the inquiry we are told that all com-
petent authorities are agreed that all notions of a decided contrast between the

Apostolic and the subsequent age are forever done away
;
that the conception

of the origin of these books within close limits is excluded, but that there was
a long period of development from Jerusalem to the Catholic Church for the proc-

ess of Canon-building
;
and the only question between the boldest critics and

scientific apologists now is whether this process extends to the end of the second

century, or whether in most instances the books belong to a relatively early

date, namely, within the Apostolic time.

The Special Division treats of the Pauline Epistles, the Historical Books, the

Johannic Literature, and the remaining Catholic Epistles. This is the most

valuable part, and exhibits a most amazing example of condensed and clear

arrangement. All questions are mentioned in the order of their origin, and the

whole literature, even to details, under each topic. There is nowhere else in any-

thing like the same compass such a compendium of information. And at the

same time the style is readable, and the arrangement clear and easy for reference.

Some English and American work is included in the compilation, but naturally

it is not so exhaustively stated. It is impossible to give details. Ephesians and

Colossians are built out from a short and simple Pauline letter, and by the same
hand, the earliest date being 75 or 80. The Pastorals find no place, because

the hypothesis of the second imprisonment is rejected, and all attempts to com-
bine with Paul’s life untenable, and because the errors opposed, the doctrine,

and the Church organization all point to post-apostolic times. Hebrews is by a

Roman Christian of the time of the Domitian persecution.

Of the historical books, in the modified sense in which that term may be ap-

plied to the Gospels and Acts, a very full outline of the controversy is given.

There can be no question of their formation by a gradual process
;
the only ques-
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tion now open to intelligent inquirers is whether the basis is to be found in Mat-

thew or in Mark. The author announces a change of view about the Mark
hypothesis, holding that Luke is based upon both the previous Gospels

;
Matthew

and Mark date from about 70, Luke after 100. Acts is by the same author as Luke,

and from the same date, and is based upon Paul’s Epistles, although containing

some irreconcilable contradictions with Paul. As to the Apocalypse, it is unde-

cided whether it was by the Apostle John or not. If not, it decides the question

that he was never in Ephesus. The Church idea of John has grown up by com-
bining upon the historical person of the Apostle the character derived from the

writings of the Evangelist. The Gospel dates about 100, and is by the Ephesian

John. It is inconceivable that one who had daily seen and heard the Jesus of

history as his disciple, and upon whom his popular mode of teaching must have

been indelibly impressed, should have come to transmute so definite an image into

an Incarnation of the Logos, and to put into his mouth now Gnostic, now Alexan-

drian inspired monologues. I John and the whole Johannean circle of literature

is post-Apostolic. James comes between Clement of Rome and Hermas. 1 Peter

is not by the Apostle, but by some scholar of Paul. The book stops with the

Canon, apparently leaving other subjects, usually treated as parts of Introduction,

as independent subjects. C. W. Hodge.

The Prophecy of Joel : Its Unity, Its Aim, and the Age of its Com-
position. By William L. Pearson, A.M., Ph.D. Leipzig : 1885. 8vo,

pp. 154.

This little treatise is the enlargement of a dissertation which procured for its

author the degree of doctor of philosophy in the University of Leipzig. The age

of the Prophet Joel has long been a mooted point among critics, and he has been

assigned to very various periods, some contending that his is the earliest of the

books of the prophets, and others ranking it among the latest.
- New importance

has been given to this question by its relation to the most recent phase of Penta-

teuch criticism. The prominence given by Joel to the priests and the ritual

obliges most of those who make the priest code post-exilic, to regard this prophet

as later still. This is notably the case with Merx, who places him after B.c. 445,

and interprets his book eschatologically throughout. It is, in his view, an attempt

to save the credit of preceding prophets by giving a new application to their

predictions, and referring them to the distant future, inasmuch as the restoration

under Zerubbabel, Nehemiah, and Ezra could not be regarded as an adequate

fulfilment.

This volume, while dealing more or less with the principal treatises on this

subject, is mainly directed against the views of Merx, in opposition to whom it

aims to show that the locusts of the first and second chapters are to be under-

stood literally and not allegorically, and that both the contents and language of

the book are inconsistent with the assumption of its post-exilic origin. The
author is less successful in the positive than in the negative portion of his task,

in fixing upon Joel’s true age than in setting aside the erroneous determination

of it by Merx. Very few probably will follow him in his hypothesis that Joel be-

longs to the reign of Rehoboam, the son of Solomon
;
though if his date is to be

settled by the political relations reflected in his book, the author has very inge-

niously shown that as much can be plausibly said in favor of this period as of any
of those which have been urged besides. If he has not established his own hy-

pothesis, he has at least shown the fallacy of others which are built upon the

same premises, by demonstrating with what facility these may be made to yield

very divergent results. W. H. Green.
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Kritisch Exegetisches Handbuch uber die Briefe Pauli an Timotheus
und Titus. Von Dr. Bernhard Weiss. Kommentar uber das N. T. von
Dr. H. A. W. Meyer, Elfte Abtheilung, Fiinfte Aufl. Gottingen : Vander-
hoeck und Ruprecht. New York : B. Westermann & Co. 1886.

Following an odd German custom, Dr. Weiss publishes here an entirely new
and independent commentary on the Pastoral Epistles in the stead of Huther's
work that has hitherto occupied this place in the Meyer series. We are thankful

for his admirable exposition, which in many points we prefer to Huther’s
;
but

we would rather see it take its place alongside of the latter than thus rudely dis-

place it from a position which it occupied with the fullest right, and for which it

was altogether worthy. Weiss’s attitude toward the Pastoral Epistles has not

changed since he explained it in his New Testatnent Theology, E. T., vol i., pp.
285-286. It differs from Huther’s chiefly in that the latter stood frankly for their

authenticity
;
while Weiss, as he himself expresses it,

“ recognizes the scientific

problem which the letters present in far fuller measure.” This does not pre-

vent him from being a very powerful advocate for their authenticity. He refutes

the objections that have been brought against them, from whatever quarter and
on whatever ground, with the greatest acuteness and success. Nowhere is this

negative work more thoroughly done. But the positive arguments for their

genuineness seem to him something less than demonstrative, and he concludes

his investigation thus :
“ The Pastoral Epistles are left to us as the single certain

historical monument of a period in the life of the Apostle which in itself is very

conceivable, and which we must postulate if we are to regard the Pastoral Epis-

tles which are handed down to us as Paul’s, as genuine. Out of this circle criti-

cism cannot escape, and therefore the question as to their genuineness cannot be

brought to a definitive decision. But since nothing has been thus far adduced

which is decisive against their sufficiently-witnessed origination from Paul, we
must just on their account assume a release out of the first Roman imprison-

ment, and assign our letters to the following period (p. 60). Is not this hyper-

critical ? If the letters claim to be Paul’s, present no internal phenomena in-

consistent with their claim, and were certainly accepted as Paul’s from the very

earliest age of the Church,—all of which Weiss asserts and proves,— it is unrea-

sonable to hesitate to accept them frankly as his, simply because they bring us in-

formation about a period of his life for which we have no other witness. The
incidental hints of a personal correspondence are ordinarily taken as the most

original, most trustworthy, and most satisfactory evidence possible for tracing

the author’s history, and by this all other statements, from whatever source, are

tested and corrected. This appears to us sound historical procedure. Weiss’s

position amounts to holding that wherever such hints exist, unless they are sup-

ported by outside evidence, they make against the genuineness of the letters

(even though these be sufficiently attested otherwise) rather than furnish our surest

historical knowledge,—which is altogether awry to our thinking, and will be

scouted by all historical students in other than the Biblical sphere. We need

not quarrel, however, with one for allowing himself the luxury of a slight un-

grounded doubt, who knows so well how to close the way of doubt for all others,

and who is able even to advance strong positive arguments against his own doubt,

—such as the impossibility of finding any one of Paul’s followers (not Luke or

Clement, certainly) able to so finely reproduce the great traits of his theology (p.

47), or the folly of attributing to a forger who was so careful to reproduce Paul’s

manner, style, language, and thought, such carelessness as to the easiest matter

of all, the historical situation,— so that the very offence of these letters is seen by

himself to be an evidence against their spuriousness (p. 67).

That the special type of Pauline teaching exhibited in these letters is admirably
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traced will go without saying. The identity of the Presbyters and Bishops is

vigorously asserted. Weiss does not allow that the Presbyters were teachers
;

but supposes rather (see also p. 33) that the author is here making an effort to

attach the teaching function, hitherto inhering in all so-gifted members of the

Church, to their office—led thereto by the gradual failure of the charismata and

the new need of guarding the soundness of Church teaching. Thus, we should

be “ assisting ’’ as we read the letters at the transmutation of the ruling into the

teaching elder. Too much stress is laid on the absence of mention of deacons in

Titus. Deaconesses are not found in 1 Tim. iii. 11, or v. 2, although an

official body of “ widows ” (not virgins
,
called widows) is recognized in 1 Tim.

v. 9-16. Church worship is illustrated by the hymn-fragment in 1 Tim iii. 16

sq. (where 6f is read as a matter of course), and the beginnings of liturgy in the

doxologies of i. 17, vi. 15, and of creeds in 2 Tim. ii. 8 (cf. 1 Tim. vi. 12).

That Luke is quoted as “ Scripture ’’ at 1 Tim. v. 18 is equally majesterially

and mistakenly denied, simply on the ground that the recognition of the Gospels

as Scripture cannot be proved earlier than the second half of the second century !

Weiss’s own special theory is that Paul here joins a “ word of the Lord ” (1 Cor.

ix. 14) to an Old Testament phrase as equally authoritative with it. Nevertheless

it is certain that the writer speaks of this “ word ” as a written {ypafyri) authority,

that it stands so written in Luke x. 7, and that the New Testament books are

quoted as Scripture from the very earliest existence of a Christian literature

(e.g., not only here, but in 2 Peter, Barnabas, Polycarp, 2 Clement, Basilides,

Testaments of the XII. Patriarchs, etc.). It is simply a question as to whether we
shall make our history fit the facts, or try to warp the facts to match the crooked-

ness of our history. The fact is that the New Testament books were Scripture

to Christians from the time they were written
;
and 1 Tim. v. 18 is only one

out of many proofs of it. Why not frankly allow it, and so construct our theories,

instead of trying to reconstruct the facts ?

It is impossible, however, to enter into the details of the exegesis. As was to be

expected, it is thorough and rich, and although here and there “ of private inter-

pretation ” only, is everywhere helpful. Benjamin B. Warfield.

The Land and the Book—Lebanon, Damascus, and Beyond Jordan. By
William M. Thomson, D.D. New York : Harper & Brothers.

This handsome volume completes the new edition of Dr. Thomson’s great

work, which is beyond doubt the best exhibition of Biblical geography for popu-
lar use to be found in the English language or any other. The two previous

volumes treated, one Southern Palestine and Jerusalem, the other Central Pales-

tine and Phoenicia. The author was admirably qualified for his work by a very

long residence in the Orient and by his studies through life in the sacred volume.

Most of 'his descriptions are taken from personal observation made more than
once

;
and where he has been compelled to rely upon the testimony of others his

experience elsewhere enabled him to form a sound judgment of their value and
make a wise selection of what was suitable for his purpose. The getting up of

the book is all that could be desired, and the numerous illustrations and maps
add greatly to the enlightenment as well as the pleasure of the reader. Dr.

Thomson’s familiarity with Scripture enables him, when setting forth any
peculiarity of scenery, manners, or customs, to adduce at once the passages of the

Sacred Word which are thus illustrated. The only drawback on the work is the

awkward fiction of a companion, with whom he converses on his route. This is

a needless and sometimes disagreeable excrescence. It may be added that a

better description than C. G. Addison’s of the unique and wonderful view of

Damascus from Jebel Kasyun might have been made by the author or taken from
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later sources. But the work as a whole is of immense value. Its illustrations

are all faithful, and those secured by the photographic process are of course abso-

lutely trustworthy. No deeper sense of modern progress in the knowledge of

Bible lands can be gained than by a comparison of these handsome volumes
with the very best similar work that was accessible fifty years ago.

Talbot W. Chambers.

Geschichte des Judischen Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu Christi. Von Emil
Schurer. 2te Aufl. 2te Theil. Leipzig : J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhand-
lung. New York : B. Westermann & Co. A History of the Jewish
People in the Time of Jesus Christ. By Emil Schurer. Second
Division. Translated by Sophia Taylor and Rev. Peter Christie. Vols. I.

and II. Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark. New York : Scribner & Welford.
1886.

In recent times the study of Biblical history has evolved a new department,

which has been cultivated with such energy by German scholars that a vast

amount of light has been cast upon the times of Christ and his apostles. The
Germans have given the name of “ Zeitgeschichte,” “ Contemporary History,”

to this department. ProfessorSchiirer, in 1874, issued a ‘‘ Lehrbuch der Neutesta-

mentlichen Zeitgeschichte, ” which was recognized at once as the leading text-book

on this subject. It summed up all that its predecessors had accomplished, and

made a decided advance by its comprehensive and thorough treatment. But
Professor Schurer was not altogether satisfied with what he had accomplished.

He has given twelve years of additional labor to the. department, and as a result

we have a second edition of the second part of his work, which is not only double

the size of the first edition, but which is more than double its value in the mas-

terly treatment of the matters that are taken in hand. It is safe to say that the

book will be regarded as the standard authority in the department. Messrs. T.

& T. Clark have shown laudable enterprise in giving a translation of the work
almost as soon as its appearance in the original German. It ought to go into

the hands of every student of the New Testament, for nowhere else can he find

the same valuable information. It is worth a dozen of those “ Lives of Jesus”

which have been published in Great Britain and America in recent times, all of

which are exceedingly defective in their apprehension of the contemporary Jewish

history, while some of the more popular of them are positively misleading.

Professor Schurer has changed the title in order to correspond more closely

with his theme. The contemporary history of Jesus and his apostles is chiefly

Jewish. For this reason he has chosen the title
— “ History of the Jewish People

in the Time of Jesus Christ.” We think that this is a mistake. It is true that

the Jewish people are the most important factors in the external setting of the

New Testament, and to these Professor Schurer devotes his chief attention. But

the contemporary history of the Greek and Roman, the Syrian, Egyptian and other

peoples are also important for the understanding of the New Testament
;
and it

seems to us better, therefore, to embrace them all in one comprehensive theologi-

cal discipline, rather than to split it up into several parts. However, the work of

Professor Schurer is so extensive and detailed that the whole subject would re-

quire several large volumes for a proportional treatment of every department.

Professor Schurer is a critic of insight, grasp, and sound judgment. The stu-

dent of these times has to deal with a great amount of literature of every variety

of form and contents. None but a scholar who has mastered the principles of the

Lower and the Higher Criticism can do anything that is valuable here. It is

necessary to examine the entire apocryphal and pseudepigraphical literature of

the Jews, as well as the Mishna, the Talmud, and other rabbinical writings. But

it is especially in the pseudepigraphs of the three centuries in the midst of which
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our Saviour appeared, that the doctrines and the Messianic hopes of the Jewish

people of the time are to be found. These have been neglected until recent

times. But they are now yielding treasures of knowledge to the numerous schol-

ars who are engaged in their study. A considerable portion of Professor

Schiirer's work is given to these apocalypses, and as a result we have a very

careful and admirable summary of the Messianic ideas of the period.

A fresh discussion of the Jewish sects has shown the errors of the older opin-

ions, and has explained their historic origin and the references to them in the

New Testament. Professor Schurer follows Wellhausen in this matter, as he

does also in his critical estimate of the literary origin of the Hexateuch and the

Pentateuchal legislation. On these bases he discusses the origin of the great

Jewish parties, and their development in conflict with one another until the de-

struction of Jerusalem, and the triumph of Pharisaism, and the consolidation of

its principles in the school of Jamnia, and their perpetuation in the Mishna, the

nucleus of the Talmuds, and in later Judaism.

Hellenistic Judaism is no less carefully estimated than the Palestinian. Each
stream of thought is traced by itself and its characteristic features noticed. The
Hellenistic Jews were even more productive in literature than the Palestinian.

They also took part in the writing of pseudepigraphics and Haggadistic works of

every kind. The LXX. version was the product of their activity. Philo and

Josephus were the chief writers of the period. A very extensive literature was
produced, which exerted great influence upon the development of Judaism and
Christianity. In this department, also, recent scholars have reaped rich harvests

of historic information. This has been used by Profelsor Schurer, and incorpo-

rated in his exhaustive and comprehensive work.

No one can imagine how greatly his knowledge of the New Testament and the

origin of Christianity will be improved by following Professor Schurer and other

such scholars in the survey of the contemporary history. Here we have the

theatre, the scenery, the conditions, and the external circumstances of the history

of the New Testament and the origin of Christianity. This was the history into

which the Son of God entered by his incarnation. This was the world to be

conquered by the kingdom of God, which the Messiah organized in Jerusalem.

C. A. Briggs.

The following works in Exegetical Theology deserve notice :

The New Testament in both Authorized and Revised Versions. Carefully

annotated by Howard Crosby, D.D., LL.D. Boston, n. d. [1884] : C. F. Alden
& Co. Pp. iv., 597. The New Testament, with a Commentary, in one volume
and by one man, is an unusual and a most useful kind of book. Tne notes are as

compact and as full of sturdy sense as we should expect from Dr. Crosby. Ex-
tended discussions are of course impossible in such limits, and this commentary
is intended mainly for people who have no time for such discussions, but who seek
and need the gist of a passage in a word. We do not feel convinced by all of

Dr. Crosby’s exegetical opinions, but he always has reasons for his views, and
reasons which he is frank in stating, and which can be readily understood. No
doubt this book is doing and will do excellent service. It is interleaved with white

paper (which will take ink) for further annotations according to the student's de-

sire, and the divisions of verses in the Revised Version are indicated by heavy
punctuation marks. On particular books we have : The Book of Daniel

, or
the Second Volume of Prophecy

.

Translated and expounded, with a Preliminary
Sketch of Antecedent Prophecy, by James G. Murphy, LL.D. and D.D., T.C.D.
Andover: W. F. Draper. 1885. Pp. xii.,206. The first third of this little book
outlines the Messianic prophecies preceding Daniel. The remainder translates

25
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and interprets Daniel, and especially his prophecies, in the brief, dogmatic way
which we know from the author’s earlier commentaries. The explanations are very

definite, coming down not only to Saracens and Turks, but even to “ about
1897,” when “ we may expect the rise of a great awakening and commotion
among the Jews as well as the Christians and, further yet, to 1972, the date of
“ the advent of spiritual liberty.” The argument for the historical character of

the book takes no account of the most recent cuneiform discoveries, and the

authenticity, also, is discussed on the old basis. No real attempt is made to ex-

plain the use of Aramaic in the book. Commentary on the Gospel of John,
with an Historical and Critical Introduction, by F. Godet. Vol. I. Translated

from the third French edition, with a Preface, Introductory Suggestions, and Ad-
ditional Notes by Timothy Dwight. New York: Funk & Wagnalls. 1886.

Pp. x., 559. This commentary is in the very first rank of New Testament ex-

position, and the third edition, here presented in English, is much better even

than the second. The preliminary discussions are exhaustive and judicious, and
the comments themselves full of insight and suggestion. We should like to call

especial attention to the remarks of the American editor on the internal evidence

of the authenticity of the Gospel, which, with nearly fifty pages of ” Additional

Notes ” from the same hand, are appended to the book. The original appears in

three volumes. The translation will be complete in two, of which the second

may be expected in July of the present year. Handbooks for Bible Classes.

Edited by Rev. Marcus Dods, D.D., and Rev. Alexander Whyte, D.D. The Acts

of the Apostles, Chap, xiii.-xxviii. By Thomas M. Lindsay, D.D. Edinburgh :

T. &T. Clark, n. d. [1 885T. Pp- 1 65. This completes Professor Lindsay’s Com-
mentary on the Acts in this useful series. We wish it could be widely circulated.

Eminently discreet and well-balanced is the opening discussion of the problem

set the early Christians with regard to the ceremonial law. A Bible class taught

to interpret on the principles here indicated would learn not to ignore the positive

individuality of the different leaders of the Church after the Ascension, and at

the same time to jump at no foolish conclusion as to their hostility to one an-

other. Kritisch Exegetischer Kommentar iiber das Neae Testament. Von
Dr . H. A. W. Meyer. 4te Abtheilung. Kritisch Exegetisches Ha 7idbuch iiber

den Brief an die Romer. Siebente Auflage umgearbeitet von Dr. Bernhard

Weiss. Gottingen: Vandenhoeck u. Ruprecht. 1885. [NewYork: B. Wester-

mann & Co.] Pp. vi., 680. This is a revision of the sixth edition, also prepared

by Professor Weiss, and issued in 1881. The additions and changes are chiefly

such as are occasioned by the need of discussing the literature of the last five

years on the subject. The Commentary remains a sterling and standard work,

with few peers. Francis Brown.

II.—HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.
Handbuch der Theologischen Wissenschaften in Encyclopadischer

Darstellung, mit besonderer Rucksicht auf die Entwickelungsgeschichte
der einzelnen Disciplinen, herausgegeben Von Dr. Otto Zockler. Vier-

ter Halbband. Pp. 400. Nordlingen, 1883. B. Westermann & Co., N. Y.

This is the fourth half volume {vierter Halbband ), in three general divisions :

First. Einleitung. Second. Allgemeine Kirchengeschichte. Third, (a)

Archaologie, (b) Dogmengeschichte, und (c) Symbolik der Christlichen Kirche.

First and second are by the editor, Dr. Zockler
;
Third (a) is by Lie. Victor

Schultze
; (b

)

is by Lie. Paul Zeller
;

(c) by Professor Dr. Gezelius von Scheele.

Although portions of this encyclopaedic work appear in a different order of time

from that originally proposed, when the handbook is completed they will natu-
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rally fall into their proper places. In a previous number of the Presbyterian
Review (No. XVI.) we noticed the “ Dritter Halbband ” of Zockler’s Hand-
buch, which treats of Christian Ethics.

The volume in hand treats of Historic Theology. This strictly pertains to the

history of doctrine. According to the author, Biblical Theology has to do with

the period of Old and New Testament history. At this point Historic Theology
properly begins—viz., at the close of the apostolic age, when the existence of the

Church of Christ had become an established fact. The line between biblical and

Church history, or between biblical and historical theology, may be regarded as

arbitrary for a twofold reason : First, because the historian who goes to work
scientifically must necessarily investigate the sources

;
secondly, because the

work of Christ in the Church by no means ceases with the activity of the apostles.

Yet this work is no longer foundational, but is superstructure!. This distinc-

tion is authorized and demanded, else the significance of the transition from
the apostolic time to the post-apostolic wholly disappears, and the brilliant,

bustling period of Constantine (A.D. 312-337) might appear more important than

the quiet moving of the Spirit during the apostolic time (A.D. 70-100).

Baur's idea of primitive Christianity as coextensive with the first three Chris-

tian centuries is rejected as too broad. Renan’s, reaching to the time of Marcus
Aurelius, is also rejected by Zockler. He says :

“ These and other combina-
tions may be necessary for certain purposes of investigation, teaching, or learn-

ing, but they are not suited to scientific history or theology. The first condition

of all thriving of theology and of the Church—the maintenance of the perfect

unobstructed authority of the divine Word—is not accomplished if distinction

between the biblical and the historical, the apostolic and the post-apostolic, is not

preserved. Church history, with its record of purely human character, and of

events providential, indeed, yet at best but relatively remarkable, should never

lose sight of its biblical and inspired origin.”

On the other hand, Church history is not to be confounded with secular or pro-
fane history. The Church historian will perform kright his high task only when
he allows himself to be guided by true theological principles, or, what is essen-

tially the same, when he recognizes in his subject the organic, vital union be-

tween the redemption revealed in Scripture and the ongoing history of the world.

Our author next proceeds to mark the divisions of Church history according to.

space and time, or subjects and periods.

The first division reaches from the end of the time of the apostles to the reigni

of Constantine (A.D. 100-323)—the time of pagan persecution
;
the post-apostolic

or Ante-Nicene period.

Second. From Constantine to Boniface, the apostle of the Germans

—

i.e., to the
entrance of the South German people into catholic, ecclesiastical forms of faith

and life—the time of the great Trinitarian and Christological controversies.

(323-700, or, exactly, 323-692).

Third. From 692-1085—the time of the aspiration of the papacy after universal,

power; the rudest period of the Middle Ages. (This period has been some-
times—but, as Zockler thinks, improperly—extended for a century.)

Fourth. From the beginning of the Crusades to the Avignon exile of the popes

.

—the flourishing period of the Church of the Middle Ages (1085-1303).

Fifth. From 1303 to the Reformation—the time of the gradual decline of the

Middle Ages and of transition to the new Church history (1303-1517).

Sixth. From the beginning of the Reformation to the peace of Westphalia

—

the period of the Reformation (1517-1648).

Seventh. From the peace of Westphalia to the first French Revolution (1648-

1789), or, adding the Napoleonic epoch (1648-1814!—the period between the:

Reformation and Revolution.
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Eighth. From the French Revolution to the present—the period ot the latest

Church history, or that ot the nineteenth century.

In each period is a number of parallel departments of Christian growth, activ-

ity and events. These, which we need not enumerate, our author faithfully indi-

cates. Chiefly these are : The history of Christian missions and of persecutions ;

of Church government and Church relation to the State ; of Church culture,

morals and manners
;
of Church cultus and aestheticism

;
of ecclesiastical litera-

ture—patristics, heresies and doctrinal controversies, etc.

There is commonly appended to the chapter a bibliography so ample that it

would tax the time and patience ot even a German
;
so convenient and serviceable

as to commend it to every student
;
yet, withal, so incomplete—especially in its

reference to English and American authors—as to expose it to criticism.

From the Introduction, the editor proceeds, in the second place, to a forma-

treatment of General Church History. The idea or characteristics are first noted

briefly. Church history, emerging from Jewish exclusiveness into apostolic

expansiveness, culminated in catholicity—the Church of Christ alike for Jew
and Gentile—the Church of Christ for the world.

Involved in conflicts without and within, yet it prospered by an inner force

until it was no longer persecuted or apologetic. While overmastering the

Greek and the Roman paganisms, it was at the same time exposed to their reflex

influence. Henceforth its constant, perhaps increasing danger was defection in

doctrine and practice. Unfortunately the task of Church history is to include

this in its record. Hence historical theology must take account of heresies, as

well as of “ the faith which was once delivered to the saints.”

Zockler divides General Church History into three parts : Ancient, Middle,

and Modern, including in these parts and carefully delineating the eight periods

just referred to in the Introduction. General Church History is treated so

largely (by the editor) as to occupy one quarter of the whole vierter Halbband.
The treatment of Archaeology is comparatively brief

:
(i) The introduction to

Christian Archaeology
; (2) Archaeology of Church Constitution and Government

;

(3) Archaeology of Church Cultus
; (4) Archaeology of Christian Life

; (5) Archae-

ology of Christian Art.

The treatment is highly entertaining, and the bibliography for each chapter is

full and helpful.

The History of Christian Dogma is largely treated by Lie. Paul Zeller, of

Stuttgart, covering one hundred pages, or one quarter of the vierter Halbband,

and is divided into nine sections. He first gives his Idea of the History of

Dogma
;
secoiidly, its Relation to other Disciplines, its Significance and Impor-

tance
;
thirdly, the Sources, History, and Method. The remaining six sections

of historical treatment include eighteen centuries—from a.d. 100-1883.

Sometimes the author’s definitions are so expanded that they seem transformed

into treatises, and need themselves to be defined. For instance, in his attempted

definition of Dogma (which might probably be condensed into a single sentence

—a formula of faith or aoctrine positively or authoritatively taught) he labors for

two or three pages to define the term, until the definition becomes dreary and

dubious by its very prolixity. In analysis our author is strong and patient. His

criticisms are usually clear and concise, as befits a handbook, though not always

conclusive. His judgment is always unswerving, if it is not always exactly just.

His personal dislike of certain doctrines occasionally appears, as in his state-

ment of Calvinism, and even in his brief account of Wiclif’s predestinarianism

and in his criticisms of Zwingli’s view of the sacraments. Yet, perhaps, on the

whole, this encyclopaedic work has less of these defects than handbooks com-

monly have.

It remains only to say that in this vierter Halbband Dr. Von Scheele dis-
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poses of Christian Symboiik in less than twenty pages, and under three

heads :

First. The definition. Theological Symboiik is the Science of Church Symbols

or Confessions. He traces this use of the term symbolum to Cyprian (a.d. 258),

who applied it to the Church Confession of Baptism. In the twelfth century it

was extended to other ecumenical forms of confession. And since the rise of

Protestantism it is also used to indicate the confessions of particular churches.

Second. The place. Among theological disciplines Symboiik takes its place

between Historic and Systematic Theology.

Third. The importance. Concerning the importance of Church confessions

there is a difference of opinion. On the one hand, they are treated only as wit-

nesses to the Christian-dogmatic view of a time long past
;
on the other hand,

they are made almost equal to the Word of God. The truth lies between these

extremes.

Confessions express the self-consciousness of the Church. The periods of

Church life when the presence of the Holy Spirit was most marked have es-

pecially given birth to confessions.

Until recently, as Dr. Von Scheele remarks, there was no collection of the texts

of the ecumenical and particular symbols. In many respects one ol the most

successful and valuable attempts at such collection is Dr. Schaff’s “ Creeds of

Christendom.” It is gratifying to find that the high merit of Dr. Schaff’s work
is recognized and appreciated abroad as well as at home. R. B. Welch.

Movements of Religious Thought in Britain During the Nineteenth
Century. Being the Fifth Series of St. Giles’s Lectures. By John T ulloch,
D.D., LL.D., Senior Principal in the University of St. Andrews. Pp. 338.
London : Longmans, Green & Co. New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1885.

These eight lectures enable us to comprehend with the greatest clearness the

various theological, philosophic, and literary movements which are especially

identified with the rise of the Broad Church party in Great Britain. They are

vigorous and thoughtful essays, conceived in a large spirit, and set off with that

sort of scholarship which adds so much of literary effect and vividness to the

criticisms or discussions of the religious thinker. They run within definite

chronological limits. “ They have nothing to do with the last twenty-five years

or immediately preceding generation. They only reach to i860 at the utmost,

about which time a marked change took place in the current of philosophical

and religious speculation, a change which may generally, and for our present

purpose, be indicated by the word now so common—Evolution.” Dr. Tulloch

had already furnished in his brilliant essays on *' Modern Theism,” which orig-

inally appeared in the Edinburgh Review

,

a detailed criticism and examination

of these various evolutionary theories which have since emerged in the depart-

ments of philosophy, ethics, and theology. His object now is to trace the prog-

ress of religious speculation from Coleridge to John Stuart Mill, from Newman
to Maurice, and from Carlyle to Kingsley and Frederick Robertson, showing in

a purely historical spirit how all these movements of thought connect themselves

with each other, and so far explain themselves as to the circumstances of their

origin and development. It is evident that the writer is in habitual sympathy,
both intellectually and theologically, with the main lines and significant drift of

Broad Church thought, and while he may thus be regarded by some as better

fitted for the task of critical exposition in a sphere of speculation so congenial

to his own mind, we need to follow with all the greater care and discrimination

the course of his judgments upon the great variety of religious problems sub-
mitted for our consideration.
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The opening chapter is on “ Coleridge and His School,” and naturally so, be-

cause his power as a thinker was felt by men so different in mental attitude as

Hare, Sterling, Newman, and Mill, and because “ the later streams of religious

thought in England are all more or less colored by his influence.” Dr. Tulloch

thinks Coleridge gave a definite impulse to religious thought— first, by a renova-

tion of current Christian ideas
;
secondly, by an advance in biblical study, and,

thirdly, by an enlarged conception of the Church. ‘‘
It is the distinction of

Coleridge to have once more in his age made Christian doctrine alive to the

reason as well as the conscience—tenable as a philosophy as well as an evangel.”

The critic, it is evident, sympathizes with his author’s general position, though

he does not hold all his opinions. Yet he ought, we should think, to have em-
phasized the dangerous tendencies of the Coleridgean teaching, especially upon
the relation of the reason to the authority of the Bible. That is inspired, said

Coleridge, which finds a man or lays hold on his religious conscience
;
a view

which leaves us without the resource of an appeal to an authority which is final

and binding on all
;
a view which seems to assume a wider correspondence be-

tween a man’s feelings and truth than between the Bible and truth
;
a view which

leads to one part of the Bible being inspired to one man, and another to another
;

a view which lets a man, by renouncing faith, renounce the restraints of all

external authority. The effects of Coleridge’s teaching are seen in due time in

the ranks of his disciples, though Julius Charles Hare kept a biblical and evan-

gelical faith to the last. Dr. Tulloch does not bring out as he ought to do the

full extent of Coleridge’s agreement with evangelical ideas. Not long before his

death, referring to the “ Pilgrim’s Progress,” this great man said :
“

I could not

have believed beforehand that Calvinism could be painted in such exquisitely

delightful colors.” Was not Calvinism, indeed, implied in Coleridge’s doctrine

of redemption as ‘‘ a causative act—a spiritual and transcendent mystery that

passeth all understanding” ? The notice of Hare, one of Coleridge's disciples,

is fairly appreciative, though it does not bring out the full extent of his agree-

ment with evangelical ideas. He was not ” much of a leader of thought him-

self ’’—just because he was strong enough to select what was true from his mas-

ter and utilize it for the establishment or enforcement of familiar evangelical

truth—and our critic well says, in evident allusion to the late biographies of

John S. Mill, George Eliot, Thomas Carlyle, and Harriet Martineau :
“ The life

of religion was never better exemplified (than in the life of the Hares)
;
and in

these days, when the veil has been lifted with such unhappy results on many
interiors, it is well to be able to point to what religion may do for the most
thoughtful and deeply pondering minds, when its benign spirit has once pos-

sessed them.”
The second lecture is on “ The Early Oriel School and its Congeners,” which

is associated with the names of Whately, Coplestone, Arnold, and Hampden.
Coplestone was the original master-mind of the movement, though Whately was,

perhaps, its most influential representative to the outside world. Dr. Tulloch

thinks it was the merit of Whately that he “ brought the daylight of ordinary

reason and of historical fact to play upon the accumulated dogmas of traditionary

religion, and to show how little they had, in many cases, to say for themselves.”

He did not maintain that there were not truths in Scripture answering to the

common evangelical doctrines of election, perseverance, assurance, and imputa-

tion, but “ the great aim of his volume ‘ On {he Difficulties of St. Paul’s Writ-

ings ’ was to show that the common evangelical ideas on these subjects were not

Pauline.” Whately is therefore praised for attempting ” to free theology from

its logical trammels” and bringing it to the ” test of historical criticism.” No-
body doubts his antipathy to Calvinism, but Dr. Tulloch ought to have reminded

us ol the two frank concessions which he made to this scheme of theological
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thought, when he emphasized the utterly precarious and uncertain character of

the argument against it, urged by Arminians, from its alleged inconsistency

with God’s moral attributes, as well as that charging the neglect of practical

obligations upon the Calvinistic doctrine of election. , Bishop Coplestone, indeed,

makes the same concessions as Whately. We concede that “ no man has

loved truth more, or more boldly followed it as he found it,” than Whately, but

he stands out more as an independent thinker than as a leader of thought
;
he

has more admirers than disciples
;
and his intense devotion to the mere art of

reasoning, with his comparative neglect of history, theology, and criticism, often

betrayed him into some of those very illogical conclusions and fallacies against

which he was always theoretically warning his readers. We do not understand

what Dr. Tulloch means when he says that ‘‘ logician as Whately was, no man
more strongly repudiated the application of logical forms to Scripture.” He was
logician, if he was anything, and much of his aberration we trace to the undue
hold of the scholastic philosophy over his mind. We are thankful to Dr. Tulloch

for the assurance that “ the special forms of opinion against which he strove

were not killed in his day, and that some of them are as vigorous as ever.” The
old Puritanism is not yet extinct, and though Anglo-Catholicism is still in force

we must concede to him the merit of having effectively exposed apostolic suc-

cession and all sacerdotal figments.

The chapter on ” The Oxford or Anglo-Catholic Movement” is a very vivid and

effective piece of writing, with a slight thread of biography running through it,

so as to give us a connected view of the movement which was identified with the

names of Keble, Newman, Hurrell, Froude, Rose, Pusey, and others. The
materials for a sketch of Anglo-Catholicism have become very abundant of late

years, and Dr. Tulloch has utilized them in the very best manner. This chapter,

indeed, owes its place in a volume mainly devoted to the exposition of Broad
Church thought to the curious fact that Coleridge had an influence on the rise or

the development of Anglo-Catholicism itself. Perhaps Dr. Tulloch might have

emphasized with greater force the Romeward tendency of the school, while free

to hold that ” the idea of the Church as a great unity—and no less the idea of

Christian art— of the necessity of order and beauty in Christian worship—are

ideas to be thankful for.”

The chapter on ” The Movement of Religious Thought in Scotland ” is very

interesting from its very variety, for it notices the naturalistic tendencies of

George Combe, the celebrated phrenologist, the mystico-rationalist speculations

of Thomas Erskine, the universalistic theories of John McLeod Campbell, the

heresies of Edward Irving, and the peculiar intellectual attitude of men like

Thomas Carlyle, John Stuart Mill, and others toward Christianity. Our author
gives us a really attractive picture of Thomas Erskine, of Linlathen, a quiet

country gentleman, who was the spiritual father of F. D. Maurice, John McLeod
Campbell, Bishop Ewing, and others. He speaks, indeed, from personal inti-

macy. “ It was impossible to know him, and still more to come near him in

religious intercourse without feeling one’s self in a spiritual presence of rare

delicacy and power.” He was always seeking for more light, but we deem it no

compliment to his name to be assured that, like Lessing, he preferred the chase

after truth rather than the truth itself, for this, as Dr. Duncan has truly said, ” is

the very essence of devilry, for it amounts to a willingness to do eternally with-

out God.” Dr. Tulloch speaks of Erskine’s work on “The Internal Evidence
for the Truth of Revealed Religion” as “marking a crisis in the theological

thought of Scotland,” but he might have mentioned that the doctrine of the self-

evidencing power of the truth occupied not only a prominent place in the writings •

of the Reformers, but is distinctly asserted and explained by Owen and Hali-

burton, and emphatically taught by the Westminster Confession itself. It had
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been rather lost sight of in the eighteenth century, but Erskine, in reviving it,

erred by making natural reason and conscience the supreme standard in relig-

ion. Dr. Tulloch says that “ he led in the great reaction against mere formal
orthodoxy, and, for that part of the matter, formal rationalism which set in with
the opening of the third decade of the century.” The truth is that the reaction

had already set in under evangelical auspices, and that Erskine did in no way
impress his subjective tendency upon the theology of the Church of Scotland.

The orthodox divines welcomed the line of thought on which Erskine was enter-

ing, but they soon came to discover that he was preparing the way for views that

would be ultimately subversive of Westminster theology. It is a mistake lor Dr.

Tulloch to represent the differences between Erskine and the orthodox divines of

Scotland as conceptual rather than real, for he speaks of the melancholy fact

that ” men became excited over modes of language and sought to emphasize the

difference rather than the identity of their Christian conceptions.” For he him-
self says :

” It must be said, also, that, while Erskine never personally attacked
the dogmas of the Church, he yet, in all his writings, tended quietly to subvert
them.” He ought to have shown the essential inconsistencies of Erskine’s theol-

ogy. which was not identical with the Calvinistic Universalism of Amyraut, but
was rather a form of the theology which later on denied the vicarious sacrifice of

Christ, as well as the whole conception of God’s government by law, though he
himself always retained his belief in the evangelical doctrine of the atonement.
Dr. Andrew Thomson, in fact, riddled the theory of universal pardon put forth

by Erskine, though there is but scant praise given to his work by Dr. Tulloch.

We are not told in this book how Dr. Chalmers, who loved Erskine and approved
of much of his writing, said of his leading dogma :

”
I don’t like narrowing

down the broad basis of the Gospel to the pin-point speculations of an individual

brain. One thing I fear : I do lear that the train of his thoughts might ultimately

lead Mr. Erskine to doubt the eternity of future punishment.” This fear was
afterward realized. In the case of nearly all these Broad Church divines, indeed,

the denial of this doctrine brought with it almost always the denial of any real

divine punishment at all, thus overturning the entire moral government of God.
The notice of John McLeod Campbell—“ the chief theological representative

of Erskine in Scotland "— is, on the whole, very just and discriminating, while it

brings out in a very attractive manner the saintly spirituality of his character.

Norman McLeod says “ he was the best man, without exception, I have ever

known.” The Row heresy made a great stir in its day. Dr. Tulloch thinks the

Church made a great mistake in casting such a man of Christian genius so rashly

from her bosom, and quotes Principal Shairp as attributing all the calamities

that have since befallen the Church as judgments lor her wrong-doing. But
Rowism was not the doctrine of the Church of Scotland, and Campbell claimed

for it that it was more in harmony with the Word of God than the Westminster

teaching, and his true position was clearly outside not inside the Church, though

Dr. Tulloch thinks that “ it is the very nature of a document like the Confession

to be subject, as time advances, to meanings of a more flexible character than

those which may have been in the view of its original framers.” Campbell was,

in fact, at one with Maurice, and had receded from Reformation light into the

haziness of a shadowy mysticism. He retained, perhaps, more evangelical ele-

ments in his theology than Maurice, but on the supposition that Christ’s death

was merely an exhibition of divine love, designed to challenge our trust in Him,
it was clearly unnecessary, because believing Jews could trust in it who had

known nothing of Christ’s death.

The chapter on “ Thomas Carlyle as a Religious Teacher” is, perhaps, one of

the best in the book. It is an admirable specimen of literary criticism, and, on

the whole, a very faithful representation of Carlyle “ with all his wrinkles.” His
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mind was certainly full of “ religiosity,” though he did not plant his thought

much within the circle of Christian ideas. Dr. Tulloch sees the close of his pro-

phetic phase in the “ Life of Sterling,” for he afterward passed into the literary

patriarch. The lesson Carlyle preached was : “In all human hearts there is the

religious fibre.” Perhaps the best estimate of his influence religiously is repre-

sented by the answer once given by Dr. Candlish to some students who asked
” whether Carlyle had done more evil or good to the Church of God.” ” All I

have to say is,” was the significant reply, ” he did more good than evil to me.”
The chapter on “ John Stuart Mill and His School ” is not quite so interesting as

that on Carlyle, though it is full of rare and suggestive criticisms on the personal

and literary aspects of Mill’s life. We have here a very faithful picture of James
Mill, though Dr. Tulloch might have brought out into greater distinctness the

fact admitted by Dr. Bain that the hard-headed agnostic practised as a man what
he taught as a philosopher, that self-interest is the sole motive of human action.

He did great service, no doubt, in his day to the cause of liberty of the press, the

abolition of slavery, toleration, popular education, prison discipline, and other

reforms. Dr. Bain says his sympathies for the oppressed were founded on his

hatred of the oppressors
;
but it is only with the few noble-minded men that this

hard and rough work does not narrow the mind and embitter the feelings. The
account of John Stuart Mill is as much biographical as critical. The ” Logic”

strikes all spiritual philosophy at the root, and leads to the subversion of all true

religion. Dr. Tulloch gives due prominence to the concessions made by Mill to

theism, and tells us, significantly, how George Grote, a thorough disciple of

James Mill, had always a fear of the son drifting into theistic ways. He thinks

that ” the ideas of order, of miracle, of free will, have all come forth from his

searching logic more clear and intelligible.” He thinks likewise that Mill did

service in vindicating the moral side of religion, though he was but a poor exam-
ple of its characteristic power by ” his doctrine of reserve” and his relations with

Mrs. Taylor before her husband’s death. George Eliot, George H. Lewes, and
George Grote, likewise come up for criticism. We should like to have seen a

deeper mark of reprobation attached to the moral, or, rather, the immoral rela-

tions of the two first-named, for it is treating the matter rather lightly to speak

of George Eliot as having merely “ parted first with her faith and then with the

moral sanctions which do so much to consecrate life-.”

The two closing chapters criticise the attitude of F. D. Maurice, Charles

Kingsley, F. W. Robertson, and Bishop Ewing. The picture he has drawn of

these four beautiful characters only deepens the impression already made by
their biographies. He has not added anything to our information respecting

their theological attitude, of which he speaks in terms of such general approval,

and, often, of admiration
;
but he does occasionally criticise their mistakes and

prejudices with a becoming freedom. He does not, however, show how igno-

rant they were of the history of Reformation theology, how prejudiced and intol-

erant they were of anything in the shape of Calvinism, and how narrow rather

than broad they were in their stringent judgments upon evangelical modes of

thought. We cannot understand what Dr. Tulloch means when he says that
“ the issues which were raised against Maurice by Dr. Candlish and others were
irrelevant issues.” They were anything but irrelevant. Maurice tried to con-

vert the Unitarians to better views, but in reality he capitulated to them on
almost every point, as Candlish shows, and never really forsook Unitarian

ground. His theology had a pallid aspect. He never came any more than they

did to recognize Scripture as possessing an infallible authority. He denied the

validity of system in theology and yet himself attempted to construct a system.

He was, as Dr. Tulloch says, one of the most dogmatic of divines who had no
patience with ” the inclusion of all sorts of opinions.” Perhaps, after all, the
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impression of his character has done more to popularize his opinions than their

intrinsic value. Dr. Tulloch does not seem to see all that is involved in Mau-
rice’s view of eternal punishment, for, as it is punishment to which the limits

and laws of time do not apply, the very idea of change or termination is ex-

cluded. Thus, the punishment becomes as irrevocable as on the ordinary inter-

pretation of the words of Scripture.

There are certain observations yet to be made upon this book of criticism

which are necessary to the true understanding of the Broad Church party in

modern religious life. Dr. Tulloch has not touched upon these matters at all.

He uniformly represents all these divines as free and independent in their inqui-

ries, “ with minds alive to all the influences of knowledge, nature, and life,” in

contrast with those holding by the traditional dogmas of the Church. We sus-

pect, however, that the observation which Dr. Tulloch has himself made respect-

ing George Grate’s curious defence of James Mill applies equally well to the rep-

resentatives of Broad Church thought—“ yet no body of religious disciples have
ever followed the voice of authority with more unhesitating decision than a large

proportion of the professed army of unbelief.” Thomas Erskine is the avowed
father of Maurice, John McLeod Campbell and Bishop Ewing. Hare follows

Coleridge, just as Kingsley followed Maurice
; John Sterling follows Thomas

Carlyle, and George Eliot Charles Bray and the Hennells. Several of the

leaders are indebted to Schleiermacher, as he is himself indebted to the mystico-

rationalists of the Middle Ages. Then, with all the talk about fresh and
powerful thinking poured into English life by these men of ” light and lead-

ing,” we see for ourselves that there was nothing really new in their

leading principles. Dr. Tulloch seems to think that some of them, like Erskine

and Whately, would have been saved from some of their errors if they had
been acquainted with historical theology. We know that there is nothing in the

Coleridgean Trinity but the old theory of Sabellianism, in the theory of atone-

ment by nearly all the Broad Churchmen but the old theory oi Socinus, in the

theory of reason and Scripture but the mystical theory of Schleiermacher.

Then Dr. Tulloch, while painting the fascinating aspects of Broad Churchism,

does not indicate how utterly evanescent'it has been as a scheme of thought, and
how naturally it has made way for a still more signal departure from the truth.

With the disappearance of Kingsley, Robertson, Bushnell, and others, the Neo-
Platonic school of divines has passed almost completely away to make way for

the less devout theology of Jowett, Stanley, Voysey, and Colenso. The ” Essays

and Reviews” represent the further development of this movement in England,

while the ” Scotch Sermons,” with' their mystico-rationalism, or their low Pela-

gianism— to which, by the way, Dr. Tulloch makes no allusion whatever—mark
the downward development in Scotland. The Rev. Stopford Brooke, the biogra-

pher of Robertson, becomes a Unitarian, as Blanco White became Unitarian,

sceptic, and atheist. What is the solid value of a scheme of religious thought

which is so wanting in those essential qualities of stability which are the glory

of evangelicalism ? It is all very well to praise the liberalizing spirit, but does it

not itself tend to overshoot the mark and to dissipate the principles it proposes to

expand into fuller life ?

Another thought suggested by this inquiry is how little of purely theological

training the members of this school had received to prepare them for the task

of revolutionizing the theology of the Church. Whately had admittedly no

knowledge of historical theology. Thomas Erskine had never, as Dr. Tulloch

tells us, “ been a student of theology in any scientific sense, nor, indeed, in any

large traditionary sense,” and therefore “he had no consciousness of the real

relation of his views to the older theology, or, again, to Arminianism, or, again,

how far he was merely reviving, or bringing forth anew, aspects of ancient doc-
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trine.” Bishop Ewing had never studied theology at all till after he became a

bishop. Mozley tells us in his “ Reminiscences” concerning the Anglo-Catholic

set, that there was no study of the Greek New Testament included in the Oxford

training of fifty years ago. Then, consider the further thought that broad as the

theology of these divines professes to be, it is really narrower than the evangeli-

cal theology it seeks to displace. It is anything but a comprehensive theology,

for, so far as positive statements go, it says little or nothing that is not included

in the orthodox theory. But it is narrow and one-sided by refusing to recognize

any but a few neglected truths, and insisting upon these with an exaggerated

emphasis.

But it is evident that the subject of this volume was suggested or recommended
to its author by that essentially anti-dogmatic—and, we had almost said, anti-

Calvinistic—attitude assumed by all of these writers toward the theology of the

Reformed Churches. This is an attitude much in favor with Dr. Tulloch him-

self, and which he has done much to emphasize in his other works. He tells us,

indeed, that Maurice had much of the dogmatic spirit, and, perhaps, also

Whately
;
but, then, as to most of the Broad Churchmen, they tried to compre-

hend the dogma “ in its inner and comprehensive meaning”—whatever that may
signify—for, says Dr. Tulloch, speaking of two of them :

“ They failed to under-

stand the profound distrust that a certain order of spiritual minds have of all

statements, like the Athanasian Creed, which profess to sum up divine truth.

Useful as ‘ aids to faith,’ they are intolerable as limitations of faith. They are

really water-marks of the Christian consciousness of the past. To make them
' ponds ’ inclosing that consciousness for all ages, is to mistake their real origin

and the nature of divine truth.” Then we are told, in language long familiar to

us in Dr. Tulloch’s writings :
“ The idea that theology is a fixed science, with

hard and fast propositions partaking of the nature of infallibility, is a superstition

which cannot face the light of modern criticism.” Orthodox divines believe in

no superstition of this sort, for they hold theology to be a progressive science,

and they claim no infallibility for their conclusions. It was hardly worthy of

Dr. Tulloch to sneer at divines like Dr. Andrew Thomson as “ having long since

done with their theological education,” and therefore having no idea of begin-

ning it again in Mr. Erskine’s school, as if there had been anything really new in

the theories of the old Linlathen lawyer.

Dr. Tulloch still shows the old antipathy to dogma—that dogma “ which splits

rather than unites from its very nature”—and lays the old stress on life and sym-
pathy, as if there could be a separation of dogma and life in any true idea of

religion, belief being an essential and pervading constituent of the inner life.

Any attempt of this sort, any attempt to transfer authority from the Bible to the

moral and spiritual faculty in man, involves a departure from the old historic

position of Protestantism, and threatens to turn it into that merely subjective

thing which Roman Catholics reproach it with being. The fate of Broad Church-
ism, with all its wide sympathies, and its longing after comprehension, leading to

a softening of dogmatic outlines, a blending of colors, a cutting off of salient

angles, ought to show the essential instability of the undogmatic position.

Newman long ago predicted that “ Liberalism” would turn out a “ half-way

house,” either falling back to Romanism or advancing to a system of Naturalism
or Rationalism, according as experience or reason is accepted as the source of

knowledge. The principles of Broad Church divines, so generally approved by
our author, if allowed to operate unchecked in our evangelical churches, would
act as a general solvent of theological thought, and might end ” by eating out

their core.” The Bible is essentially dogmatic
;

its tone is essentially peremp-
tory, authoritative, and absolute

;
its teaching neither a deduction from reason

nor an appeal to reason
;

it starts from the supernatural as its premiss, and
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exacts the assent of every man. Christ spake as “ one having authority.” There

is nothing to justify the assumption that the spiritual life in man can be sustained

or propagated apart from dogma. Thomas Croskery.

God’s Revelations of Himself to Men as Successively Made in the
Patriarchal, Jewish, and Christian Dispensations, and in the Mes-
sianic Kingdom. By Samuel J. Andrews, author of the “ Life of our

Lord upon Earth.” New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1886.

We speak of Christ in the past. He was, and He is gone. Our Christian era,

invaluable in the recording of events, almost fixes that habit upon us. And
there is a good sense in which it is proper. Christ lived upon earth, created the

greatest historical epoch it ever saw, and departed from it. The record of Him
as a man among men goes no further. What He then did belongs, in its trans-

action, to the past. But Christians also speak of Him as living. They have ex-

perience of His divine power, they are conscious of communion with Him in His

human affections, and their love is drawn out to Him by His to them. He dwells

not in the body upon earth, but He rules in His Church as He ruled before His

incarnation. Man's redemption is wholly the work of Christ, as much before His

birth and since the ascension as during His sufferings among the Jews. Such is

the theme of this new work, by the author of “ The Life of our Lord upon the

Earth.” The various revelations of Himself which God the Saviour has made,
and the progressive stages of instruction provided thereby for man, with the in-

creasing spiritual capacity conferred upon the believing, constitute a field of

thought than which no Christian author could choose a grander. God reveals

Himself to man. He instructs man in what he ought to know, what he is to be-

lieve, and what he is to do, and in the way of redemption provided for him. By
revelation alone is God made known to man and man in the highest elements of

his being revealed to himself.

Revelation is made for redemption. Redemption is limited to time. But God
does not limit His revelation of Himself. When redemption is complete revela-

tion is continued for exaltation of blessedness, power, and glory. By revelation

of Deity the divine nature is imparted to the redeemed, who, in the everlasting

Messianic Kingdom, is lifted into fellowship with his Creator.

The book is one to be recommended to earnest, meditative reading.

James C. Moffat.

The following works in the department of Historical Theology are worthy of

attention : Vier Apokryphische Biicher aus der Zeit und Schule R. Akiba's,

von Dr. F. Rosenthal. Leipzig : O. Schulze. This is an important book, con-

taining some fine specimens of higher criticism by a Jewish scholar, .who uses

the sources of early Jewish literature to good advantage in order to give the

Assumption of Moses, Fourth Ezra, the Apocalypse of Baruch, and Tobit their

historic setting. He presents evidence to show that the Assumption of Moses
was written by one of the zealots wrho w7ere hostile to that body of leading scholars

among the Pharisees with R. Jochanan b. Sakkai at their head, who left Jeru-

salem during the siege and took refuge at Jamnia. The zealots regarded these as

traitors. The author looks for a faithful Levite, a second Moses, to save the

nation and to be faithful unto death. The book was written in the Hebrew
tongue soon after the destruction of Jerusalem. Fourth Ezra is compared with

the sayings of R. Elieser b. Hyrkanos, and the conclusions reached that the author

was one of his pupils, and that the book wras composed in the reign of Nerva.

The Apocalypse of Baruch is compared with the sayings of the great Rabbi
Akiba, and is assigned to one of his pupils in the reign of Hadrian. It w'as
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written to arouse his countrymen to battle for the realization of the Messianic

ideal of Israel. The Book of Tobit is also assigned to the school of Rabbi

Akiba. This little book is an evidence of the increasing attention which is now

given, among Jews and Christians alike, to that large collection of pseudepi-

graphs which belongs to the first and second century of our era, and the two

closing centuries of the Old World. St. Augustine, Melanchthon
.
Neander.

Three Biographies. By Philip Schaff. (New York : Funk & Wagnalls.) This

is an admirable book. It gives interesting and valuable sketches of three of the

noblest men the Christian Church has produced. It is a book that will interest

the theological student and the older children of the Sabbath-school. It is worth

a hundred of the religious tales that consume so large a portion of the time of

Christian people in their perusal. Christian Ernst von Brandenburg-

Baireuth. Die Aufnahme reformirter Fliich tlings-gemeinden in ein luther-

isches Land. 1686-1712. Von Dr. Aug. Ebrard. (Giitersloh : C. Bertels-

mann.) The Revocation of the Edict of Nantes and the persecutions that pre-

ceded and followed it forced multitudes of Huguenots to seek refuge in all the

Protestant countries of Europe as well as America. A colony of these Hugue-
nots was welcomed by the enlightened prince, Christian Ernst, and they settled

in Erlangen and its vicinity. Dr. Ebrard, himself a descendant of these colonists

and pastor of the French Reformed Church of Erlangen, gives an interesting

account of the early history of the colony from the official records. It is a sad

story of intolerance on the part of the Lutheran ministry and people which

thwarted the liberal policy of their prince, and which distressed and worried the

colony by inciting internal jealousies and conflicts. The colony was composed
of heterogeneous materials and a fluctuating population, with several ministers

in the same congregational Presbytery without any appeal save to the unfriendly

civil power. That it should have survived all these perils is an evidence of the

piety and vitality of its founders. Dictionary of National Biography
,
edited

by Leslie Stephen. Vol. V. Bicheno-Bottisham. (New York : Macmillan

& Co. London : Smith, Elder & Co. 1886.) This monumental work improves

as it advances. It will prove an invaluable guide to the student. It will furnish

him information to be found nowhere else. The Presbyterian Fund and
Dr. Daniel Williams’s Trust, with biographical notes of the Trustees and some
account of their academies, scholarships, and schools. By Walter D. Jere-
my, M.A. (London : Williams & Norgate.) This book has cost the author

years of patient research in the rich manuscript resources of the Dr. Williams

Library and the Records of the several Funds, which have been carefully pre-

served from the beginning. If this book had been published two years ago it

would have spared the reviewer a considerable expenditure of time and money in

the hunt for the information therein given. Mr. Jeremy is the Treasurer of the

Fund, and has performed a labor of love in the preparation of the volume for

which he deserves the thanks of all who are interested in the history ol Presby-

terianism in England. Fletcher of Madeley. By F. W. Macdonald. (New
York : A. C. Armstrong & Co.) This is a choice biography of a saintly man
who was the chief theologian of Arminian Methodism. He was by birth a Swiss
Calvinist, yet he seems to have been repelled from the ministry for which he

was trained in Switzerland partly by the dogma of Predestination and partly by

a deep sense of unworthiness. He removed to England, and after some years of

tutoring became a Methodist, and soon after vicar of Madeley. He was warmly
attached to Wesley, and on the outbreak of the controversy between the two
great types of Methodism, earnestly espoused the Arminian side, and wrote his

Checks to Antmomianism. This famous work is a treasury of evangelical Armin-
ianism. No one can understand the theology of Wesleyan Methodism who has
not mastered it. The saintly Fletcher was a keen controversialist. He makes the
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most of the Arminian side. He lacked sufficient acquaintance with the historical

movements of Calvinism, and his arguments are more potent against the scho-
lastic type of Calvinism than Calvinism itself. His books have done more to

injure Calvinism in Great Britain and America than any others. And yet the

Calvinist can ill afford to ignore the life and writings of this their greatest foe-

man. He was a saintly man. In life and character he resembled the Calvinistic

Puritans, although he differed from them in some important doctrines. Johns
Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. Vol. III.

Maryland. Virginia, and Washington. Baltimore. The editor, Dr. Adams, and
the authorities of the Johns Hopkins University are entitled to great praise for

the publication of this series of volumes. They are rendering a real service to

the history of our native land in encouraging all that special and detailed labor

that are represented in these pages. It is comparatively easy to write an inter-

esting and popular book of history by skimming off the cream of the writings of

specialists. The really difficult and valuable work is that of the investigator, who
has to search ancient documents and reach his conclusions by the induction of

a vast amount of scattered details. The matters discussed in this volume are such
as lie at the basis of the political life of America,—the public lands, the local insti-

tutions, American Socialism, the American Constitution,—the origin and admin-
istration of the city of Washington, and so on. The reader will find a large

amount of valuable information here that he will not be able to find elsewhere.

C. A. Briggs.

III.—SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.
Progressive Orthodoxy. By the Editors of the Andover Review. Boston :

Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

In our first run through this book, in search of the key to its position, we found

enough to satisfy us that the “ Orthodoxy ” of the title was not playing the part

of a well-built screen to protect from assault. We came to a halt on p. 137 with

these words :
“ We accept in its fullest and deepest import the sacrificial theory

of the atonement.” This seemed enough by way of guide, and the main thing to

be done is criticism of the Progressive element, sometimes here named, with less

exactness, “ The New Theology.” All true progression must have a heart life in

it
;
this is the condition of progression as an advance of life from its earlier to its

more mature stages. It cannot be a new thing, but must be simply an unfold-

ing of the life under appropriate conditions. And what is true of life must be

true of thought systematized
;
and it must hold true in like manner of the interpre-

tation of Divine Revelation. A revelation given at different periods in the

world's history, each part adapted to the period within which it was given, and

at length completed in a form suited for the subsequent use of an intelligent race

passing through further stages of advancing civilization, is a revelation which
will certainly fulfil its function by progressiveness of interpretation—that is, by a

steadily advancing appreciation of its unity, and, therefore, of its function in

directing moral and spiritual life. We therefore see no reason for any challenge

at the outset on the ground of the proclamation in the title of this work of a ” Pro-

gressive Orthodoxy.” The book is unequal in the execution of its parts. The
opening portions are carefully and guardedly written

;
the later portions suffer

by passing over from the reflective to the controversial form. If the book is to

render the full service it is capable of, several parts need to be rewritten, and a

few quite serious blemishes need to be expunged. The Introduction and the

chapters on the Incarnation and the Atonement are carefully written. Beyond
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these the speculative, controversial phase comes into view
;
the writer is fight-

ing for a theory of his own as to the moral and spiritual conditions of the work
of God’s Spirit

;
and he does not, as we think, fight successfully. The earnest-

ness of the writer is so marked that we do not anticipate that he is likely to

modify his theory
;
but the consequence is that the book is virtually broken into

two parts, the one of which may prove a help to quiet and deep reflection, the

other of which has its work in a region of controversy, where there is still large

space for debate, in greater remoteness from the direct work of Christian edifica-

tion. There seems no reasonable objection to a book aiming at both of these

things
;
but the inevitable result must be a general appreciation of a part, and

serious and very general misgiving as to another part. At the same time, we do

assert a want of unity in the book, for the germs of the controversial part are

in germinal forms in the earlier parts, but the germs are so small that they are

not liable to attract much notice.

There is a preliminary position which is open to question because of the man-
ner in which it is stated. Referring to the opinions advanced, it is said :

“ We
advocate them because we believe them to be Biblical and Christian. We use

both of these adjectives because they seem to be necessary. It appears some-
times to be overlooked that an opinion may be Christian which cannot be grounded
in or fortified by any array of proof texts” (p. io). This is objectionable on the

one hand as seeming to overlook the structure of Scripture as a progressive reve-

lation, and, on the other, because if we are thrown loose from Scripture or thrown
forward m professed advance on Scripture, we are liable to the uncertainties of

sentiment and fancy. A rigid restriction to legitimate inference on questions not

within the range of natural knowledge is a rational adherence to Scripture as a

complete and adequate revelation, and a true acknowledgment of the limits of

our reason. May an opinion be Christian when it is not Biblical ? We think the

only competent answer is in the negative.

In the chapter on the Incarnation there is some admirable writing on the

uniqueness of Christ’s humanity as ‘‘the Son of Man.” ” That which distin-

guishes Him from all other men is that He represents them all. His separation

from any one of us is that which brings Him near to every one of us” (p. 19).
“ The uniqueness of Christ’s humanity most evidently appears in this, that its

entire existence is in personal union with the Divine nature ” (p. 22). Yet we
think the very first position in treating of this uniqueness is untenable. “ The
uniqueness of Jesus’ humanity appears in its universality ” (p. 18). This is un-

intelligible. Any attempt to make it so lands us in the self-contradictory. The
unique cannot be universal, unless the term unique can be applied to the Divine.

Here the reference is to the human nature
;
and the limited cannot be universal.

Human personality cannot have universality in any intelligible sense. The only

meaning the paragraph puts into it is a denial of individuality in the case of

Jesus, and yet that is followed by the assertion of His individuality, and that by
the contradictory utterance—” His individuality is His universality.” If we
speak of His relation as established with all mankind, all are agreed in seeing a

precise and precious meaning in the universality of relation in this limited sense.

But the wider use of the term becomes impossible, as is afterward made ap-

parent by the statement concerning Jesus :
“ His powers expanded from inlancy

to maturity.” On our relation to Jesus and His relation to us the discussion is

very able and suggestive. It is altogether more delicate, difficult, and doubtful

work for us when we attempt to penetrate into the consciousness of Jesus as the

God-man, for our revelation is necessarily limited on this subject. It is full in

the range of its teaching as to man’s relation to Christ, restricted in its teach-

ing as to the inner personal life of Jesus.

There is much deserving remark in the chapter on the Atonement. It is a
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reverent and thoughtful study of the great mystery, but suffers from the fondness

for accepting general statements. In course of it occurs one of th6se passages

unworthy of the book, bearing on the death of Christ and its fruits :
“ His death

is a new fact, an astonishing, revealing, persuasive, melting fact, in view of

which it would be puerile to exact literal punishment of those who are thereby

made sorry for sin, and brought in penitence to God ” (p. 59). We are at a loss

to know how the word puerile passed a revise. The fine moral sense which ap-

pears in the book should have given this word quick dispatch. The other passage

of like offence is that in the next chapter, where to Professor Shedd is ascribed

the view that the place of woe is “ an insignificant hole, to which the reiuse of

mankind is assigned,” which to our thinking attributes to Dr. Shedd what no

reader will find warrant for in the extract at the foot of the page.

As to the treatment of the Atonement, it is rather an insignificant representation

of the thought contained in it, which is given in the summary at its close. We
incline almost to say that the heart of it is wanting, when it is said : (1)

” In the

Atonement Christ, the Son of Man, brings all humanity to God.” (2) ‘‘ In the

Atonement God provided redemption for the world by realizing His holy love in

the eyes of all the nations ” (p. 66). How much better these utterances appear

when we extract from the discussion such sentences as these :
“ The punishment

of sin does not save men. It only vindicates God and His law. Christ, while

declaring God’s righteousness, reveals God seeking men, and at the cost of sacri-

fice ”(p. 57). “ It is true, then, that Christ suffered for our sins, and that because

He suffered our sins are forgiven. But the suffering was borne because it lay in

the path of redemption ” (p. 59). These sentences are admirable, but their

meaning needs to be borne in more effectually into some parts of the discussion.

We regard this work as an able, earnest, and healthy book, but it calls for a

fuller balancing of the thought it contains
;
and the incomplete and cne-sided

form often accepted as attractive will hinder the influence that would otherwise

be exerted by it. Henry Calderwood.

The Destiny of Man Viewed in the Light of his Origin. By John Fiske.

Pp. 121. Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 1885.

The Ideal of God as Affected by Modern Knowledge. By John Fiske.

Pp. 173. Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 1886.

The author of these little volumes is known as one of the most competent and
enthusiastic representatives of Herbert Spencer’s philosophy in America. His

work entitled ” Cosmic Philosophy” is devoted to the exposition of the doctrine

of evolution. In that work he advocated a theory of the universe to which he

gave the name of “ Cosmic Theism ”
: the fact that writers like Mr. Pollock and

Physicus (both of whom are referred to in the second of the volumes under

notice as his friends) had imputed to him a belief that he does not hold is evi-

dence that he did not make his meaning very plain. The present volumes, which

consist of addresses delivered before the Concord School of Philosophy, are in-

tended to carry out the reasoning begun in “ Cosmic Philosophy,” and to correct

certain erroneous impressions. It has probably occurred to a great many that

Mr. Spencer would in all probability be unwilling to accept to the full the inter-

pretation put upon his philosophy by Mr. Fiske in the published account of the

banquet given in Mr. Spencer’s honor in New York. It would gratify a great

many, we are sure, if Mr. Spencer were as unequivocally clear as Mr. Fiske in

regard to belief in Personal Immortality and the living God. Mr. Fiske abates

none of his claim for evolution
;
but he must henceforth be regarded as very far

removed from those writers who, like George Eliot, believe only in the immor-

tality of perpetuated influence. “For my own part, therefore, I believe in the
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immortality of the soul, not in the sense in which I accept the demonstrable

truths of science, but as a supreme act of faith in the reasonableness of God’s

work.” Mr Fiske believes in the soul and in its perdurability. This is the mes-

sage which he carried to the philosophers of Concord in his first lecture. He
also believes in God. This message is the burden of his second lecture. In his

preface, after distinguishing, in a way that satisfies us pretty well, between

Atheism, Pantheism, and Theism, he avows himself a Theist. With his state-

ment as to the genesis of Theism we do not agree : his position in this regard

being substantially that taken by Mr. Spencer. Nor do we think that much can

be made out of the attempt to distinguish between the higher and lower Theism.

Immanent Theism is not such a new thing as Mr. Fiske supposes. Nor need

there be much quarrel between Mr. Fiske and orthodox theologians in regard to

anthropomorphism. Mr. Fiske concedes that a certain amount of anthropo-

morphism is necessary if we are to have any conception of God. All theologians

will agree that any conception of God borrowed from human experience must be

inadequate. Nor does it seem quite consistent for Mr. Fiske to be quarrelling

with the argument from design, and then saying that “ the craving after a final

cause ... is an essential element in man’s religious nature”
;
and, moreover,

that the Darwinian theory, thoroughly understood, ” will be found to replace as

much teleology as it destroys.” This is exactly what Christian apologetes have

said always of evolution in general. There is much in this little book to which
we take exception

;
but we call attention to the fact that Mr. Fiske is far removed

from Physicus. ‘‘ The human soul,” says our author, “ shrinks from the thought

that it is without kith or kin in all this wide universe.” Mr. Fiske does not

accept revelation, and is distinctly opposed to the doctrines peculiar to Chris-

tianity. Nor does his Theism come up to the standard of Diman and Flint. It

is, however, very evident that upon the subject of personal immortality and tlqe

Divine existence the author of these volumes has made great progress since he

wrote his “ Cosmic Philosophy.” F. L. Patton.

Beyond the Grave. By Dr. Hermann Cremer, Professor at Greifswald.
Translated from the German by the Rev. Samuel T. Lowrie, D.D., and with
an Introduction by the Rev. A. A. Hodge, D.D., Professor at Princeton.
New York : Harper & Bros. 1886. i6mo, pp. 38, 153.

The Scriptures do nothing to satisfy the unchastened curiosity which would
minutely inquire into the manner of life of those who have journeyed beyond the

grave. Concerning this, every one who has had knowledge of that far but near
land has preserved the profoundest silence

;
not only of Lazarus, but of every

one who, like him, has sojourned within its bounds, and no less of the One whose
home was there, and who has sojourned for a season with us, it may be equally

said :
“ He told it not, or something sealed the lips of that Evangelist.” All the

more do the crude attempts of men to supply the lack of revelation by a tour de

force of the imagination stand foredoomed to failure or worse. “ The Little Pil-

grim” justly receives the satire of Mrs. Jackson in “ The Prince’s Little Sweet-
heart”

;
while such books as “ Letters from Hell” condemn themselves by the

warrant which they spread upon the title-page :
” That he may testify unto them,

lest they also come into this place of torment,”-—which is precisely what the

Saviour forbade. All the more, however, on the other hand, it is evident that

what has been revealed to us concerning the life beyond death has been revealed
only because it is important for us to know it

;
and thus it is not a morbid curi-

osity, but a reverent submission to our Father’s teaching that prompts searching
of the Word, in order to gather from it what it will be well for us to know of the
other world. So searching, we find nothing to gratify a thirst lor wonders

;
but

neither do..we find ourselves “ put off with a meagre word of information
;
for

2 (5
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though we have only intimations given us, they are unexpectedly rich, clear,

and satisfying.” These are the words with which Dr. Cremer opens the little

treatise named above
;
and we cannot direct an inquirer to a more satisfactory

guide than his pages for an account of what the Scriptures do teach in the mat-
ter. Nor is a guide here altogether unnecessary. For the popular mind has

been content with less knowledge here than is attainable
;
and much of our pop-

ular thinking and preaching on this subject errs so greatly by defect as to become
positively wrong.

Dr. Cremer’s booklet first appeared under this title in 1868
;
then, much en-

larged and improved, in 1883 under the new title, “ The State after Death.” Dr.

Lowrie’s accurate and fluent translation follows the later and more complete
treatise, but bears the earlier name. He has added a corrective note and pre-

fixed an introduction by Dr. A. A. Hodge, which lucidly sums up the Bible doc-

trine in the matter, and which ought to command the admiration and assent of

every reader. Thus (no unusual thing of late) the book is a considerable im-

provement on the original German work which it introduces to the American pub-
lic. This is high praise

;
for Dr. Cremer’s treatise is itself an admirably well-

proportioned, Biblical, and tender presentation of the truth on this great subject.

It is quite unavoidable where corrections are made that matters of minor im-

portance in the original treatise should be erected into undue prominence. It

must not be supposed, because both Dr. Lowrie and Dr. Hodge correct Dr.

Cremer’s erroneous opinion, that a hope may be cherished that God’s grace may
reach in the other world some who were ignorant of His offered salvation in

this, that Dr. Cremer builds much upon this hypothesis. He has but a word to

say upon it, at the end of his treatise, and that only by way of conjecture. A
more important place in his exposition is occupied by his view of the limbus

patrum
, which Dr. Lowrie shares with him, but Dr. Hodge (in my view, justly)

controverts. A somewhat similar error concerns the resurrection of the

wicked which Dr. Cremer bases on the universality of the atonement :
“ All

will rise, for Christ has redeemed all ” (p. 70). No doubt 1 Cor. xv. 22 appears

to refer the resurrection of all men to the redeeming work of Christ
;
but this is

so far from saying that all are redeemed by Christ that it only declares that all

are beneficiaries of His work. It is clearly true that the continued existence of

the world—with all of the historical results that flow from it—one moment after

Adam’s sin, was due only to the redemption already performed in the will of

God. This includes, of course, the birth, life, death, and resurrection of all men
—all of which are thus due to the redemption of Christ. When Dr. Cremer says

elsewhere (p. 100) that the last when resurrected “ receive what properly apper-

tains to them of the redemption,” the expression is more accurate. Tnis is

true, and it is much
;
but it is far short of redemption. I had marked a few

places where the expression seemed rather unguarded
(
e.g., p. 20 :

“ without

body, no life”), or even (in minor points) erroneous in my judgment {e.g., p. 78,

first and second resurrection)
;
the most of them are matters in which individuals

may differ. But why pick petty flaws in so excellent a book ? Let me rather

close with words of high and general praise.

Benjamin B. Warfield.

The following books claim only brief notice: The Pope: The Vicar of
Christ, the Head of the Church. By the Right Reverend Monsignor
Capel, D.D., Domestic Prelate of His Holiness, Pope Leo XIII. Fifth thou-

sand. New York and Cincinnati : Fr. Pustet & Co, 1885. This is a skil-

ful version of the common Romanist argument in favor of the supremacy
of the Pope as the successor of Peter, addressed to the intelligent citizens of

the United States. There is nothing in it that is new or that will be found very
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convincing to the really educated people of this country. The strength of Roman-
ism lies rather in the spiritual coldness and doctrinal looseness of Protestants

than in any real force attaching to her arguments in support of her own distinctive

claims. In the mean time the historical evidences in support of the historical

truth of our common Christianity not only remain impregnable, but constantly

gather new accessions of force. My Religion. By Count Leo Tolstoi. Trans-

lated from the French. New York : Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., 13 Astor Place.

Count Leo Nikolaevich Tolstoi is a Russian, born in the Province of Tula in 1828.

He was highly educated, and spent his early youth in luxurious self-gratification,

after the manner of his class. He was actively engaged in the defence of Sebas-

topol, and subsequently became famous as an author of war sketches and of his-

torical romances. In these the doctrines developed in the present work are in-

dicated. He professes to have been converted from selfishness and worldliness

by the true doctrine of Jesus, set forth in the Sermon on the Mount. He rejects

not only the peculiar doctrines of the Greek Church, in which he was brought

up, but also the entire system at the basis of historical Christianity. The true

doctrine of Christ he believes to be embraced in the following five command-
ments : Be not angry

;
Do not commit adultery

;
Take no oaths

;
Resist not evil

;

Do not make war. These he interprets as absolutely unqualified commandments.
They exclude all classes of oaths on all occasions. They exclude divorce on every

possible ground. They exclude all acts of self-defence in all possible extremity.
“ I can no longer acquire property. I can no longer resort to force in any form

for my own defence or the defence of another. I can no longer co-operate with

any power whose object is the defence of men and their property by violence. I

can no longer act in a judicial capacity, or clothe myself with authority, or take

part in the exercise of any jurisdiction whatever.” Absolute obedience to these

commandments so interpreted he believes will remove all the social evils which
now distract humanity. It is really a remarkable book, especially as an addi-

tional revelation of that hitherto unparalleled social, political, mental, and moral

world, where absolute infidelity and the grossest superstition, irresponsible aris-

tocracy, and ignorant and helpless serfdom are brought face to face without any
mediating conditions, and in which absolute despotism is opposed only by an in-

definable and hopeless Nihilism. Nature in Scripture: a Study of Bible

Verification in the Range of Common Experience. By E. C. Cummings. Port-

land, Me. : Hoyt, Fogg & Donham, 1885. Obscure in form, this effort after

originality and profundity in the interpretation of the doctrinal teaching of the

Word of God in the light of nature is another version of the New Theology.

Old heresies are repeated as new truths, and doctrines common to all the his-

torical churches are denied. The whole is speculative, and the “ Bible verifica-

tion ” is rendered conspicuous by the absence of any broad and accurate induc-

tion from the very Word of God itself carefully interpreted. The end of

punishment is the correction of moral evil and the perfection of moral character.
“ Atonement is the necessary discipline of finite agents, in bringing them to be,

intelligently and voluntarily, at one with God in His universal aim.” The pro-

bation and fall of the race in Adam is denied. The methods of God’s revealed

plan of redemption are not interpreted in the light of the Apostolic writings,

but in that of the supposed analogies of natural processes in the histories of the

material and of the moral world. A. A. Hodge.
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IV.—PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.

Some of the Great Preachers of Wales. By Rev. Owen Jones, M.A.
Newtown : Passmore & Alabaster. London. i2mo, pp. 554.

This interesting volume contains a series of biographic sketches of seven
among the most eminent preachers of Wales during the letter half of the eigh-

teenth and the earlier portions of the present century. Two ol them, indeed,

Henry Rees and John Jones, of Talsarn, belong comparatively to the present

age. John Elias and Christmas Evans, contemporaries for nearly half a century

prior to 1840, were undoubtedly the most eminent in the group. The incidents

which are related of the remarkable power of these two men, especially of Elias,

quite equal the stories current as to the effects of the preaching of Whitefield or

Jonathan Edwards. This statement is strongly confirmed by the outlines of sev-

eral sermons contained in this volume
;
see especially the sermons of Evans on

the Atonement, p. 196. An interesting comparison between these two extraor-

dinary preachers and their chief competitor in popular favor, Williams of Wern,
is presented by the author in these words :

“ In the combination of all the powers which make a great preacher John
Elias was the greatest of the three

;
hence he has been called the Demosthenes

of the group. But the one in which the genius of the poet was most prominent,

together with the oratorical faculties in high degree, was Christmas Evans. And
the one in which the philosophical element predominated, without, at the same
time, lack of the eminent qualities of an orator, was William Williams of Wern.”
A special interest attaches to the story of the two earliest preachers in the series

—Rowlands of Llangeitho, and Roberts of Clynnog. Rowlands died in 1790,

after a career which has no parallel in Great Britain except in that of Whitefield

or the Wesleys. He was every way a man of extraordinary gifts, and of un-

equalled power in the pulpit. So intense was his pathos, so dramatic and force-

ful his manner, that on one occasion the congregation was entirely overcome by
his reading of the Litany :

“ By Thine agony and bloody sweat, by Thy cross

and passion,” etc. His preaching was iearfully earnest, impetuous and con-

straining. In his annual journeys through portions of the principality he was
attended everywhere by vast crowds eager to hear his discourses. Revivals oc-

curred after revivals wherever he went on his holy mission. The communion
seasons at Llangeitho were attended by hundreds, and even thousands, from

all portions of Wales. Men and women walked as many as sixty or eighty

miles, carrying their food with them, in order to be present. No services

would be held in neighboring churches for many miles around. The Rev. Dr.

Charles, of Bala, known as the founder of the British and Foreign Bible Society,

writes of one of these occasions as follows :
“ Ever since that happy day I have

lived in a new heaven and a new earth. . . . My mind was overwhelmed and

overpowered. The truths exhibited to my view appeared too wonderfully gra-

cious to be believed. . . . The glorious scenes then opened to my eyes will

abundantly satisfy my soul millions of years hence.” To the labors of Rowlands,

Wales owes a debt that can never be counted. When he died the appropriate

inscription on his tomb was his own recorded ejaculation :
“ O Heaven,

Heaven, Heaven ! Thy mansions would have been empty enough if Zion below

had not raised up children for Thee !”

Roberts was hardly less remarkable. Born in the humblest circumstances,

gaining his living as a quarryman and laborer, without other education than that

obtained in his early home, living while at service in an outhouse in order that
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he might have quiet to study the Scriptures, prostrated by ill-health in early

manhood, a hunchback and cripple through disease, and at last dying when but

forty years of age, he left behind him a reputation for spiritual earnestness, for

power in the pulpit, and for widespread usefulness, such as has few counterparts

in the history of the Christian ministry in any land. His preaching tours through

Wales and in some English towns were attended by the most remarkable results.

His voice was strong, clear, musical, and full of effectiveness
;
his eye glowed

with a singular fire
;
his imagination was wonderfully vivid, and his descriptive

powers were correspondingly great
;
as a dramatist he was possessed of the

rarest genius
;
yet, as the skeletons of his sermons show, he was methodical in

his presentations of truth, and his discourses were as convincing in their logic

as they were persuasive and overpowering in their form. It is well said of him
that, though his career was short, yet during that time “ he elevated the tone of

the pulpit, and made it an immense power in the land. And though eighty

years have passed away since his death, his name is still a familiar household

word in Wales.”
This volume contains an interesting introductory essay, to which we can only

advert, on the chief characteristics of Welsh preaching and the main sources of

its remarkable effectiveness. Paxton Hood, in his essay on the same subject,

refers the extraordinary influence of the pulpit in Wales to the religious nature

of the Welsh people, to their propensity for metaphysics and theology, and to the

fact that they are peculiarly “ open to wonder,” whatever that may be. This is

certainly an inadequate explanation
;
the author has outlined one which is far

deeper and better. We commend his discussion, and, indeed, the entire volume,

to the thoughtful perusal especially of those who earnestly desire to know the

true secret of pulpit power. Let the young preacher study with sympathetic

interest the characters and the careers of these seven remarkable men, and for

all the rest of his life he will better know how to preach the Word.
E. D. Morris.

The Heavenly Vision and Other Sermons. By Henry M. Booth, D.D.
New York : Anson D. F. Randolph & Co.

Many volumes of excellent sermons are published in these days, so many that

one is almost disposed to think that no more are needed either to make known
the ability of the preachers, or to benefit the readers, or to stand on the shelves of

book-stores. Nothing is gained from a comparison of these volumes, since each

has its own excellences, as each preacher has his own peculiarities. Without
any comparison, however, there are certain features which distinguish this book
of Dr. Booth, and may well repay some discriminating attention. He gives us

no preface or introduction, for the discourses need none. They introduce them-
selves, as being fresh from the table and pulpit of an active pastor, and they re-

veal some prominent items of instruction respecting the relation of preaching to

a successful pastorate. It need only be said to those who do not know the tact,

that Dr. Booth is the pastor of the Presbyterian Church in Englewood, N. J., a

church second to none in intelligence and good qualities. He has been there

since he left the seminary, or about thirteen years, and if he has health, is likely

to remain as many more years, unless he removes of his own choice. It is a

question for careful homiletical study, does this book of his ordinary sermons
exhibit anything suggestive touching the occasion or means of his success ? To
this question, rather than to a review of the sermons themselves, let us devote

this notice. In order to its just consideration, with this purpose in view, more is

needed than the application of rhetorical and homiletical rules. There are not a

few discourses which will bear the test of such study, yet have small significance
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as contributions to marked success. It is the experience of many a minister, that

his efforts of all kinds which in his own judgment are very faulty often have

more effect than those which have cost him far more than these. The study of

such a book as this may bring some light on this fact. We learn four items which
all minister, and especially all students in our theological seminaries, may pon-

der with profit.

1. Skilful adaptation of themes to the character and position of the hearers.

“The religious opportunities of suburban life,” “The efficiency of refine-

ment,” “The moral ends of business,” “The divine estimate of Man,” are

examples, and almost all the sermons have illustrations of this skill.

2. Simplicity of style is a large element in valuable preaching.

The construction is natural
;
the language is direct and simple

;
the figures

are such as make plain, as well as adorn
;
the sentences are short

;
and interest

for all classes is the result. This would be even more true in listening than in

reading.

3. Concrete preaching is the most satisfactory and effective.

The tendency with too many ministers is toward the abstract in statement and
in argument, evidently with conviction that this gives proof of ability, because of

profundity. There is nothing of which an ordinary audience more quickly tires

than this habit in a preacher. These sermons abound in concrete statements

and references, and these render them fresh and attractive.

4. The best way of preaching doctrine is not that which presents the doctrine

merely as logically demonstrated and to be accepted, but as in connection with

some practical application. The last seven of these discourses are full of theol-

ogy, yet rather seen than proved. The concrete peculiarity prevails in all of

them, and the effect is ultimately on the heart and life, not on the reason.

Without elaboration, I do not doubt that these peculiarities, backed by the

common sense and native ability of the author, go far to show why Dr. Booth
has been so successful as a pastor. He has reason to be thankful that he is not

a genius, nor inclined to any strained or stilted manner in the expression of

thought, nor to any foolish or eccentric treatment of men, or truth, in preaching-

These sermons are the key to such growth in pastoral skill and ministerial power
as should excite the ambition of others, whatever may be their ability, and en-

courage them to believe that in their measure they too may succeed, if they

make use of like methods.

Nor do these peculiarities with any less emphasis commend the book to those

who must read rather than hear the sermons. The readers will hardly know
why they are so interested in them, but few will be satisfied with one, and the

common verdict will be that they are in contact with the productions of one who
is preaching to men, and not merely discussing a subject. James Eells.

Carmina Sanctorum : A Selection of Hymns and Songs of Praise, with Tunes.

Edited by Roswell Dwight Hitchcock, Zachary Eddy, Lewis Ward
Mudge. Pp. 447. New York and Chicago : A. S. Barnes & Co.

A new collection of church music ! Yes
;
and from the competent and ex-

perienced hands of some of the editors of the Hymns and Songs of Praise (1874),

and the Hymns and Songs for Social and Sabbath Worship (1875) : Rev. Mr.

Mudge having had an acknowledged share in the preparation of the latter work,

although his name did not appear on the title-page. Dr. Schaff has taken no

direct part in the new work. In their first volume the editors found themselves

drawn into the preparation, with an immense amount of labor, admirably ex-

pended, of one of the most comprehensive of our common collections ; in the

book before us they revert to their original idea of a selection. Indeed, the new
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volume is larger than the second of the editors’ former works by less than a

hundred hymns and chants, and contains less than half as many as the two com-

bined. As that, however, was no mere selection from its predecessor, so this in

turn gives evidence of fresh and judicious labor
;
80 of its 746 hymns are found

in neither of its predecessors. Turning to the admirable Evangelical Hymnal
and to Laudes Domini (Dr. Robinson’s last book), with which we are most

naturally led to compare the new-comer, we find that forty of these added hymns
are in one or both of its competitors. The remainder are partly old hymns, for

which a reconsideration has secured, under new conditions, a more favorable

judgment, and in part hymns recently produced or accepted for the uses of the

sanctuary.

The literary reputation of the editors is sufficient guarantee that they have at-

tached due importance to purity of text. Alterations are scrupulously suggested.

We question whether in a few instances abridgment has not been carried too far.

Variety of occasion prompts and demands variety of selection among the stanzas

of some of our longer hymns and psalms. It is. not always a satisfactory expe-

dient to set up two or three of the later stanzas for an independent existence.

It has been a special effort of the editors to provide, within moderate limits, in

just proportion, for all the necessities of worship in song. This will in part account

for the non-appearance of not a few favorites. The study of the unrivalled topical

index will show what pains have been taken to supply the best material for every

important theme and occasion.

Like the Evangelical Hymnal,
our volume gives us in immediate connection

with each hymn and tune much of the information for which in other books we
have spent much time in turning to supplementary indexes. This arrangement

also reduces the number of indexes and simplifies their structure. If the editors

have private communications from departed hymnologists (see the information

given in regard to F. S. Key’s hymn—No. 366 of the collection—for which he

appears to have supplied at least a revision fourteen years after his decease) this

will account in part for the excellence of their work. There are editors, not the

editors of the Carmina Sanctorum
,
who need some sanction from the other world

for the way in which they deal in the higher criticism,—ascribing, e. g., to Top-

lady much that Toplady never wrote, but only should have written. Next to

Watts and Wesley, our editors draw upon Montgomery, Neale, Doddridge, Bonar,

Heber, Miss Winkwmrth, Lyte, Faber, and Newton. Dr. Robinson’s order in

Laudes Domini is Bonar, Doddridge, Neale, Montgomery, Palmer, Kelly, New-
ton, Miss Steele. The Evangelical Hymnal’

s

order is Miss Winkworth, Neale,

Doddridge, Miss Steele, Lyte, Montgomery, Bonar, and Heber. From such an

examination one learns not only the comparative favor shown to things new and
old, but something of the characteristic flavor of a collection.

For their music the editors have, like Dr. Robinson, Dr. Bacon, and others of

our recent compilers, drawn freely both upon American and European composers.

The Eva?igelical Hymnal
,
with all its rare merits, has in our judgment passed

too severe a condemnation on some of the better American tunes. (Mr. Cornell

is represented by fifteen tunes, all other American composers by three.) As
compared with the Laudes Do7nini, our editors introduce somewhat more liber-

ally the works of the English and other European composers. We could wish
that they had pruned away still more freely the lightest and weakest of our

American compositions, substituting something better, either native or foreign.

Colorless tunes are sometimes required, but never the hopelessly commonplace
;

and some even of our comparatively popular tunes are little better than this.

We should delight to dispense forever with Chimes, Clinton, Maitland, Zerah, and
a few more. The adaptation of tunes to hymns appears to us with rare excep-

tions sympathetic and judicious
;
we cannot regard Mercy Seat and Southport as
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the most successful. Nor can we think that all the foreign tunes introduced (the

somewhat unwieldy Gerontius, and some others) will permanently supplant those

for which they have been substituted. Choirs and congregations need to grow
into the spirit of a book, and will sometimes, in spite of all, fail to catch the full

meaning of the composer or editor.

The mechanical execution of the book is for the most part a decided success.

The volume opens well, with a broad, clear page, and a very legible and invit-

ing typography. We question whether the publisher will not be obliged to use a

paper less dazzling in the reflection from its highly calendered surface. In this

book as in others aiming at the same ends in the same way, it will always be at

first a little trying to moderately skilful readers of music, to connect readily and
rapidly the words on one page with notes on the opposite page, especially when
in so many instances (nearly a hundred) the eye must pass continually from

the top of one to the bottom of the other. With so short a page, and so gener-

ous a provision of tunes this arrangement is perhaps inevitable.

Charles A. Aiken.

Christian Chorals for the Chapel and Fireside. Edited by Rev. M. W.
Stryker. New York and Chicago : Biglow & Main. 1885.

To every lover of pure, thoughtful sacred music this neat, compact, inexpen-

sive collection of three hundred praise-songs will surely be welcome. The whole

book, from cover to cover, proves the sincerity of the purpose expressed in the
“ foreword :

” “ To unite closely selected words with truthful and sober church

tones, full of vitality and musical character.” One perusal of the book is suffi-

cient to show the wide and careful search that has been made in order to accom-
plish this aim. The stores of German and English church music, including

representative selections of every century from the sixteenth to the nineteenth,

have contributed the largest share, and have given to the book its character and

strength ; still what is from other sources is worthy of a place beside this noble

music. In its bright Christmas carols, its stately, solemn chants, and its earnest

chorals— nearly all from master hands-—there is the dignity of devout thought-

fulness throughout. This comes because the original purpose of the music was
the reverent worship of a holy God. It was not meant to simply catch the ear

or awaken a momentary emotional response, but to give truthful expression in

harmony to earnest spiritual worship. Would that oftener we might hear such

music in both our homes and churches ! The day is not far distant when we
shall, and such books as this will hasten its coming. We have used it by the
” fireside,” and know its power to interest and to develop a taste for true sacred

music. We have dwelt thus at length upon this part of the work, for the collec-

tion of harmonies is what really distinguishes it. A regards the other part—the

words—we can only say that equally conscientious work is shown in selection

and adaptation. Many of the best hymns are given, together with several felici-

tous translations, by the Editor, of German hymns. The book is furnished with

indices of tunes, authors, and composers and first lines. Of much interest and

value are the authorial data given over the notes and under the hymns. Small

as the work is, it must have cost a great amount of labor, time, and care. May
it receive that recognition which it deserves, and give a mighty impulse to the

appreciation of substantial sacred music ! J. S. RiGGS.

Books for Practical Edification :

From B. Westermann & Co. we have the four following : Gesammelte
Vortrage und Abhandlungen, Dr. Richard Rothe. Eingeleitet Von Dr.

Friederich Nippold. Elberfeld : R. G. Friderichs. This is a collection of the
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essays and addresses made by the eminent theologian during the last years of his

life. They are written in the clear and fluent style characteristic of the author,

and there is never any difficulty in ascertaining precisely what is meant—a remark

which by no means applies to all the great scholars of Germany. Most of these

discussions refer to the attitude of the Church face to face with modern culture.

It is not the Kulturkampf between Rome and modern civilization, but the con-

flict between historical Christianity and Rationalism. On this Rothe takes a posi-

tion somewhat like that of the broadest of Broad Churchmen in England. He
thought that the dogmas of Protestantism should be modified to meet the demands
of the time. “ It is absolutely impossible (and on reflection we most rejoice in

the fact) lhat at this period in the development of Christianity—to specify only

cardinal features—the old statement of the Scriptures and their inspiration, the

Athanasian doctrine of the Trinity, the Chalcedonian view of the Person of Christ,

the Anselmic or juridical statement of the Atonement, the efficacy of the Sacra-

ments, etc., should become the honest conviction of the cultivated classes in gen-

eral, although here and there individuals may passionately attach themselves to

such dogmas” (p. 15). Rothe thinks that the religious facts in the case (by

which he seems to mean only the advent, life, death, and resurrection of our

Lord) stand felsenfest for all time, and remain ever young
;
but the scientific

explanation of those facts given by the Church of former days, with the means
then at its command, is no longer tenable. But this view cannot for one moment
be allowed. It is quite impossible to cut off the providential guidings of eighteen

centuries and turn one’s back upon the conflicts of faith in all the past. And
what inducement is there to such a course in the advances of modern science ?

Those advances have been chiefly in physics, and what aid can they afford in

determining the constitution of our Lord’s person or in settling the relations of

the factors in the Trinity ? Nor is it true that the Scripture contains simply a

narrative of facts. A great deal more is involved in its plainest statements as

well as in the profound expositions contained in the Epistles. Nor is the quarrel

of rationalism with the old Church doctrine chiefly intellectual. Men object to

dogma not because it is dogma, but because it impinges upon their pride, their

self-sufficiency, upon what the Scripture calls their carnal mind. And such ob-

jections are not to be obviated by concessions of fundamental truth. The evangeli-

cal confessions of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries cannot be surrendered.

It is true that there is a difference in the method of stating truth. A conspicuous

instance may be seen by comparing the doctrines of grace as set forth by Prin-

cipal Hill or Dr. Charles Hodge with the same tenets as distorted and caricatured

by the Socinian Channing or the Agnostic Clifford. But this is not what Dr.

Rothe means. He would bridge the gulf that exists in Germany, between the

Church and the Gebildeten by throwing into the chasm a large portion of the very

muniments of the faith. Such an attempt would certainly fail. The concession

once begun on his principles would needs go on step by step until nothing was
left but pure naturalism. The only safe, the only logical ground for the Church
in Germany or anywhere else to stand upon is the Word of God and the Spirit

of God. The manifestation of the truth given in the Word, and that alone, com-
mends itself to men’s consciences

;
and when to this is added the touch of the

divine Spirit, the cause is gained. All other support is mere delusion. Rational-

ists will become reconciled to the Church when the Son of God is revealed in

them as He was in the Apostle Paul, or they see the glory of God shining

in the face of Jesus Christ, and not before. The difficulty is not intellectual,

but moral. Katechetische-entwickelnde Auslegung der funf Haiiptstucke

des Kleinen Catechismus Luther s. Von Ernst Danckwerts. (Gottingen :

Vandenhoef & Ruprecht.) This is a revised and enlarged edition of a sketch

under the same title published by the pastor of Reckershausen in 1883. It is
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lull and good, taking up every point, and enforcing it by appeal to the Divine

Word. On the fourth command (the third in Luther’s division) it is better than

its text, inasmuch as it distinctly recognizes the duty of keeping the rest-day holy,

which Luther did not
;
and it makes the authority for observing the first day of

the week depend not on the Church, but on God. The appearance of such works
as this (an octavo of 272 closely printed pages) lrom the press in Germany is evi-

dence that confessional orthodoxy has not waned so far as some persons contend.

Die Volksthumlichkeit der cvangelischen Kirche. Von Rudolph Kohler.

(Leipzig : J. Lehmann.) On the title-page this is called a warning not to let the

“acceptable time” pass unimproved. Pastor Kohler thinks that the situation

of affairs in Germany calls on the Evangelical Church to assert itself in outspoken
opposition to Romanism and Materialism, and for this purpose to take an active

and distinct part in political matters. He writes with great earnestness, and ap-

parently from a deep conviction of the truth and importance of what he brings

forward. Our experience here is against his theory. Were the Evangelical

Church, as such, to enter the political arena, it would not only fail of its end, but

be seriously damaged. Worldly, secular aims would draw along with them in-

struments of the same character, and there would be a perceptible decline of

moral integrity, and much more of spirituality. An earnest Christian may be
an active citizen, but an entire Church cannot become a political party without

losing both its prestige and its character. Christian men can best serve their

country by elevating the tone and character of the party to which they belong,

and not by making a new one. The same is true in regard to temperance, many
experienced friends of the cause being decidedly of opinion that the prominence
now given to political action on the subject rests upon a wrong principle, and is

hazardous in the extreme. The highest authority tells us that the weapons of

our warfare are not of the flesh, but mighty before God, to the casting down of

strongholds. To forsake these and resort to others of an opposite character

shows weakness of faith and an utter insensibility to all the teachings of the

past. Talbot W. Chambers.

V.—PHILOSOPHY.

On the Ethics of Naturalism. By W. R. Sorley, M.A., Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge
;
and Examiner in Philosophy in the University of Edin-

burgh. Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood & Sons. 1885. Pp. 292.

The substance of this volume constituted the Shaw Fellowship Lectures deliv-

ered in the University of Edinburgh last year. It is an admirable piece of work,

and though it occupies a much smaller compass than the treatises of Sidgvvick,

Green, and Martineau, it deserves to be ranked along with them as a masterly

contribution to ethical criticism. The fundamental question for the moral phi-

losopher is, according to Mr. Sorley, the “end” of conduct. Search for the

ethical end might be conducted by asking what Reason has to say, or by inquir-

ing what a man’s natural impulses would indicate. An absolute line of demar-
cation between the Rational and the Naturalistic methods into which all philos-

ophy is said to be divided does not seem to us to have been made out, though for

the author’s purpose the distinction is clear enough. Neglecting the first method,

the author asks whether Naturalistic ethics can give us an ethical end. The
volume before us is a searching examination of this question, and the conclusion

is reached in the terms of what we think is an unanswerable negative. The
author begins his inquiry by assuming, for the sake of argument, that pleasure

motives action. If, then, a man always acts with reference to pleasure, it seems
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at the outset absurd to say how he ought to act or to suppose that he can act

•differently. To change psychological hedonism into ethical hedonism would be

very difficult, however psychological hedonism be understood. For if we mean
that a man seeks his greater happiness in the long run when we say that pleas-

ure motives action, the attempt to rationalize this would result only in giving

some counsels of prudence
;
but we should not get an ethical end. And if by

the statement that pleasure motives conduct it be meant that a man always does

what at the moment seems desirable, we cannot put before a man something in

the future as an end that he ought to realize, unless we can succeed in making
the pleasure of an imagined future a greater pleasure than the pleasure of the

actual present. If as a psychological fact a man always acts according to what
is most pleasurable here and now, the transition from psychological hedonism

to ethical hedonism, from the pleasurable that actually does to the pleasurable

that ought to motive conduct is impossible, except as Morley shows, by a method
that would so enhance the pleasures of imagination as to weaken the motives to

activity.

Nor is it possible to make the transition from Egoism to Utilitarianism. For

if I always do what gives me pleasure, how can it be said that I ought to seek

the greatest happiness of the social organism ? This transition cannot be made
by saying that I find my happiness in Altruism : for in this case it is still my hap-

piness and not Altruism that is my end. There may be some other reason for

Altruism
;
but to teach that all conduct is motived by pleasure is to make Utili-

tarianism, so far as it rests upon a naturalistic basis, impossible. Sorley finds a

striking confirmation of his position here in the views taught by Mr. Sidgwick,

for while the latter writer teaches Utilitarianism, he defends it upon intuitional

grounds. It is impossible to start with psychological hedonism and reach an
ethical end, whether it be egoistic or utilitarian.

But may there not be other than the felicific impulses which influences con-

duct ? And if so, may we not have a non-hedonistic system of morals ? This

leads the author into a discussion of the ethical systems taught by Hutcheson,

Shaftesbury and Butler. The result of this criticism is that the writers of this

school either defend their doctrine of virtue by an appeal to personal happiness,

or else they fall back upon the rational ground of Practical Reason and give up
Naturalism. “ On one side, therefore, Butler tends to a form of theological

utilitarianism, such as was common in his own day, and was afterward formu-

lated by Paley. On the other hand, his ethics more naturally allies itself with a

different theory in which the moral law is conceived as having its source in prac-

tical reason, and the naturalistic basis of ethics is definitely abandoned.”
The naturalistic ethics of the school represented by Shaftesbury and Hutcheson

proceeded upon the assumption that men are actuated by other than self-regard-

ing impulses. Their system, however, did not provide the means of effecting a

harmony between the egoistic and the altruistic impulses. This harmony is

exactly what is needed, however, and since, through the philosophy of evolution,

the profound relation between the individual and the social aspect of life is more
generally recognized, it is natural to ask whether we shall not find in the evolu-

tion-theory of ethics the solution of the difficulties that grow out of these compet-

ing impulses. The hope of finding a naturalistic basis for ethics may be said,

indeed, to be confined to the evolution-theory. To this theory accordingly our

author devotes the greater part of the volume under notice. The advocates of

the evolution-ethic have for the most part confined themselves to the work of

showing how certain moral ideas originated. But supposing them to have suc-

ceeded in tracing the genesis of moral ideas, they have but given us a new psy-

chology of ethics, and are as far as ever from having given us an ethical end.

There are, however, many lacuna, as Mr. Sorley shows, in their ethical psychol-
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ogy. Natural selection originates nothing, and at most can account only for the

persistence of what has already come into being. How does non-moral conduct*

pass into moral conduct ? We see variation, to be sure, in the organic world,

but it is variation within the same order of facts. “ But the transition from the

non-moral to the moral is transition to a different order of facts.” And how,
when benevolence has been universalized and there are no competing races to be
affected by it, does natural selection, which always implies the struggle for life,

operate so as to secure its persistence ? These are some of the difficulties

pressed by the author against the psychology of the evolution-ethic. Assuming,
however, that the doctrine of evolution is capable of explaining the genesis of

our moral ideas, it is important to ask how the evolution-ethic stands related to

former ethical theories, and what special contribution, it any, it can make to the

discussion of the ethical end. These questions are dealt with in succession.

The doctrine of evolution professes to account for the genesis of moral ideas
;

do these ideas cease to have value because they can be traced to simpler elements
in experience ? Sorley says no, but in a way that shows that he does not use the

word ‘‘ ought” as standing for the categorical imperative. That conduct which
intuitionists call ‘good’ may continue to deserve the name 'good’ after intuitional-

ism is overthrown by evolution is not doubted
;
could it be called obligatory,

however ? Again, the doctrine of evolution by teaching the solidarity of man-
kind tends to show that the interests of the individual and those of society are

identical. If this absolute identity were made out, Sorley is of the opinion that,

“ supposing a universalistic ethics has been arrived at through the influence of a

political standpoint or of some intuition of reason,” it would be possible to

develop a doctrine of obligation, and so make this universalistic end the duty of

the individual. But again, it is in a very loose sense of the word ‘ obligation’ that

this would be true. Prove that my interests and the interests of society are

identical, and you prove, oi course, that enlightened selfishness would consider

the good of others. But this is not a doctrine of obligation. Still, the identity

of individual interest and social interests is, as our author says, very far from

being made out, and evolution furnishes no way of making the transition from

Egoism to Utilitarianism. Utilitarianism, in fact, is not accepted by evolution-

ists, either in its method or principles, as furnishing a sound basis of ethical

science. Has it, then, any answer of its own to the question, What is the ethical

end ?

At the close of Chapter VII. the author says :
“ The evolution-theory of ethics

is thus seen to oscillate from the theory which looks upon the summum bonum as

pleasure, to that which finds it in activity.” Pleasure, the author shows, cannot

be end of conduct indicated by evolution. For, while it may be easy to reply to

the pessimist who says that the evolution of life tends to an increase of misery, it

is nevertheless true that the course of evolution—so far as experience helps us

to understand it—cannot be measured by an increase of pleasure.”

Failing thus to establish an ethical basis through the connection between

hedonism and evolution, “ it may be thought—and the suggestion deserves

careful examination—that we may find in the characteristics of evolution itself an

indication of the end which organisms produced by and subject to evolution are

naturally fitted to attain.” The author then, in Chapter VIII. criticises with

great acuteness the evolutionist end, considered first as adaptation to environ-

ment, secondly as suggested by tendency to variation, and thirdly as increase of

life. The conclusion reached is, that “ the theory of evolution—however great

its achievements in the realm of natural science—is almost resultless in ethics.”

F. L. Patton.
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The following books demand a brief notice :

The Social Philosophy and Religion of Comte. By Edward Caird, LL.D.

,

Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Glasgow. Pp. 249. (New
York : Macmillan & Co. 1885.) This volume is a reprint of a series of articles

that appeared in the Contemporary Review. Its scope is indicated in the

preface. Repudiation of metaphysic was the characteristic of the school to

which Comte belonged. The characteristic of Comte himself, however, is that

his Positivism, after repudiating metaphysic and theology, “reproduces both,

though in a new form.” It is to this reproduction that critics like Mill and
Littrd have particularly objected in Comte’s system, and for this they have

found fault with him. The present criticism is from an opposite point of view.

The author is in full sympathy with the conditions of mind that made both a

metaphysic and a religion the necessary outcome of the Comptean positivism.

Comte’s claim to be regarded as a great thinker is, according to Dr. Caird, in

great part to be found in the fact that he tried “ to find a new satisfaction for the

higher wants of humanity, which Theology and Metaphysic, or, as 1 should prefer

to say, Religion and Philosophy, have so long been supposed to satisfy.” Comte
thought that these higher wants were satisfied in the religion of Humanity

;
that

the craving for unity was gratified in the subjective synthesis that recognizes

the solidarity of mankind. The object of this criticism is to show that “ the

true synthesis of Philosophy must be objective as well as subjective, and that

there can be no religion of Humanity which is not also a religion of God.”
The author is very appreciative of Comte’s excellences, and gives him a higher

place among representative thinkers than it is common for men to give him now-
adays. He shows that in repudiating metaphysics Comte meant no more than

all modern metaphysicians maintain
;
and that, moreover, Comte was himself a

metaphysician and unconscious of the categories that guided his own investiga-

tions. The relations subsisting between writers of the Agnostic or Positive School
and those of the Absolutist or the Hegelian School are very interesting. Op-
posed to each other as they are, they have, nevertheless, a close affinity for each
other, as several recent works abundantly show. Among these not the least im-
portant by any means is the work under notice. Outliiies of Psychology.

Dictated portions of the lectures of Hermann Lotze. Translated and edited by
George T. Ladd, Professor of Philosophy in Yale College. Pp. 152. (Boston : Ginn
& Company. 1886.) Students of philosophy are under great obligations to Pro-

fessor Ladd for the work he has done in bringing Lotze’s Dictate within the reach

of the English-reading public. We hope that this well- printed and well-edited work
will have a large circulation. Die italienische Philosophie des neunzehnten
fahrhunderts. Von Dr. Karl Werner : vierter Band : Die italienische Philoso-

phie den Gegenwart. (New York : B. Westermann & Co. 1886.) In the present

volume of Dr. Werner’s great work, which, by the way, is rapidly approaching
completion, the author gives a full account of the philosophic currents that are
manifest in Italy at the present time. Naturalistic Positivism and Evolution

;

Historico-critical Kant-studies
;
Vico-studies

;
Eclectic Idealism

;
the reawaken-

ing of Giobertianism as a Catholic reaction against Hegelianism—these are the

headings of some of the chapters, and indicate the general character of the book.
Die Religion der Moral. Vortrage gehalten in der gesellschaft fur moral-

ische Kultur in Chicago, von William Mackintire Salter. Vom Verfasser geneh-
migte Uebersetzung, herausgegeben von Georg von Gizycki. Pp. 363. (Chicago:
Koelling, Klappenbach, and Kenkel. 1885.) This volume of lectures comes to

us from Chicago, by way of Leipzig. Professor Gizycki introduces it to the

German-reading public in terms of high, not to say extravagant, praise. There
is not a little to commend in the volume. It inculcates a lofty morality, and is
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far above the level of the utilitarian and evolutionary moralists. The lectures

entitled, Was ist eine moralische Handlung ? Giebt es ein hoheres Gesetz ?

And Giebt es etwas Absolutes in der Moral ? are suggestive, and show the

influence of Kant upon the author’s mind. The first lecture, however, Die
Religion der Moral, indicates the author’s position and his hostility to dog-

matic and historical Christianity. F. L. Patton.

VI.—GENERAL LITERATURE.
Outlines of Universal History : Designed as a Text-Book and for Private

Reading. By George Park Fisher, D.D., LL.D., Professor in Yale Col-

lege. New York and Chicago : Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co.

This is more than a good text-book. It is a marvel of clear and condensed

historical composition. Teachers of history owe to Professor Fisher a large debt

of gratitude for the labor that he has expended on his “ outline.” Not only is it

admirably adjusted to the requirements of the class-room, but general readers of

history will find it an exceedingly interesting volume. We are of the opinion

that several of the finest qualities of Professor Fisher’s mind and style shine as

conspicuous in this as they do in any of his works. Certainly his literary gifts

were never before subjected to a severer test. It is high praise to say that he has

given us neither mere tables of facts nor a mere collection of generalizations.

He has given us a synopsis that is entitled to be called a fine literary product, in

view of its special rhetorical traits, its noble conception of history, and the ad-

mirable, it brief, treatment of its several sections. Than the introduction we do

not know a better brief unfolding of the nature and scope of history. Admirable

as the book shows itself to be, when examined solely with reference to the

author’s design, one’s sense of its value is deepened after comparing it with other

English and American outlines. Even Weber’s Weltgeschichte, which certainly

deserves the high opinion entertained of it by Dr. Fisher, and which we have

often wished might be translated by a competent writer into English, would not,

in a translation, prove so valuable a text-book as the work before us.

We should have liked better his general division, had he closed Ancient History

with the Fall of the Western Empire, a.d. 476, instead of with the Migrations

of the Germanic Barbarians, a.d. 375. The Fall of the Western Empire is an

event which occurred at a particular date
;
the Migrations of the Germanic

tribes constitute a great movement, of which we can scarcely say that it began,

much less was completed, in a particular year or even century. Moreover, the

memory of the student would have been aided, if the Fall of the Western Empire
had been made to close Ancient, as the Fall of the Eastern Empire is made to

close Mediaeval History. Besides, we think that the abdication of Augustulus

Romulus is, all things considered, the real close of the career of the ancient

world. But this, after all, is a small matter. We mention it only because we
can discover no more serious fault in the volume. The maps and tables leave

nothing, in those respects, to be desired. John De Witt.

The Early Hanoverians. By Edward E. Morris. With maps and plans.

i6mo. New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1886.

The “ Epochs of Modern History ” constitute a series of small volumes, each

of which can be perused in the course of a very few hours. They have this ad-

vantage, among others, that the reader is not deterred from attempting to master
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them by any apprehension respecting the magnitude of the burden he is taking

upon himself. This volume, the sixteenth in order of publication, is a simple

and unostentatious narrative of the reigns of the first two Georges, down to the

treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748. It is enough to say that it is clear, lively,

and readable. Henry M. Baird.

Introductory Hebrew Method and Manual. Second Edition. Re-written,

Pp. 170, 93. Elements of Hebrew by an Inductive Method. Sixth

Edition. Re-written, p.182. By William R. Harper, Ph.D., Professor of

Hebrew and the Cognate Languages in the Chicago Baptist Union Theologi-
cal Seminary. Chicago: American Publishing Society of Hebrew. 1885.

These books come to us with a strong backing. They are recommended not

only by the known attainments of the author, but by his brilliant and continuous

success as a teacher of Hebrew. They show us how he teaches, and have a very

practical endorsement in the firm grasp of the language which his mode of in-

struction has given great numbers of men who had never learned it or had for-

gotten it.

The two books are meant to be used together
;
the “ Method ” constantly re-

fers to the “ Elements.” The former is a lesson-book, the latter a grammar.
The former is the book for beginners, and is the more characteristic book of the

two. Both illustrate and embody an inductive method, but the induction of the

grammar consists in putting the brief examples—generally single words or signs

— before the rules, instead of after them, which, after all, is not revolutionary.

The ” Method,” however, puts the learner at once face to face with the language
in concrete and connected form, and teaches him to derive its facts and prin-

ciples from actual observation. Thus it takes up, in fifty lessons, the first eight

chapters of Genesis. The “ Manual,” bound with it, but paged separately, con-

tains the Hebrew text, pointed, and in part unpointed
;
a partial transliteration

and translation
;
vocabularies and word lists.

Undoubtedly the inductive method of studying language yields good results,

especially when the teacher modifies it, as Professor Harper expressly does, by
copious grammatical references, and by the occasional complete statement of

facts which induction has given in fragments. He is concerned to teach

Hebrew, and not to vindicate a theoretical consistency. In the application^ his

principle he shows great ingenuity and skill. The “Notes,” “Observations,”
“Grammar Lessons,” “Word Lessons,” “Exercises” (English-Hebrew and
Hebrew-English), “ Topics for Study,” etc., are distributed with great judg-

ment and clear understanding, born of experience, of what students need. His
system of notation, abbreviation, etc., is very minute, and various original con-

trivances show how much thought and care he has expended on formal details.

His plea for historical explanations of linguistic facts, as not only not foreign to

an elementary treatment, but essential to its intelligent pursuit, is thoroughly
sound, and the convenience as well as accuracy of this course is amply illustrated

in the “ Elements.” The procedure is, of course, not free from danger. The
author commits himself to views which must be largely matters of opinion. It

is nevertheless the wise and right course. The recognition of ’v from ai,

and of 6 from d
;
the explanation of vocal SiPwa from a full vowel

;
the exhibi-

tion of the older Shemitic verb forms, and many other observations which intro-

duce the student to Shemitic philology while interpreting for him the peculiari-

ties of the Hebrew, show that the author is acquainted with recent philological

discussions, and knows how to use them.

Elementary teaching must be dogmatic, and it is natural, therefore, that the

author should often state as fact what is still disputed. Thus (with much
reason, but perhaps too absolutely), he denies to the Hebrew the “ connecting
vowel”; he treats the ’Ayin Waw verb as a tri-literal; he describes (wrongly,
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we are confident), the imperfect 21?' as rejecting the first radical
;
he (wisely)

still speaks of the Daghesh forte as “ doubling” a consonant, and of the feminine

form of the numerals as older than the masculine. He (perhaps wrongly) does

not recognize a distinct £ stem in the suffixal pronouns of the second person, etc.

His assertion of a tone-long e (:.), from a is not wholly new, but needs

careful and discriminating discussion. * We shall be glad to see his detailed argu-

ment in its favor, and merely refer, meantime, to forms like (why should

the pause deflect a long vowel ?) and (why not always ?) as requir-

ing under this theory a special explanation.

Other criticisms, given somewhat at random, are the following (M. =“ Method,”

E. — “Elements”) : M. p. 14 (etc.). The use of Munach as a sign of every

penultimate tone seems unfortunate
;
a sign never employed for any other pur-

pose would be better. P. 15, note 1. Why must the pupil learn of a past tense,

which (E. p. 66) he must afterward unlearn, and (p. 20) of a future, as well ?

P. 24. Should not ‘ the hard sound “ was indicated” ’ by Daghesh Lene, read “ is

indicated ”? The contrivance is a comparatively late one. P. 26. Final n does

not represent the preceding t
, but the preceding a

;
Qameg was a later rep-

resentation of the same sound. P. ’64. Lesson XVI., a review lesson, divides

Gen. i. from Gen. ii. i-4«, a part of the same document, and (p. 67) Lesson XVII.

divides Gen. ii. 1-3 from verse 4a ,
properly belonging to it.

E. p. 14, X would be heard in “ our” as much as in “ hour”
;

it is the explo-

sive sound introducing a vowel not preceded in the same syllable by a stronger

consonant ; the remarks about it in M. pp. 13, 20, are not wholly satisfactory.

P. 16. The description of the Chatephs is not good because they are compared
with English vowels which have the tone. Would not the statement that “ some-

times - is written where '—was intended,” etc., have been better in a

form like this :
—

“ 3 was sometimes not written, even when z was pro-

nounced ” ? P. 47. Neither here, nor anywhere, if we have observed correctly,

is the — of IV3
, etc., explained. P. 60. Is it meant that DPR is from

’ attitm

?

P. 65 (cf. M., p. 20, etc.). The 3s. m. Perfect is surely not “the
simplest of all verbal forms,” nor is the statement here consistent with p. 127.

Pp. 4, 92, etc., and paradigms
; pp. 166, etc. Is it wise to press b 1 p

into the

service, for stative and weak verbs ? Why would not the same theory demand
an application in paradigms of nouns ? We are convinced that there is no gain

to be derived from this formal uniformity which is not more than counterbal-

anced by its artificial character, h 1
p

is unsatisfactory enough as a model strong

verb. There is no need of using its radicals in the manufacture of other verbs.

The importance of Professor Harper’s work as an instructor, the large circula-

tion of his books, and the comprehensive form which they are assuming has de-

manded a somewhat full treatment of them here. We have no doubt that the

successive editions will grow better and better, and more and more thoroughly

serve the end for which they have been prepared. Already we learn that a

seventh edition of the “ Elements” is to appear early in the present year. One
new and most important feature of this will be a hundred pages of Syntax.

Francis Brown.
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